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Hello. Bizarrely I actually think this is the best issue I have done, so I
will be asking you something during this short preamble, before you
start ambling on your own. I have been busy this month, creating three
issues to try and catch up on the bands I have wanted to interview, and
there’s enough material I am currently organising to see me through
until March on a regular schedule, so things are starting to take shape
nicely.
I just love the content this issue. The UK DECAY piece contains some
fabulous quotes and memories, which will enthral, or should. Spon
went to great lengths to ensure I got the piece quickly, and I can’t
thank him enough. It’s a fascinating look at what a band remembers,
and what a band experiences.
Ditto Sam with the BLACK TAPE FOR A BLUE GIRL interview. If
you knew the lengths he’d gone to in ensuring this was as interesting
as I hope you find it, you’d be well impressed because it’s not like he
needed to. In this day and age of kiss-arse online coverage most bands
wouldn’t even consider answering the sort of questions I was
peppering the piece with, but he stood up to scrutiny well, and
introduced me to the Goodledocs thing along the way which means
you’re going to find me doing even longer, more detailed interviews
with some people in future.
You see, that’s what I like. The detail. I like going through an album
and asking what it’s all about. I like to find bands from different
regions and quiz them on how things developed as much as how they
did. The EL CLAN interview is a classic example, and as well as
finding out about the Mexican Goth scene you will encounter a truly
interesting band. Win-win, as I see it.
It’s also good to have chronological approach too, keeping tabs on
SCREAMING BANSHEE AIRCREW, finding out how and why
ZEITGEIST ZERO made such a mighty album, and the ability to act
fast, swooping swiftly to get details out of RESIST on the great noisy
records they’ve been unleashing, and on the spirited and genuinely

intriguing comeback of MOMENTO MORI. There’s even a wonderful
indie band in WILL DANCE FOR CHOCOLATE, which isn’t like me
at all. You’ll love them.
So this is what I do and through the combination of actually putting
the work in, having a certain insight, and contacts made through the
years, I believe I’m bringing you a
magazine which provides something
others don’t. Maybe you’ll agree,
maybe not, but this month you’ll
hopefully notice I have done
something I haven’t done before – I
have repeated an article, to whit the
important Medical Expenses Appeal
for Phoenix Marie which was in THE
MICK 50 (if you haven’t downloaded
that, please do so – it’s almost as good
as this issue!). Unlike many appeals
this one has a direct outcome if she
raises the required amount. She gets
to live. Her treatment is working, but
has to occur outside of normal medical
circumstances as she has allergies to
synthetic medicines, and has no health insurance. So it’s all down to
donations and the Auctions she will be organising that I will promote
on my journal/myspace and in future issues of the magazine.
So I ask one very simple thing. If you have enjoyed this issue, and
would like to acknowledge the time and effort I have put in on it to
ensure you get something which really is worth reading, then please
visit her donations page where you can make a simple donation of a
quid or a couple of dollars, whatever you think the experience of this
issue has been worth. They take paypal, so it’s all dead simple.
http://helpphoenix.teapoweredphoto.com
I go now.

ALBUMS OF THE YEAR - 2009

ALBUM OF 2009: (((S))) - Ghost
There are moments of real magic and genre-bending bliss on
this fascinating collection of songs which mangle time and
history to our anonymous hero’s own melodic ends. He was
interviewed in THE MICK 50 about it so download that pronto!
and the other mighty releases:
2. ZEITGEIST ZERO - Dead To The World
3. PHILIP BUTLER - Trapped At Sea
4. ACTION DIRECTE – Vanguard
5. THE MUMBLES - The Dust Left Behind
6. WILL DANCE FOR CHOCOLATE - WDFC
7. THE EXPLODING BOY – Afterglow
8. GIANT PAW The Stars Are Ours
9. RESIST The Ride
10. IMPRINT - The Wisdom Out Of The Wound
11. THE BROTHERHOOD OF PAGANS Only Once
12. FREDRIK KLINGWALL - Works Of Woe
13. 80TH DISORDER - Simple Pleasures
14. MARK SINNIS - A Southern Tale
15. MOMENTO MORI In Harms Way

RE-RELEASE OF 2009: UK DECAY -For Madmen Only
On CD for the first time after an absolute age, this vital
component of the Post-Punk/Goth interface, and collection of
awesome songs is discussed in autopsic (possibly a word I have
just invented) detail during their interview in this issue.
16. BLACK TAPE FOR A BLUE GIRL - 10 Neurotics
17. FIXION - En La Oscuridad
18. LIFE IN SODOM – Alone
19. IN AURORAM - When Daylight Fades
20. THE COMMON MEN - Hearsay
21. THE GHOST EFFECT - Life Is No Cabaret
22. THE DROWNING SEASON Curse
23. THE LAST CRY - Walking To The Edge
24. SCREAMING BANSHEE AIRCREW – Sugar
25. MISFORTUNE500 - Before This Winter Ends
26. FEEDING FINGERS Baby Teeth
27. THE DIRGE CAROLERS - Ornithronos
28. THE SILENCE KIT - A Strange Labor
29. THE EDEN HOUSE Smoke And Mirrors
30. TRUBLION 23 - Cheval Pyromane

COMPILATION OF 2009: ATARAXIA - Oil On Canvas. An exquisite release by Ultramail Prod, available in several formats, but
just get whatever version you can as it beat everything else hands down this year, setting new standards for artistic presentation. The CD
collection featured magnificent music, the book that accompanied it in the slipcase contained breathtaking imagery (some by me and
Lynda – he blushed), and the complete entity feels like some treasured artefact from a children’s adventure story. Utterly irresistible.

Late XMAS contributions
EL CLAN

XMAS PAST
Carlo van Putten (Dead Guitars): Most pleasant Christmas memory:
It was years ago, it was up north in Scotland, I was together with close
friends, it was snowing, we walked through a forest with a small
river, smoked some grass, had some food & drinks later and there was
magic around us, a magic we thought would stay forever. I love to see
families getting together, people are more aware about love and
warmth somehow.
Most unpleasant Christmas memory: It was 1979, I was 17 living at
my dad’s house. Got a phonecall my mother was dying and would not
get to New Year. Driving down to Holland for 6 long hours by car in a
heavy snow storm hoping to get there in time, we did and she died 15
minutes after I arrived.
Jaime Chavez (El Clan): I have a strange feeling in relation to Christmas.
It is difficult to explain what this time of year means to me. The Holidays
have always been sort of bittersweet in my experience… In recent years,
the best thing that could happen around Christmas is being with my
wife and daughters. Now I have that to look forward to…
Ricardo Lassala (El Clan): One Christmas eve, a few years ago, a very
dear friend decided to take a dive head first from a 22nd floor, leaving
behind a little baby boy and a huge wave of devastation amongst her
relatives and friends. She had been fighting against depression for years,
with many ups and downs. I don’t know why, but many people choose
the Christmas Holidays to finally take their own lives… We never have
a “white” Xmas in Mexico, but I always liked lying quietly with all lights
turned off except for the Christmas tree, projecting colours and all sorts
of shadows on the ceiling and on the walls… As for Jaime, the advent of
the Christmas Holidays has become somewhat bittersweet, and it often
makes me want to cry, sometimes of joy, sometimes of extreme sadness…
XMAS PRESENT
Ricardo Lassala (El Clan): A Robot Mac from “Lost in Space”, a bike I
really loved, kissing the daughter of our German neighbours under her
father’s car while our families were dining together, a awkward looking
mouse-shaped piñata my foster parents clumsily (but lovingly) tried to
make for me the year I spent Xmas in America, when I was eleven. My
most unwanted present was a Texas Instruments calculator and a ball
pen I got from one of my employers, back in the days when I worked in
an office.

Jaime Chavez (El Clan): Best ever: My first electric guitar (a Fender
Strat look-alike) when I was 13 years old. Most unwanted: a pair of
dreadful Walmart PJs given my Mother-in-law. Didn’t put much thought
on that one!
Carlo van Putten (Dead Guitars): The 3 s’s: socks, soap, sandals :-)
best ever present? A copy of a book and a self-portrait written &
illustrated by my friend himself: “The last Polar bears by Harry
Horse.”
XMAS FUTURE
Carlo van Putten (Dead Guitars): I live from day to day ;-) Stay awake
and loved...
Jaime Chavez (El Clan): Do my best effort to be happy and keep on
rockin’ as I approach my 40’s.
Ricardo Lassala (El Clan): To focus on writing new songs and have
enough material to get into the studio by the end of 2010.
GHOST STORY
Ricardo Lassala (El Clan): When I was a teenager, once someone tried
to break into our home while all my family was sleeping. They must
have stumbled with something, as they made a huge noise that woke us
all. My dad ran to see who was down stairs, but the trespassers were
already gone. For many months afterwards I couldn’t sleep, or when I
finally did, my nightmares were so real I could swear there was a man
standing beside my bed and waiting for me to open one eye to slay me.
Once, I heard in my sleep this terrible high-pitched scream, I thought
they were slaughtering my sister or something, then as I slowly woke
up, the scream transformed into the whistle of the night-guard, who was
keeping vigil in the wee hours of the morning…

CARLO

Carlo van Putten (Dead Guitars): When someone who’s not longer
with us, was sitting at the end of my bed crawling the cat. I squeezed
my arm several times to see if I’m not dreaming, I wasn’t and the next
morning my arm had a blue print. I wasn’t drunk and I don’t take
drugs....

Heavenly Vices?

You know
the concept:
You meet
your one
true love.
You bow
down. You
write your life
story around
them. Oh,
rubbish. I am
over that.
‘10 NEUROTICS’ is easily BLACK TAPE FOR A BLUE GIRL’s strangest
album, but as you will find in this frank and detailed interview, it’s also
something exceedingly close to Sam Rosenthal’s increasingly palpitating
heart. All photos are by Sam, unless otherwise stated.

How long had you wanted to do an album exploring not
just these sort of ideas, as you’ll have touched on
tempestuous matters before, but a whole album that is up
to its neck in ‘challenging’ lyrical areas?
“Two current bands that I enjoy, Android Lust and Spiritual Front,
write lyrics that are very direct, emotional, immediate. I think that I
used their work as a challenge when I was writing 10 Neurotics. I said
to myself, ‘I can write words with the same sort of potency, let’s do
it!’”
Are people talking behind your back? I mean, really
talking? We always know when there’s a difficult situation
buzzing around? ‘He’s changed!’ ‘I always thought he was
up to something!’ ‘Hermione says he was seen on the roof
at midnight screaming and waving his shirt around!’
“If they are, they are talking in muted whispers, because I haven’t
heard any of it. I dunno, Mick. As much as you and I love lyrics, I
wonder if they are as shocking as we like to perceive them. I mean,
sexuality is really out in the mainstream (maybe England is more
repressed about these sorts of things?). Sex is everywhere, trying to
sell things. Much of the sex that is used in marketing and movies is
not really emotionally invested. It lacks the dynamics and power that
really goes into sex and relationships. As Zappa once said about it,
‘That’s just titillation.’”
Has the album made things awkward, better, more
interesting?
“Um, unfortunately for the most part there has been no change at all. I
have already made my life more interesting. I am doing the things I
enjoy, and not really feel awkward or worried about THAT.”
Do people who thought you were the type of guy who
knew the works of Jane Austen backwards now accuse
you of dressing like her, and not always in private? You
were a safe pair of Ethereal/Gothic Indie Hands, but now
you’re a slippery as a weasel!
“Ummmm. Thanks, I think? (laughs) I have never read a Jane Austen
book in my life, or any of the romantics, Pre-Raphaelites, what have
you. I was always more of a Kafka-fan, myself. I was more interested
in the absurdity of life, then the flowery poetics. That said, I was
definitely trapped in the standard belief system that came out of the
flowery romantic literature of the past. You know the concept: You
meet your one “true love.” You bow down. You write your life story
around them. Oh, rubbish. I am over that. I cannot say I really buy into
the traditional romantic trajectory, that once was so convincing. Life is
too short for all the drama. Life is meant to be enjoyed!”
I wasn’t really meaning belief systems, but the perceived
image of you and the band - nice ethereal artists. Not
naughty, spiky, rude ones.
“Do people perceive us differently, I dunno? I don’t think people had a
one dimensional picture of me, anyway.”

Take us through what happened when you approached
those closest to you who might have been involved, and
how they admitted they would prefer not to participate?
“For me, an album usually takes 5 months to create from start to
finish. Then there’s a long gap where I write a song or two, then I get
focussed on creating a new album and it takes 5 months to write,
record, mix. About half way into the process on 10 Neurotics, I had
the majority of the lyrics for songs like “Sailor Boy,” “The Perfect
Pervert,” “Inch worm,” “Love of the Father,” “Marmalade Cat.”
Maybe a few others. Anyway, I presented what I had to the singers
who participated on Halo Star, and also one of my former vocalists.
They coughed, were a bit concerned, and said that these are not songs
they would feel comfortable performing.”
Were you surprised by any decisions?
“No, I kind of expected it. This album is like a fresh start for me. And
intuitively, I felt I was going to have a whole new band for the album.
So when they said “No thanks,” I was completely comfortable with
that. If you know the band’s history, you know that there has been a
lot of change. And I think that is fine... It keeps things interesting.
Picasso had his “blue period” and then his “cubist” period..... why not
the same concept with music?”
I’m assuming it was all perfectly amicable? They didn’t run
screaming into the street and bring back baying hordes of
townspeople brandishing pitchforks?
“That would have been HOT! (laughs) But alas it was mostly emails
and a few phone calls. When somebody makes the movie of my life
story, I will ask them to incorporate your interpretation of the events.”
Introduce us to those who you had never recorded with
before?
“Oh, there’s lots of people I have never recorded with before. But I
assume you mean Athan, Nicki, Laurie & Brian....?”
Feel free to introduce who you like. I mainly meant Laurie
and Brian.
“Athan Maroulis is 10 Neurotics male vocalist, he used to be in
bands like Spahn Ranch and Farenheit 451. Laurie Reade is the main
female vocalist, she was in the U.S. touring version of Attrition and
also does her own solo work. Nicki Jaine sings two songs on the
album, and is the live female vocalist for Blacktape. She does her own
solo music, and we worked together in Revue Noir. And finally, Brian
Viglione was the drummer in the Dresden Dolls, and is now in a band
named The Cliks. He plays drums, guitar & bass on 10 Neurotics. We
knew each other socially through a photographer friend. About the
time I showed the words to my singers, I sent him a demo of the
songs. I knew these songs needed a powerful and sensitive drummer,
so I gave him the call. The funny thing is that one night I was laying in
bed, trying to go to sleep. But I couldn’t fall asleep, which is really
rare for me, because I can pretty much fall asleep whenever my eyes
are closed more than 20 seconds (bad skill to have, when driving

Anyway, I presented what I had to the singers who
participated on Halo Star, and also one of my
former vocalists. They coughed, were a bit
concerned, and said that these are not songs they
would feel comfortable performing.

“After getting
divorced, I basically
said, ‘Fuck it! I am
going to stop doing
all this crap that I
learned as a kid,
and get comfortable
with who I am today
as an adult.’”

home at night). So, I couldn’t go to sleep.... Why? Why? After a
while, my phone rings, and it is Brian. He is enthusiastic about the
demos I sent him, and he is asking me all sorts of questions, and
getting excited about working on the album. He is a great guy to work
with.”
Some Fetish material has been in the public domain,
especially through the Goth scene, for well over a decade,
so a lot of people would be wondering why it took you so
long?
“I guess that these days, I don’t care so much about secrecy. You
know, when I was a kid, my parents always referred to the neighbors
as “Them” and “They.” “Look, THEY parked their car a bit over our
sidewalk.” “Did you see what THEY are doing.” It was like the world
was a big US vs. THEM situation. So there was all this paranoia and
secrecy in the air with me. I definitely had that program running in the
back of my mind, for many years. It fed my shyness.... After getting
divorced, I basically said, ‘Fuck it! I am going to stop doing all this
crap that I learned as a kid, and get comfortable with who I am today
as an adult.’ And part of that is not being afraid to talk directly about
things. I met a lot of great people “in the scene” (Ie: the fetish scene)
Professors, artists, professionals. And I think I decided, “It’s fine to
write about this.” It’s not just for guys in rain coats, anymore.
(laughs)”
How much of it is a mid-life crisis thing, either personal or
lyrical. Stuck in some kind of rut or groove and suddenly
escaping like a lunatic?
“I think that is a misperception, and you’re not the first one to make it.
To me, a mid-life crisis thing is a guy who is sick to death of his
boring job and wife, so he gets a mistress, buys a fast sportscar and
tries to reclaim the youth that he sees slipping away. That’s not the
story here at all. I am running my record label, working in the band,
raising my son half the week, and having a damn good time when I am
off the clock. It’s not a “crisis” at all. I think that the “rut” is the
perception of what life should be about in your 40s: you should be

doing all these traditional things society tells you is correct. I am
interested in my own happiness, and the happiness of the people I care
for. Love and connection is a big part of that. A mid-life crisis is some
sort of selfish ego trip. Not what is going on here.”
What you are saying here marries up with why in the press
releases you indicated the songs have a different feel to
what people may have been expecting, and why as a
project the CD even has a different look - which is why I
asked at the start how long this had been in your mind?
“Well, honestly, I got it in mind to do this sort of a theme, a month or
so into the 5 month period I mentioned before, which means around
September of 2008. I really don’t spend years “conceiving” an album.
I am so busy with Projekt most of the time, that I need to force myself
into the studio, to get started on new material. For a while there are
songs with no lyrics, and then I start trying ideas out.
“Once again, for me the album is really about the relationships and
dynamics between people. Yes, about 50% of the stories are in the
fetish lifestyle...... but I feel like it’s the relationships that are the main
subject. Like always, I suppose.”
What has the process taught you, in terms of does holding
back benefit or restrict an artist, should you have done
this a few years ago, have you created a monster without
enough attention to the seams. Will Frankenstein’s head
fall off, that sort of thing? Was your timing good?
“An artist should pursue their ideas, and see where they lead. It might
be incredible, it might be a failure. But it doesn’t really make any
difference, because nobody really knows what is “good” or “bad”
anyway. We just think we know. And we think we are making the right
choices, but nobody knows.”
You simply have to risk things when it comes to instincts?

The image we decided on has Narcissa in a
submissive position, by the radiator in my living
room. The person holding the CD is the voyeur,
looking down on her.
“Definitely. Life needs to be about taking risks. Playing it safe is
futile. You only have one life, so you might as well try things, take a
chance, do what makes you happy...... My point is that you asked if the
timing is good? Maybe it would have been better to make a change
years ago, but who can say? For example: Maybe it would have been
better if I had not divorced, but my life is pretty great right now, so I
cannot complain. My son is with me half the week and we have an
incredibly close relationship. I don’t think it would be as good, if I had
remained married. So, you just never know good or bad, when the
choice is in front of you. You make a choice, if it doesn’t work quite
right, you make another choice. Life isn’t so black or white.”
What has it sparked off creatively that you’re now taking
to the next level? How much of that is down to the musical
effect? I’m assuming you feel you’re as much a band now
as ever before, but in a lively state rather than a studious
one. From a serious band, to a seriously lively one, if that
makes sense?
“We’re definitely a live band now. Nicki, Athan & I bring Blacktape
to the stage in a much more dynamic way then the incarnations of the
past. These songs have characters, and Nicki & Athan embody them
in a very theatrical way that works on stage. Even though I am the one
writing the songs, I think I wrote 10 Neurotics with the band
members in mind. Knowing that I wanted these songs to feel
authentic, and have power, and that I had the right band to make that
happen.”
Okay, let us take a walk through the minefield, and see
what you can reveal. First of all, that sleeve. My one has a
girl squatting near a radiator. That’s quite a rash she’s got
on her back! I hope you told her.
“Ah Mick, play nice. Narcissa is a sweetheart....”

Narcissa on the Trisol version of ‘10 Neurotics.’

I’m sure, I meant I couldn’t really work out what the tattoos
were? Part flowers, part Rorschach?
“At her website, http://flowerednarcissa.com, you can see them more
closely. They are cherry blossoms cascading down her back. You have
the Trisol edition, which has a different cover from the US edition.
Alex at Trisol asked if I had something a bit more edgy for the
European cover. He thought the American cover might be too
“etherealish” for what the music contained. 10 years ago, if Alex had
said that to me, I would have gotten my fur all ruffled, and not really
listened to what he was saying. But I’m a different guy now. I thought
about what he asked; I presented him with about 5 options to chose
from. I enjoy shooting pix, why not....? He knows Europe way better
than I do. The image we decided on has Narcissa in a submissive
position, by the radiator in my living room. The person holding the
CD is the voyeur, looking down on her. You get to play the part of her
dominant, you dirty dirty fellow!”
I gather in some areas a nude sleeve was banned? That
must have been a bit odd?
“No, it wasn’t banned. Actually, the US sleeve shows MORE nudity,
‘cause it has boobies on it (laugh). Where I had a problem with the US
sleeve was finding a printer who would print it for me. But Alex is
right, the US sleeve is tamer. It doesn’t have as much of a story going
on in it. But I do like them both.”
On a practical level the record itself is of beautiful quality,
with its luscious booklet. Does that cost a bizarre amount
or overall is it a trifle?
“Oh yes, it does cost a lot to make a digipak with matte varnish and a
glued in 28 page booklet. It is sort of a ludicrous labor of love, to put
that kind of money into a physical object. But that is part of the art. I
love having all the images accompanying my stories.”

Vivian DeMilo by Paul Trapani, on the US edition.

I’m no expert, but I think she’s dropped a contact lens.

‘Sailor Boy’, simply a thoughtful drunken sailor song. It
isn’t that freaky or dangerous is it? He’s a bit of a nutter,
and listeners can sing along. Or am I missing something?
Quoting you, ‘I wanted to directly confront reality: who are
we when the disguise is stripped away?’ Well, he’s just a
bit of a nutter, isn’t he?
“Well, the character he is based on has some problems, sure. But I
think his problems are less his drug usage then his disconnect from
reality. He’s a dominant who enjoys slapping his woman around,
though of course it’s because she is enjoying it. They have a Dom/sub
relationship, which is sort of a metaphor for relationship dynamics in
general. But in the end, he gets his when he realizes “Now I cannot get
this collar of my neck, now I cannot abandon this wreck.” Maybe he’s
less in charge than he imagined.....”
Do you record old style, where you get together, or is a lot
of it done individually? I ask because that has what you’d
imagine might become a contagious jaunty aspect among
a group of people, and yet it has a stark quality too.
“All the songs were started by myself, on the guitar. The music always
exists first. I write & record the majority of my parts. I create the
structure. In this album, the next step was having Brian add his
drums; so when the vocalists got to the song, they know what level the
energy was at.”
But when they do who is there with them? That’s what I
am trying to imagine.
“Oh? It is just me and the singer here in my studio. We work through
the ideas together as we are recording. It is not like the whole band is
hanging around the whole time. They each work with me one-on-one, I
am the director, the engineer, the scriptwriter. It works much better
this way I think. They can try out ideas, without the rest of the band
tapping their toes impatiently wondering, “When will she stop singing
so I get my turn!!” (laughs).

As a song “Sailor Boy” is actually very pretty, but with a
seedy central character, is that how a song is thought up,
or does it develop once you get together?
“After I write my musical parts, I listen to the song over and over and
come up with words. Develop the character, figure out what he is
about and where his story is going. Then I go into the studio and
record myself singing the song. This is the guide I gave my singers. I
create the character, the tone of voice, the range of the melody. Then
Athan, or Laurie, or Nicki, come in and actually give the character life.
They hit all the right notes and give a continuity to the idea I had.... so
it comes off sounding like a real character.”
Once Athan gets into character does it all change? When
he sings the line ‘Lose myself in this puddle of drugs’ he
sounds like he’s definitely out there.
“Well, I think that “Sailor Boy” is really quite close to my guide vocal,
tone and note. But Athan brings it all together, because in the demo I
am trying out ideas and sometimes they are a bit TOO MUCH. Either
too shrieky or too melodramatic. Brian said something really useful,
when he was listening to my guide for “Tell Me You’ve Taken
Another,” which was: “Don’t over-do it with the singing style. The
words are powerful enough. Deliver them well, but use restraint. Let
the words do their work.” So Athan’s job is to interpret my idea. Tone
it down at times, give it continuity. This doesn’t change it
dramatically, so much as give it a nice fluid form.”
Now ‘Inch Worm’ – this is weird. I had never heard of ‘proana’ as a concept, but musically this actually fits in
perfectly naturally with both old school Black Tape sounds
and your Cabaret side. It’s the lyrics which are a bit
unusual. How common is the pro-ana thing?
“”Inch Worm” is really the sequel to “Knock Three Times” off Halo
Star, which is a song about a girl who was “so cute in a skinny kinda
way.” I decided to go to this character again, but look at her side of the

Athan Maroulis

story. What’s driving her to be this way. I met a model named
Courtney Edwards through myspace, and one of her blogs was about
her pro-ana views.... and that was useful - because it gave the words
an authenticity that I didn’t have (not having an eating disorder). I
excerpted some of her concepts into the lyrics on that song. I think
that eating disorders are quite common, it is a way for people to have
some control over their lives, usually when they are at home and under
their parent’s thumbs but often continuing from there. Pro-ana says it
is not a disorder but a lifestyle choice. You can take that as you chose.
I am not really here to judge people. I am just presenting them for
consideration....”
Musically this also has a sedate, charming quality, where if
you weren’t necessarily concentrating on what a topic
might or might not be, you’d be lulled by its gracious
appearance and carried along effortlessly.
“Mick, you listen to words. I really wonder how many people do that.
How many people are tapping their toe to a song, and not even
realizing what the heck it’s all about....... But yeah, Brian gave it a
really jaunty feeling with his drums on that one. Laurie made the
character fun and spirited; Brian’s beat backed that up. Honestly, it
was the hardest song on the album for me, and it is one of the oldest.
It took me a long time to get the right mood, to capture what I was
going for with it. And I was shaping the lyrics, because I did not want
them to be really bitter or really sickly. I wanted her to be powerful,
with a sarcastic sense of humor. I was stumped at one point and I
asked a few of my younger friends to give me a word; “What would
you call a guy who you hang around with, who is both attractive and
oafish?” My friend Margaret said an “adorable idiot;” while -d- (who
models in the booklet and plays a bit of guitar on the song) said
“jackass” — both of which made their way into the song.”
Presumably you can balance things out by examining ‘proobe’, assuming there are scenes revolving around
obesity? I’ve heard about those creepy characters who
make their partners as big as possible because they worry

about losing them (probably killing them in the process),
or you can actually adapt old Black Tape songs, because
the sounds politely embrace pretty much anything don’t
they? You’ve opened a can of worms!
“I know there are guys who love large women, but I haven’t really met
anyone who feeds them to make them large. But, if you take out the
health concerns (because obesity is getting to be “the norm” here in
the US), there are many guys who like larger women. It’s their
particular fetish. I wouldn’t call that creepy, anymore than
WHATEVER IT IS that you and the Mrs. Mercer do, when the lights
are out and the shades are drawn - or not drawn, as you prefer.”
The only Mrs. Mercer I am aware of is my mother!!!!
“Ahem, cough. I’m not touching that one (laughs).”
You could write a song about the little known Can Of
Worms diet. Or is that too pro-ana?
“Now I would have to go and google that, and that would be so much
work (laughs).”
Moving on, this gorgeous ‘Tell Me You’ve Taken Another’ –
it’s got a lovely sound and the lyrical contents aren’t that
extreme, are they? Honestly, who uses the word
cuckholded? Seriously. Maybe that’s what the young
people are saying these days.
“Well, I don’t know if people use it outside of ads on Craiglist and in
their profiles on r-rated social networking sites. There are guys out
there looking for “Bulls” to be with their wife. Masoch called them
“Greeks,” because he had a fetish for Greek men being with his wife.
That was in the late 1860s. I’m sorry, what was your question....?”
The lyrics aren’t really that extreme.

Brian Viglione

“Oh, right. I wrote that song in the late ’90s. It was recorded for As
One Aflame Laid Bare By Desire. The idea was to bring it back and
modernize it, because it fit with 10 Neurotics thematically. Has the
content been done before? I dunno.... how many pop songs are there
about guys who like to see their wives with other men? Do your
research Mick, and get back to me.”

“You don’t like that one? I love the lyrics, because they are very direct
and honest. People who are involved in the scene are doing the things
that get them off. They’re not doing it to please you or your ideas of
what is ok for people to talk about or do in their sex life. Yeah, you
might be embarrassed about it, but it’s plucked from real life. I like
that song. Those two are the lovers on the album. They are talking
about the things they have in common that get them off!”

‘Swinging On A Star’?
“It’s not about cuckholding! (laughs) The Velvets did “Venus in Furs”
based on the book I used as research material for “Tell Me.” I think
the Velvets were just looking at the shiny boots, rather than the
cuckholding. I am starting to conceive the video for “Tell Me.”
Thinking what to show and what not to show.”
So there you go – three lovely sounding songs, but the
vocals settle into their surroundings as far as I can see.
The press release made a point of what the album
involved, but it isn’t slapped in peoples’ faces is it?
“It all depends on how much you listen to the lyrics, I suppose.”
You keep mentioning lyrics too. To listen or not to listen?
You do want people to listen don’t you? If not you could
have people slur the words, or get the printers to smear
the artwork.
“No, what I am saying is your questions about the lyrics seem to be
saying, ‘Aye! But they are not so nasty, are they?!’”
‘The Perfect Pervert’ - I did wonder if you had maybe
found some lyrics you’d written when you were fourteen –
they are dreadful! I’d be embarrassed, and I’m
embarrassed for you. What were you thinking? Do people
laugh if you do that live?

“Don’t think about pleasing me, do what you wish, even if I
protest.”
“Yes, and? The song is about consentual non-consent. Where partners
agree in advance that one will have their way, regardless of the other’s
wishes. People have all sorts of fantasies. I feel it’s healthy when they
find somebody else to play them out, with. See if they can find the
thing they need. Woooo! Wooooo! Consenting adults. Nobody gets
hurt who doesn’t want to get hurt. Why not?”
Okay, but you really don’t think in a few years you’ll look
back at that set of lyrics and start thumping your face
repeatedly into a table?
“I rarely regret my choices, I think “that’s what I wanted to do at that
moment, and I did it without fear.” I like that it is so direct and clear
about the subject. Referring back to Lou Reed, this is something he
brought into Rock music: a story-teller aspect, using “real” dialog
instead of words prettied up. I don’t think I’ve convinced you.”
Moving along. ‘Marmalade Cat’ – when I first heard much
about the furry thing I was doing my 21st Century Goth
book and included as much as I could find, but I didn’t see
any sites explaining about it. I figured it was like the whole
cosplay thing which had already established itself, to
regular convention status. I assumed it was just a simply
offshoot of that, with no sexual/lifestyle element, just a
play thing. What do you imagine the character in the song
is getting from the experience? Living like a

cat how exactly? It’s not something you can handle
without having a grasp of what someone gets out of it, I
presume?

Musically that has an intrinsic Goth grace, curiously
relaxing, but Laurie has to uncurl inside it, how easy was
that for her?

“Well yeah, you need to know what gets somebody off, if you want to
play with them and have it be enjoyable. Talking and negotiating is a
very important part of having new experiences that interest you. You
cannot just go in and assume you know what the other person wants. I
think that this is about imagining yourself an animal and possessing
the animal energy. It might be the simplicity of being a cat and being
stroked. It might be about getting out of our over-taxed brain, and
living life at a more basic and primal level. You connect different
actions and emotional reactions, and you get a certain experience.”

“She quite took to it! I love the way she says some of the words, she
rolls her ‘r’ like she’s purring. It was brilliant when she did that in the
studio. I was very excited with that.... It really made the words real.
Made the character alive. I would never have though that, but why
not? When somebody takes on an animal character they WOULD try
to personify how they hear that animal speak. Brilliant!”

Of course not, but never having known anyone doing that
furry thing I actually never considered if it might be a
mental state, with agreed boundaries between people
drawn to the same area, or if people try and adopt animal
mannerisms, even take some kind of look they design and
then incorporate something else into it? I would imagine
people find talking about it far harder than more
conventional aspects of any Fetish scene?
“I think that people who feel no shame or judgement are comfortable
talking about their thing, whatever it is. I will admit that I am entering
the home stretch on removing self-criticism from my life.”

‘Love Song’ – a morose thing, and in many ways
traditional. This isn’t that difficult for anyone is it? It’s also
got another easy going, harmonious aspect, beautiful and
welcoming? Are you going for contrast? You could easily
take a theme of rejection or doomed romance and make
the music wracked with torment and bristling with
agitation, but this is an album of subtle contours.
“Thanks for noticing that, Mick. Yeah.... “Love Song” is intentionally
about the contrasts. The mellow rock music with the doomed lyrics.
And the doomed lyrics sung so nicely. She’s just one of those pathetic
characters, who has such a fucked up life and fucked up sense of selfworth.”

It might be the simplicity of being a cat and being
stroked. It might be about getting out of our overtaxed brain, and living life at a more basic and
primal level.

Nicki Jaine

“I love Nicki.
She’s such a
great person,
one of my best
friends. You
accept
unexpected stuff
from the people
you care for,
right?”
‘Rotten Zurich Café’ – it’s an interesting scene that’s set,
but can you flesh this out because there’s no way to learn
more unless you provide the details. We have our singer,
and dramatic words, but it seems to just come out of
nowhere.
“Well, I wrote that song on Xmas eve 2008, so let that piece of trivia
add to the contrast. I think my interpretation of the lyrics is that
Nicki’s character’s mom was a drunk, made her life intolerable, and
controlled her with guilt and violence.... so when she grew up, the only
way she knew how to control a lover was to be a nasty bastard.
Mistreat the lover, mind-fuck them, and destroy them if they protest.
But who is supposed to “Rot in your Zurich Cafe?” It seems that
Athan and Nicki both have different interpretations, and I leave it
pretty vague so they are all just as correct as mine. For me, the next
trivia detail is that my Mom was from Zurich. When I was thinking of
a city for the song, I chose her birthplace. The song’s character is
giving a hearty “Fuck you!” to her mom, for mistreating her as a child,
and creating the person she has become (not to say that’s my feelings
towards my mom, mind you). “Love Song” has a reference to the
character’s mom, and then “Rotten Zurich” is the next song to discuss
the aspect of problems in childhood, and how they influence the adult.
“Oh, and I think this might be my son’s favorite song off the album.
He’s been singing the melody lately, around the apartment.”
Stylistically this is up there with Revue Noir. Why did you
knock that on the head?

“Oh yes, of course. The Cabaret style is a sound I enjoy. By the way,
“Rotten Zurich” is one of the final few songs I wrote for the album.”
‘Militärhymne’ – is also curiously pretty. I find myself
automatically denying anyone trying to be my friend on
myspace whose page is littered with military music
devotees. There seems something weird about it. There’s
also a lot right wing idiots into that, hiding behind cover,
as there was with neo-folk. It’s where a lot of the bastards
have gone. Why did you want to tackle that, with imagery
to match in the booklet? It’s like a weird form of ambient
music, with bleary brass? Oddly hypnotic with a very
strange vocal arrangement.
“I also hate all those pseudo-fascists who play with Nazi imagery, yet
are coy about where they truly stand on it. Fuck the right wingers. But
that said, as an artist, my idea was to create a “fascist national
anthem” which leads into “In Dystopia.” I was thinking something
like Pink Floyd’s “the Wall” where you bring in the fascist element.”
It’s also remarkably short? Why?
“Because Brian said it was too long and I should cut it (laughs). It’s a
national anthem. They shouldn’t take all day.”
Actually there are some that go on for ages. They provide
edits for things like the Olympics apparently.
“I only need my patriotism in small doses.”

“Nicki made that choice. It bummed me out. We patched it all up,
because what else are you going to do? I love Nicki. She’s such a great
person, one of my best friends. You accept unexpected stuff from the
people you care for, right?”
But that style, it’s in that song, it clearly works, so you’ll
carry it on in the future now and again? It gives an instant
edge to a song.

‘In Dystopia’ – is a drowsy but literally nasty little tale,
because the delivery implies there’s no happy ending here.
This is one of the darkest experiences from the outset, the
music matching the lyrical content.
“Well, it’s about a girl with a police-state fetish. Who fetishizes the
idea of herself as a prisoner, being interrogated and tortured, and her
life being in somebody else’s hands. I love the line “I wait for his

“I like how Athan is wearing his
suit, he’s not suppose to come
across as some freak.... just a
regular guy, who happens to
have this interest.”

command, one less of me around.” Because the character is totally
turned on by the idea of somebody else having all the control. Nasty,
as you say. The characters that Nicki sings have some serious stuff
going on. You might have notice that the only singer that gets to use
the “F-word” on the album, is Nicki. She swears like Frank Booth.
Such a sweet girl, but such foul language! (laughs)”
Why did you need a “fascist national anthem” to lead into
it though?
“Why do you need anything? As an artist, any idea can be followed up
with, “Yeah, but WHY?” There’s all the weird little things that artists
do, to float their boat. Stuff that cannot be logically explained. I
thought it would be a nice thing to have: a little thematic bridge
between the two songs Nicki sings. Those three are sort of the “Revue
Noir side-show” in the middle of 10 Neurotics (laughs).”
You’ve mentioned that you picked up ideas from what you
overheard as inspirations behind certain songs, so did you
find yourself having to reassess friendships, as you find
yourself having to draw lines of what is and isn’t
acceptable? I presume once you start noticing things you
can almost pick up on too much detail that you’re
otherwise blithely unaware of?
“Well, you got the story slightly wrong. It’s not “overheard
conversations” so much as people I met and/or had some sort of
relationship with. I agree that each person has to draw their own line.
And for some people, it might be “having sex with the lights on” and
for some people it might be “don’t draw TOO MUCH blood.”
Everyone has their line. The thing is that a lot of the people you meet
are doing things that might be beyond your line, though you don’t
know about it.
As far as reassessing friendships, the worst thing I discovered was
that some people I met were Republicans. That was pretty horrible,
and definitely was a hard limit for me.”
‘The Pleasure In The Pain’ – Athan drew the short straw
with the lyrics here, didn’t he? You must have been
impressed how he managed to extend or bend them to
make it work fluidly, and especially that ‘I wait humiliated

by the reality of what I’ve imagined.’ Also, on the musical
side of thing, and having a drummer, the power bursting
out of this must be something you’ve gained from. How
liberating is something like this?
“This is totally 10 Neurotics Rock-n-Roll song, and I am pleased that
at times Athan sounds a bit like Alice Cooper. Brian bashes away, and
it all works wonderfully. As I said earlier, this is why I knew I needed
a great drummer for the album! And this is the sort of song that
reminds me why Athan was the right singer for the band. Athan was a
rocker in his past life, and he gives this song his energy, swagger and
delivery! He can come up with what was needed to make a song like
this work.”
Having seen the video for ‘The Pleasure In The Pain’ www.youtube.com/watch?v=2-ijM94H340 - you look more
comfortable being the controller! I liked the fact someone
mentioned Montgomery Clift!
“I conceived the video to reflect the fantasy of the humiliation
relationship the character once had. I like how Athan is wearing his
suit, he’s not suppose to come across as some freak.... just a regular
guy, who happens to have this interest. I represent “the other man”
who Narcissa has left him for. I recreated the shoot of the Trisol cover
for our scene. I like the dynamic of how in one relationship she is in
charge, and in the other one she is subservient. And yes, I am more
comfortable as the controller, in all honesty.”
[All BTFABG videos are at www.youtube.com/user/
samrosenthal]

Laurie Reade

“Laurie really
comes across
as different
characters on
every song she
sings. Even
though the
voice is the
same, they feel
like different
people.”

‘I Strike You Down’ – a lovely little thing, but help! I really
couldn’t work out what was going on.

songwriter. Taking this STUFF from life, and letting it lead me
somewhere interesting and unexpected.

“I’m with you there, brother! I still don’t really know what this song is
about. I like to interpret it as the thoughts of a 7 year old girl who is
hiding in her closet with a mallet, about to smash her father’s head in
when he comes after her. She’s been beaten one time too many, “I’ll
strike you down!” she thinks to herself. That’s what *I* think it’s
about. The image I used in the booklet is a self portrait by a French
photographer. Some people interpret it as the girl has been raped and
she’s dead in the woods. My interpretation is different. It is the little
girl from the closet imagining what her dad would look like if he was
murdered on the way home from work. She is a child, so she puts an
teenage version of herself in his position: laying in the grass with his
leather briefcase. What’s all that toilet paper about?

“And yes, this is another one of the songs that talks about the child
that grows into the neurotic adult.”

“The line: “But I talk, in the dark, where I’m hiding, I talk.” has a
story. When my son was younger, we would play hide and seek in the
apartment. He would always talk from his hiding place, and of course
I found him immediately. I put that in the song, because in a way,
when we hide we want to be found. And if somebody cannot find us,
we give them clues.
“And I guess that little story about my son points out how there are so
many unexpected things that make their way into a song. Something
sort of cute and innocent takes on a sinister and harrowing twist, when
it is put into a different context. That’s a lot of the fun of being a

‘Caught By a Stranger’ – a pretty old theme, surely? This
is crafty the way ‘The Perfect Pervert’ was a crass crash.
Maybe less is more doesn’t apply when people are saying
less isn’t enough? I don’t know, it all gets confusing.
“Yeah, this song features the other pair of lovers on the album. She’s
an exhibitionist, and is trying to convince him of the joy/excitement of
having sex in public places. “A pretty old theme?” Yeah, didn’t Bing
Crosby sing about that?! (laughs) No. I don’t know that many songs
about exhibitionism. Laurie and I came up with those lyrics on the
spot in the studio. I guess you approve?”
Bing Crosby - ‘Love Is Just Around The Corner’, ‘Put It
There, Pal’, ‘Whiffenpoof Song’ (seriously!), ‘Don’t Fence
Me In’, ‘(What Are You Waiting For) Mary, ‘Empty Saddles.’
As ever it’s all about the context.
“What I am saying about “the lovers” is that most of the characters
have problems going on. But “The Perfect Pervert” and “Caught by a
Stranger” feature two people doing their thing, and enjoying
themselves. No problems there!”

After a song or two, I was like shit, this is
incredible! She was able to hit the mark, and each
mark was different.

Steve Roach, I’m not anal about checking who works with
who, have you done much with him before?

getting into the band? Stranger emails, odd experiences at
gigs?

“I recorded much of Bret’s vocals for Halo Star at Steve’s studio.
And for 10 Neurotics, I went out to Steve’s to create the reverb &
processing for the vocals. I asked Steve to add something to that song,
and he made a nice drone for it.”

“Sadly, no. The perv to non-perv ratio remains the same. This must be
corrected!”

Laurie, you must have been impressed by her throughout?
She seems to blend in with everything so well whatever is
asked of her, and this is a very strange song, somewhat
bleak and yet warm, which drifts in, and then out.
“I agree. Laurie really comes across as different characters on every
song she sings. Even though the voice is the same, they feel like
different people. That was really interesting. ‘cause Laurie and I had
never recorded together before. I had heard her many times in
Attrition, but that’s not really a “character-driven” band. Martin
writes the words and melodies, and they are a lot more about the
textures than the personality of who is singing them. So I flew Laurie
out and we had 3 days to record everything she sings on the album.
After a song or two, I was like “shit, this is incredible!” She was able
to hit the mark, and each mark was different. Really, the same is true
about working with Athan. They both brought elements to the
characters that make them very realistic.”
‘Curious, Yet Ashamed’ – it’s like someone
considering anything as exciting, and sounding very
disturbed, and not just because it’s Lucas Lanthier. So are
people who are into these things generally a bit weird
mentally? Is that part of it?
“Ha, no. I don’t think so. I think that most people are pretty “normal,”
they are your Doctor and College Professor and Lawyer and
Landscaper and, urm, Musicians. They just happen to like stockings,
or being flogged, or androgynous partners.
“It’s not about One Person who considers everything exciting, it’s that
there is somebody out there for every fetish. You don’t really need to
be ashamed about your interests. Because if you search, you’ll find
somebody else who might like to do that particular thing with you!
“The thing with Lucas is that I felt he was the right guy for the song,
because there is a certain inspirational quality to what I wrote and I
didn’t want it to come across as preachy. So I decided to go over-thetop and give it a carnival huckster vibe, so it is like Lucas is overselling the concept. In the final verse, I do the lead vocals. When we
listened in the studio to the mix of Lucas against my tracks, he said “it
sounds like you are the therapist giving advice to my character, telling
him he can do whatever it is that he feels like doing, whatever gets
him off.” And that’s true for my situation. I have been teaching myself
to live the life I want to live, rather than the one I feel is expected of
me.”
Do you ask Lucas to consider certain things beforehand,
or just let him loose with your ideas? It’s another slender,
seductive piece, with him being undeniable.
“Oh yeah, Lucas is convincing, isn’t he? I did “coach” him some. I
had given him the guide tracks of me singing, and then in the studio it
was trying to get him under control (laughs!). Because Lucas is much
more spontaneous and incidental. And I had a more precise idea of
timing. I am a bit of a stickler for that. I know where I want words to
hit, to give it just the right interplay with the instruments, and the
other melodies going on. And Lucas said he doesn’t usually work as
precisely (or maybe he meant to say “Sam, I’m not that anal!” but he
was being nice). It came together great.”
Bringing out an album with lots of left-of-centre pervola,
do you find you gets a different type of person suddenly

You finish with something genuinely touching and
disturbing in ‘Love Of The Father’, because there’s no way
as a listener to know how serious the abuse has been, or
the effect on friendships and self-worth it has had. It’s an
awesome song, but very, very sad.
“Thanks, and yeah.... it is very sad. I have thought a lot about parents
and their effect on our self-worth. From my own experience as a son.
And then as a father. I realize how easy it is to really fuck up the little
human being that we love so much, if we haven’t worked through our
own issues; if we are dumping our crap onto them, because we are not
aware and do not have a handle on our shit. The song began from
observations of one of my son’s friends; I worry about what is
probably going to happen to his life, as a result of the situation he’s
in.”
Take that song alone, and in a way, no fetishistic pun
intended, the other lyrics aren’t fit to lick its boots. What
does that say about the album?
“Well, I disagree with your assessment of the rest of the album,
however I *do* agree that “Love of the Father” is one of the best
songs I have written. I must admit I am surprised my former vocalists
didn’t demand to sing that one, because to me it *is* one of the songs
that is going to be completely relevant in 50 years. There is emotional
strength in the words, and the chords are very stirring.”
Athan’s reaction? It’s a fantastic performance.
“I think that Athan felt a little pushed outside of his comfort zone,
because of the vulnerability in his voice, the drama in the slight
falsetto. But wow! It come across with integrity. And live, it is such a
strong moment. Because we strip it down to just two acoustic guitars
and the vocals, and Athan shines in the spotlight. Athan captures the
boy who questions god and his father. Stunner.”
On 10 Neurotics you have some different views, some
different topics, but in terms of impact and emotion there’s
a chasm evident between what people choose to do, and
what they don’t, so “Love of the Father” is the next level
up.
“It is true that there is a lot of conflict between desire and ability to
actually take the risk to do what is desired.”
I think this song puts the rest in the shade, and turns your
concept on its head. When you strip everything away
people are just fucking idiots, it isn’t that difficult. How do
you feel?

“Well, I am a “people” so I guess I feel like an idiot? (laughs). The
thing is that the album is presenting a mixture of fetishistic interests
and neurotic behavior. Sometimes both, sometimes more towards one
end or the other. For me, the songs that bring the child into it (“Rotten
Zurich,” “I Strike” and “Father”) provide the back story. “How did
this happen?” Now, I am not judging the characters. They are like you
or me, real people with all of our flaws. Personally, I don’t think
everyone is an idiot. Mom & Dad & Society gave each of us our own
traumatic experiences; then we are thrown out in the world to try and
cope with it.
“I feel that some people turn to fetishes as a way to work through
what they are dealt. They find an honest experience in it, as opposed
to so much of life which is facade and show. I know some people who
use aspects of the scene as a way to calm the neurosis, to keep it under
control. And that is good, if people find a tool that is helpful for them.
Many people have a dark and hard life.”
My family left me thinking I didn’t want to have a family of
my own, but beyond an emphatic decision I have never
found it necessary to work anything out.

“Well, it’s not sub-conscious, because I brought it to the surface to
talk about it. Confessional? In so far as some of these are my story,
yes, of course.”
As an artist the album must have had an effect with the
musical freedoms, but as an artist don’t you now have to
match what you achieved in ‘Love Of The Father.’
Compared to that the rest is playful or strained voyeurism.
In a few years some of those songs may also sound very
dated, of their time, but that one won’t. That one will stand
alone.
“Well, I don’t think they will sound dated, because none of this has a
sound that is typical of this decade. What else sounds like it? But I’ll
give you that “Love of the Father” is going to remain a powerful song.
And one day it will be covered by some band who has not yet played
their first note, and it’s going to be just as dramatic and meaningful.
“There are songs on this album that I think really hold up musically
and lyrically. I think “Tell Me’ and “Sailor Boy” are really kicking
songs. They are great in the live set, and they are good songs all
around.”

“And my family left me just the opposite, really. I wanted to have my
own family, so that I could do things “the right way.” So that I could
be a loving father and have a positive and meaningful relationship
with my child. But Mick, seriously, we ALL have things that need to
be worked out. Nobody achieves awareness without work at it.”

And of course, the band name! Be careful, there’s a whole
new meaning now to the Tape/Blue interface, and there’s
nothing auto-erotic about it.

Is the album confessional in some ways? A lot of you in
there from the sub-conscious up?

“Oh no, I am not about AeA at all. I draw my line on things that could
lead to death. Knifes. Needles, Ropes around the neck. No sir, I don’t
like it! I plan to have a long life with my son. And I will keep making
albums to further annoy you (laughs).”

“I feel that some people
turn to fetishes as a way
to work through what
they are dealt. They find
an honest experience in
it, as opposed to so
much of life which is
facade and show.”

Sam (c)2007 AnnaHarper.com
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singles, and as good as anything Gen X did (which is a lot).
The fact ‘Classified Suzie’ then sounds bollocks is an accurate
reflection of The Boys in their entirety. They had some great
moments, and some utterly nondescript nonsense. They could
be excellent live or lively without any excellence. ‘T.C.P.’ has a
sharper, deeper impact and an interesting contrast between the
constricted chorus directions written across a stretchy guitar
map.
‘School Days’ is vacuous drivel. ‘I don’t wanna work all day, I
don’t wanna dress in grey’? Oh piss off! ‘Taking On The
World’ is fairly chirpy, like an underweight Carpettes, ‘Not
Ready’ is a stagnant piece of frantic bilge, ‘U.S.I.’ is ‘My First
Time’ mangled and spat out politely, while the breathlessly
elegant ‘Stop Stop Stop’ is a pleasing way to stumble to a halt.
The reason I reviewing this is because I’d spotted it on a eBay
a few weeks, so Lynda got it for me during a bout of Punk
nostalgia (mine, not hers), and it’s under a fiver everywhere,
which is a shame for the band, but then so much these days is a
bargain. If you have never heard The Boys before it’s worth it
for ‘Brickfield Nights’ alone.
THE BOYS
SICK ON YOU
The Harry May Record Company
The only people who didn’t like The Boys during Punk were
elitist arseholes, because you couldn’t dislike The Boys. They
didn’t really look Punkish, which hardly helped them early on,
in fact they looked like the younger brothers of The Lurkers.
Having a core sensibility which was moving between The
Buzzcocks in sour poppy tendencies, and Generation X for the
inverted poignancy and humour, also made them fade out of
focus instead of standing out easily. Honest John Plain, Duncan
‘Kid’ Reid, Jack Black, Casino Steel (which always seemed
such a cool name) and Matt Dangerfield, which sounded like a
vet with attitude, were okay, through and through. (Most of
them are still active, and they now have Vom Ritchie on
drums.)
I bought most of their early records, and remember thinking
something was seriously wrong when their debut album came
out and the sleeve was almost spectacularly shite. However it
did contain the opening track of this great compilation, ‘Sick
On You.’ An idiotically stupid punk stereotype, possibly
unintentional, it contained the jaunty claim, “I’m sick to death
of everything you do, and if I’m gonna have a puke you bet
your life I’ll puke on you,” which doesn’t actually seem to
make sense. How many people do you know who have
vengefully vomited?
‘Soda Pressing’ is all rough and tough and buzzing with
activity, like a flattened Eddie & The Hot Rods, then we hit
their first pop gem in ‘First Time’ with it’s ‘oh-oh-oh’ refrain,
and how that wasn’t a hit is down solely to the cretinous record
label. ‘I Don’t Care’ is like a snotty UK version of The
Ramones, with ‘Tonight’ a grim combination of the two, a
nicely menacing cocktail. ‘Cop Cars’ is a briskly engaging
piece of old rubbish, ‘Box Number’ a vibrating but dowdy
piece, but ‘Keep Running’ is punchy fun. Then we hit their
other classic. Imagine ‘I Think We’re Alone Now’ given the
glam stomp treatment and that’s the nostalgic compress they
call ‘Brickfield Nights’, which is one of the all-time great punk

www.theboys.co.uk
DANISH DAYCARE
A STORY OF HURT
AF Music
Oh, some sensitive and
enjoyable indie? I guess as a
year ends slowly something
this fits right in, reminding
me of a many a deloused
UK band, but that’s just
because I don’t know
anything about Indie
anymore.
‘A Purpose To My Sins’ is
winsome, the vocals bobbing around on the plaintive melody and its
gently dispersed picturesque fragments, and a very Cure-like sway. On
the darker ‘Second Day In June’ some chiming, stirring guitar
unwinds, and that’s maybe because Daniel Jonsson is no slouch on
that instrument, playing it in the band Emerald Park when not working
on his own material. A gloomy tune, it carries its drama well and you
find yourself praying for a happy ending among the doleful soulful
keyboards. It maintains the doom bravely. ‘Doves’ is a delicate
instrumental that hauls you along capably, although ‘Never Change
Never Fade’ is a forlorn spot of lank yearning. Fairly identikit stuff in
that Keane-were-never-interesting-anyway annoyance we’re all used
to.
‘Red Dead Flowers’ drifts along, oddly muted but doesn’t engage my
mind at all as it passes. The solemn piano intro for ‘Boo’ is far simple
yet richer, and then his woes wilt well. ‘United Soil’ didn’t get me
either although there’s some neat rhythmical shuffles, and ‘She Said A
Lot’ is too light in the ear for mine to be bothered. ‘Dead To Them’
returns to form with a cunning lyrical idea inside which misery lurks
stylishly, then he’s off with a blissfully dreamy but equally dreary ‘A
Story Of Hurt.’
Nothing stunning, unfortunately, but he something about him which
could turn special later.
www.myspace.com/danishdaycare

THE DANCING DID
Never let it be said that I miss any opportunity to share with you some Did
glories and this is wonderful. RUSS CHAMBERS contacted me and asked
whether I would like some photos he took of the Dids while he was operating
the lights during their gig at the Swan Theatre, Worcester on 28th July, 1982?
I said yes.

I love the way somebody who clearly
works at the venue appears at the
top of the weird staircase like a ninja
suddenly exposed, or a nutter about
to make a grand entrance.

MORTALITY
COUNTDOWN

One of the things I love is exploring the varieties of Goth that
exist around the world, and in this interview with El Clans
guitarist JAIME CHÁVEZ and vocalist RICARDO LASSALA about
their band and Mexican Goth in general things arise that I hope
you will find equally interesting.

“Actually the scene has many more followers
than two decades ago, not only in Mexico
City, in all the country we can find goths.”
Can you start by giving me two outlines, one on Goth in
Mexico and one on El Clan.
Jaime: “Goth in Mexico is a strange mixture between gothic, as it’s
known all over the world, and an accumulation of Mexican traditions
and culture.
“ELCLAN is a legendary and experienced rock band from Mexico
City. It is considered by many as the precursor and leading actor of the
gothic scene. ELCLAN is direct, visceral, rough, sad, and almost
always, by nature, dark. ELCLAN is a symbiosis of gothic music with
hard rock attitude.”
I know nothing about the Mexican Goth scene, can you
start by telling me how far back it goes, and who the early
main bands were? Did much happen during the early 80’s
as it did elsewhere?
Jaime: “Not too much. In the early eighties, the rock industry in
Mexico was born as we know it today. We can tell the story of
Mexican rock before and after the 80´s.
“So, the gothic scene began later, around late 80’s and early 90´s. At
that time, there were bands like Ansia, La Concepción de la Luna,
Santa Sabina, La Divina Comedia, Hueco and ELCLAN, among
others, who had a very cool dark sound and an interesting proposal in
their lyrics. These bands were gradually catching public attention. I
think that’s when the gothic scene began to take shape in our country.”
Were there any pivotal movements during early Mexican
Goth that people speak of? Were there any gigs by big
bands from outside Mexico which inspired a new wave of
bands to start? Did someone organize big events within
Mexico?
Jaime: “Yeah. On 1994, we shared the stage with The Last Dance and
Human Drama; it was their first time in Mexico. Then, later, London
after Midnight visited our country, and the most important, I think,
was when Bauhaus came in the Resurrection Tour on 1998. These gigs
are still very important for the people who follow the gothic scene in
our country. Actually, many people talk about it as ones of the most
relevant concerts in the scene.”
Did Goth in Mexico come mainly out of Punk, as in the UK,
out of Rock, or did it evolve in a variety of styles?

Jaime: “Goth in Mexico came mainly from the music that arrived
from Europe and the United States, and it was not necessarily punk.
We know punk almost at the same time we know gothic, but we didn’t
know the connection between them.
“Although it was difficult to obtain its original records, at that time
bands like The Cure, U2, Bauhaus, The Mission, The Cult, Siouxsie
and the Banshees, Sisters of Mercy, Birthday Party, and many others
could be listened on radio only; and we could buy copies of their
albums in a place called Tianguis de El Chopo, an underground
market where people who likes rock´n’roll can buy or change CDs.
Actually, still exists.”
Can you look at the decades, 80’s, 90’s 00’s and see clear
difference in how Mexican Gothic has developed?
Jaime: “In some ways, yes, it is growing up; actually the scene has
many more followers than two decades ago, not only in Mexico City,
in all the country we can find goths. Actually, the scene have more
places for concerts, there are more magazines, internet radio stations,
more fanzines, etc. In other way, the scene still is an underground
movement; the mass media and the big record labels didn’t
acknowledge us.”
Is there a defining character to Mexican Goth which you
don’t see elsewhere?
Jaime: “Yes. The Mexican gothic is very emotional and explosive.”
Ricardo: “There definitely is. In our country we still have very strong
ancient, Prehispanic traditions and beliefs that are inherent of our
culture, that are still very much alive here today, and that permeate and
intertwine the Gothic mythology from Europe and other places,
mixing and/or adding for example Aztec and Mayan legends of the
Underworld, dark, blood-thirsty gods, obscure rituals and
witchcraft…”
Is it a cohesive scene there, or widely spread? Is it mainly
in big towns? Is there a helpful network between bands, or
rivalry?
Jaime: “The scene tries to be cohesive; union between the bands
exists, but sometimes lack of seriousness and professionalism.”

While looking online I saw references to ‘emo violence’ in
Mexico. Are things a bit weird there between youth
factions?

Gustavo left the band, and is now in two others, so I take it
Ricardo then appeared? Had you been aware of the band
before?

Jaime: “Yeah. The past year, there were some incidents with the
emos. I think it’s a consequence of the hard times we are living now
here in Mexico, too much intolerance…”

Jaime: “Ricardo Lassala was the Lead Singer in ANSIA, a
groundbreaking underground Mexican band in the early 90’s, thus
from our same “Generation”. We know him from way back then, and I
invited him to join the project once Hugo Grob (our latest singer)
decided to leave the band to pursue a solo career. As Ricardo and I
started writing new material, it was obvious to both of us that the
chemistry was there, so we decided to make a new album and go on
from there. “Nadie Está Mejor Muerto” is the result.”

How easy is it getting interest for the band from outside
Mexico? I assume the US audience is the easiest for you
to reach?
Jaime: “This depends on the band. If a band is focused on its
promotion and looks for the right contacts, they can generate interest
outside of Mexico. We’ve always lacked in the Mexican Rock scene of
a good support infrastructure, though, so it’s really hard to get noticed
abroad. Myspace has broadened somewhat our possibilities; at least
it’s gratifying to read comments from people in places like Australia,
Brazil, Russia, Spain or the UK that seem to dig our music!”
Can you tell me how the band started and what experience
the original members had had before? I gather they’d been
in a band together, Azul De Media?
Jaime: “Yeah. In the beginning (1989) Pedro, Victor, Israel and I
conformed Azul de Medianoche (Midnight Blues), a hard rock band.
Later, Gustavo and Sergio joined the band and all together renamed it
as ELCLAN. Our debut was in a contest called “Batalla de la Bandas”
(Battle of the Bands), we obtained the second place.
“Originally, we didn’t pretend to be a gothic band but our music, in a
natural way, had a dark sound in complement with the lyrics, about
fantastic visions, nightmares and introspective feelings. Then, a
journalist, who heard us in the contest, wrote that ELCLAN is an
aggressive-dark band. Fans of the Mexican Dark scene adopted us and
have sheltered us ever since…”

Looking at the website I only saw mention of Ricardo and
Jaime, but on the album there is also Guillermo Clemente
and Raul Zavala. Neither of those are names I have for the
earliest line-up, so is the band based around you two and
friends come in and out? Or did you just have a recent
semi-split?
Jaime: “Yeah. Actually ELCLAN is conformed by Ricardo and Jaime
with the collaborations of some good musician friends, either in the
studio or in live presentations. ELCLAN is a two-headed mutant
entity with the constant intent to reinvent itself, with a little help of
our friends.”
Whatever happened to Sergio, Pedro, Victor and Israel?
Jaime: “Well, we are talking about an almost 20 year’s history. They
left the band by many different reasons. Actually I keep
communication with all of them, but now, they are far away from
music. They are in charge of their own business and professions, with
their families and many other things.”
If we can go through the album please? To start with it’s
full of quotes from well known thinkers and artists. Is
there anything linking the quotes you chose?

“Once you are dead there is nothing left: No
spirit, soul or ghost, no reincarnation, no
after-life. Your physical body consists of
“four pails of water and a bagful of salts”…
That is all we are.”

Ricardo: “Each quote relates not to each other, but to the specific
song it is attached to.”

a few years, the stiff becomes a human cloth-hanger condemned to
“watch” his old mate as she pursues newer romantic interests…”

‘Nada Por Arder’ – I like knowing what songs are about,
but I only speak English. All I get from it is some agony in
the noise and a restless spirit. ‘Parallel Worlds (Beware Of
The Tree Of Science)’ – pretty clear what you’re on about
here with humanity overshadowed by the cold ambition
and nastier side of technology, but how badly do you
personally feel affected by such things. Are you one step
away from being a conspiracy theorist? In the very early
80’s I wouldn’t have been surprised if the Cold War had
resulted in nukes being dropped on England but nowadays
I don’t think I really care.

You’re not ashamed to do soft songs, even though lots of
Goth bands prefer to veer away from the tender side?

Ricardo: “Once you are dead there is nothing left: No spirit, soul or
ghost, no reincarnation, no after-life. Your physical body consists of
“four pails of water and a bagful of salts”… That is all we are. Make
the most of the time you got. That‘s what this song is about.”
Whose idea was it to put the crazy piano on and why? It
gives a lovely extra touch.
Jaime: “It was a great idea from Gerry Rosado, the Producer.”
Ricardo: “Gerry Rosado, an old friend of ours and the Producer of
the album, thought of that one.”
‘Embals-ámame’ – do you have a naturally sorrowful voice
or is this a sad song, and about what?
Ricardo: “This song is about an old couple. They are still profoundly
in love with each other, and also they are becoming aware of their
imminent mortality; they are afraid of Death tearing them apart after
all the years they’ve spent together… The piece is actually a “black
humour” song: together they decide that the one remaining alive will
mummify and keep the body of the “absent” loved one at home,
sharing all daily activities, like having dinner and watching TV! After

Ricardo: “We are an unusual Goth band in that way, I suppose. We
are not afraid to experiment within the whole spectrum of Human
emotions and explore all sorts of subjects, both lyrically and
musically. I am more interested in the psychological or social factors
that lead to our fascination for scary monsters and fantastic creatures,
more than the creatures themselves.”
‘Arcadia’ – it’s an area in Greece, I know that. It’s also a
play by Tom Stoppard. What is Arcadia to you?
Ricardo: “Arcardia is considered to be the birthplace of Zeus in
ancient Greece, and also a Utopia where the people supposedly lived
in total harmony with Nature. The lyrics were written by Guillermo
Clemente (Keyboards), which is no longer in the band, so I am sorry I
cannot elaborate much further about the meaning it had for him…”
This has a lovely tough, but flexible guitar sound and you
have variety in guitar throughout. Was this always the way,
which I ask because some bands like to settle into their
own sound and stick with it.
Ricardo: “In older ELCLAN recordings, the guitar sound tended to
be more monotonous and one-dimensional. After many years, I think
Jaime has found a characteristic sound that distinguishes him, and that
gives him the freedom to explore wider textures, both ethereal and
heavy in nature, as a tool of ever-expanding expression through his
instrument.”
It also some epic vocal moments, as if you’re about to spill
of into something dreamy and dramatic, then the guitar
pulls it back into focus. Does your music work to illustrate

the mood of the lyrics or do you take a different approach?
It can change song to song?
Ricardo: “Indeed. Sometimes the guitar riff dictates the mood for my
singing; sometimes I use the voice to place emphasis on certain
passages of the lyrical content. I think both the lyrical content and the
music work in conjunction to set the mood in which I have to convey
the message through my voice.”
I see ‘Arcadia’ was all written by Guillermo Clemente – if
you’re now down to a duo will the sound be changing next
time?
Jaime: “No, I don’t think so. We have a keyboard sequence now,
LOL!”
Ricardo: “Most songs are co-written by me (Ricardo Lassala) and
Jaime Chávez. Will the sound change next time? Probably, since as I
stated earlier, we’re constantly seeking to broaden our horizons; but
then again, we also do have a characteristic “sound” which people
recognizes as ours. It is always a pleasure for us to see how this sound
can be expanded or modified.”
‘Vengo Del Interior’ – very slow and creepy at the start, but
then it goes all mad, then graceful and pretty. What’s it
about?
Ricardo: “It’s about a kid that has no social skills whatsoever, so he
compensates this through a very rich and intense inner-life; he
basically lives in his own world within his head, the only place where
he feels safe and ‘understood.’”
‘Crash On Ego’ – interesting how you can do some songs
all rocky, or allow modern keyboards to roam around. Was
it always like this? What happens at shows when you do
this because it’s also like a conventional chart ballad? Do
you have to place it carefully in the set?

Ricardo: “I wrote this song (both words and music) shortly before
joining the band, and for me it was meant to be some sort of homage
to the Glam Rock British scene, to T-rex and David Bowie, to Ian
Hunter even… I agree the song does sounds a bit odd within the
context of the album, and it can be tricky to place in a live set along
with the heavier, darker pieces; we usually play it live when we do
short five or six song sets in festivals, and it also works well on
certain venues where we perform “acoustic” sets.”
‘Carpe Diem (Vox Tanatos)’ – more worries here? You
don’t sound happy, but it seems bold, with a purpose.
Ricardo: “It’s about the Angel of Death breathing on your neck,
touching your shoulder, showing you the contour of a human body
drawn with chalk on the tarmac, whispering in your ear: ‘This is you;
this is the crime scene of your murder.’”
‘Express The Inexpressible’ – this has a wonderful mood,
but it’s also about misery!
Ricardo: “We were seeking to express Angst, much à la Trent
Reznor, at least we were trying to give our own rendition of how
would a NIN song sound through the filter of EL CLAN…”
‘Detras Del Himalaya’ – what’s this about? It doesn’t sound
so gloomy, starts mellow and then has some cool guitar?
Ricardo: “‘Detrás del Himalaya’ literally means Behind the
Himalayas; it is a song of Hope: even though the Mountains seem like
a gloomy, monstrous, insurmountable obstacle, and they cast their
shadow dark and cold and long, the sun is slowly but steadily rising
behind them and sooner or later it will rise above them and give us a
clearer perspective…”
‘Sed De Fuego’ –Is there a traditional style at play here
along with the classy piano? Slow, traditional in some
strange way and ABSOLUTELY epic vocals!!! What’s going
on?

“It’s about the Angel of Death breathing on
your neck, touching your shoulder, showing
you the contour of a human body drawn with
chalk on the tarmac, whispering in your ear:
‘This is you; this is the crime scene of your
murder.’”

Ricardo: “The whole record revolves around the themes of Death &
Loss, sometimes subtly and in much more direct ways in other
instances. The vibe conveyed by the vocals in this particular song is
trying to make a statement: Deep down, the Truth, the Truth with a
capital T, is something we are all aware of, whether we accept it or
not. But this Truth is so brutal, so utterly frightening, so profoundly
blunt, that most of us deny it, either by going into shock, or through
the invention of Myths, and Fantasy and Religions, or by consuming
substances that alter our perception of reality, or we lose our minds
and become utterly mad, or we allow ourselves to get brainwashed,
embracing fanaticism or going through existence like some kind of
zombies … All in a futile attempt to escape from this Ultimate Truth
and to fool ourselves into believing we will transcend this Life
somehow.”
‘Ajenjo’ - and this? It’s very catchy, is it happier than
average?
Ricardo: “Ajenjo” means “Absinthe”, and the song is about the
works of Baudelaire, Rimbaud, Verlaine and the like, 19th Century
decadent French poets very much influenced by Gothic writers like
Edgar Alan Poe. Our approach to this one was more epic, more on the
“Prog” side, if you like. Lyrically, is one of my favourite songs on the
album.
‘Abduction (I & II) – it starts with French? EH? Then where
do you stand on the alien theory? Isn’t Mexico meant to be
close to loads of areas people claim explain evidence of
ancient mysteries? Did you grow up believing in things

and have then changed your mind, or have you come to
believe things as you get older?
Ricardo: “I’ve grown naturally more sceptic and cynical with age and
experience and all…”
This is your most traditional Goth sounding song. Why is
that?
Ricardo: “This is the peak of the album, we’re reaching the end and
it’s a storm before the calm. We want our proposal to be as unique and
original as possible, but we do not deny our influences and we also
rejoice in reflecting them from time to time, and this seemed to us like
the right moment to do so. Most groups in the Mexican Goth scene try
to copy or to emulate bands like Sisters of Mercy, London After
Midnight, Human Drama or whatever. I can say with confidence that
EL CLAN, on the contrary, is a project with a unique, original
concept; we shy away from following trends and rather focus on
proposing ideas for perhaps others to follow. We want to be
recognized as EL CLAN, not as a poor imitation of another band.”
‘Ahora’ – this seems more rocky than Goth? Where do you
see any dividing lines? Also it’s quite breezy? You want to
send people out on an optimistic note?
Ricardo: “The idea was exactly that, to end the whole album with a
lighter view, with a smile on the listener’s face, with a glimpse of
happiness and uplift after all the sorrow, but without losing its edge
and keeping a bit of a grinding sound in the conclusion. If you think of

“The whole record revolves around the
themes of Death & Loss, sometimes subtly
and in much more direct ways in other
instances.”

“There has always been a mystical link
between the band and our audience. It’s like
a ceremony. I think this is because the public
has taken our songs as their own.”
role models, it would be more in the spirit of The Cure than of, say,
Joy Division or Peter Murphy.”
On the subject of records, I couldn’t really read the titles
on your myspace page but it seems you released albums
in 1994, 1998, 2005, 2007 and 2008. You seem to be getting
busier the longer the band exists. Why is this? Are you
able to concentrate on it more?
Jaime: “Yes, we take it more seriously. Furthermore, the rock industry
has grown and is a little easier to make a record.”
Ricardo: “Both Jaime and I have become more prolific writers, but it
meanly has to do with economics. Before, it was much more expensive
to record an album, and a very extensive and complex string of
factors, many of them beyond our control, were in play, so ultimately
after immense hardship and against all odds, you still never knew if an
album (even if already recorded) was going to ever see the light of
day. In the Digital Age, good quality home recordings have become
readily available and cost-effective, and the demise of the big record
labels have given room to a lot of interesting small independent
distributors and other virtual and revolutionary ways of spreading
your music about through the Internet in relatively no time.”

You plunge into things that are real, where a lot of Goth
moves into fantasy territory. Is this album an accurate
reflection of what you’re generally like?
Jaime: “Yeah! You are right. ‘Nadie está mejor muerto’ is a reflection
of our interpretation of reality. At this time, we prefer to talk about the
Human Condition, thus real-life situations each one of us can relate to,
we are more direct and straightforward in our lyrics. Sometimes, real
things are darker than fantasies.”
Ricardo: “It’s a reflection of where we are right now. We’ve written
before about Witches and Goblins and spectres. Nevertheless, we
consider that the real world is full of possibilities and gives us plenty
of opportunities to explore the dark and the obscure.”
There’s talk of almost a ritual aspect to the live show, or
creating a special ambience for the audience, what is this?
Jaime: “There has always been a mystical link between the band and
our audience. It’s like a ceremony. I think this is because the public
has taken our songs as their own. They adapt the message of the songs
to their own experience with great sensitivity and emotion. As any
good Goth crowd, our fans dress up for the occasion, and thus become
very much indeed part of the show!”

The white eye make up onstage Ricardo, any significance
to it?

What does 2010 hold that you know of?

Ricardo: “There’s a side of my personality that is only apparent when
I’m onstage. In my everyday life I am a very private person, almost a
hermit; I am shy and quiet. The make-up helps to bring out my Alter
Ego, that part of myself that is arrogant and full of confidence, at least
to the eye of the outsider.”

Jaime: “Continue to promote “Nadie está mejor muerto” with some
gigs in Mexico City and around the country. We also have some plans
to play in America, mainly in Texas and California. But most
importantly, we want to sit and start writing new songs, thinking about
having a new album out by the end of the year or by early 2011.”

www.myspace.com/elclanmx

GUILTY STRANGERS
5 SONG EP
Transient
Although the line-up has now swelled to include JG and Chris Ruptive
this taut, twisted EP was recorded by Shawn and Christine Terry at
home, and it’s a rare treat of the old, earliest Goth sounds forged today
with a clipped, sleek exoskeleton. Christine also included an extra CD
that included some live tracks by the foursome which was a sore,
rickety delight like a preying mantis squatting in a cathedral.
‘Keepsake’ nails you early. The keyboards drift away as civil but
essentially murderous guitar stalks into the room. Sour, disenchanted
vocals haul you backwards through time, festering towards the end
and erupting spectacularly. Who does Christine sound like? Like a
female version of Rozz Williams in a way, as the guitar ties itself in
little circles round her wrists. ‘Fetish’ then welcome the totally
deceased religious bass sound and the same early US Goth sound
permeates the track with a creepy low bass and crouched drum patter,
as the guitar hovers seedily, lank but tough, the vocals haughty.
‘Passerby’ wants to sneak by but it’s a sure sign of their songwriting
quality that as it rustles it grows, and Christine’s vocals are
remarkably potent when seemingly delivered casually. This is an
entirely modern side to their work and it’s a gorgeously insidious little
ghost of a song. ‘45mg’ has scabbier chord blisters, with a bony
rhythm, and spectral guitar signature. ‘Black Magic Trouble’ shoves
you out of the room and wrecks it quietly behind you with a stronger
rhythmic presence, allowing a fresher atmosphere to peel away from
the stick-thin vocal/guitar interface.
This snapshot hints at a luxurious bigger picture. It’s an EP so cool
it’s red hot.
www.myspace.com/guiltystrangers

MARK SINNIS
A SOUTHERN TALE
9TH Recordings
I’m not sure the ‘cemetery and western’ tag connected to his work
strictly suits Sinnis on this showing, because there’s nothing grim or
destitute about the worldview. It’s more astute cynicism, or questions.
‘It’s The End, But There’s No Heaven’ sets the tone. I’m not sure
telling people they may reach the pearly gates only to discover there’s
nothing there make sense. What would the gates be doing there?

Strings saw, steel guitar shines, and the vocals wag their censorious
fingers. Bummer.
‘Down Beneath’ is sweet with soulfully twittering violin, although the
person singing may well be dead, and the naked and helpful warnings
throughout ‘Turn Another Page’ surely optimistic in their own way.
Vocals, guitar embers, then a comforting piano usher in hope,
banishing melancholia, although I’ll grant these songs are best
listened to when you wish to be alone with your own thoughts, or need
someone else voicing some of them. ‘I Still Miss Someone’ is a cool,
respectful cover of a Cash number, ‘To Feel Your Passion, Gone’s The
Sorrow’ is apparently inspired by Beethoven’s Pathetique and, let’s be
honest, what the fuck is that? It’s slow to the point of being tedious, to
be honest, so although stuffed full of feeling it didn’t do anything for
me. I felt I’d been kidnapped by a manic depressive.
‘Mind Melt’ also wrings its hands like a campanologist with some
compulsive disorder but I’m sure in a different mood I would welcome
the tragedy, when the glass isn’t half empty but lodged in my skull.
‘Follow Me’ comes from Camelot (yes, I googled) and I’m glad Lynda
hasn’t noticed me playing this or she might think she’s succeeded in
steering me onto sentimental twoddle. It’s a lovely, uplifting song,
which is just as well as Mark’s take on ‘A Christmas Song’ would
have Santa topping himself with ‘God rest ye merry gentleman let
nothing you dismay,’ delivered as though trapped in an underground
cell. ‘A Southern Tale’ is a soft travelogue through living, local
nostalgia, and ‘Scenes Of Your Reality’ beautiful in its crouched
position. ‘In Vain’ is alone in its seclusion and ‘There’s No Rhyme Or
Reason’ takes us back to where we started with the news that all we
can d is make of the best of what we have to be going on with, as
there’s no going back and no going anywhere else.
It’s a special record, and while it’s one which you can’t easily imagine
playing regularly, for specific occasions it will be perfect, presenting
as it does the intimacies of mortality.
www.myspace.com/marksinnis
www.marksinnis.com

MISFORTUNE500
BEFORE THIS WINTER ENDS
Stickfigure
‘Panther Panther’ has a stirring quality to the guitar uniformity over
the rousing drums, like an alternative signature tune for the
Magnificent Seven, as the band ride into town to save malnourished

you fronting these shindigs
with your tattooed leather
trousers, and noise levels
beyond approbation, but when
you sing have you been
mindful enough to ask will you
be able, at my age, to
impersonate a skylark?’ And,
as the crowd listen in awe, the
professor whistles
melodiously, magically, and all
are transported. Suitably
emboldened, the professor
goes on to replicate first a
mistlethrush and then that traditional crowd pleaser, the peewit, before
their corncrake encore causes a riot. And so, as the band troop
disconsolately offstage, the future of music is changed forever, but we
can all take comfort in the fact that A Voice Has Been Saved.
And now, on with the review….

indie fans from a slow death, demonstrating invigorating Post-Punk
resistance tactics. The guitars are soft in appearance but lethal in
intensity and the vocals are crafty and assured. When their job is done
they accept no payment, but leave behind a waving crowd hellbent on
burning their pathetic Indie Band T-shirts, having been shown a new
way.
Heroic bluster lifts their cover of The Chameleons’ ‘Don’t Fall’ as it
dips and dives like a holy union between The Cramps and The Sound,
disguised as rickety in its melodic attack but actually supremely
buoyant. ‘Low Level’ is equally stimulating, beginning fairly stolid,
the vocals combining to hint at shouty malevolence, but the guitar is
juicy and the clipped drums a seedy ringmaster, keeping us moving
along briskly. Rustier acoustic bloom spreads through the groaning
‘Coercitio Mentis’ as their sensitive sound resonates while curling up.
They resume self-immolation with ‘Of A Map’, heady vocals and wild
guitar tearing into each other.
They sound at their most American in ‘Vaudevillain’ with some happy
yowling excess as it buzzes around, guitar frisky, vocals vital and
filthy, then the thrilling ‘A Series And Movement’ goes about its
business with a plunging guitar neckline and crosscut guitar action
over imploring vocals. They expel ‘A Ready Defense’ to finish, like
the Anti-U2.
Committed noise, subtly blended. Bleedin’ gorgeous.

Climbing guitar moves across the rhythm in ‘Tribe’ as jagged vocals
erupt like a poisonous toilet set on fountain status. The singer
gleefully informs us he’s staying with his tribe, here with his people,
which sounds heroically clandestine but we all know he’s really
talking about enjoying chess with his grandparents. Either way it’s
about inclusivety, the sound is maliciously hot and bubbling, the
rhythm punched out. Juggernaut + Jugular = ‘Holy City Zoo’, with
slippery bass stains, lyrics of social apocalypse, and the angry slurry
sweeps you along and then sharply unawares after the quiet-ish phase.
With ‘New Paradigm’ things go still and there’s a lull before the
lolling, the lethal numbing and heaving torture.
‘Wamblance’ is playfully flailing, ‘Manufactured Terror’ deeper and
sternly angst-based, then they tickle the ugly beast that is the brilliant
‘Skull And Bones’ with its scurrilous bass, beautifully seeping colour
washes behind the acerbic, cynical lyrics. ‘Sky God Worshippers’ is a
bit of lopsided weirdness, ‘The New Religion’ fluoresces sleazily, a
simplistic ‘This One’s For You’ undulates pleasantly, then it seeps
away on the positively abstract ‘Atmosphere’ which is unexpected and
actually a nice surprise. I should point out that they’ve also included
remixes of ‘Tribe’ (twice), ‘Wambulance’, ‘Holy City Zoo’, ‘This
One’s For You’, ‘Manufactured Terror’ and ‘Skull And Bones.’
The booklet is very touching, stuffed full of tributes to Paul Raven
(R.I.P.) who was an essential part of the band before his untimely
demise. What the future holds I haven’t got a clue but if this is where
it all ends there could be no greater finish.
www.myspace.com/mobresearch69
www.myspace.com/paulraventributepage

www.myspace.com/misfortune500

MOB RESEARCH
HOLY CITY ZOO
Echozone
Without giving too much away, as regular readers will be ahead of me
on this one anyway, there’s nothing I like more than a good Rock
record, and this particularly record is, you’ll be disturbed to find out,
not a good rock record, but an astonishingly exciting one. That said, I
am worried about the singer’s voice. Raw, rasping, full mid-throat
projection that gargles while striving commendably for tuneful impact,
I suspect there is danger around the corner. It is for this reason alone
that I plead with anyone possessing contacts in the upper echelons of
the ornithological world to contact what professors they may so that
when next touring the band might be surprised by an onstage invasion
of a geriatric man, or woman, wearing the obligatory tweeds, who can
approach the singer thus. ‘Now see here young lady, it’s all very well

MOMENTO MORI
IN HARM’S WAY
JPB International
‘In Harm’s Way is dedicated to all Goths, past, present and future,’ it
says inside the sleeve which means colours are nailed emphatically to
the bleak mast of a ship plunging bravely on. Having reformed two
years ago, with songs flowering well singer Mark is emigrating to the
States, yet the band will still exist, which is a good thing or this fine
album would have been something of a waste, apart from a stylish,
spirited epitaph.
‘Big Nadir’ even starts with richly evocative electronics bedded down
behind adroit vocals skimming observational vocals across the
surface, and this is a traditional Goth approach but with a keen
intelligence employed, so that minimalism allows nowhere to hide.
The songs need to be good to stand up, and these songs start climbing
the air, then revolve back into the earth, the bright guitar glinting

bands snort, even though nobody probably has. It’d be funny if bornagain songwriters came door to door and criticised Goth bands for
naming songs after old fashioned women’s names, but maybe that’s a
trend for later?
I’m digressing! They’re digging themselves in deep, snarling that
they’re standing at the witch trials during ‘Abandon Hope’ and they
feel no pain (why would they?) with a kind of fuzzy glam ghost
implanted. The delicate ‘Wooden Misfit’ is a touching balm, charming
vocals sensitively spread.
‘Time Again’ is tougher with some slow melted guitar glazing the
cautious tension and bubbly vocals. ‘Different Heaven’ gets diligent
and exquisite keyboard touches as a chilly grandeur mixes with an
optimistic bit of specious noodling, attractive but impenetrable, unless
I’m being really dim today.
‘High Ground’ rolls along with glorious gawf guitar, a touch of vocal
drama and a rhythm burrowing into the song, the way Goth bands like
to curl up into a complete whole, the sound emanating strangely from
within. ‘Cold Lane’ is even shyer, pulling itself into a secretive corner,
then throwing a discreet fit as the various elements heat up.

across the greying vocal visage. ‘Suns Kiss’ shields the vocals with its
whippier backing vocal tendrils and the steely, stolid rhythm and the
feel is lightly creamy, but the mood downcast.
Who Sa-Shem are in relation to Momento Mori I am not sure, and we
can all wait for the interview to find out. ‘Jesus Only’ agonises slowly,
the tone buoyant but condemning and apparently someone only cares
about Jesus, although I don’t think this is the classic Goth hypocrisy,
where bands rail against religion, apparently unaware they’re being as
strict as they claim the religious are. ‘Don’t tell me what to believe!’

‘Face That Shone’ uses that a springboard, glowing primly, then
sparking vividly but in a sustained fashion, not going for outright
lunges or somersaults as someone is described as being nothing than a
memory. Then there’s a long gap and something extra lovely comes a
creeping in, with a curiously neat storyline that still remains
enigmatic.
A wonderful Goth release which is slowly releasing more facets the
more I listen. Always a good sign.
www.myspace.com/momentomoriuk
www.reverbnation.com/momentomoriuk

“They look familiar!”

HARMONY & DESTINY

MOMENTO MORI are yet another of the old Goth breed to resurface,
rejuvenated and relishing the chance to offer a different slant on some of
the more traditional sounds, as you will discover on their lovely ‘In Harms
Way’ album. Once more into the fray, dear readers, as we investigate pretty
much all there is to know.
PHOTOS: Mel Spencer - www.melspencerphotography.com

What signalled the return in 2007, was it just having a
celebratory event with no thought of going beyond that?

legacy CD release of old material, this was the immediate plan. The
future was exciting, but was black, rather than Orange.”

Jon: “I saw Mark on someone’s friends on myspace, got back in touch
with him after not seeing him for years (despite only living a few
miles from him) and suggested we give it a go seeing as loads of other
bands were doing it. We were in a much better position financially to
do it as we’d no longer have to pool our giros to hire a van! And also
having never released an album it felt like there was unfinished
business to be done. The reasons why we split were long behind us &
it was a good excuse to have a good night out now and then.”

There’s a few old Moris to choose from, so why was it you
three?

Mark: “We’d lost contact for over a decade, Jon tracked me down
through social networking sites, and said “Oi, if the Spice Girls can
get away with it, why shouldn’t we?” It helped that we were both back
in Teesside after living away, which was nice. A few pints later and a
cunning plan was hatched, we tracked down Roy Gibson, who was the
guitarist who played in the 1991/1992 line up, who was also still in
our neck of the woods. We all wanted to play live again, and record a

Mark: “The decision was purely based on geography. Most of the
lads now live far, far away, Derby, London, Brighton, even New York.
Plus this line-up was the most recent incarnation – 1992. In early
2008, sadly Roy had left due to some major personal problems, we
luckily found Chris through a mutual friend, and he quickly took up
the role and settled in as if he’d been an original all along.”

Jon: “Obviously ‘cos I’m the most talented, and Mark ‘cos he has a
van. Chris was a recent recruit (in our terms anyway, he joined in
2008) after Roy went AWOL and married a bloke (even Spinal Tap
would be proud of that one), none of the others live in the north east
any more.”

“I’ve always loved many
genres of music – born
into a family that listened
to both Motown and KISS
kind of has that side
effect.”

Chris Mori: “I’m the new Mori, having joined late in 2008 after the
previous guitarist (Roy?) left the band.”
What are others up to (that you know of)?
Jon: “Charlie managed Suede & The Jesus & Mary Chain, Gav
drummed for Ruby, Austin is in a very promising band in London
called The Stuns, who are currently recording an album with Steve
Lyon (Depeche Mode, The Cure, Recoil etc), Paul does radio jingles,
Dunc lives in New York. Don’t really know about the rest, saw Simon
at our recent Bradford gig, I think Phil does folky stuff.”
Mark: “Charlie Charlton – Brighton, Interceptor Management, exSuede manager. Ste Cosgrove – Derby - ex-New Cranes drummist,
still playing live with other bands. Simon Mori – Doncaster - came to
our recent Bradford gig, settled and happy. Phil Tyler-Mori Newcastle area – still playing music, moved on from Goth though.
Austin Davey – London, playing with The Stuns, GOOD band.
Duncan Mori – New York, still plays, woulda rejoined if local. Paul
Mileson – Newcastle – still playing live in rock bands. Gav Mori –
London, still playing the drums. Sessioned worldwide for other
breaking acts.”
Since the band first ended in 1992, to 2007 what had you
been doing, concentrating solely on family and careers, or
has there been music dabbling we need to hear about?
Mark: “Had a short stint in Syndicated, a Depeche Mode meets The
Chameleons project with ex-Mori Austin. Started crewing for other
bands, toured worldwide. Happily Married, 4 great kids, and threw
myself into my own business since the turn of the century. Didn’t
write or perform for a decade. Hit 40, panicked, reformed.”

Jon: “I pretty much turned my back on the Goth scene due to the lack
of interest it was getting from the media. I had my own band, Rhino,
who were a bit PWEI-type dancy Goth, then did a lot of techno,
drum’n’bass & electronica under the name of Toothfairy, as well as
working as a sound & lighting engineer. I was playing bass in Sins of
the Flesh up until ’94/95ish then did a gig with them in Japan in ’04.”
Chris: “Another one for Jon & Mark. Prior to my joining, I was
between bands and failing miserably to write my own material. My
opportunity to join up came when the guys advertised the position and
I was, shall we say “volunteered” for the position by DJ Ghost and
Marie from the Charnel House.”
How was the return? Did you need to work hard at it to
refresh ailing memories, or did everything slot keenly into
place?
Mark: “Memory-loss isn’t good for remembering lyrics. That aside,
was easy to slot back in, the lads told me they thought my singing had
improved. Must have been really bad in the 80`s then. J”
Jon: “The first practise was shit, then when we found a decent
rehearsal space it all clicked and we were ready to go in a matter of
weeks.”
Do you really rehearse at a pig farm?
Chris: “Yes. A converted pig farm near Trimdon outside Hartlepool.
It’s out of the way, so we can usually make as much noise as we like
without disturbing anyone!”
Mark: “Erm, yes, though it doesn’t smell too bad these days, the pigs
moved on – they were more into mainstream stuff.”

“...we don’t have any
misconceptions that we’re ever
going to make a living out of it,
it’s just a hobby that we enjoy,
although that doesn’t mean I
never spend hours & hours
trying to get a good mix...”

Jon: “It was once a pig farm, yes. It’s a bit out of the way but it’s by
far the best rehearsal rooms in the north east, called PigPen.”
Then the obvious – why keep going? What did the event
remind you about that enriches your life so that you want
to sustain that?
Jon: “I think we realised that we were actually quite good although at
the time it was really hard for bands back then. Things could’ve been
a lot different first time round if there’d been the internet and we
weren’t so skint.”
Mark: “Some of my greatest memories are times with the Mori`s, it
was a proper band, we mostly lived together at the time, though not in
the biblical sense. Although we were never signed, and times were
tough, we loved every minute of it, and toured relentlessly in UK and
Europe. Also, if I may borrow this quote it may help – ‘In his autumn
before the winter, comes mans mad last surge of youth.’”
Bands that return after a while seem to have one thing in
common – they’re going about things in a different way,
second time around. What have been your key decisions
about how to keep a natural balance?
Jon: “Not to take it too seriously, we don’t have any misconceptions
that we’re ever going to make a living out of it, it’s just a hobby that
we enjoy, although that doesn’t mean I never spend hours & hours
trying to get a good mix, and we still try our best to perform
professionally.
“I was only 17 when I joined so I just kept quiet and went along with
whatever anyone else said, now I’m 37 and have a lot of experience
my opinions are taken into greater consideration!!!”

Chris: “Obviously, the bulk of the decisions regarding Momento
Mori, the sound, production etc. were made before I joined, but
hopefully I’ve been able to make my mark on the band, so to speak.
Especially when it’s come to playing live. I’m hoping that I’ve been
faithful to the ideas the guys have worked hard on whilst bringing
something a bit more personal to myself to the band.”
Mark: “Jon and Roy were the driving force behind our music since
the reincarnation. After Roy left, Jon picked up the reins. The new
sound is definitely larger, more orchestral, perhaps dancier too, with
the benefit of extensive backing. We wanted the new MM to be a more
polished version, less post punk, more ethereal.”
Mark is emigrating to the States, which isn’t a spur of the
moment thing, so that cause certain difficulties, I assume?
Plus – the band get to play gigs in the States. Negative –
with air fares back to the UK every UK gig costs the band
a lot. What are the other pros and cons?
Chris: “Aside from the American gigs? I guess that having a
permanent presence in America can only help our profile over there as
it gives more avenues than “just the internet” provides for promotion,
and, hence, the possibility of a much larger market for the band.
Logistically and financially, it’s obviously going to be harder to get
the band together one way or the other but it’s something that can and
will be worked out to our benefit.”
Jon: “I don’t think there’s any other pro’s other than we can get to do
a US tour, though Mark may be able to raise our profile over there if
his promotions company succeeds. Negatives are that if we want to do
a UK gig it’s got to be something worthwhile such as WGW, which
we’re hoping the album will help us to achieve. Once he’s settled I’d
like to plan a way of recording stuff via the internet but his priorities

“It rages against unrequited
love, uninspiring music and
religious zealotry and takes
comfort in the hope that it
absolutely will not stop.
Very Goth.”

will be his new business and getting his family settled in their new
home, so I don’t think we’ll be doing anything for a while.”
Mark: “Tracey, (Mrs Mori) and I have setup a promotions company
called TransWest. In addition to owing a live music venue in St
Augustine, FL, which hosts nationally touring bands in the States, we
aim to bring across bands from the alternative scene in the UK/Europe
for mini tours of Florida/Georgia. We are excited about this, of course
Momento Mori UK will be the 1st band in, to test the water, but we
will work hard to make this a success. Cons, a lot less UK gigs,
perhaps we’ll only play a handful of carefully selected events back in
Blighty, we haven’t done WGW yet for instance.”
I see your myspace page has the line-up up to five, with
Robo Gav (is that a real person?) and Mel Momento,
although she is currently listed as being on ‘garden leave.’
Is it a big garden?
Jon: “Don’t know, she joined the band for a bit but it didn’t work out.
She’s a good photographer. Shit, don’t print that question!! Her
boyfriend does the myspace page & hasn’t taken her off, she never did
a gig. RoboGav (a tribute to ex-drummer Gav) is just a tongue-in
cheek name for our backing, taking the piss out of Dr.Avalanche. So I
suppose my PC is RoboGav.”
Mark: “Mel and her partner John Adrenochrome do all our online
promo and artwork. Mel never did play live with us, and yeah it’s a
bleedin` huge garden, needs to be to accommodate all the ex band
members. Robo Gav is a tip of the hat to our last live drummer,
Gavin, he has an artificial imposter in his place these days. The new
drummer doesn’t nick all the Rider though, nor nick our fags J”
Do you have cats?
Mark: “Yes, a big bugger called Sam, thick black fur, and gives
actual bear hugs.”

Chris: “I have a queen – Izzy. I’m not ashamed to say that she’s
beautiful as far as cats go. She’s been with me for 12 or 13 years and
is both the ruler and the bane of my life – often at the same time... she
certainly gets fed better than I do!”
Jon: “No, I have 3 rats though, Vince (noir), (fearless) Fred and
(curious) George. Howard (Moon) died recently RIP. As of today we
also have 3 Go-Go hamsters in the house.”
You clearly have fond, respectful memories of all things
Goth. You thank your former bandmates on the sleeve and
the album’s dedicated to Goths. Can you each remember
how you got into the music, and why this scene and not
something else?
Mark: “For me it was a natural progression. I was into the new
romantic scene in `81, and shifted gear into goth/post-punk shortly
thereafter. I was 15 when I started the “black phase”, which I never
did “grow out of” J Music came 1st, fashion 2nd.”
Jon: “My older sister was a Goth and I thought her friends were cool.
I got into Goth when I was about 11, and it gave me the opportunity to
hang out with older people and be their little mascot. A bit like the kid
from ‘This is England’ or ‘Suburbia’. I suppose it was also an excuse
why I didn’t have the most expensive trainers and tracksuits that my
school friends had. My dad didn’t mind buying me stuff from the army
surplus stores as it was cheaper.”
Chris: “ I’d say the Goth scene currently is the dominant scene for me
personally, but I’m not exclusively Goth. I’ve always loved many
genres of music – born into a family that listened to both Motown and
KISS kind of has that side effect. I got introduced to punk at a very
early age, and as I learned to appreciate music I start to develop a taste
for the more “Alternative” genres. So whilst always loving the PostPunk/New Romantic acts that were around in the Eighties, I also
started picking up on the metal bands that came about. I also love
parody and music with a sense of humour – Zappa, Weird Al etc...

“I often find that the
guitar doesn’t have to
punch you in the face,
more guide the bass and
the rhythm along,
enhance what you’re
hearing.”

“I’d always known about the bands that were considered to be “Goth”
- always loved the more punky acts like The Damned, Siouxsie and
the Banshees, Killing Joke etc. The first truly ‘Goth’ album I actually
went out and bought was much the same as many others “Floodland”.
“As I’ve grown, and music scenes have changed and diversified within
themselves, it’s become easier to say what I don’t like when it comes
to music.”
You were around during a weird time, where a lot of bands
started copying others, leading to that whole doomy
period which diminished the UK scene fairly rapidly. How
easy did you find it keeping the band going, as you
managed five years. Was it a challenging existence, an
uphill struggle?
Jon: “It was a massive comedown after playing to so many people in
Czechoslovakia in ’90 to only having a gig at Hartlepool
Boilermakers club lined up. That signalled the beginning of the end
really. It became a bit of a chore travelling to play to a couple of dozen
people and like a lot of other bands we just gave up on the dying Goth
scene. Mark’s heart was still in it, but nobody else’s was and we
eventually drifted apart. No dramatic bust-up or anything, for me
personally I just thought we’d done what we could and trying to
replace Gav with a primitive drum machine wasn’t going to work.”
Mark: “You are right, it wasn’t easy. We took solace, support and
inspiration from the other bands on the scene at the time, many of us
stuck together. We used to tour relentlessly with Every New Dead
Ghost, Sins of the Flesh, Marionettes, Cristabelle Children, Broken
Faith to name a few. We played many a gig to small audiences, the
internet didn’t exist in its current form, so advertising was word of
mouth and fly posting. Many promoters were frauds, it was tricky at
best to get onto the Uni circuit, as Goth was becoming less popular in
student circles. Yeah, it was tough, but we didn’t have anything to
compare it against, we believed it was always thus, and struggled on.
Killing Joke wrote a song about it. J”

What keeps the interest in Goth alive fort you ~ as in, what
are the key elements which inspire you naturally?
Chris: “As with any type of music – primarily it’s got to grab my
attention. There are bands all over the Goth scene, in fact the music
industry as a whole, who I won’t fault, but they just don’t do it for me.
I’ve always looked for music that gets to me, whether lyrically, or even
just the feel of the song. I like acts that offer something that you can
grasp on to, those who are willing to experiment or just open
themselves up to the listener. It’s often hard for me to pin it down,
but bands like Dyonisis, Zeitgeist Zero and Crud (not necessarily
Goth, but hey) are examples of what have grabbed my attention lately.
“As it stands, in my opinion, it just happens to be Goth, or Goth
related, bands that are pushing the envelope right now – with varying
levels of success. The first time I heard the demos for the album are
what got me into Momento Mori as a fan, never mind as a candidate
to join up.”
Mark: “Although Goth is very dark, I’ve always been a naturally
inspired type. For me, the camaraderie, the music, and a band of
brothers mentality.”
Jon: “I like the old stuff in a nostalgic way, but even when I was
doing the techno stuff it was always on the dark side. I think I just
don’t like happy songs. As long as someone else is more miserable
than me, I’m ok! I don’t really listen to a lot of new Goth stuff apart
from my weekly fix listening to my friend DJ Ghost on Ace Radio,
Tuesdays 8-10pm, (that’s a pint you owe me Ghosty!). Even then I go
there just as much for the chatroom as the music to have a bit of
banter with like-minded old has-beens!!”
Let’s have a look at the album, through the CD-shaped
window. ‘Big Nadir’ – nice gloomy but agile intro. Did you
consider opening and closing songs in advance, are you
one of those bands, or do you just decide when you have
finished them all?

Goths tend not to be so bothered about
your technical ability so long as you can
knock out a tune.
Jon: “‘Big Nadir’ was always going to be the opener as it was the
opener in our live set, the rest was just put in an order that we thought
sounded coherent.”

‘Jesus Only’ – creeptastic atmosphere, then more spleen
vented. (How are your spleens by the way?) What’s got
you all riled up?

Mark: “‘Face That Shone’ was written as a closer. With a live
drummer, it would rock out, it’s tamer now, but still always our
closing track. Big Nadir became our classic opener due to the longer
intro, gives us time to settle in on stage, make sure we are not tripping
up over cables and allows an extra 30 seconds to get the dry ice out to
Front of House. J It suits the CD as an opener for the build up.”

Jon: “This is where we blow our cover & get sussed. Jesus Only was
inspired by a Vox AC10 amp that my dad got from a mate at work,
it’d been in his garage for 30 years after he retired from the Salvation
Army band, and it had a cardboard sign on the front saying Jesus Only
which I kept on cos I thought it was funny. Mark may try to tell you
different but I’m telling you the truth!!!!”

It’s got a classic sound, and bounce, with a grim
determination, but what’s it about?

Mark: “For anyone who has ever seen Denis Leary railing against the
French, that’s my level of “Spleenage venting”, whoa, slow down
there. Jon used to have an ex Salvation Army guitar amp with “Jesus
Only” emblazoned on it, it served as the inspiration. I think the Sally
Am are great, but I despise the grooming of kids into organised
religion. How do you fight that? Taking a line from the track, “Its like
digging deep in running water.” You don’t see any suicide bombers
who are 50+ right?”

Jon: “Dunno what it’s about, I remember when we first did it my
girlfriend at the time had an overweight friend called Nadir, it’s not
about her but I made sure she never heard it just in case she took
offence.”
Mark: “‘Big Nadir’ is my favourite Mori track. This is an aggressive,
punching, thigh-slapping, opinionated monster. What’s it about you
ask, “whaddya got?” would be my response with a nod to James Dean.
I try to sing this with the same passion that a rebellious teenager has
when trying to find themselves. It rages against unrequited love,
uninspiring music and religious zealotry and takes comfort in the hope
that it absolutely will not stop. Very Goth.”
‘Suns Kiss’ – even an old cretin like me noticed a different
name credited with the song. Where is this from then and
why, what’s the link or inspiration?
Jon: “Sa-Shem were a Scottish band, I saw them supporting Ausgang
in about ’86, Mark would’ve been there too, it was a cover version
that we’ve been doing for so long that we almost think of it as our
own. I’m not sure if Mark’s even singing the original words!!! It was
called suns kiss mothers, but it was cut to suns kiss to avoid any
dodgy results from googling it.”
Mark: “This track was written by a Newcastle-based Goth band
called Sa-Shem. We adopted it, with their permission, back in the 80`s
when they split. We made it our own, and were very pleased to hear
one of the guitarists came to see us at our final UK gig of the year in
Newcastle and thought we performed it better than they did, high
praise indeed.”

Cool Goth guitar and yearning, frothing Goth vocals. What
Goth sounds appeal to you most that you don’t encounter
in other genres?
Jon: “The fact that if you stick loads of effects on stuff it’ll hide your
mistakes!! And Goths tend not to be so bothered about your technical
ability so long as you can knock out a tune.”
Chris: “Like Jon, I’m primarily a bass player so I’m into my bass
sounds, which feature pretty heavily in the “Goth” formula in my
opinion. I often find that the guitar doesn’t have to punch you in the
face, more guide the bass and the rhythm along, enhance what you’re
hearing.
“Having said that – when it’s necessary, you can’t beat a good guitar
line, whether it’s chugging along or gliding through the mix –
something that I think you find more in Goth music than many other
genres. I can’t quite pin it down – but I’d guess that you could say
that the guitar, generally, in rock music is often written/mixed in such
a way that it’s almost fighting with the vocals for your attention,
whilst in Goth music, I feel it’s often there as a tool to help you get the
feel of the song, depending on the mood you’re trying to express.
Sometimes, less is more. Sometimes, the opposite counts.”

Life isnt always good, nor easy, but
surround yourself with good friends,
watch out for each other, and it becomes
a great deal more enjoyable.

“What are we doing out here?”

“Sssh, it’s classic Gothic imagery!”

Mark: “For me, always guitars, whether lead, rhythm or bass. I’m not
a particularly stereotyped Goth vocalist, I like to use my range.”
Hold on there Jon, I notice a lot of bright keyboard sounds,
but when it comes to bass it seems sedately tucked away
rather than striding forwards, why so?
Jon: “Maybes cos I’m the one doing the mixing and I don’t want the
others to think i’m turning myself up too loud. Or it could be cos I
have big motherf***er speakers that you can hear the bass loud
enough on? I’ll bear that in mind for remixes. Anyone who saw us live
wouldn’t say the bass was sedate, I’m a right show-off and I rock like
a bastard!!!!”
‘Abandon Hope- - more classic Goth mooching, and the
brilliant bit about witch trials. What’s it about though?
Mark: “Written by ex-member Roy, this is about the Salem witch
trials. In a similar vein to Jesus Only, it’s a commentary on how easy it
is for an individual to be persecuted, when a willing populace are
taken in by fanaticism. The track is sung in the 1st person, as if you are
there, with the haunting line “wait until the bitch smiles” as the crowd
are so pumped by the Witch-finder General and now eagerly awaiting
the death of the persecuted. As a libertarian, this is stirring stuff, but I
can’t help thinking of the line “She turned me into a newt….I got
better” in Pythons epic movie….”
Jon: “I wouldn’t have a clue. One of my favourite songs though, easy
to play so I get to rock out a bit.”
‘Wooden Misfit’ – a lovely change in mood, how does
something like this happen? Someone has an idea they
bring in and you base rehearsals around it? Do you each
bring complete pieces, more or less, for the others to
consider. Do you work on things from scratch. Is a song
dictated by the lyrics (or vice versa?) – how does your

“Have we got a lift back arranged?”

sound work. Also in this leisurely, balmly example, how do
you think of your more urgent songs against the calmer
ones, what do you like about the contrasts.
Jon: “I like the slow songs as it gives me more room to experiment
with the production, I like the faster ones as they’re more fun to play
live. I wrote the music for this one around the vocals, which was
originally a very minimal piano/cello piece with no bass and very little
guitar. the original is on our reverbnation site. I actually prefer Roy’s
original arrangement to my own but I didn’t want to do a carbon copy
& probably wouldn’t have done it as good if i’d tried.”
Mark: “Penned by Roy, we speeded this up, it was even slower in the
original form. Perhaps too slow for a live performance in anything but
a stadium full of fans with lighters emotionally swinging above their
heads. We’ve only played this live a handful of times, perhaps that
answers your question well enough, its incredibly emotional, but needs
the audience to be almost respectfully subdued to get the most out of
it, which is a big ask when we`ve just come off the back of ‘Abandon
Hope.’”
Wood versus fucking machines? What’s going on there?
Jon: “Dunno, Roy wrote it. He never came out of the closet til he was
about 38 or 39, so I suppose he’s always had a lot going on in his
head. Very talented bloke and a real shame that he has chosen not to
pursue it any further. Still don’t know whether it was meant to be a
‘fucking machine’ or a ‘fucking’ machine as in one of those
mechanical dildos seen on unsavoury websites.”
Mark: “Roy came out of the closet to us in late 2007 when we
reformed, this song may be his epitaph. OR, it could be how Goths
feel every day of their lives.”
‘Time Again’ – nice burnished prickly sounds here and that
linear Goth gait, all shuffling down the same neon lit

“An epitaph to a friend lost. In reality, no
friend was ever lost, hence your perception
is correct, it’s bubbly rather than a
monotonous dirge. Perhaps we are not too
good at faking it?
alleyway together. Once again, what’s it about, you have
your backs against the wall, but why is that? For all I know
you could be holding up a burning building while fireman
rescue tiny, tiny babies.
Mark: “Life isn’t always good, nor easy, but surround yourself with
good friends, watch out for each other, and it becomes a great deal
more enjoyable. What will you remember most when you are close to
the end and reflecting on your life? You already got the drift Mick –
“Your destiny is mine”.”
Jon: “Again, I don’t know, have never bothered asking, I hardly ever
listen to lyrics as I’m a trainspotter more interested in the production
technique of songs.”
‘Different Heaven’ – ‘the end in sight’, that’s never good. Is
this as sad as it sounds reflective and sentimental? A
different heaven? I was never taught about this? And if I
was I probably wasn’t listening anyway. Is this a sweet
romance?

Jon: “I’ll pass again on that one.”
Mark: “I gotta hold my hand up on this one, and admit it’s a
sentimental diatribe on love lost. What its lost to is for the listener to
decide. Does love ever really die, or can it go to a different place, who
knows? There is always hope.”
‘High Ground’ – big and refined pumping sounds. How do
you think your approach to sound has changed over the
years? It sounds as good to me as any of the younger
bands, but you have known various eras. You seem to
have a less is more approach sometimes, but also, as
here, you fill the air with sound. Why are you rushing
about in the song? That’s not wise on high ground you
realise?
Jon: “This was a song from Mark’s later band, Syndicated, that I rearranged & programmed. The ‘gawf’ guitar is courtesy of Austin
recorded in his house in London after sending files to each other over
the internet.”

Mark: “This was a song written by Syndicated, ex-Mori`s who had
moved on in the mid-90`s. We adopted it, it needed a new home.
Syndicated`s sound was a lot busier than The Mori`s, hence the
obvious change in style. Whether we had the High Ground or not is
undecided, we`d like to think we did J”

Now it’s done you must have a high sense of achievement.
In this modern age of emailing music and working
separately geographical distances make bugger all
difference, so presumably you’re making concrete plans?
Another record next year?

‘Cold Lane’ – this is actually bleaker, and I presume
intentional? A broken heart? Sodden misery? Why is
someone in a cage?

Jon: “We don’t know, we may be able to record enough for an EP but
it’s unlikely that there’ll be a full album. I may do some remixes to
keep me occupied. The main objective was to produce something we
were proud of, in case nothing else happens, and anything else is a
bonus. If the album generated a lot of interest it would spur us on I
think.”

Jon: “Again, one of Roy’s, if we knew where he was we could ask
him, though I doubt he’d tell us. I like the fact that we don’t know
what the songs mean.”
Mark: “A clarion call for those who have ever had a relationship
destroyed by Class A`s. Very bleak, very urban, very cold.”
‘Face That Shone’ – all bubbly, warm and charming to
send the album off, with just some murky synth offering
something ominous? Whose face shone? Have you been
polishing people? There seems happiness in there
somewhere? Is it normal? As it angrier the person seems
worthy of pity.
Jon: “I’d like to think it’s about our old roadie Woody’s bright red
beer nose but suspect it’s not. I remember Gav mentioning on local
radio in an interview that it was about drugs, and the presenter shat
himself as it was daytime radio, ‘presumably about the bad side of
drugs’ he said whilst encouraging Gav to agree.”
Mark: “An epitaph to a friend lost. In reality, no friend was ever lost,
hence your perception is correct, it’s bubbly rather than a monotonous
dirge. Perhaps we are not too good at faking it? We have always
enjoyed performing this track, that includes all former Mori`s too, we
synch into a well oiled machine on this one. I think it may have meant
something real to some of the other guys.”

Chris: “Yeah, this is where the internet becomes a very useful tool.
Aside from the American gigs, I don’t know 100% what Mark & Jon
are planning. What I do know is that we’ve already done “Kerisha” in
addition to the album tracks, and I’m sure there’s more in the pipeline.
Who knows? Maybe I’ll be able to provide something new that’ll
make the grade, something that I don’t throw away after a couple of
months!
“Regardless of what happens, I’m happy with Momento Mori as a fan
and as a member of the band. I feel we have done exactly what we
wanted to do with this album and should be justifiably proud of what
we’ve achieved.”
Mark: “After 22 years it was about bleedin` time wasn’t it? We’ve
got plenty more material to record, we are already working up more
demos. One was released as a free download last month – “Kerisha”,
the next will be in late Jan 2010 – also for free download. Momento
Mori UK will live to fight another day. I was intrigued why you didn’t
ask why the title “In Harm`s Way”, maybe its because you already
knew why?”
Ah. Actually I forgot...

www.myspace.com/momentomoriuk

“Does love ever really die, or can it
go to a different place, who knows?
There is always hope.”

MOON FAR AWAY
NEW HYMN OF RUSSIA
Shadowplay
If the past is anything to go by this will be extra-scarce soon, being a
CDEP of covers and mixes of Moon Far Away’s ‘Mama Rus’, along
with a couple of videos which I can’t see on my pc.
Moon Far Away kick off, as is only fair, with some old women
sounding peculiar (it gave an unprepared Lynda quite a turn in the
car), and that traditional flavour sinks into a gentle stroll blessed with
enchanting conventional female singing, rising strongly over neatly
varied rhythmical shifts. Requiem For FM do the naughtier dance
thing, applying a simple bright brace for the elegant vocals. Titlo go
wobblier and weird with male vocals but the itchy beat is brilliant, and
Six Dead Bulgarians featuring Tim Dorofeev also excel. Lynda’s
mates are back at the beginning, sounding like drunken nuns, then the
song brightly expands but is kept within modest boundaries. They
don’t anything odd. (Why don’t they have a website?)
Severe Illusion opt for slipper slants and mutant beats in the
background, which creates a more alien atmosphere but allows the
vocals to light a dominant torch through the mild gloom. Astralasia vs
MFA breaks with tradition tackling ‘Zhito Zhala’ with a clattery,
subsiding dub, which becomes all warm and fuzzy, then E-Sex-T vs
MFA brings us an unusual choice, being grunge metallers, although it
just means a bit of storm-tossed guitar gets included.
A great little record, and with the films quite a cool bonus.
www.myspace.com/mfaremix
www.space.com/mfaofficial
www.space.com/reqieum4fm
www.myspace.com/realtitlo
www.myspace.com/severeillusion
www.space.com/astralasia101
www.space.com/esext

‘Blackest Blue’ is actually really sweet, gently structured and
distinctly catchy after a second listen. A touch dancier, brimming with
fine touches ‘Nichts Gespürt’ froths amiably, the vocals holding sway
as guitars are told to stand in the corner. Things start to liven up in an
interesting way in the slowly throbbing ‘Semi Demonic Pleasures’ as
the singer kisses the eyes of someone who’s calling for the devil,
which is not a practice I care to recommend. Female vocals start
flooding through as the male vocals go all dramatically gargley, the
synth brightens, and the mood is kept delightfully fresh and fun, not
mawkish fantasy mush, the song spiralling up and out through the
studio roof, a bit like a noirish Alarm.
I’m not sure what ‘7 Years’ is about, although he reiterates that it all
seems too long ago, but the attractive element is the vocals are
exposed and natural, drawing you in, with the rhythm crisp but
discreet, the guitar pretty and self-possessed in its decorative
contributions, leaving a very relaxed but intriguing mood. Choppy but
dour, the coolly energetic ‘Crucify’ mooches cockily and lashes out in
little bursts, ‘Regret’ is a bit wimpy but it’s nice to have the bass
dominating proceedings, ‘Kiss Of The Moon’ goes for the epic floaty
ballad effect and fares quite well, and ‘Embrace’ mopes mawkishly
through some grand optimism and good dips in the surging sound.
‘For Her Love We Cry’ is all punctilious swelling doom, and we can
all relate to that.
I suppose by the time they’re crawling through ‘Through Mist I Walk’
the mopey aspect of the sound has got to me, and I’m not getting any
real excitement from it, but people who are into the softer tangentially
metal side of Goth will be taken by the sweetly melodic aspect of their
work, because there’s no crass excesses or mouldy notions, with the
lyrics reflecting feelings, and the music accentuating the moods
contained. They whip up a cultured storm during closer ‘Paula’ which
ends with a gloomy bell ringing and the extended sound of rain, which
I like, and it’s been a pretty decent record overall, possibly a bit too
laid back for its own good.
www.moonrise.de
www.myspace.com/moonrisemusic

MOONRISE
BLACKEST BLUE
Danse Macabre

MOSKOW
CRESCENT STUDIOS DEMOS
Bristol Archive Records

For a mild-mannered Gothic Rock band I think it would fair to say
Moonrise don’t fancy rushing things. A debut album fourteen years
after forming?

Here’s a weird one, and it is odd, when you check the biog details and
somewhere Dave Luckhurst seems to have vanished, who I know was
in the band and should still have been there when these demos were

hint of murky mystery, which is what we all want, and the recurring
piano motif is very attractive.
‘Tickets please you need to pay your fare, but then I saw the Night
Train, Night Train wasn’t there.’
Well, that’s privatisation fro you.
www.freewebs.com/themumblesofficial/downloadshop.htm

recorded, during November 1978. Also in this picture you will see
Trevor Tanner (then Trevor Flynn) and Jan Kalicki, both bound for
The Bolshoi.
‘Man From UNCLE’ was always one of my favourites of the perkier
post-punk no hit wonders - I still have it somewhere - but here it’s a
curiously joyless exercise, brash drums, droll bass and bunged up
vocals with a few subdued guitar sprays. ‘Where’s Daddy’ has some
very unusual, cheeky lyrics between spells of nimble guitar and
certainly keeps you guessing.
“And again fatty…” introduces ‘Dining Is An Emotion’, which does
appear weight-related as the constipated song lolls quietly. ‘Name,
Rank And Number’ is a drab spot of anti-militaristic tonguery-pokery,
and that’s it
Weird.
http://bristolarchiverecords.com

THE MUMBLES
THE DUST LEFT BEHIND
Mumbling Release
When I first wrote about this band I was shocked by the lack of
interest, which bordered on derisive suspicion. They bravely announce
themselves on their business card as Gothic Orientated Piano Rock,
which is far more modern and interesting as a concept than the
majority of bands around. It seems quite obvious to me that if a band
is using vocals and keyboards without any reliance on familiar crowdpleasing norms and forms they need to have great songs to even force
their heads above the surface. The Mumbles have plenty of great
songs and while it may seem a relaxing variant on Gawf with a drum
machine, it’s not really that either. James Ward and Robert Cowlin are
coming out of a different drainage system, as close at times to Cult
With No Name as they are Goth standards, but in their weirdly modest
way they’re close to the album of the year here. So I wasn’t going
senile, thank you, you simply weren’t paying attention.

THE MUMBLES
NIGHT TRAIN
Black Heat
There’s only one track, a teaser for the album being done this summer
but this is a good introduction to their innately artistic side, setting up
a story with a sombre tone but never encroaching on bleakness, with
secret female vocals added that certainly aren’t credited anywhere I
was able to look, but they lend themselves to this style well. The beat
kicks in crisp but discreet, then the piano/keyboards take over straight
away, like lubricous bass and guitar interplay, with suspense-ridden
Goth vocals slumped across them. There’s an elegant chorus with a

‘Fire Danse’ is an easy opener, the keyboards gently ruffled by the
vocal wind, the song stirring and lyrically dramatic, the shadows and
worries closing in. ‘Control’ is so graciously tuneful it barely masks a
jumble of disaffected emotional wreckage and increasing agitation, but
the overall effect is strangely sanguine. ‘Night Train’ jangles darkly
with a classic resonance and some unintentional lyrical humour as the
chorus goes, ‘tickets please, you need to pay your fare, then I saw the
night train… night train wasn’t there.’ (Cutbacks, eh?) Trust me, this
song gets inside your head like an extra brain, with Emily Cox’s
vocals also adding to the charm. That said, they really need an extra
different verse to justify the length, or to have a shorter edit.
‘Getting The Fear’ has a prettier tone, but just as slinky a vocal touch,
with Emily snaking around and guitar shading. ‘The Machine’ has the
vocals spilling off the musical ledge, flopping at your feet, gazing up
in recalcitrance then being sucked up in the spiralling, dizzying
beauty, and spat out the top of our listening horizon. ‘Movement’ is a

bit gloomier, but squeezes life
out of the flat landscape with
interesting shades of grey, so it
has a quite different feel, with
an uppity ‘Twenty-Two’
threatening to rock but this at
least helps hide its weaknesses.
It’s the dullest song here, but
at least it remains briskly
chattering.
‘Dream Of Mirrors’ returns us
to the ludicrously appealing
conventional melody laid bare
and some wonderful lyrical
confusion and smokescreens.
(‘There’s too many yes-girls,
For his age old lie. If I could get sick from hypocrites, my God…’)
‘The Fall’ goes on a rickety keys adventure, the vocal avoiding the
gaps and it’s a sleek bastard. ‘Escape’ goes the other way, vocals
couched in defeat and gloomy concerns, offering stasis or worse as
real life choices, as mournful keyboards shrug and paint a far from
pretty picture. In many ways that would have made a more artistic
closer than the capering ‘Superstition’ which flaunts some swish Goth
moves, has a deep dark cortex, and ends abruptly, but maybe it isn’t
emphatic enough, while the preceding doom was more impressive?
Pah, a small quibble for such a fabulous record. It doesn’t enough
matter they’ve still got a very basic sound either, and the sound isn’t
as lusciously produced as it all deserves, because the songs make it
what it is. The songs are alive, and coming for you. Unless you’re
actually scared of convention subverted?
Listening to The Mumbles is a bit like having a filthy secret when all
your mates are into louder, spikier, snarling things. If it makes things
any easier you can hide the record under your bed.
www.themumblesofficial.vze.com

NECRO STELLAR
DISSATURATING STELLAR SPACE
Shadowplay
I think the reason I find albums like the partial Whispers In The
Shadow remix collection reviewed yesterday too ordinary to get
excited about is because it’s unlikely to present much in the way of
surprises, or thrills. Where you have a fairly robust and orthodox band
which leaves remixes pulling and squeezing, there’s nothing too much
likely to happen that we haven’t witnessed before. With a band like
Necro Stellar it’s different because some of the artists doing the
remixing may never have had work like this to exhume and perform
musical autopsies upon. It also makes a genuine classic album
available again as this is a double CD set containing the original
release, so if you ignored it first time around don’t miss out again.
A spaceship where the alien occupants dance the night away crashes
in a remote Russian forest and absorbs centuries of tradition, then sets
about weaving occult themes about in ways only they understand.
That’s sort of the picture you need to contemplate, only it’s more fun
and ambitious than that.
The album’s all here plus one bonus track and an occult video which
my pc didn’t recognise. Slip into the steamy, chunky title track
(‘Saturating Cemetery’) which opens side one, with its percussive
traits more martial arts than martial, and you’re away. A feverish
dance track, it vibrates weirdly and cuts abruptly to bird noise and
from thereon in you get a truly mesmerising mixture of vicious dance
sounds, cut alongside intoxicating ambient ghosts from a rural history.
It’s unusual, incisive and utterly captivating. They’ve added one
bonus, in the cool and trim dance tremors of ‘The Little Song For The
Little Devil.’

Being slightly weird the CD of remixes covers their overall existence
instead of concentrating solely on this record! There’s even tracks on
here I haven’t heard yet from their new album ‘Red Beast’ as well as
classy groundshakers from the brilliant ‘Pulsing Zero.’ The title track
gets five filthy onslaughts from Astralasia (twice, including some
lovely dub tendencies), Roppongi Ing. Project, the threshing android
palpitations of Xebox and Bleiburg, who sound like Dvar trapped in
Cairo, and all of these are capable of flitting from misty to murderous.
‘Only Moon’ crops up three times, by Steinkind (playful technopunk),
Hypnoskull (underground dance) and Neikka RPM (twinkly
demonics).
Of individual tracks the ‘Sweetness’ remix by Endraum is wonderfully
sensitive, with bold contours, ‘On the River’ is damned with clinical
rhythm shifts by The Sect and dense bass seething. ‘Equation of
Autumn Equinox’ is whisked up delightfully by Astralasia, Mind:
Area do a suitably restful, piquant take on ‘Novena’, and Sigillum S
are one of the few to go for the empty and abstract with the slowly
twisted ‘Mata Luna.’ Only Cisfinitum are band enough to tackle the
almighty ‘Satellite of Satan’ when I would have imagined that to be
everybody’s first choice, and instead of plumping for the delirious
qualities in contains they create a pastoral, chilled thing of megacharm which is as bewilderingly good as it is unexpected. The
bizarrely named Ultra Milkmaids fill ‘Tachyon Spiral’ out with
subliminal swellings, whereby a strange record comes to a strange
conclusion, not that there can actually be a conclusion.
This one works, given the broad spread of material available, the room
in which people can move, and the layers people can begin shifting
around. It also serves to emphasise just how good the songs are. Bend
them, distort them and they spring back limber and strong.
www.necrostellar.com
www.myspace.com/necrostellarcom

NINTH HOUSE
REALIZE AND IT’S GONE
9th Recordings/SINister
Before I review the new Mark Sinnis album tomorrow, a look at the
band he is in, with its most recent 2007 album. I think everyone will
enjoy this, because we have a man, and band, capable of fusing
Country and Gothic matters, like a Post-Punk/Rockabilly fusion,
topped by quite superb vocals, of a calibre most bands within the
scene cannot match, and although steeped in tradition the attitude and

NOTES FROM THE
UNDERGROUND
CROSSING THE
RUBICON
Danse Macabre
It’s one of those
Industrial/Electro
crossover noisefest but
this one has really
purposeful, streamlined
direction and good
songs, which makes a
real difference, and
impact.

style of the music is totally modern. In ‘Long Stray Whim’, Mark
instantly takes off above the casually desolate music like a human
cannonball in slow motion, thereby discernible before vanishing into
the distance. Stoutly catchy and yet still loose and headstrong enough
for some squawking guitar action, it’s an impressive opener, because
you realise here is a glowing entity.
‘Burn’ also strokes the air around you contemplatively, gloomy but
active instead of supine and exhausted. A trio, in essence, their sound
is bare, and clipped, the arrangements vigorous and demanding your
attention. It isn’t necessarily easy to get anything out of the songs
lyrically, which all have a point but hold back on detail sufficient to
spin out any story, so you’re effectively snared in a mood, a setting.
‘Stretch Marks’ creeps into life, an agitated guitar spiralling over a
sober rhythm, with some pert keyboards, all a little sweetbitter rock,
rather than bittersweet. ‘Quiet Change’ snakes about with a weird
commercial and melting guitar run. A dour ‘What Are You Waiting
For?’ purrs with the vocal presence, the musical curtains tattered and
frayed, blown around by the rock winds, but there’s still a grace and
delicate touch for all the conventional bluster.
The dawdling rock of ‘Mistaken For Love’ is comparatively ordinary
but by then you’re sucked into their sound and approach, so bob along
with it, surprised by the abrupt close. ‘Skeletons’ starts as if by a
fretful Stranglers, but rises softly and jauntily, and there’s simmering
sentimentality and hungry hope rising through the full flow of ‘Out Of
Reach.’
‘When The Sun Bows To The Moon’ circles a bit aimlessly, like an
old Waterboys song restrained by an anchor. ‘Cause You Want To’
saunters sadly, then rumbles grandly and in a way reminds me a cooler
version of The Hollies, if you know what I mean? They lob out a gritty
cover of ‘Ghost Riders In The Sky’ before closing on the touching
emotional tug-of-love that is ‘Realize And It’s Gone.’
It’s alternative in disguise, because the charm is open and the depth
reassuring, inviting you in. The strange inner tension remains as a
simple strain of thought, so you will find yourself lost in thought while
buffeted by the sound.
www.ninthhousemusic.com
www.myspace.com/ninthhouse
www.myspace.com/sinisterrex
www.myspace.com/9threcordings

‘Phoenix Uprising’ is weirdly unsettled slurry in that the vocals and
guitar and somehow filleted and the riffing and rhythm seem to have
an intentional drag meaning everything seems delayed and suspended
but a twinklier, crankier ‘War’ has no such trickery. It’s just a
seething, scrabbling delight. Don’t expect anything interesting in the
lyrical department, mind, as we start with the singer endlessly, ranting,
‘are you ready for this?’ Yes, as a one song album would only
disappoint, now get on with it. It’s the feisty riffing and the simple
mailed fist of a chorus which will win you over. Better follows.
‘Be Like You’ is skimpier and smarter, dribbling and bobbling
electronically with a supple bass underlay as the guitar works like a
gymnastic scythe, and the singer whirls around like his feet are on fire.
The perky decoration and scurrilous rhythmic shove keeps it lively to
the end.
‘Another Tine, Another Place’ is pretty run of the mill noise, but if
they are running a mill in their spare time I think we can cut them
slack. It’s still got a cunning thrust behind every sound, and the energy
almost makes the CD bulge outwards.
‘Diagnosis’ is laughable, as he barks, ‘I want your sex, and I want it
today!’ the romantic little devil. It bucks and lunges and we can nod
along as laughing at them, because there’s a chorus I can’t quite work
out, as grizzled Spanish English very good but somewhat inwardlooking. ‘Game’ seems lighter as the synth bubbles and pushes the
song with subtle emphasis in the right moments, before they fall back
into quieter phases and they have their sensitive side too. ‘Here let me
tell you something girl, I never wanted this, it all got started up like
fire, barbed wire in your kiss, yeah yeah, what ever, it’s all good, I’ll
fuck you black and blue, you know you want it, you want it, you
know you fucking want it too.’ In the words of Terry Thomas they’re
an absolute shower!
‘Deadend’ is full of mood and malicious vigour, and a comparatively
mature romantic lyrical beginning before it arrows off into twisted,
hot-headed angsty diversions, and ‘Outta Hell (A Long Had Road)’ is
equally demented and viscous. They may come on like gumbies but
they’re diverting with it. ‘Heaven In Hell’ is turgid metal, with some
annoying tricks, ‘Fraud’ a fetid schizoid mess, offset by slinky
dalliances, which is weird really.
After that it’s remix time. ‘Deadend’ gets roasted by Matter and
William Faith (jaunty, that one). ‘Game’ spawns four offspring,
courtesy of Die Krupps (stripped out), Das Ich (agitated), Adrian
White (grimly squelchy) and Digital 21. ‘Greed’ is grandly solemn by
Melt while ‘War’ is revisited by Ulf Häusgen (frisky darkness) and En
Esch (cavorting and garrotting).
So there you go – memorable noisy bastards who are just slightly
mental.
www.myspace.com/enefeu

which sounded like incidental music for children’s tv shows, but for
the wobbling vocal impact. ‘Chambre Froide’ brings mood back into
play, then whispered malice makes ‘Regrets Qui Sécaillent’ crackle.
‘Des Saints Et Des Miracles’ and ‘Ecran Couleur’ drift along in a
winsome way but they’re pretty limp now. ‘Lunettes Solaires’ perks
up with some bells interspersed with the doleful vocal balance.
‘Parfums Estheres’ slithers wildly, ‘Toujours Ces Chants’ dreams idly.
‘Les Délices De La Moission’ just chunters on prettily, ‘Heure
Matinale’ inflates with some drama, ‘Christ’ with atmosphere,
‘Plusieurs Amen’, ‘Angelise’ and ‘Par Ici Où l’Homme Tréspasse’
melting into one yearning globule of sound which didn’t make any
impact on me.
A game of two halves then, the first keeping my interest, the second
ending a goalless draw. Synthy aficionados may think otherwise, as
there’s certainly a lot there for actual fans.
http://pagesperso-orange.fr/opera.multi.steel
www.waverecordsmusic.com/shop_eng.htm

OPERA MULTI STEEL
PARACHEVEMENT de L’ESQUISSE
Wave
It is odd but refreshing to find a Brazilian label releasing a Best Of for
a French band, when they also had a Brazilian compilation more than
a decade earlier. Worlds within worlds! Also, a cool band on a cool
label (where Pecadores, Scarlet Leaves and Wintry also dwell.).
‘Jardin Botanique’ is early in their existence, when the vocals were
pretty flat but he’s an ambitious chap and becomes a lively guide
through their rapscallion post-punk/Industrial pop conflagration, a bit
like a plainer-speaking version of Propaganda. Although lumped in
Cold Wave ambassadors, they have a sleeker pop nature which moves
them slightly to one side of the colder terrains. ‘Massabielle’
positively sways with elaborate pulsing style, only for the chillier
‘Cathédrale’ to reveal the well known minimalist aspect of their
sound, where it really is stripped down, yet the Arabian air creates a
fresh level of crisp mystery. ‘Forme Et Reforme’ sees vocals and flute
waltz stiffly, but on a light bed of electronic lettuce. It’s a synth salad
of fun!
‘Un Froid Seul’ has one of those little vocal keyboards rather than a
synth, unless I’m mistaken (a melodica?). It makes the oddly
glowering song lopsided, with an engaging amateur shabbiness.
‘Prométhée’ gives a severe, depressed vocal equivalent of the
liturgical styles we’re more used to, as they pick their way slowly
forward through a track where the vocals create the texture instead of
the music, which is impressive.
‘Les Grands Orchesteres’ seeps rather than sweeps but had quite a
grand feel as the discreet rhythm buffets the bobbing vocals, only the
diminutive ‘Oraisons Minimes’ is just as charming with finely spun
acoustic guitar and dour but uplifting singing. ‘Le Phare’ is so perky
it’s limber indie, while the ululations at the start of the sombre ‘Si
C’est Ainsi’ imply more depth than the saucy shape it eventually
adopts, with pestilent percussion and foppish vocal glazing. ‘Jézabel’
is similarly slight but infectious, ‘Grégoire’ twitters around in a puny
Depeche manner which is pretty sickly, despite tweeting background
sounds. With a busy, prominent bass ‘Les Martyrs’ is like a polite Joy
Division. ‘Spacio Astro’ has a nice achey pop flow, then the drowsily
catchy ‘Tes Lèvres, Un Abat-s0n’ makes for a beautiful close to the
first of two CDs.
Things get a bit milkier and drearier with disc two getting off to a
slow start in ‘Mieux Les Hommes Vivent’ and ‘Les Arbres Attendant’

PHALLUS DEI
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF BRIAN WILSON
Big Blue Records
A delightfully absorbent album (as you settle into the curious
company it provides), this is made by Mk. E, Richard Van Kruysdijk
and Oliver St. Lingam, who I gather are from Strange Attractor and
Sonar Lodge, aided and abetted by didgeridooist Alex Goebbels and
vocalists John Walker (of the Walker Brothers!) and Clara Engel, who
you may know (translation don’t ask me). Apparently they’re named
after an Amon Dull album, but don’t let that put you off.
‘Prologue: Dawn’ is a thoughtful piano and wistful thought provoker,
but it’s ‘Awakening’ that gets us going, a simple thuggish motif
bathed in synth light with a charming female vocal. Apparently these
characters have an Industrial background, but they like the filmic side
of things, so you can imagine the sort of soundscapes we’re going for
here. It’s intellectual, it’s far focus, it’s ominous. ‘Will You Come
Now’ is also gorgeous, gently stirring but also sedentary with a
dignified vocal repetition among the slowest churning set piece
slithering around among some real yearning potential. Exquisitely
solemn in its own way.
‘Afternoon Music’ is quite a delicate guitar exercise, all mildly
speculative then slowing and dwindling before it reaches anywhere,
then ‘The Same’ creeps around, Engel sidestepping the funereal organ
and menacing percussive mood, where she sounds fantastically smoky
and enigmatic. Sweeter guitar rolls through like a redemptive infusion

and it becomes less doomy, but mystery remains our guide. ‘Boiler
Room Party’ grows out of percussive nothingness into a grumbling,
shifting cloud, over the same way it began, leaking into an eerier
‘Journey To The Heart Of The Moon’, a broody landscape, shuddering
slightly. It’s too uneventful to be so long, and I lost interest with
‘Epilogue: Dusk’ eventually popping up to remind of the magic.
Overall it is an enjoyable experience, and transports you who-knowswhere with admirable efficiency and precise artistry. No idea what
Brian Wilson has to do with it.
www.phallusdei.com
www.myspace.com/phallusdei
www.myspace.com/claraengel
www.myspace.com/walkerbrotherssjg

The reason the darker side seems so perfect for him is revealed by the
more indie breeziness of ‘To Fly A Plane’ which is witty and strange,
a bit like a nerdy early Billy Bragg. I’m assuming ‘Rising River’ was
influenced by a firsthand encounter with rural flooding. It’s a frisky
but plain entity and the muted musing of ‘It’s Been Long Enough’ is a
plaintive dawdle. These are harmonious narratives, but they don’t grab
your mind or swish around inside the ears. As the sweet-talker admits,
‘ruins of British industry remind me of you’ in the doleful ‘Light Blue
Rendering’ the jaded strumming just moves easily into the scruffily
lilting ‘Trapped At Sea’ which is well traditional, bringing in a
bouzouki and reed organ, whatever that is. Some chap is on the run,
and off on the ocean waves, unless I have missed obscure meanings,
and that’s about as folky as you get and also, unfortunately, what
thousands of others sing about.
Back to more imaginative ideas ‘My Siren’ is deeply attractive,
ticking with a drowsy splendour, then ‘Save Us’ drifts and wails as the
sea remains munching away, doing intentional things to claw at you
gently. (I should say that even when trad they’ve got enough going on
to keep you intrigued if not necessarily excited.) ‘Candles’ is seriously
soppy, and all the more charming for it, with disquieting closer ‘Raise
A Flag’ the total opposite, in that it has a rousing tone, with an
inverted purpose, dovetailing doubt among the jubilation. It’s cleverly
done, I’m not sure what it’s meant to mean, but that doesn’t matter, it
gets under the skin.
Butler’s an odd one alright, a real talent who crosses genres with
suave guile, which is why I hope he continues in the scarecrow
direction, as the more imaginative he becomes, the more everything
comes alive.
www.philipbutler.co.uk
www.myspace.com/philipbutlermusic

THE PHOTOS
CRYSTAL TIPS & MIGHTY MICE
Cherry Red

PHILIP BUTLER
TRAPPED AT SEA
Sawmill / Steelmill
I know nothing of folk music apart from the simple fact I recoil from
the twee worldview I associate with anything reared from Steeleye/
Fairport sap, but Butler is like a descendant of the darker moods
evoked by John Martyn or Michael Chapman. And, why we’re
contemplating this, he’s got ‘There’s ghosts in the coaching
house........’ written on his myspace page, and announces new song
‘Jack The Moment’ (or ‘Jack The Mommet’ according to the myspace
player) as concerning, “a supernatural scarecrow that abducts young
girls and transforms them into his straw brides,” which is definitely a
direction we want to see him going in, tapping into a fertile territory. I
figured I’d tip you off about this because it was released earlier this
year and it’s a limited edition of only 100.
There is much to admire in the dramatic opener, ‘Painfully Slow’,
from the opening guitar which sets a beautiful reflective atmosphere
all by itself, to the unsettling lyrics spilling out, the imagery
impeccably captured, the guitar moving into a more forceful flow. So
here is an interesting mix of old and new right from the start, because
the vocal styling, as backing vocals come in to ride shotgun/
blunderbuss, is ancient, but the story is creepy, someone seemingly
committing suicide on a railway line, caught by cctv. ‘Those Red
Shoes’ then turns out to be a truly macabre thing, a mercurial,
diligently plucked thing, with a woman hit by a car, examined, then
shoved in its boot.

Sumptuous bass from Dave, Ollie’s crisp drum propulsion, Wendy’s
impetuous nasal vocals and picturesque guitar from Steve, all
developing music with an oddly heartfelt emotional drive alongside
melodic insistence, that was The Photos. Having had a top ten hit with
their debut you would have expected the record label to have great
faith in a collection of richer, stronger compositions second time
around even though, as most of us all know, all A&R men are clueless
bastards. Tony Visconti, a producer who believes records are an art
form in themselves, regards this as one of the best albums he did, and
in the red corner we have an A&R maestro with a pertinent christian
name, Muff Winwood, who reveres Dire Straits. He felt it simply
wasn’t good enough and so CBS didn’t even release the album which
even by music business standards was a weird move. Most A&R
departments know they’re crap because 90% of what they themselves
judge to be good never sells. (It’s like a sweetshop stocking their
shelves with human excrement then being perpetually bemused by
falling sales.) The Photos had proved they could sell, so they ignore
them? It still makes no sense, unless considered an ego clash. I was
lucky enough to get a copy on tape from the band and it has always
been one of my most treasured musical items, but this will do much
better, thank you.
‘My Life Story’ lopes engagingly into action, the drums and guitar
wary, the vocals weary, and then it takes off like a sorrowful swan, but
it’s brief, like an opening sigh. ‘Life In A Day’ is peskier, considering
self-inflicted regrets (including the classic “never even been to
Badsey”!) with a resentfully stompy chorus. That curious lyrical
approach, of down to earth mischief also carried through to ‘Luke
Come Back’ where they were personally addressing the bloke who left
the rather cool band Fashion (before they went snydrum crazy)
complete with final line pastiche, and as he’s reformed the band
maybe he finally heard? That said, he’s in the States, and so still

‘You Won’t Get To Me’ is great, so you mustn’t take everything they
say as gospel, with more bile spewing through a punky grimace, with
a curious spoken nonchalance and huffy drums. ‘It’s Always The
English’ is a new one on me, and it just scampers along brainlessly.
‘We’ll Win’ is bizarre, and the band must have wondered what they
were doing, but I think it’s a demented caper, genuinely demented, and
for that I have always really liked its crazed oriental pop mania,
although I can see why’d have hated it. ‘Charlotte’ is an olden goldie,
given the Jane Asher fluffy cake recipe treatment which is strange.
The bobbling reggae ‘Shy’ is another old throwback, taken off their
‘Irene’ single, and ‘Cridsilla’ (from the same source) plunges along in
a punky flail to end the CD as though they’ve gone full circle.
Hearing it all now is glorious, of course, but how to recommend it to
people who don’t see credible pop coming from ground level any
more? It is actually post-punk, in its own glossy way, in a purely
historical sense, and it is often dark in its content while flushed with
deep melodic charm, so I trust that’s enough for the brave souls who
wander here? Eternally fucked by their own record company The
Photos remain one of the all all-time great British bands, as good live
as they were on record, with weird moments rivalling the tempestuous
ones and when I finally die all their records will still be in my
possession. Some things are just too good to dispose of.
www.myspace.com/crystaltips
playing hard to get. It has a dreamy, silky chorus, and atmosphere in a
way songs like this usually lack, yet appears to be built on the
slenderest principles in the best way, allowing you to transpose
thoughts of your own lost friends into the mix.
The skittish ‘Let’s Pack Our Bags’ is the other side of them, with
ironic petulance, airing the notion everyone hates them so they’re
going to fuck off too. (“I get the feeling that we’re intruding on your
privacy, somehow you let us know we’ve used up our fair share of
hospitality.”) This comes with scrofulous drum rustling, elegant
austere bass and itchy guitar while Wendy urges them to self-combust
happily. (“As long as we’re gone by Monday, as long as we’re gone
by Sunday, you don’t care what we do.”) ‘Kill That Girl’ skips
jauntily along like Madness before they captured deadpan ennui, with
an open-ended sense of doom.
Strings plucked from the air open the lusciously ‘The Final Scene’ and
as more lyrical horror spills out, the strings swirl round the patiently
prodding bass and steadily rising tension, with a serenely sensual
sendoff, into the slightly daft ‘We Fight’, an offhand relationship
drama, with curly effects-driven joy. ‘Thinking Of His Girlfriend’
includes a really cute false start, an develops into an empty-headed
observational dawdle. Fun but nothing stirring, it then reaches a dark,
tangled climax. An oddity.
‘Wish You Well’ is equally disturbed, with flamboyant string
squiggles, filmic lyric snatches and a taut, springy deportment that
snakes up and around, and all strangely involving, before they hit us
with the stunning ‘For Beauty’s Sake’ and the sub-orchestral lilt, and
the shadowy poise making everything around you seem so still. A true
classic. ‘Time Of My Life’ twirls off as the album closer, intriguingly
gloomy gain yet with a nimble waltzy carefree segment (redolent of
‘Tales Of The Unexpected’) to offset the darker element.
The band requested Cherry Red then leave as long a pause as possible
on this CD to mark their disenchantment with what the label did next,
as the dreaded Muff sent them back to re-record as he didn’t hear hits.
It’s understandable of course that he didn’t get the band had actually
changed and weren’t giving him what he expected because, after all,
any successful band major labels have ever had have always
developed, and changed. How was he supposed to know?
So, ‘More Than A Friend’ (originally on the bi-side of ‘Life In A
Day’) certainly sounds weaker than anything we’ve just heard but
compare it to what others were doing back then as it’s fine. Yes, it’s a
band marking time, and sounds like an outtake from the first album.

PURPLE FOG SIDE
MUSIC FOR INDIGO KIDS
Shadowplay
Since the last album it seems Annie Rainer has been replaced by
Veronica Yakoleva in this richly textured Electro Gothic mainstay of
the Russian scene, but nothing has lessened the quality, indeed the
mood has darkened if anything during the deeper musical moments,
making fir an album capable of luring you into secretive passageways
every bit as much as propelling you into some giddy, knobbly dance
shenanigans. There’s a real crossover appeal they have going on here,
where all they lack is a couple of speedy numbers.
‘Save Me’ is a flamboyant instrumental slice of encroaching noir
threat, while ‘Lines’ immediately ups and flounces around, and moves
into euroclub action where the female vocals flood in to offset the
grizzled male variety, although the music has a pretty tough
exoskeleton. ‘Suicide Virgin’ has the elegant Roman Rain adding his
stylish vocal touch as things draw in close and emotions palpitates
over steady electronic anguish.

‘Illusions’ is angry, clumping and hanging back in fear of the grasping
vocal shadows, grunting ‘you are my sex object’ in a manner bound to
scare even immoveable objects. ‘Clockwork’ is a lithe piece of
stippled electropop, synths blinking and winking, vocals arching off
into the clouds, the music coyly layered to enhance the mood, setting
up further undulations throughout.
‘No Way Back’ cunningly moves onto a sharper beat which is all
vibration and hunger, the synth occasionally bubbling on top as the
vocals dip and dive around the obstacles. The tune falls away and
regroups in a muted, mild fashion which allows its gradual return to
be furtive, then bold. In total contrast ‘Happiness’ starts on pretty
keyboards and then slithers on an icy bed of percussive sediment while
the vocals corkscrew into eventual oblivion.
‘Sad Girls’ is some urgent electronica, where the rhythm spurts and
seizes, as the vocals slip in and out, as it works to a restful close, with
‘The Ticket’ acting as a proper end, quite chintzy on the synth and
commercially assured vocals, but the crispness also allows a serious
mood to be maintained, so while it’s ultra-accessible it still catches
your imagination in the easy flow. Then there’s three remixes of
‘Lines’ by De Falshe, Haloed (Halo?) Ghost and Human Prototype,
mostly accentuating the harder elements.
If you find any Indigo Kids point them in this direction pronto.
www.purplefog.darkside.ru
www.myspace.com/purplefogside
www.myspace.com/romanrain
RAZORFADE
LIBERATION EP
Distracted
Hello Electro Goth fans, here’s a little EP you may fancy, staffed as it
is by Mark Tansley (Suspiria/Intravenus) who now lives in Australia,
and Clifford Ennis (Subterfuge/Ikon) who has always lived there, so
you know it’s going to be decent.
‘Liberation’ which is a radio edit, apparently, bubbles along with
bleak lyrical concerns and a fluid rhythm, the sonorous vocals creating
the main flow. ‘A Push Away From Falling’ is a softer, gliding
number, strangely
reminiscent of the
90’s Goth club
ethos, but with
modern ennui
attached.
‘Last Time’
fidgets and darts
around. It’s a
shame the synth
work still sounds
like a dated club
sound instead of
something darker
in itself but that’s
bands for you, and
electro-based
bands all tend to have stock phrases.
You also get ‘Liberation’ (a Suspiria mix!) which is dappled and
down, then there’s a demure cover of ‘Pale Shelter’, the old Tears For
Fears thing, and as this is an introductory EP they also shove on
another ‘Liberation.’ Not a mix or remix but the actual thing, still
scowling and bounding around.
www.razorfade.com

REBENTISCH
HERZ ZERRISSEN
Afmusic
Mainly the work of vocalist/muso-bod Sven Rebentisch, but also
involving bass assistance by Jens Bohm of Der Zerfall and Lurich
Wentzlau of Die Elenden, this is a peculiar record, as it ends with a
few songs not of his own writing. It is also smothered with photos of
his pet rats which is a lovely touch, the cute little whiskery things.
Would you like some electro/new wave/gothic? Apparently that’s what
this is.
Sven has a very good voice, and a thing about keep melody fresh and
rhythm sparsely dynamic, within a controlled arena, so things don’t
drop down too deep, and don’t go for thrilling heights. ‘Angst’ is like
poppy electro pop with a bit of a toothache, with ‘Die Suche’ moving
away from the musical immediacy, but brightening the vocal mood, so
it’s decent variety from the start, with some pretty, frilly keyboards
accompanying the demonstrative singing. If you’re expecting pulsing
electro elements that’s not the style, there’s no visible New Wave
elements either, and it sure isn’t Gothic.
‘Erinnerungsfetzen’ gets feistier, with some willowy bass implants to
keep the mood and rhythm supple when the synth chooses to be a
highlight, with the vocals consistently dramatic. Don’t hit me but it’s a
bit like high brow Erasure in effect, as opposed to the usual PSB
retreads we get every month from electro sheep internationally.
‘Danach’ goes for some ditzy kitsch buzzy beats, with some sullen
guitar rolling under the feet of some staunchly stark pop singing.
Because it’s so conventional but doesn’t have the sleekness required
of a real pop dynamo it doesn’t quite work for me, but it shines while
it tries.
‘Reis(s)ende Gedanken’ introduces a dreamier, thoughtful mood and
there’s a lot going on which did keep me flowing with it. The skimpier
‘Mein Blick Ins Leere’ has a funny, vibrant rhythm thing happening
that contrasts sharply with the sweet intentions, creating a lively
hybrid, which is what’s probably been missing for me up to this point.
It’s the first song where some attitude comes through for a band
fronted by a guy looks well punky to me and wouldn’t normally be
expected to sound like a full y paid member, still, of A-ha’s fanclub
(not that this would be any kind of a sin!).
‘Abschied’ is also quite weird percussively, and the formal synth is a
treat as the instrumental gets darker, acquiring some noir ambient
intensity.

After that things get a little weird with Sven singing over three
remixes of other people’s work, which is something I’m not sure I
have actually encountered on someone’s own album before? Is it
common? First there’s a ‘chill out’ mix by Jan Solo of his own song
‘Der Biss’ which is some lightly throbby electronics, and doesn’t
sound remotely chilled to me, especially not with Sven’s strident
delivery, a bit like a megaphone in a convent. Then we get to two
Cabo De Gata songs, remixed by their own Mike Lutz, presumably to
suit Sven’s ways, and so he saunters through the crisp grey murk of
‘Neongift’, then the solemnly drifting ‘Zeit.’
Those final songs may be an odd touch but that’s indicative of the
album as a whole. It is quite strange, and if you’re German rather
interesting I would say, because you’ll understand the vocals, which
was my biggest loss. When music doesn’t go to any extremes and
involves a heavy electronic presence I tend to feel at arm’s length from
the artistic content, as opposed to just a melodic appreciation. I want
to have a connection with records, always, and not being able to
follows the vocals creates an insurmountable barrier. The fact I
increasingly wanted to know what was going on is enough for me to
appreciate there’s an intrinsic depth here which is interesting. I just
can’t establish what.
www.myspace.com/rebentisch
www.myspace.com/derzerfall
www.myspace.com/jansolostar
www.myspace.com/cabodegatamusic

‘Magnetic’ starts coy on the synth with a furtive beat, but then the
sounds start stabbing and demurely twisted vocals skittishly slide
down to roll among the cables, then all flail through the chorus
gleefully brief. I’ve mentioned Republica in reviews before for
comparisons, but Resist are exactly what Republica never managed to
be, and it’s a good thing, fun but tense and sparky enough to have a
credible oomph factor. ‘Stand Up Stand Out’ is meaner, guitar starting
to seep behind the stylishly crisp vocals, the electronics building up
like a generator getting high, and there’s actually quite a punky stomp
about this. Then they burble on about how they don’t wish to endure a
mundane lifestyle or put up with snide comments from who do in ‘Too
Cool For You’ and while it doesn’t have anything remotely new to say
it fizzes, shoots upwards and dives hungrily, making it a highly
diverting caper.
‘Piece Of Me’ unites frisky guitar with excitable synth and then vocals
trill and twirl in their rockiest display, the committed vocal stance
introducing a sterner element and yet the thicker sounds are still
compulsive fun. The lovely keyboard touches on the simmering ‘Dirty
Little Liar’ widen the mood, as they sound serious, with a muted
restless quality. Similarly, a sparsely decorated rhythm, ‘Cocaine’ is a
far smaller rock thing, replete with sordid lyrical drama.
‘Thrill Seekers’ is naff although it potters along fairly slickly and
doesn’t go on and on. ‘Dirty Brown’ rectifies thing with a hollowed
out joust, battering percussive nature and strong verbal distaste and
what could just be a rawk moan in ‘Crucified’ is bolstered by a
studious bass prominence. Then they give us two Reznor covers,
which is unexpected, in ‘Sunspots’ and ‘The Great Destroyer’ the
former stripped down and strangely woozy, the latter delicate and
aching. So that’s good. Then they close with their own ‘Falling’, a
curiously mild choice, although certainly charming. Then you get three
alternative versions of ‘Magnetic’ (Cyberman remix), ‘Cocaine’
(White Snow remix) and ‘Piece Of Me’ (Shattered mix) which raises
the temperature, providing a healthy, heady bout of sustained minxy
seething, although I’;d have preferred to hear some more of their
songs.
This is really good because while it doesn’t come from a genre I
generally enjoy a great deal it’s been the CD in my walkman when I
stumble around town for a week solid, and that doesn’t happen too
often. Behind the straightforward nature of their sound there’s quite a
cunning character to it all that gradually exerts a stronger grip than
you’d expect.
www.myspace.com/resistmusicuk
RESIST
THE RIDE
Psycho Elektron

RESIST
POLARITY
Psychoelectron
A demented band! They’re electro-rock, apparently, but really they’re
like chiselled subversive pop as much as they are downplayed rock
sensitives, everything so well balanced in that the vocals have their
pre-eminence taken as a right but are never used selfishly. Surging
rhythms come and go, the instruments have their flourishes, but all
units serve the song, and usually accept choruses need the simplest of
touches to work best.
These songs aren’t bulging with excess effort, because they’ve
thought it all out beforehand. When the hit a chorus they’re peaking,
because They Have Thought It Out. I’ve put that in caps because
most bands never actually get the point. If you’re going to have a
snappy commercial impact that’s what you have to do. You aren’t
looking for challenging atmosphere or lyrical depth, it’s about direct
energy, and Resist have certainly cracked it.

There was, as you well know, something irresistible about their
‘Polarity’ album, as that whole electro Goth pop rib-cracking energy
combined with superb melodic clarity would leave anyone impressed.
This time round the sound is more compact which means some of the
vocal poignancy has gone, but you get an even more streamlined
effect. Also, seek medical advice before trying to make sense of any of
the wording on the sleeve or booklet. I have had to send my eyes back
to the manufacturers.
‘Tattooed’ teeters on the edge of a sharply wielded guitar, the sound
churning around the suspicious vocals and all mooch together, precise
and keeping close to the wall, creeping through a cleverly subdued
song which has actually has quite a solid rock pulse.
This sets us up well for the outrageous joys of ‘White Knuckle Ride’
which keeps constantly active, which another thing is happening a lot
here. No one rest on their laurels, or has time to, as it’s all set on
forward propulsion, and this is a ludicrously catchy song, with
recurring waves to surf as they confess they don’t wane to wake up
dead. Wimps! The fluid agitation will have you locked in as if racing

some epic rock singalong, with sublimely crafted vocal touches across
the song’s almost portly melodic shuffle, slowly inching forward to
into the powerful spouting chorus.
‘She’s Not Me’ – how many times have I said that?! – starts with a
brittle rhythm diversion which is immediately refreshing, then the bass
is poured on the bones, the keys start twitching and the monster takes
shape. It sidles by, vibrating with a condescending vocal protagonist
proclaiming pre-eminence even when a new love has moved in, or is
that desperation in motion? It’s a great song because it keeps you
slightly at an accusing arms’ length and you expect something bad to
happen as it potters and puffs itself out engagingly. ‘Freak’ is fairly
orthodox, a bit twinkly, simpler by comparison and cute enough, but
there’s no cutting edge, or centre. ‘Addicted’ is sicker at heart, shaking
and terse, coarse and ragged, with an unexpected coy break and some
appalling language. Yes, these people swear. Heavens!
‘Skin River’ is lighter in intensity, refined with a contemplative
curvature, as though the song is constantly looking back at itself, and
this again makes for excellent variety, with ‘Crush Me’ also holding
back and imploring before the confident ‘Paralysed’ cockily marks
time, then corkscrews itself into the ground, fiercely neurotic.

downhill, hands stitched against the side of your face. ‘Burning Up’ is
a touch more severe and stocky, with some slick backing vocals
dangling sweetly and there’s some cunning lightness behind the dour
frontage. Similarly, ‘I Am Not The Enemy’ pitches and tosses like

Ten songs, delightfully gritty but pliable company, shifting with your
moods.
www.resistonline.com
www.myspace.com/resistmusicuk

The Mabelly Babe!

With ‘Polarity’ and ‘The Ride’ RESIST have
revealed themselves to be supremely
capable of juggling power and dark fun, like a
nuclear clown playing with himself. We very
much need to know more, even if you don’t
realise this. Yet. And there’s plenty to know.

RESISTANCE
IS FUTILE

There’s very little info on your website about the
earliness. The whirliness. You come together in
2005, but how. Are you asking me to believe you all
happened to turn up at your debut gig purely by
chance? I’m not that gullible. Someone set the ball
rolling, others kicked it with gusto. Where did you all
come from, what had you been doing, and what
made you consider not just working together, but
going forward with it all. Something good must have
been evident early, and something different to what
you’d experienced before?
Mark: “We’ve had a couple of line up changes early on, but
our 1st incarnation came about when Misha and I left a previous
band as it wasn’t offering us what we wanted. We decided to
pursue a project of our own. Misha’s friend Ema played piano
so we asked her if she wanted to be involved. We also got a
friend of ours to play bass, he had an 8 track demo already
recorded (badly), but we saw it as a starting point nonetheless.
As it turned out only one of those demos made it onto our
debut CD: ‘0898 girl.’
“We really didn’t have much time to decide if what we had was
good enough to pursue as we got offered a 26 date tour before
our first 3 track demo was finished so I suppose we just went
along with it. The best thing about our new band early on was
being able to control the sound and direction. Most refreshing
from the previous setup…”
You’ve not been together long and you support on a
Fall tour. That’s 2005, so no-one can accuse you of
being victims of Goth’s most pervasive self-inflicted
injury: Hiding Away At Goth Gigs only. How did the
Fall audience, long term lovers of the abrasive and
detached, take to your sound?
Mark: “Not too well really! But Fall fans don’t really take too
well to anybody elses’ sound in general. We always got some
good feedback from the crowd but we didn’t really mind either
way as we were on tour, playing good venues with great Pas,
and a rider, and a crowd, whether they liked us or not!”
Are Mark E. Smith’s odds of becoming a regular on
Last Of The Summer Wine shortening?
Mark: “Mark E. Smith was very kind to us, very polite and
very funny indeed. Completely off his rocker though!”
I’ve heard ‘Polarity’ – how did that differ to your
debut ‘Violated’?
Misha: “When we released ‘Violated’ we were accused of
being too down beat and not having enough energy (by Fall
fans mainly). I thought fuck it, I can write crowd pleasers if I
want to, I’d just chosen not to. ‘Violated’ was about finding
our own sound and ‘Polarity’ was about exploring what we
were capable of within that sound… in all directions.”
You entered a competition! That’s not usually a very
healthy sign for band, and bands that win are never
heard from again. What was UK Live n Unsigned?
Who was in the Final with you and which poor
bastards won?

Mark: “The poor bastards that won were the band that took
coach loads of supporters with them and once the vote went to
the audience it was curtains for us.”
Misha: “Text vote? What’s that about? It was shockingly
tacky!”
Mark: “It was a posh version of battle of the bands or a poor
version of X Factor and we’re not proud of it, however it kept
a bit of focus and energy on the band at an otherwise quiet time
for us so it served a purpose and also got us some media
coverage on radio and TV. We also got a couple of songs out
of it as we were in the middle of the “Polarity” sessions and
Misha wanted to give the finger to the so called celebrity
judges, Fuckin Dane Bowers. So she wrote ‘2 Cool 4 U’ and
‘Stand Up Stand Out.’”
You’ve popped a few singles out, are these mainly
aimed at club promo work? What place have singles
these days, in any scene?
Mark: “I have to agree with you really, I don’t think singles
really have a place at all. Not with the way the industry has
gone in recent years, but the ones we have released were
mainly for the European club market, which is why we included
club remixes on them.”
‘Industrial Gothic Electro’ - does this mean you can
work easily in three scenes, or do you find you
encounter suspicion in three scenes?
Mark: “Yes I think it does mean we can work easily in these
scenes. We can work well in lots of scenes, at a local boozer or
a fuckin dark as fuck Goth weekend, if the songs stand up on

their own, they can work well anywhere. We didn’t label
ourselves, other people did, which is fine.”
Misha: “We didn’t set out to fit into any particular genre.
Music should not be ‘paint by numbers.’ We take inspiration
from lots of places and put our own stamp on everything we
do. Those three genres just happen to be the most obvious of
our influences.
What Goth aspects do you cherish most?
Mark: “Personally, I like the dark lyrical content of Goth
music, the pain, the struggle from within oneself. Looking
different, being different, has never bothered me, even as a
child. Not quite fitting in, except when u want to, that’s also
fine by me! Oh yeah, and you get to wear eyeliner and not be
called gay.”
Misha: “Very loud, very dark, very intense music sends most
people I know under. It makes me feel very happy and very
high! Granted not the most gothic characteristics but
apparently, I’m naturally of the dark side!”
Take the three elements, and think of yourself as
musical alchemists, as if you don’t already. Which of
the three scenes do you think could most benefit
from a distinct facet of one of the other scenes?
Such as Goth could do with some Electro bouncy
melodies? Or Industrial could do with some more
intuitive Goth lyrics? Electro bands could do with
some decent outfits? Play with those characteristics
in doing good for one and all!
Mark: “All of those genres bleed in to each other anyway. If
you add all those three together there are a range of bands like
NIN, Gary Numan, Rammstein, Rob Zombie, oh and Resist.”
Misha: “There is a new genre on the brink of creation. We are
part of the new generation of Goth. These are our influences.
New bands like us will come through to form a whole new
movement. Fuck knows what they’ll call it but this will be the
decade for the new gothic revival!”
Let’s skip through ‘Polarity.’ You’re not one for
printing lyrics? Do you think your following cannot
read?
Misha: “We give free reign to our graphic designer Pete
Devlin, ‘Visual Bang.’ He has a natural talent that we
encourage him to develop so we trust his judgement and let
him go with the flow, even when that means lyrics are printed
back to front and upside down – (THE RIDE). I didn’t even
get my face in Polarity but I did my best not to be a diva about
that!!! Didn’t want to disrupt his artistic flow coz I hate it
when people try to interrupt mine!”
‘Magnetic’ – you like the corrosive commercial
possibilities- was this a thing always agreed on
when you started, melody more than outright noise
attack or atmosphere swallowing everything?
Misha: “Are you trying to intellectualise me? We just do what
we do, and it sounds how it sounds and we have a great time

doing it. We just wanted something up beat and fun… in a
minor key… obviously!”

Misha: “Mark came up with the piano riff for that song so he
likes it. Me and Ema love to sing it. I dig that lyric.”

Mark: “There is no formula. Each track takes its own path.
Sometimes powerful is good and sometimes melody will be the
overriding factor.”

Name that liar!
Misha: “Never.”

‘Magnetic’ - someone in that song needs breaking?
I’m assuming this isn’t a cowboy having a frankly
uncalled for conversation with a young colt?
Misha: “It’s about good sex, bad relationship, and trying to
break the habit, but knowing something is bad for me always
makes me crave it more.”
‘Stand Up Stand Out’ – who brings the punkier
energy to this? And how easy it is balancing the
introduction of that sort of brisk power, and
electronics, in fact just not in that song? With
different weapons available in your arsenal does
every song become a well planned military
campaign?
Misha: “No! We try to keep it simple so everyone can
remember what they’ve gotta do live as we don’t use any
backing tracks. That song was written post-Fall tour! Simple
and stomping and two fingers up to everybody!”
‘Too Cool For You’ – clearly about a holiday at the
North Pole, where you met someone called Mr No
Personality?

‘Cocaine’ is very sleek and come-hither, presumably
intentional. How many junkies in the band then?
Misha: “4. 3 very ex junkies, 1 dabbler and a Virgin Mary!”

Misha: “Hmmm! Ema’s ex! People with no personality make
me wanna scream, but no matter how loud you do scream, it
seems you never can wake them up. At least you feel better to
get it out your system!”

‘Thrill Seekers’ – impress me, what are your most
dangerous pursuits?

This is one of your weird scampering songs, a style
you have, where you slide then race into a sustained
chorus. Did that happen naturally or did you develop
into it?

Misha and Mark: “Telling people what we think of them!”

Mark: “Do we? Never noticed it. Thanks for that!
Scampering? Hmm.”
‘Piece Of Me’ – and this is the snippy, repetitive style
too, which works as well as the scampering. Both
have one thing in common, the constancy of
motion? You don’t much like hanging back on a
mood, do you?
Misha: “Constancy of emotion.”
Ah, but look at that charming start to ‘Dirty Little
Liar’, don’t you all argue there should be more of
this, if only for contrast?
Misha: “Lex nearly walked out of a gig once coz he didn’t
want to play that song. He says there’s not enough notes in it!”
Mark: “What do bass players know? Sit in the groove and
shut the fuck up!”

Mark: “Three sugars in my tea!”

‘Dirty Brown’ – more clomping fury, about who?
Misha: “An ex. I bumped into his daughter who informed me
that after I left him, he turned to smack. Probably should have
seen that one coming but I didn’t! Made me feel very sad and
angry.”

“Very loud, very dark, very intense music
sends most people I know under. It makes
me feel very happy and very high! Granted
not the most gothic characteristics but
apparently, I’m naturally of the dark side!”

What’s ‘Crucified’ about, presumably not a desire?
And why don’t we hear more bass like this these
days?
Misha: “It was Lex and Mark who wrote this. I loved the
bassline and was very proud of Lex’s first attempt at writing
lyric and melody.”
Then a couple of Reznor covers? Short of your own
stuff? Or did he threaten you?
Misha: “In 2007 we saw NIN quite a few times and were
incredibly inspired by the dynamic within his performances. We
learnt a lot from watching a master at work!”
Mark: “We’ve always said that when this all folds, we’re going
to start our own NIN tribute band and call it SIN (Six Inch
Nails?)!”
‘Falling’ is a fairly restful closer, why pick that, or did
you always plan to have remixes stuck on?
Mark: “We picked it, coz I wrote it and I wouldn’t let it go.”
Three remixes – what do you get out of having
them?
Mark: “We had them done as an experiment to see what
somebody else’s take would be, and when I heard them I
thought they were a nice bit of bonus material. We will no
doubt do it again at some point.”
Okay, new album. Between the two were specific
decisions made about what you wanted to try and
what you had no intention of repeating? It certainly
sounds more streamlined to me.
Mark: “There was a conscious decision to try a harder edge,
and also get back to our earlier sound. We wanted to write 10
strong tracks, NOT 5 good tracks and 5 album fillers. After the
first 6 tracks had been recorded, there was a small break. We
went to the Belgium Goth festival earlier this year and on the
way home Misha wrote the 4 remaining tracks in the back of
Bart’s Hymer!”

‘White Knuckle Ride’ is a teeming, tempestuous
glory. How early on do you realise you’ve snagged a
monster?
Misha: “Thanks. We wanted to include at least one track in
the same vein as the first four on Polarity. Had the title, took a
few attempts to get the song.”
‘Burning Up’ – are you being filthy?
Misha: “Always!”

Are there hidden messages in the sleevework? I
could barely decipher it.

‘I Am Not The Enemy’ – like a big bruising rock
ballad monster! Who is the enemy?

Misha: “Try harder…”
Misha: “Don’t know exactly, some slag!”
Mark: “Ask Pete!? Apparently there is a Gary Numan
reference involving an eye… I really felt uncomfortable with
the ‘red’ and ‘white’ pages in the booklet. When I told Pete he
told me that that meant he had succeeded in doing his job, so it
stayed.”
‘Tattooed’ – a bolshier, more Industrial thrust, like a
band with great big boots on?
Misha: “Have you seen my boots?”
Mark: “I love that track. It’s got balls with New Rocks. That’s
why it is the first track.”

‘She’s Not Me’ – another standout, love the beat and
synth track, who came up with that? More of that in
future? It offers a different dimension.
Misha: “The dance stuff is my side project when I’m writing
songs for me, but not necessarily thinking about how its gonna
work live. I did this with ‘Cocaine’ and ‘Thrillseekers’. The
band is a live entity not an ebm backing track thing so its
harder to jam it out when I write this way. We have to work on
rockier versions to play them out. But the originals stay for
albums.”
The song seems full of vocal feeling. What’s the
story, or is that too personal?

“People with no personality make me wanna
scream, but no matter how loud you do scream,
it seems you never can wake them up.”
Misha: “It is about one of those relationships that is essentially
a car crash waiting to happen. This is about the bit just before
the car crash!”

caught my attention and the song is what I imagined he would
like to hear…. Cool title wasn’t it? I was still kind of on the
Tattooed theme/subject, but this was a sexier take.”

‘Freak’ – what’s wrong with being a freak? A lot of
people seem to be obsessing about this lately?

‘Crush Me’ – quite a doomier, crouching thing, but a
hint of anger in among the demands?

Mark: “Nothing! Hello!”

Misha: “I wanted to capture the emotions of obsession.
Remember Annimotion ‘Obsession’. I wanted to cover that,
but I thought I’d rather put my own slant on the concept to
make it a bit more intense and tinged with my natural
psychopathy.”

‘Addicted’ – like a sister song for ‘Tattooed’? And
why are you falling through the sky? That can be
sensibly avoided, surely? And….language! Why has
it gone beyond a fucking joke.
Mark: “Your questions have gone beyond a fucking joke!J”
Misha: “It’s all about that insatiable need for adrenaline. How
do you ever quench that?”
‘Skin River’ – okay, this feels more heartfelt again, in
a different way.
Misha: “So… Pete Devlin is working on the artwork for an
album we haven’t written yet, just throwing around visual
ideas, and he gives us a back cover with a load of titles of
songs that he imagined we might write. So… Skin River

‘Paralysed’ – oh no, it’s all gone wrong! This isn’t
very lovey-dovey! Love is broken. I don’t know
what’s the matter with you young people today!
Misha: “I wrote this for Lex. Mr Metal Head. His girlfriend
dumped him and he was gutted. He wanted to play an angry
busy metal bassline so I wrote this song to comfort him. Ha!”
No remixes then? You stand alone! Proud and selfreliant!
Mark: “Not this time. Always proud and always self reliant!”
Misha: “Think it’s about time to get started on the next…”

“3 very ex junkies, 1
dabbler and a
Virgin Mary!”
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GOTHIC CLASSICS

Coming soon 21st CENTURY GOTH, will be developed into two distinct volumes, one
for music, one for lifestyle, and HEX FILES with added imagery. These books are long
out of print, and these are Author’s Editions. We start with the first two books ever
written on Goth, GOTHIC ROCK BLACK BOOK and GOTHIC ROCK.
GOTHIC ROCK - £14.99

GOTHIC ROCK BLACK BOOK - £12.99
The appearance of this Author’s Edition celebrates the
21st anniversary of Gothic Rock Black Book, the first
book ever published about Goth. This provides seven
chapters: five on the main successes of the 80’s – All
About Eve, The Cult, Fields Of The Nephilim, The
Sisters Of Mercy and The Mission – and two historical,
looking at the very start of Goth, and the smaller bands
busy during that decade. Without altering the original
text I have increased the original page count of just 96
to 268, by including 311 photos from my archive, the
majority of them previously unpublished.

This was my second book on Goth, an A-Z guide of
bands, individual Goths and relevant historical
ingredients, originally printed in 1991, and now over
twice its original length at 400 pages long, with 200
images and 444 photos, the majority previously
unpublished.

www.mickmercer.com
DETAILS OF ALL MY BOOKS ARE ON MY WEBSITE

exclusive GOTHIC books
These contain all the reviews and interviews I did onGoth bands preInternet, from the papers and magazines I worked for, along with my own
fanzine. They are full of photos you have never seen before, and can be
regarded as cosy companions to the better known Goth Classics.
GOTHIC INTERVIEWS, Volume 1 - £12.99
232 pages, with 167 photos, the majority previously
unpublished. Large interviews with: Abbo of UK Decay,
Alien Sex Fiend, All About Eve, Ausgang, Bauhaus,
Bod, Christian Death (Valor), Creaming Jesus, Dali’s
Car, The Danse Society, The Dancing Did, Finish The
Story, Junior Manson Slags, KaS Product, Look Back In
Anger, March Violets, Mothburner, New Model Army,
Pink & Black,
Say You (postSkeletals), Sex
Gang Children,
Sunshot, The
Cult, Toyah,
Ultravox!
(with John
Foxx), Under 2
Flags, The
Virgin Prunes.
Smaller
interviews
with: Anno
Lucis, Chat
Show, Discord
Datkord, The
Fifteenth
(post-Look
Back In
Anger),
Hysteria,
Julianne
Regan, Real
Macabre, Rubicon (post-Nephilim), The Society (postThe Danse Society), Theatre of Hate, Venus Fly Trap,
Venus In Furs, Zooey. Articles on: Adam And That Ants,
The Dancing Did and Shend of The Cravats visiting
Snowshill Manor, Kabuki (pre-Ausgang), the Give Me
Passion piece from Melody Maker, as well as
contributions for the Rough Trade in-house magazine
‘Masterbag’ and Ausgang’s own fanzine ‘Stab The Sun.’

GOTHIC INTERVIEWS, Volume 2 - £12.99
228 pages, with 150 photos, the majority of them
previously unpublished.
Large interviews with: Aemotii Crii, Alien Sex Fiend,
Bod, Christian Death (Valor), The Cravats, Creaming
Jesus, The Dancing Did, The Danse Society, Gitane
Demone, Gloria Mundi, Julianne Regan, Junior Manson
Slags, March Violets, Midnight Configuration, Music For
Pleasure,
Ritual, Sex
Gang Children,
Spear Of
Destiny, Tones
On Tail, The
Very Things,
Xmal
Deutschland.
Smaller
interviews
with: All About
Eve, Ausgang,
BFG,
Diamanda
Galas, Dust
Devils, Fear Of
Darkness,
Fields Of The
Nephilim, God
And The Crazy
Lesbians,
God’s
Girlfriend, Ides
Of March, Josi Without Colours. Articles on: The
Dancing Did (their obituary written for Vague fanzine),
Tim of The Dancing Did’s own story originally printed in
Panache. further Stab The Sun contributions, a UK
Decay tour diary written by Abbo, and a massive mid
90’s State Of Goth article originally printed in Zillo in
four parts, featuring contributions from about a dozen
people in bands.

www.mickmercer.com

GOTH GIGGERY - £9.99
A 172 page book of live Goth-relevant reviews and 170
photos, most of them previously unpublished: Alien Sex
Fiend (2), All About Eve (2), Anno Lucis, Anonymes,
Ausgang, Badlands, Batfish Boys, Bauhaus, Belfegore,
Between Two Worlds, Blood & Roses, Bod, Brigandage,
Christian Death (2), Creaming Jesus (2), The Dancing
Did (6), Dawn After Dark, Dust Devils, Fear Of
Darkness, Fields Of The Nephilim (3), Finish The Story
(2), Furyo (2), Geshlekt Akt, Ghost Dance (2), Gun
Club, Honeymoon Hunt, Ipso Facto, Junior Manson
Slags (7), The Laughing Mothers, Lean Steel, Look Back
In Anger, Lorelei Bizarre Festival 1987, ‘Lost In Beirut’
Lyceum all-dayer, The March Violets, Melaroony
Daddies, New Model Army, Nico, Play Dead, P.U.M.P.,
Red Lorry Yellow Lorry, Ritual/Sex Gang, The Scream,
Seventh Séance, Society, Splashpool, Sunshot (2),
Theatre Of Hate, Toyah (4), Tragic Venus, UK Decay,
Victims Of The Pestilence, Wasted Youth, We Are Going
To Eat You, Whiskey & The Devil, Xmal Deutschland
(3), ZigZag Club opening night.

GOTHIC INTERVIEWS, Volume 3 - £12.99
224 pages, with 165 photos, the majority previously
unpublished. Large interviews with: Alien Sex Fiend, All
About Eve, Andi Sex Gang, Ausgang, Bauhaus, Blood &
Roses, Creaming Jesus, Dancing Did, Dawn After Dark,
Death Cult, Jazz Butcher, Junior Manson Slags, Martian
Dance, New Model Army, Panic Button, Peter Murphy,
Pocket Rockets, Rosetta Stone, Sex Gang Children,
Spear Of Destiny, Specimen, Theatre Of Hate, Toyah,
UK Decay, Zero Le Crèche. Smaller interviews with: The
Bolshoi, Bomb Party, Cassandra Complex, The Danse
Society, Four Came Home, Julianne Regan, Kommunity
FK, Militia, Siiiii, Teahouse Camp, The Witches Of
Nemesis, Venus Fly Trap, XC-NN. Articles on: Adam
Ant (the Punk Lives ‘Xmas Carol’), a large look at the
‘Grebo’ movement for Melody Maker, a more than
sceptical look at Modern Magic from Panache, a small
mid-90’s Overview Of The Current UK Goth Scene done
for Dark Angel zine, a pisstake of the London Weekend
(TV) documentary on Positive Punk, some Rose Of
Avalanche sleevenotes, and more from Stab The Sun.

COMING in 2010 there will also be a huge book of
the record reviews that I did from 1977 onwards
through two decades of writing. I don’t yet know how
many pages this will result in or whether, as a result, it
may need to be broken down into Goth, Punk and
Indie volumes. For the time being the provisional title
is My Ghostly Companion but I am only about a
tenth of the way into scanning all the old reviews.
There is a worryingly large amount.

exclusive PUNK books

Most PUNK books now just replicate what has already been seen, with a few notable exceptions
(see Glasper, Ogg, Robb). My books feature a good cross section of all activity from 1977 to 1987,
covering all styles, with some great personalities and plenty of previously unpublished images.
You won’t be disappointed.

PUNK Interviews, Volume 1 – £12.99

PUNK Interviews, Volume 2 – £12.99

A 256 page book, containing 215 photos, of Punk
Interviews/Articles, concerning Action Pact, Adam And
The Ants, The Adverts, Angelic Upstarts, Bad Dress
Sense, Bernie Torme, Bow Wow Wow, The Carpettes,
Charge, The Cravats, The Destructors, Dead Man’s
Shadow, Elephant Talk, English Subtitles, The Fits,
Genius Freak, The Iconoclasts, Invisible Girls, The
Leopards, The Membranes, Naked Raygun, Paul Weller,
Pauline Murray & The Storm, The Photos, Playground,
Rat Scabies, Riot Clone, The Rods, Security Risk, The
Shout, Siouxsie And The Banshees, Ski Patrol, Tenpole
Tudor, TV Smith’s Explorers, The Vacants, Vice Squad
and Andy Warren.

A 252 page book, containing 214 photos, of Punk
Interviews/Articles, concerning Action Pact, Adam And
The Ants, The Adverts, Animals And Men, Another
Pretty Face, Basic Punk Noise, Blyth Power, Cadaver
Finesse, Chelsea, The Cravats, Destructors, Dead Man’s
Shadow, The Fits, Heza Sheza, Johnny Bivouac, Lighting
Strike, Marital Aids, Martin Atkins, Medium Medium,
The Membranes, The Message, The Molesters, Neo, The
Only Alternative, Pauline Murray & The Storm, The
Photos, Playground, The Sect, Ski Patrol, Temporary
Title, Tenpole Tudor, TV Explorers, UK Decay and
Wendy Wu.

PUNK Interviews, Volume 3 – £12.99
A 244 page book, containing 212 photos, of Punk
Interviews/Articles, concerning Action Pact, Adam &
The Ants, The Adverts, Another Pretty Face, Boowy,
Captain Sensible, The Carpettes, Chron Gen, The
Damned, Dan, The Dark, DCL, Dead Man’s Shadow,
The Defects, The Diodes, The Enemy, Fugazi, The Kid,
Kill Ugly Pop, Lightning Strike, Max Splodge, Medium
Medium, The Membranes, Penetration, The Photos,
Playground, Riff Raff, Riot Squad (UK), Snuff, The
Stilletoes, Temporary Title, Tenpole Tudor, Terry Nash,
Topper Headon, Toyah, TV Smith’s Explorers, The
Uglies, The Vacants and Yr Anhrefn.

PUNK GIGGERY – £14.99
A mighty 400 page book, containing 505 photos, this
features a mixture of live reviews from my old fanzine
Panache, or from my time writing for papers and
magazines, as well as live photographs from my

collection, the majority previously unpublished:
Action Pact, Adam & The Ants, Adicts,
Advertising, The Adverts, Afghan Rebels, The
Albertos, Alternative TV, ANL Carnival,
Another Pretty Face, Auntie Pus, Balloons,
Bernie Torme, Bette Bright, Black Arabs,
Blondie, Bollock Brothers, The Boyfriends, The
Boys, Brian’s Brain, The Carpettes, Chelsea,
Cherry Vanilla, The Clash, The Cortinas, The
Cravats, Cut Out Shapes, Dafne & The
Tenderspots, The Damned, The Dark, Dead
Man’s Shadow, The Defects, Delta 5, Dicks,
The Doll, Dolly Mixtures, Eleventh
Commandment, English Subtitles, Essential
Logic, Fatal Microbes, Fruit Eating Bears, Gang
Of 4, Generation X, Gloria Mundi, The
Heartbreakers, Herman Asteroid, The
Homosexuals, The Hormones, Housewives
Choice, Iggy, Ignerents, The Inmates, The
Innocents, The Jam, Jayne County, Johnny
Curious, Johnny Moped, Johnny Thunders, The
Leopards, Licensed To Kill, Lightning Strikes,
Mad Dog, Mancubs, The Mekons, The Milk,
The Mo-Dettes, The Molesters, Naked Raygun,
Neo, New Hearts, Nicky And The Dots, The
Only Ones, The Outsiders, Patrick Fitzgerald,
Pauline Murray & The Storm, Penetration, Phil
Rambow, The Piranhas, Plummet Airlines, The
Pretenders, Punishment Of Luxury, The
Rezillos, Rich Kids, The Rings, Riot Clone,
Rubella Ballet,
The Ruts,
Sadista Sisters,
The Saints, The
Satellites, The
Screen, The
Sect, Security
Risk, Sham 69,
Shelley’s
Children,
Siouxsie And
The Banshees,
Ski Patrol, The
Skids, Slaughter
& The Dogs,
The Slits,
Snatch, Snuff,
Some Chicken,
The Specials,
Spermatic Chords, Spizz, The Stupids, The
Sustained, Temporary Title, Tenpole Tudor,
Truth Club, TV Smith, TV Smith’s Explorers,
UK Decay, Ultravox!, Undertones, The
Vibrators, The Visitors, Volcanos, Wayne
County and The Wimps.

www.mickmercer.com

THE MICK
back issues compendiums
When a new issue of THE MICK goes online the old one retires gracefully. I turn them into book
form so that all the work is chronologically maintained. As you can see from any issue of THE
MICK my work tends to be more in-depth than you will find elsewhere, and so these books build
into a cross-section look at the world of Noir music over the years and will continue doing so for
the next decade also. You may as well start your collection now.
THE MICK, Issues 1 – 7 £12.99
348 pages of musical content
from the firsts even issues of
my online magazine,
containing interviews with:
13TH Chime, A Spectre Is
Haunting Europe, Astro
Vamps, Ausgang, Bill
Pritchard, The Dancing Did,
Ego Likeness, Family Of
Noise, Frank The Baptist,
Junior Manson Slags, Justin
Foulkes, Lisa Nash,
Myssouri, Radio Berlin, The
Arguments, The Brides, The
Mirror Reveals, The Sixth Chamber, The Tunnel Of
Love, Unto Ashes. ARTICLES on Russian Goth,
Caroline Catz/Monoland, Screaming Sneakers, Ausgang
in Germany, a tribute to STU P. Didiot (R.I.P.) as well as
161 CD and 3 book reviews.

THE MICK, Issues
13-16 - £12.99
356 pages, containing 36
Interviews: All Living
Fear, Angelspit,
Ausgang, Black Tape For
A Blue Girl, Bohemien,
Calabrese, Caustic
Pleasures, Doppelganger,
Dwelling, Hate In The
Box, Hearts Fail, Human
Disease, Ikon, Jordan
Reyne, KaS Product,
Katzenjammer Kabarett,
La Peste Negra,
Lupercalia, Mephisto
Walz, Necro Stellar, No
Tears, Psychophile,
Psydoll, Satans Rats, Scarlet’s Remains, Secrecy, Spon,
The Clauberg Opera, The Last Dance, Tor Lundvall,
Ultranoir, Uninvited Guest, Venus Fly Trap, Vittorio
Vandelli, Worm, Zeitgeist Zero, plus 116 reviews.

THE MICK, Issues 8 –
12 - £12.99
400 pages from issues 812 containing interviews
with All About Eve, And
Also The Trees, Animals
And Men, Attrition,
Droom, History Of Guns,
Killing Miranda,
Manuskript, Razor Blade
Kisses, Rome Burns,
Screaming Banshee
Aircrew, The Empire
Hideous, The Multiverse,
Undying Legacy and an
article on AUSGANG in
New York and 241 CD
reviews.

THE MICK, Issues 17-21 £14.99
452 pages, containing 35
Interviews: Abney Park (2), Acid
Ice Flows, Arid Sea, Ataraxia,
Black Ice, Blood Proxy, Carol
Blaze, Choronzon, Deadchovsky,
Finish The Story (2), Ikon,
Invading Chapel, Miguel & The
Living Dead, Monica’s Last
Prayer, Mothburner, The October
Country, Opera Macabre, Pins
And Needles, Process Void,
Quidam, Redemption, Shadowhouse, Tears Of The
Dying, The Carpettes, The Dirge Carolers, The
Groaning, The Last Dance, The Way Of All Flesh,
Vernian Process, Veronique Diabolique, Villa Vortex,
Wednesday’s Child, Zombina & The Skeletones, plus 156
reviews.

Mercerville

where only fools dare to tread
You need to enjoy the outpouring of insubstantial thought that drips from my mind, splattering
my livejournal, to even contemplate getting one of these, which I confess I only started to get a
copy for myself rather than having to sift through old word docs or the calendar archive on lj
itself. You may notice attractive photographs taken at atmospheric pages regularly occur in THE
MICK? It’s only the musical content which goes into THE MICK compendiums, everything else
ends up in Mercerville, locked up securely for the night. So there is a lot in these books, but you
can go to my website for details. I don’t think anyone will ever buy them, as they’re basically my
diary gone slightly wrong, so I’ll just show you the covers for the issues currently completed.

www.mickmercer.com

PHOTO BOOKS
There are two series completed, for Goth and Punk images, the Indie yet to begin. There are
individual series coming for bands where I have a lot of images. Due in 2010 will be several
titles each for Specimen and Alien Sex Fiend, along with single books for Flesh For Lulu,
Sexbeat, Sex Gang, Christian Death/Gitane and Daisy Chainsaw.

PUNK IMAGES, Volume 1 - £19.99
A 712 page photo book, containing 1,019 photos, of:
Action Pact, Adam & The Ants, The Adverts, Afghan
Rebels, ANL Carnival, Another Pretty Face, Bernie
Torme, Blondie, Brian Brain, Chelsea, Dada Cravats
Laboratory, The Defects, Dead Man’s Shadow, Elgin
Marbles, Generation X, Genius Freak, Gloria Mundi,
Hagar The Womb, The Innocents, Jayne County,
Licensed To Kill, Mad Dog, Mancubs, The Mob, Riot
Clone, The Ruts, The Sect, Security Risk, Shelleys
Children, The Shout, Ski Patrol, The Slits, Snatch,
Temporary Title, Tenpole Tudor, Johnny Thunders, TV
Smith, UK Decay, Vice Squad, Wayne County.
PUNK IMAGES, Volume 2 - £19.99
A 708 page photo book, containing 1,017 photos, of:
Action Pact, Adam & The Ants, The Adverts, Another
Pretty Face, Bette Bright, Boowy, The Carpettes,
Charge, The Clash, The Cravats, Delta 5, Dead Man’s
Shadow, Heza Sheza, The Innocents, Johnny Thunders,
Mark Perry, Max Splodge, Mondo Popless, Patrik
Fitzgerald, Pauline Murray & The Storm, Rock Kids,
Rubella Ballet, Sadistas, The Shout, Siouxsie & The
Banshees, The Slits, Snuff, Spermatic Chords, Tenpole
Tudor, Truth Club, Ultravox!, Vibrators, Weekend
Swingers.
PUNK IMAGES, Volume 3 - £19.99
A 708 page book, containing 1,021 photos, of: Action
Pact, The Adverts, Andy P, Adam & The Ants,
Angletrax, Belladonna, Blondie, Boomtown Rats,

Captain Sensible,
The Cravats, The
Damned, Dead
Man’s Shadow,
Elgin Marbles,
Furore, Gloria
Mundi, The
Innocents,
Leopards, Look
Mummy Clowns,
Mega City 4, The
Mo-dettes, The
Molesters, The
Partisans,
Penetration, The
Pretenders,
Punishment Of
Luxury, The
Rezillos, The Slits,
Tenpole Tudor,
Cyril Trotts, The
Undertones, Alan Vega, Zerox Girls.

GOTHIC IMAGES, Volume 1 - £12.99
204 pages, containing 268 photos of All About Eve,
Bauhaus, Blood Sanction, Brackenclock, Butterflies,
Carcrash International, Christian Death, Cocteau Twins,
Cosmic 666, The Cramps, The Cravats, Creaming Jesus,
The Damned, The Dancing Did, The Danse Society,
Death By Crimpers,
Die Laughing,
Diskord Datkord,
Drunk On Cake,
Electric Dog Sex,
Empress Of Fur, 4
Came Home, Gloria
Mundi, Gitane
Demone, God & The
Crazy Lesbians From
Hell, Infected,
Intestines, David J,
Junior Manson Slags,
Lean Steel, Laughing
Mother, Manuskript,
Militia, The Mission,
1919, Pink & Black,
Prophecy,

Restoration II, Rosetta Stone, Siouxsie & The Banshees,
Suck Henry, Sunshot, Toyah, Tragic Venus, UK Decay,
Ultravox, Whiskey & The Devil, Witches, Xmal
Deutschland, Zip Zip Undo Me.
GOTHIC IMAGES, Volume 2 - £12.99
204 pages, containing 280 photos of Beast, Bible For
Dogs, Bomb Party, The Butterflies, Creaming Jesus, The
Dancing Did, Das Tor, David J, Death By Crimpers,
Destroy The Boy (in their darker phase), Diskord
Datkord, Dreamcity Filmclub, Drunk On Cake, Dust
Devils, Electric Dog Sex, Empyrean, 4 Came Home,
Finish The Story, Gloria Mundi, Gun Club, Inkubus
Sukkubus, Julianne Regan, Junior Manson Slags,
Lovecraft, Melinda Miel, Nosferatu, Pork Helmets,
Powder, P.U.M.P., Rosetta Stone, Sadodada, Skeletal
Family, Suck Henry, Sunshot, Tabitha’s Nightmare,
Tragic Venus, UK Decay, Under 2 Flags, Witches, XCNN, Xmal Deutschland, Zip Zip Undo Me.
GOTHIC IMAGES, Volume 3 - £12.99
204 pages, containing 287 photos of Abbo (UK Decay),
Bang Bang Machine, Beast, Bingo, Butterflies, Nick
Cave & The Bonemen, Cherry 2000, Creaming Jesus,
Cries Of Tamuuz, The Dancing Did, The Danse Society,
David J, Dead Souls, Death Cult, Destroy The Boy,
Diskord Datkord, Dreamcity Filmclub, Dunebuggy
Attack, Enrapture, Nicola of Finish The Story, Furyo,
Gloria Mundi, Infected, Inkubus Sukkubus, Junior
Manson Slags, Josi Without Colours, Look Back In
Anger, Lovecraft, The Mission, Pleasure And The Beast,
P.U.M.P., Purple Rhinos, Rock Horror Show (Amateur
Production), Rubella Ballet, Shoot The Joker, Siiiii,
Skeletal Family, Ski Patrol, Soft Cell, Suck Henry,
Sunshot, Tabitha Zu, Tragic Venus, Turbo & The
Rockets, Turkey Bones & The Wild Dogs, Ultravox,
Very Things, Vicious Kiss, Witches, Xmal Deutschland,
Michelle Yee-Chong, Zor Gabor, Zu.

THE BATCAVE, Volume 1 – £19.99
A 620 page photo book containing 818 images of
happenings there during 1983, featuring: Alien Sex Fiend
(three gigs), Ausgang, Danielle Dax (posed session), F1
Electric, Marc Almond, Pork Helmets, Sexbeat,
Specimen (four gigs), along with the club itself, crowd
and cabaret artistes/dancers. The majority of these photos
are, as with all my books, previously unpublished.
THE BATCAVE, Volume 2 – £19.99
A 572 page photo book containing 789 images of
happenings during 1984/1985, featuring: Alien Sex
Fiend, Anorexic Dread, Ausgang, Bone Orchard,
Christian Death, Let’s Wreck Mother, Pepperlip,
Sexbeat, Specimen (two gigs), Tabatha’s Nightmare,
Zero Le Creche and Zor Gabor, along with shots within
the club and some regulars.
DANIELLE DAX – £12.99
A 328 page photo book about one of the most visually
distinctive and dynamic live performers of all time,
containing 425 images taken between 1983 and 1988,
including three posed sessions, and six gigs.
VIRGIN PRUNES - £14.99
408 pages. 511 photos from Brixton Ace 6.4.83, Electric
Ballroom 11.8.83, Lyceum 27.11.83, Electric Ballroom
10.12.85, Croydon Underground (including a Gavin
Friday posed session) 12.12.85.

www.mickmercer.com

PHOENIX MARIE
~ AN URGENT APPEAL ~

Time for a spot of Goth solidarity? I hope you will think it
the only possibility as you read Phoenix Marie’s story in
what is not a typical request. Every now and then
something comes along that reminds you some things are
more important than music. This is one of those occasions.

You may not know Phoenix Marie but as you read of her life you
will see yourselves in part, or parts, of it.
Thats because this is one of our own facing a situation none of us
would want to be in, but what makes it different is there really is
a chance to beat this. Its the fact the worst can be avoided that
makes me ask you to help in the best way you can.
I quote from the Fundraising page
http://helpphoenix.teapoweredphoto.com
“Phoenix’s doctor has warned her that the nerve damage in her brain
is becoming permanent as she has not been able to afford to continue
her treatment. She only has one year of treatment left.
“The degeneration of the nerves in her brain is similar to patients her
doctor treats who are in their 80s and 90s. Phoenix has just turned 40
years old and had led an extremely active lifestyle before this
occurred. If she receives one more year of consistent treatment her
doctor believes that she will be able to lead a normal life with minimal
pain with perhaps another year of follow up and monitoring. If not,
she will have permanent hearing and brain damage, vertigo, become
crippled, end up in a wheelchair and will assuredly die a very painful
death at a young age.

detail possible. She prefers talking to typing, so just furnishing me
with this much information hasn’t been easy, but you can read now the
main part of her life story, which has been wild, exciting, chaotic, but
highlights a tempestuous and sensitive soul.
As well as dance and photography , on both side of the lens,
you’ve done music, put on gigs, proofread/edited books, been an
artist….what kicked it all off? I see you got into Punk, then
Goth…has it been a linear journey?
“From the time I was old enough to speak and run amuck, which was
unusually early, I was writing poetry, putting on plays, dancing, and
singing/playing air instruments for anyone who would pay attention. I
thought my life’s purpose was to be in a band, write spooky stories,
and dance, sing, and act on Broadway, with the occasional puppet
show thrown in for good measure. I was convinced that was my
purpose in life. I used to force my mother to interview me. I did act in

“She has been mostly bedridden for the last three years and has
difficulty doing even minor tasks now. Things that so many of us take
for granted—such as holding a baby, exercising, dancing, spending
time with loved ones or just grocery shopping cause Phoenix extreme,
debilitating pain.”
Yes, Phoenix Marie needs money, but there are auctions coming, and
limited edition prints available, as she needs to complete one final
year of medical treatment, which she had to find the money for, and
there are various ways for you to consider. The most immediate way to
help, of course, is through a donation directly, via her fundraising
page. I will continue to update you on my journal and through my
magazine as best I can, but if you monitor the links at the end of the
article you can keep totally up to date on the auctions coming, which
will include art, clothing, graphic novels, and collectibles.
In America there is no medical safety net, even though medicine there
is something of a circus. Phoenix has sold everything she owns, but
she has her own photos she will be making available, as Jody Elliott is
offering hers, and me mine, as you’ll see over the next pages.
Phoenix’s site will keep you up to date with the latest details, and
maybe some Illinois bands, or bands who have known her could
consider benefit gigs, or making things available for auction, in a
different way to fundraise?
Writing this article has rather been surprising for me, so if it seems
jumbled that’s because it is, because there isn’t enough time to make it
polished or well considered. Time being of the essence you are reading
it within days of it being thought of. From the heart to your head and
inwards. Hopefully you will find code on Phoenix’ myspace page and
can copy that then pop it onto your own journals and myspace pages,
and onto your own websites. Spread the word, let people know, let
people help. If you don’t want to, or can’t, buy a photo, pass the news
on to someone who might. Bands reading this please friend Phoenix
Marie and pop her into your Top Friends, and display her banner
prominently.
Please be aware that even being subjected to my question and requests
for information takes its toll but she has tried to provide the richest

‘Whiteface came early’: “Scary? Me? White face and a
blue-black wig, come on, Mick, it rocks! Clowns are scary, but
this is the very first costume contest I competed in, and I won
second place, as a clown, how telling! My mother hand-sewed
the costume at the last minute. I was in what we call kindergarten, which is school before school, and I had just relocated from
Massachusetts, so I am most likely four yrs old in this photo. I
was ready for my close up. I still have this outfit. The shoes fit,
they’re awesome!”

autoplaying musicroom – “This is from a large museum of antiques, oddities, statuary, and music
machines from all over the world in Wisconsin. I will have a gallery available soon with hundreds of
amazing photos from the museum, and some info about its unique history and creation.”
school at a young age, played music and won awards as a musician
and for creative writing all through school until I went to university.

This is where I slot in some of the info Phoenix Marie has given me
of her life as a timeline, which I think you’ll find absorbing.

“I had an unconventional childhood, so I didn’t get to pursue some
things that would have led to career, like dance, in school. I went to a
Russian ballet school and was highly successful, but my family pulled
me out, because they were told I should be a career ballerina and had
real promise. My family didn’t believe in artistic careers as an option,
though both my parents had families who all played musical
instruments and sang, and my mother wrote plays, so somehow, I was
allowed to study music and continue writing all through school.
Everything else artistic I pursued in early life was prohibited by grade
school age, including art, dance, and acting. I snuck around and broke
some rules with a fake I.D. to do an annual haunted attraction, an
acting and creature make-up gig, and musical theatre in high school,
but without parental permission, I didn’t get the deep involvement or
the roles I wanted until college.

“1980. Was exposed to Alice Cooper and Poison Ivy of The Cramps,
was overwhelmed by them both and announced loudly to all who
would listen that ‘That’s How I Want To Be When I Grow Up!’. Also
was exposed to the film ‘Breaking Glass’ with Hazel O Connor, it
changed my entire world. Saw the film ‘Times Square’ and heard The
Cure, Gary Numan, Lou Reed, Pattie Smith, XTC, Ramones, Suzi
Quatro, The Pretenders, and Roxy Music for the first time. My head
exploded, and I didn’t know what the music was, but I knew it was a
truth I wanted to seek out. Witnessed the beginning of MTV. Cyndi
Lauper, The Cure, Missing Persons, 80’s New Wave, The Clash, all
kinds of music that we would have never otherwise been exposed to
in Louisiana (which was still in the 60s-70’s rock and hair metal
phase) was available.

“Acting was actually one of my skills that followed me wherever I
went, and though I couldn’t stay, I was asked to do summer stock at
college and was sought after for lead roles and asked to act for many
strange unconventional productions. My acting experiences were scant
but fun. I always deviated in everything I did, veering away from what
was prescribed at school, and seeking more independent and liberal
expression, and I imagine that is why the underground music and
performing art subcultures became a refuge for me, especially if you
look at deathrock, art rock and new wave, which are theatre unto
themselves! Music is the air I breathe, so I would rather be in a music
subculture than one based on other things. I travelled a lot and had a
lot of little irons in many small fires, and I did work in corporate
management most of my adult life, so artistic pursuits remained as
hobbies, though I hope to change that now.”

“1982. A couple years later saw the film ‘Ladies and Gentlemen, the
Fabulous Stains’ with Paul Cook and Steve Jones (Sex Pistols), was
already heavily into punk, this just iced the commitment cake a bit,
though the local scene in Shreveport, La, was too male-dominated and
violent for my tastes. Discovered David Bowie, I was completely
mesmerized, immediately gravitated away from the punk scene,
though still did occasional shows, as well as hair metal shows as I had
many older friends in bands.”
You mention Alice Cooper, The Cramps, Cure and Cyndi among
many inspiring artists, but I was curious as to why the movie
Breaking Glass had such a strong impact on you?
“Have you seen it, and have you ever been an 11 yr old girl lol? My
impressionable pre-teen brain was blown wide open by that film. I
don’t know if it was her role, as singer, artist, punk, woman in a man’s
world, or what it was that struck so many chords with me. I think it

I was better off living on the street than being at home. I cant really
explain it to people whove not been homeless, especially when young.
was my first exposure to that part of the music industry, and the
yearning inside me to be in a band was so great, the new wave and
punk aspects were new and really appealing to me, there was also a
huge justice theme, which appealed to me.

because I calmly announced that I refused to attend church, was an
atheist until I could decide what I believed in, and I was very altruistic
and alternative, and smart, and to them, extremely threatening on
many levels. They were abusive addicts with reputations to protect.

“I remember hovering close to the TV illicitly watching at 2 in the
morning, and almost crying ecstatic about the revelation that had just
occurred. I lived in the deep South of the U.S which is a twilight zone,
it was still the 70’s in many ways, and I lived with sheltered,
somewhat ignorant, uptight mainstream people, oh, and was a New
England transplant to a conservative Baptist community. I was allergic
to pine trees and heat. It was like Superman being trapped in a
kryptonite cave. So having my pre-teen early hormones kicking in, my
mind being expanded heavily by a love of science fiction and myth I’d
just started getting into in school, and having suddenly been exposed
to pasty Celts with foreign accents who were coping with the jaded
underbelly of a fictional new wave punk scene I’d never heard of
before….blew my mind, and I remember my insides screaming ‘THIS
IS IT! WHATEVER THIS IS, THIS IS WHERE I BELONG!’ If that
makes sense.

“I had been taking care of myself as far as cooking and laundry since I
was 7 or 8 and emotionally since I was about 5, so it wasn’t a big
shocker to be independent, just inconvenient and dangerous. I was
extremely lucky to have a genius I.Q., a penchant for acting and
calming beasts, and a very optimistic outlook on life. My fake I.D.
said I was 24, and everyone thought I was older, I looked older than I
do now, was attractive, classy, gregarious, comical, well-read, and was
very serious overall, which lended a believable maturity and a long list
of friends, and I’m sure that was how I survived. Until I was 14, it was
brutal, and I did sleep under some bridges and in friends’ closets
secretly so I could stay in school and pretend everything was normal. I
just wanted to finish school, so I never told anyone in authority.

“The same thing happened when I saw the film, ‘Times Square’ and
‘Welcome To My Nightmare’. I had never had that kind of input
before. Post input, I became a new kind of machine. I know to an
adult, the film was probably very cheesy, tragic, and over-the-top and
the music is somewhat manufactured for the film, which has its own
looping irony there, but it still made a wonderful dent and I felt
vindicated by it somehow. ‘Ladies and Gentlemen, the Fabulous
Stains’ did the same thing, in a more comical way.

“I would sometimes stay with friends who had very liberal parents,
and I learned a lot, went to SCA events to do my homework whilst
people jousted, made chainmail, exchanged mead recipes, and
gathered Irish folk songs. Some of them owned clubs and I got to see a
lot of gigs, helped throw Adam Ant a birthday party at 14 instead of
doing my homework, got to play with the mixing boards, so it wasn’t
all bad.

“1980-84. Spent a lot of time hanging out with older friends at punk
clubs, went to lots of art rock shows and gay art gallery shows with
live art rock and art punk. Started getting into new wave heavily, very
influenced by British bands, this is the time in which I became
homeless, stayed with friends whose parents owned clubs/venues.”
So around 1982 you’re into the local Punk scene, not something
darker. Was that because the Punk scene actually was the local
scene?
“Yes. I wasn’t from there, but I lived in Shreveport, La, and
apparently during that time period there was a huge historically
significant punk movement in the region. There was no goth scene in
Shreveport at any time that I lived there, nor in Baton Rouge where I
went to college. That state seemed to be stuck in a time warp, a very
ugly, intellectually-void time warp. I was very goth in my own right,
I’d been force-feeding my little friends every haunted record and
movie I could find, and we mentioned Alice Cooper.
“I was sharpening my fingernails and painting them all kinds of
dramatic spooky things when I was in the single digit age group. So, I
was primed and ready, but where I was living at that age, punk, art
rock, and new wave were the only deviant music subcultures present.
Oh, and hair metal, which I was very into, and had many older friends
in bands, but that was and remains just silly, doesn’t it? It wasn’t a
bad scene altogether, but I had more friends in the punk scene than I
did in the art rock/new wave glam scene, though I did manage to
gravitate towards that before I moved away.”
Sounds like a rough time though, ending up homeless before going
to college?
“I was better off living on the street than being at home. I can’t really
explain it to people who’ve not been homeless, especially when
young. My parents disowned me at age 12 for several reasons, mostly

HauntedResurrectionCem – “Resurrection Cemetery is one
of the more legendary haunted places in Chicago. There is a tale
of ‘Resurrection Mary’ involving sightings of the ghost of a
woman in white who is hitchhiking. She is reported to have
been seen everywhere from the ballroom where she danced, to
pubs across the street from the cemetery, and even in downtown
Chicago at a place significant to her life. I really just love this
cemetery because of the unusual amount of wildlife that seems
to fill it, coming from out of nowhere. All of my photos from
here have deer and/or fowl in them.”

“Haha. This is the inside of an antique European musicbox of a travelling sideshow, with musicians and
illusionist. You put the coin in, and watch and listen. It’s mesmerizing!”
“It was the deep South in the 80’s, not the most progressive place.I
did end up in a kind of whirlwind gangster movie of sorts because of it
all, and maybe some day that will make a great and painful book that
will make its way to film, like ‘Drugstore Cowboy’, ‘Trainspotting’,
‘Go’, or any of those hideous anxiety films where there is one
innocent young person trapped in a dangerous jaded world full of
drugs, greed, and rock and roll. I know what a 38 looks like when it’s
pointing at you. I know what real horror is. I grew up very fast, but I
did manage to have lots of fun and spent enormous amounts of time in
clubs and art galleries seeing live music before I could legally drive, so
who can complain about that?”
“1984-5. Stayed with a much older friend who was the lead singer of
The Mice (US). Played for me for the first time Kate Bush, Nina
Hagen, The Beatles White Album, and Lena Lovich. This completely
warped my brain into something new.

thank goodness) European red wine, played me Bauhaus, Mask, and
told me about a scene in London where they’d been living, showed me
photos, etc. I felt like I had finally come home to something, but I
never saw them again after that night.
“It wasn’t until later that year when I moved to the mid-east coast, that
I was played The Mission at a campfire party, went nuts, and everyone
there started loaning me tapes: Sisters of Mercy, Christian Death,
Siouxsie and the Banshees, Pere Ubu, The Smiths, Cocteau Twins,
Alien Sex Fiend, This Mortal Coil. I was officially accepted into the
hive mind community known as ‘goth’. As cheesy as it sounds, I felt
like I was finally a whole person, that I’d come home to me at last. I
discovered Dead Can Dance and The Chameleons later that year, and
they were then and remain two of my all-time favourite and most
influential bands in my lifetime.

“1986. In college, had already been dressing ‘goth’ in a self-styled
way with no influence from media for a year, there was no goth scene
where I lived or in Baton Rouge where I moved to go to university.
There were new wave clubs there, but they were venues for extasy
abuse, which had just been invented and leaked from Dallas, Tx which
was not too far away. Went to one (aptly called ‘Xanthas’ with a giant
sized ‘X’ in neon on the outer wall) sober thanks, and saw The Cure
on the big screen, very memorable moment. Bought The Church’s
Remote Luxury album because of the woman in shroud on the cover,
felt I’d found something that I was missing, but it was my inexplicable
secret.

“Became a permanent fixture at the record store where these people
worked for several years, they would turn me on to everything goth
and alt, and I would turn them onto punk, classical, and classic rock
rare gems they were unaware of, like Jello Biafra, The Fuzztones,
Screamin’ Jay Hawkins, Muddy Waters, Johnny Cash, Jim Morrison’s
American Prayer, Screamin’ Lord Sutch, Gong, Pink Floyd’s early
work and bootlegs, that kind of thing. I traveled to a lot of record
trading shows across the US, learning about music and Goldmine
magazine, buying and selling albums, finding rare bootlegs, marbled
and special vinyl, rare 12 inches. I built up quite a large record
collection which brought me a bit of a reputation as a musical
authority.

“People were starting to ask me if I was depressed because of how I’d
been dressing lol. This led some strangers on the street near a club one
night to take me home with them, give me my first taste of (expensive

“I grew up listening to folk from my parents, was trained in classical,
and had been really into the punk and metal scene because of friends,
and loved a lot of 50’s and 60’s, I.R.S. bands no one knew of,

“I’m enthralled with autoplaying music machines, this museum is full of them, I have many of them
photographed.”
psychobilly, even opera, so I knew more than most, and that eventually
led to record store management years later (which was terribly boring
and nothing like the movies).”
1986 – people take you to their place and introduce you to Goth.
Pivotal, I assume, but also fairly lucky. They could have been into
Big Hair metal or something? But that’s the year you enter the
‘community’ as it were. How different did it feel to the Punk
scene?
“Well, it was calmer, for one thing, lol. More intelligent. Not that there
aren’t very gifted minds in the punk subculture, but the focus was
more intellectual and less about power and rage and reaction. A more
disciplined approach to a social protest with much better fashion,
more academic and historic lyrics, possible paganism, and much
tastier alcohol from European countries. You didn’t get a lot of
candlelight and velvet in the punk scene, certainly no pricey aged
Merlot. You didn’t get to sit down and quietly, gracefully contemplate.
Everything that night was beautiful and profound…people were
admiring each other just for existing. Mind you, these were just a
couple of rich college boys from up north whose parents saw fit to cart
them around Europe and send them to decent schools in England.
“They weren’t uber Goths, they were somewhat moderate, they just
appreciated it deeply, and they had sophisticated minds and good
taste. They also had a bit less machismo, and that was a nice change. I
had left punk behind, or the scene, rather, years before. I’d been into
more alternative music for a bit, Kate Bush, Nina Hagen, Bowie, The
Church, The Cure, that sort of thing. It was just a chance meeting of
some people who’d gone to private school in London, and were really
into Bauhaus and the goth scene. The played me brilliant music, and
explained that this was connected to a subculture, showed me gig

flyers and photos of people, and one of them had spent time in France,
I spoke French and studied French culture in depth (as did many in
Louisiana, it was required), and everything clicked and I found some
vital missing puzzle pieces.
“I was done with hair metal for years as well at that point. I’d already
been exposed to The Cure and other bands, but this was a deeper level
of more precise goth, and being told that there were communities of
welcoming people like me was enlightening. That was just one night
of hanging out, listening to Bauhaus’ Mask. I never saw those people
again, and there was no goth scene in Baton Rouge. I took it in, and
saw finally that there was actually a much larger social sphere in
which I could possibly be at home, but I didn’t have it yet and didn’t
know what it really was, that came later when I moved to another
state.”
You worked in the record shops, and did the trade fairs. That is
such a staple part of peoples’ development around music, which is
now gone. So many ‘alternative’ people found work there. I bet
there’s just a tattered framework left.
“I have no idea what goes on in those realms anymore, it does seem to
be a relic paradigm of the past. I have noticed that Chicago has a very
avid vinyl-loving community, and record stores here are jam packed
and thriving. Where do they buy their record players, I ask myself lol?
I haven’t seen one in a store for a decade!
“1988-1991. Still travelled a bit, but spent most of this time hanging
out at a club in Charlotte, NC called The Pterodactyl club. I became
chummy with one of the owners, convinced him to take the tiny
upstairs loft-type attic space and turn it into a goth and goth-friendly

“The scene in New Orleans was, well, everyone was wonderful and
friendly and completely uninhibited by convention, but there are
vampires, and gang shootings, stabbings, radioactive
mosquitoes, constant drunk people, crooked cops, and 110 degree F
summers with 200 percent humidity, and I wasn’t there for long before
I craved waterfalls, wide open spaces, cool air, and clean mountain air,
so I moved back to NC.”
You sound rootless in terms of a place, always on the move. The
1988-1991 phase you told me about sees you zipping here, there
and everywhere. Do you think there was a reason for this?

acid house-centric club of its own with a better DJ and a darker
atmosphere than the mainstream theme of the main club.
“It came to pass, and the first DJ, a friend, painted a Saturn on the
whole of the dance floor in my honour, as Saturn is my ruling planet,
and it seemed funny at the time. So it was like a christening, though I
was not in a big ego parade back then, so I didn’t take much credit for
any of it, I just enjoyed it like everyone else. The owners were very
corrupt, however, I was one of few women/regulars who refused to
sleep with them, so I eventually distanced myself from involvement
with the club.
“As the main club downstairs grew more and more ‘preppy’, we
became darker and darker upstairs, and I finally convinced the owner
to let us play the up and coming hardcore industrial bands like
Ministry and Revolting Cocks, and there was much more violent
moshing and breaking light fixtures ensuing, and they freaked and
closed us down for a little while. I left town again, they reopened soon
after and returned to a mild alternative mix with some goth pop and
acid house thrown in for good measure. I distanced myself entirely at
that point. They did have some great live shows, like Alien Sex Fiend
and early Flaming Lips. The club no longer exists. I moved to Raleigh,
NC, and was part of that scene, which is where I met White Zombie’s
first manager, but didn’t enjoy the grittiness and smallness of Raleigh,
and went back to La to live with friends in New Orleans for a while.

“Yes. I lived in North Carolina. Go there, you will see how the need to
escape is predominant. I was a wickedly smart goth girl suddenly in a
hostile and backwoods, mainstream environment. It’s part of a region
of the U.S. called ‘The Bible Belt.’ I was living in small, rural towns,
redneck southern towns with fascist structures in place, scary police,
little culture, it was very stifling. I was harassed constantly there, no
matter what town it was, with sexual threats, beer bottles thrown, I
was chased at gunpoint twice, almost run off the road in my car, the
state bureau of investigations actually had me on file as the leader of a
Satanic Coven, (which is absurd if you know me, I was called ‘the
industrial gothic Laura Ingalls’ among other allusive titles), just
because I was uber goth, and tried to start a band in a very small
mountain town. We call them rednecks, I think Chavs are their
younger more urban cousins: shotguns, chewing tobacco, Ford trucks,
fried chicken. That’s a bad cocktail when mixed with a very attractive,
uber-goth girl walking home alone. I zipped around the state a lot,
looking to form bands, had many friends attending this school here or
that school there, all artists and musicians doing nifty things they
wanted me to be a part of. I went to film, TV, and acting school and
that was in yet another city, so I had to move.
“There was romance pulling me one place, music pulling another, a
scene in another city elsewhere that beckoned. I was young, strong,
adventurous, and wanted to experience life. The nature of my
childhood put me in a mental state of living each day like it could be
my last. That is a double-edged sword if ever there was one.”
New Orleans, and I quote: “everyone was wonderful and friendly
and completely uninhibited by convention, but there are vampires,
and gang shootings, stabbings, radioactive mosquitoes, constant
drunk people, crooked cops, and 110 degree F summers with 200
percent humidity.” Good job you never worked with their tourism
department. I always assumed it was a stunning place and ultraGoth, then I heard similar things from Hyacinthe L. Raven about
it being effectively sodden, and stinking. Sort of tarnishes the
image.
“Because I’ve yet to leave this country, New Orleans is, to me, the
finest city on earth. It does also smell funny, and you can get killed or
fed on if you don’t watch your back. That’s life in a nutshell, I
suppose, at least New Orleans is honest about it! Honestly, I’ve never
felt at home anywhere else. I would live there now even post-Katrina if
I could tolerate the environment and had money like Brad and
Angelina so I could buy up some historic property and preserve it. I’d
love to buy a period hotel there and have it be for goth-only clientele.
(I dream of starting a nationwide goth realty company). I miss it

I was harassed constantly there, no matter what town it was,
with sexual threats, beer bottles thrown, I was chased at
gunpoint twice, almost run off the road in my car, the state
bureau of investigations actually had me on file as the leader
of a Satanic Coven, just because I was uber goth, and tried to
start a band in a very small mountain town.

like that. J I should talk about my passion for Jean Cocteau, my
script for film that was offered financial backing by a studio, and
brainstorming with other writers to create deviant comedy skits, but
it’s getting late and those factoids seemed much more interesting!
“I travelled around NC trying to form bands with several friends for a
while in three cities. Everyone I knew was on drugs, or drank and
clubbed too much to keep their shit together, so none of the bands got
very far. I played keyboards and sang backing vocals in three bands,
all goth, two melodic goth rock bands, and one experimental industrial
goth rock band, which actually got a lot of studio time with a guy who
owned a record company (that I can’t remember the name of now) but
he kept the tapes after arguing with one of the guys in the band over
who knows what, probably drugs! I never played violin unfortunately
with those groups, as I generally kept having to pawn it to get by, and
no one wants a flute player in a goth band, even if you were an awardwinning flute player, because, you know, flute is so gay...:)
“I wanted to form a goth folk band at that point, but I couldn’t find
anyone into it who had any talent. If you hear Type O Negative cover
Cinnamon Girl, or Mark Mothersbaugh from Devo covering Rank
Stranger, that’s about as close to explaining what I had in mind as I
can imagine, but there would have been better storytelling and more
neoclassical influence, as seen in Johnny Hollow’s sound, a reason I
admire those guys so much!”
Playing with three Goth bands must have been fun. Were they
heady times, or just dull copyist bands? (Are you prepared to
name names?) You can’t be that crestfallen nobody wanted your
flute playing as outside of Ethereal/Historical Goth flute does
rather sound a bit weird, doesn’t it?

sometimes so much it hurts. I just can’t really live there anymore.
Maybe some day, or some other life.
“In 90-91 I also went to film school in NC and studied acting,
photography, TV production, scriptwriting, comic skit writing, and
psychology. It was in this school where I met two very goth radio DJs,
and they inspired me to move to a different town with a better goth
scene after I left film school and realized that the mountains of NC
were pretty much no where. In TV production school, I got to write
and act and direct for local TV, but my skits were dark comedy that
became really controversial, my goth writing partner and I directed
and acted in everything, a black guy and a pale goth woman with long
black hair in redneck country, and we were finally banned from local
TV, and labelled as the leaders of a Satanic coven lol. Yeehah.”
Had film been an ambition or were you consciously trying
something new?
“I think a response above answers this, but yes, these were passionate
goals from the time I was about 4 years old, dance and music weren’t
offered at film school so those were left out. I have a gift for all of the
above, though TV production just happened to be a part of the school
that friends were involved in, and it was a way for me to write, act,
direct, and edit all of my own material, or my friends’ material, to do
comedy, and they were all clever hyper deviants, so that was one of the
most enjoyable times of my entire life. I was a top student, and I only
left for financial reasons. I discovered that the world of TV news is
wracked with cocaine and egomania, and that, at the time, each
commercial aired during the Superbowl cost one million dollars to
make, the cost of one individual Star Trek episode, lol, or something

“Haha, I have always said if I made it as a writer on Saturday Night
Live, I would have the best time creating a deluded goth flute player
character who was the biggest dweeb that ever walked. Yes, flute has
its place in some genres, but I don’t think goth is one of them, which
is why I took up erhu, duduk, and harp, so I could fit in! I have the
musical saw and theremin in my sights next. Flute is what I
unfortunately play best, but that is all about semantics and timing.
Almost any instrument I pick up that isn’t a reed instrument, I master
very quickly, except guitar, I have really small hands.
“I played keyboards and sang some backing vocals. Melodic goth rock
is chords and not that difficult, no ripping jazz solos. The guys I
played with were all a bit angst, and had addiction problems. Maybe
not problems, just addictions, so things never got off the ground. I
couldn’t find talented musicians who weren’t already busy with other
projects who were into goth rock, so I settled for some friends who
were talented, but liked to party a bit too much. I wanted to be serious,
rehearse regularly, you know, actually get somewhere. Although music
is my highest aptitude, remarkably so, it took a back seat to being
overworked for many years after that. I think I got frustrated and
disillusioned, not with playing music, but with being around other
musicians who had a bad work ethic.”
Actually if you were an award-winning flute player had you not
gone the traditional route at all, dabbling in classical?
“I was trained in classical first on violin in grade school. I dreamed of
playing piano, and I mean, literally, I played piano and harpsichord in
my dreams from an early age, so I managed to self-teach at friends’
houses (who had actual real-life pianos) and was motivated by Bach
and Beethoven in that regard. The funny thing about the flute, is that I
didn’t really want to play it, and I have no use for it, except that now, I
can pick up almost any kind of folk or traditional flute, like for
example an American Indian flute, and start playing songs within a
few days of mastering the fingering. I played flute because it was the

Orchestra was a first class ticket to celibacy in my region...

Mtcarmelcemetery – “This is one of my fave haunted yards. A lot of notable figures in history buried here. Amazing statuary here.
Lots of old Italian graves with eerie photos of the dead on the stones. I knew almost nothing of the tales and did some video EVP work
here when I moved to Chicago and was still involved in paranormal investigation. The video has a well-audible whispering of a woman’s
voice at a location where I felt drawn in and took this photo. Right next to the large statue that seems to be coming off its base, actually.
The most prominent haunted tale from here involves a woman who, from beyond the grave, informed a family member to exhume her
body. It was, and she was perfectly preserved, lending her a Saint’s status, and there is a shrine erected for her. I need to edit that video
footage, some time in the coming year if anything is worthy, I’ll make it public.”
only affordable instrument that wasn’t a reed that I could play in high
school without becoming a social failure.
“Orchestra was a first class ticket to celibacy in my region, so I was
confused and put my violin down for an instrument I have almost no
use for now. I played big band, march, a little jazz, Celtic jigs, studied
classical pieces at home, that type of thing. I did that for most of my
school career, and was really good, and won little awards, played
solos, and travelled a few times because of it, but I never really cared
about it much. I also had a serious detriment in that I had perfect pitch
and played by ear so well that I forgot how to read music at some
point, which sounds mental but it happened, and I refused to learn
again because I was a freak who thought it was punk rock to not be
able to read the sheet, just listen once or twice and be able to play my
part and everyone else’s perfectly. I’m sure it would take one day of
instruction to grasp how to read flute music again, but point is, I
wasn’t committed to it so it didn’t translate to life after school. I
would have rather played the guitar, trumpet, harp, or violin…or
piano, or all of the above. At least I wasn’t a lowly band geek!
“I do adore classical music. So, hmmm, did I answer a question there,
not sure lol. I did not become a career flautist. I wanted to be a career
violinist, in an orchestra, at Tanglewood, or NYC. It didn’t happen.
“In ‘92 I moved to the mountains of NC and met a genius writer,
artist, and musician who played many restaurants and clubs and
wanted to do performance art. Since I was a dancer, and a goth
musician and writer with experience writing skit comedy, we teamed

up and did a short jaunt that ended us in Nashville, TN. It didn’t get
far, but I created a goth faery character who had a specialized role in
helping the audience comically deal with their pain. It was a dance role
with interactive performance involved, a lot of fun, and I’m in the
process of writing a book based on that character, and will use my
illness as a sounding board for the material, which I hope will help
people when confronted with serious illness and people in their lives
who need support, especially when it is unconventional support they
require.”
That sounds quite mad! (The show part, I mean.) At this point
I’m thinking your whole life could make for an intriguing book.
“That was a good time! A poor time, but a good time. I loved being a
performance artist, it was right up my alley! I hope it will. I hope I am
physically able to write it (the book). I hope it helps millions of
people get their heads of out their fear-driven arses and learn to offer
genuine support to people who need it. I hope it aids the revolution in
alternative methods of healing in the west. I hope it makes people
laugh and brings them some relief when they can’t find any. I hope I
make a ton of money off of it! I’m full of hope!
“In Nashville I encountered a very open minded goth alt scene, and
since I was partly living on the streets, I spent most of my time in
clubs and with people I met in the scene. The most goth-friendly dance
club was playing singles that were years out of date, and because I
was such a colourful dancer and made my own DIY goth clothing and
was new in town, the club resident DJ adopted me as such, and I

Phoenix Photos
To purchase prints of any of the photos taken by Phoenix
that are shown in this article, please contact her yourself
at any of the links shown at the end of the article.

Stjameschurchyardsnow – “This is the church on the grounds of the historic, haunted, and legendary St. James Sag Cemetery that I
mentioned above. It’s a very peaceful place, monks and period carriages are often seen and heard on these grounds. I just like the
architecture and the vibe of this place. It seems to be lost in time!”

GuardianStatuaryStJames – “This statuary is a common mould of a guardian angel for the dead, if I’m not mistaken, it was often
used for burial plots with children involved. It was just lovely, so I photographed it. This is another very historic, small yard with haunted
tales and sightings, though the church, the one pictured in the snow, and rectory are still in use. St. James Sag is a lovely, peaceful place
with shrines and inspirational architecture, I have many breathtaking photos of this famous location.”

“I never spent time in Columbus, which was a little darker and more
competitive and hostile as far as social scenes go, but I know it rocked
as well.
“There were always amazing gigs happening. We stumbled across a
Christian Death gig whilst doing our laundry at the laundrymat
(Sudsy’s on Vine, epic place), which served as a bar/venue space. A
DJ friend I met through the scene had opened a goth alt house dance
club right across the water near where I lived, called ‘Club Paragon’. I
helped do a little of everything there, helped promote in town, did a
little PR, helped book parties, played hostess, organized outings from
the club’s clientele to happenings like the Dead Can Dance film debut,
and so on. It was a fine bar and the best speciality goth club that the
area had ever seen (it was in a haunting old building in a bizarre part
of town that was also an authentic Mexican restaurant, and the owners
cooked the best Mexican food you’d tasted in your life until 4
AM. That was a rare treat!) The corrupt Irish police/mafia wanted
extortion money for protection from the owners, and since they all
refused, the place was shut down. The club creator and resident DJ,
Rob Curcio, moved on to the local rave scene and electronic noise
recording artists, and later formed Mush records. Rob was a swell guy,
gave me my first taste of bruschetta lol.”
You make an impact in the local scene in Nashville and it sounds
fun but you add “I really enjoyed the scene in Nashville more
than most US cities I’ve lived in, apart from Cincinnati, Ohio.”
What’s special about Cincinnati, apart from it looking such an
interesting word? Even spelling it is fun. Did you take photos of
these places as you travelled?

Neworleanscathedral – “This is the northern tip of the
famous courtyard in front of the St. Louis Cathedral in one of
my favourite places in the world, New Orleans, called Jackson
Square. It was used as a place for military parades, and evolved
into a marketplace, and is now where you’ll find all the street
performers, artists, card readers, and various others offering
some tourist bobble or bizarre service of some kind (not that
kind!). It was taken with black and white film and scanned, with
defects and all, into Photoshop to look a bit aged. I have a
version where I’ve skillfully removed the skyline of the
business district so all you see are historic buildings, which is
how I love to imagine this city!”
shared my music and helped him shop for current dance music at a
place called Peaches Records. It really brought the club up to speed
and the small scene in town gravitated there more and more, and it
was a lovely time and a great place full of great people. I didn’t live
there long, barely a year, but I made an impact. I really enjoyed the
scene in Nashville more than most US cities I’ve lived in, apart from
Cincinnati, Ohio. Nashville’s goth scene really took off from what I’ve
seen on the net. This all happened pre-internet, so how people came
together and bonded was all in real life and a world unto itself. I’m
impressed how goth has persevered in Nashville, which actually has a
thriving music scene of almost all genres of music, except country, lol.
(that moved to Memphis).
“In the mid 90’s, I moved to Ohio to be with a friend, and fell into the
goth scene in Cincinnati. This was my favourite scene to be involved
in. I’ve lived in numerous cities all across the US, and the Ohio goth
scene was extremely potent and cohesive, and FRIENDLY! Everyone
was embraced, total hive mind. The clubs weren’t fancy, but they were
fantastic! The DJ’s were amazing. Everyone was wonderful,
knowledgeable, up to speed, open.

“Oh, are those my typos showing? (NO, it really is a lovely word –
Mick.) Hey, I’m mentally challenged. I am a proficient grammar cop
of sorts normally. Anyway, Cinci was just big enough to be bearable,
and yes, what I’ve said about how great it was. Everyone was
FRIENDLY and FUN! Everyone. The sense of kindness, openness,
and sharing permeated everything in that scene. There was little divacentric behaviour or competitive gothier-than-thou behaviour, which
always brings me down in a scene because it’s hideous and I’m an
adult. We were all equals, comrades, if you will, lol. If there was
drama, I was unawares. I always had work doing artistic things. Also,
there is a large music conservatory there, and talented people came
from all over the world to study music there.
“One of my favourite friends there was a goth violinist from France.
She had millions of black and white photos of the French goth scene,
and raved about how great it was compared to Ohio, which was
probably true at the time, but we did slowly change her mind. I didn’t
photograph in Ohio, for some odd reason, I stopped taking picture for
many years. Having to sell my cameras when really poor, I think made
me bitter, and I just rebelled against the idea of not being able to
afford the hobby by ignoring its existence and importance.
“I don’t know why I didn’t use disposable ones back then, but I really
didn’t have a lot of money to spare, so, I don’t know about that to this
day. I was still taking photos in NC, but I don’t own all those
anymore, as I mentioned. It’s almost as if we were so busy, we didn’t
have time to stop and pose and analyse what we were doing. Yes,
that’s a good reason.
“I’ve not been able to keep a lot of my possessions over the years.
Moving around didn’t help. I’ve been living here a long while now, so
I do have a couple of nice cameras to work with, nothing fabulous, but
workable. I wish I had more documented, that would have been
amazing, and I have lamented not having photo evidence of my
amazing life many times. C’est la vie!”
“I later moved to Asheville, NC, was a part of the goth scene there for
years, which didn’t really have the greatest goth clubs per say, it was
always a goth night back then, which would get interrupted by rave
music precisely at 2 am, but that scene managed to stay afloat thanks
to the wonderful people and the tremendous volume of live music that

Yesbringthem – “This is one of my favourite things in the museum I mentioned. This is the bottom corner of a gigantic antique
advertising poster that is literally 2 stories tall. There were a whole room full of them, advertising the most bizarre and surreal things that
it was hard to fathom what was going on in them, and from what I gathered, they were a series meant to promote an illusionist who
travelled in circus sideshows and did his own tours, doing magic and illusion and who knows what else. But I could be wrong?!”
Asheville sees, and, back then, a little cafe gathering spot named
‘Vincent’s Ear’ which has since been shut down. The music scenes in
Ashville are always fresh and thriving, though it’s a very expensive
small town in the mountains, so I eventually left for something a bit
more socially diverse (and for work).
“Whenever I was living in NC, Atlanta was always a place to go as a
goth in search of the best touring goth bands, and some of the larger
goth clubs there offered more progressive subculture than was to be
found in tiny isolated religiously conservative mountain towns. One of
the finest clubs in Atlanta back then for goth music and dancing was
The Masquerade. Three floors: heaven, hell, and purgatory. I saw the
greatest shows I’ve ever seen in the US at The Masquerade, Clan of
Zymox stands out as one of the finest, and the night Nivek Ogre DJ’d
after a gig. It was a 6-7 hour drive one way to get to Atlanta from NC.
but if you wanted to see big names like Dead Can Dance, The Cocteau
Twins, or The Creatures, Atlanta was usually the closest and most
goth-friendly option. A lot of goths I knew who lived in smaller NC
towns and even Charlotte moved to Atlanta in search of a better, more
progressive scene. It was just too hot for my liking!
“I moved from Asheville to a small town where my sick mother lived
to help her out for a time, and was working in corporate management
(for 15 yrs roughly) at that time, and then moved to the coast of NC to

a town that had no scene at all to spend time with someone I cared
about who was working in the film industry.
“Then 9-11 happened...It shook me awake, hard, and I desired better
culture and a bigger city, and wanted to move back to New Orleans
with my company, but ended up moving to Chicago unexpectedly to
be near a close friend and seek a larger social scene and possibly a job
in the entertainment industry.
“It was soon after moving to Chicago that I started becoming ill, and
after one year, I went from being a full-time 86-hr a week executive to
spending every few months in the emergency room, unable to breathe,
fighting infections that wouldn’t go away, and trying to figure out
when I could go back to work. I met one or two people in the scene
here before I got too sick to go out, saw a brilliant Chameleons
reunion gig at The Metro, and when I moved here, my friend was
working in the markets getting all kinds of perks as tips, mostly
tickets to shows, special venue passes, VIP passes to The House of
Blues’ Foundation Room where I got to mingle with lots of big
names, bands, producers...one of the Second City producers tried
to enlist me!
“My local friend knew a band that James Iha (Smashing Pumpkins)
was producing, so I got to meet with Iha and industry people at a

The hospital told me they refused to give anyone an MRI unless
they couldnt move their legs. I finally limped out of there, and
blacked out over and over at home for the next few days knowing
that calling an ambulance would do nothing for me.

TheRedRoom – “This is from the same museum that houses all the music machines and collections of antiques and oddities. This room
itself IS a music machine, full of historically significant antiques as well, it plays a maddening instrumental rendition of some well-known
tune from days of yore that I can’t remember now. You actually insert coins, and the whole room starts up. I love this room, and it would
be a perfect music studio with the padding on the ceiling. I’m inspired to mix this décor with 3 others in the museum to make-over my
bedroom some day lol. I am in love with something I call ‘fronteirsteam’, or westernsteam, in which the elements of multi-period
steampunk combine with a wild west aesthetic. There is a lot of that in this museum, another reason I have hundreds of photos from the
place. I could truly live there!”
promo party and was being offered PR positions left and right. I got to
see the tail end of the 950 Club, got to know a couple DJs, hang out
with Thrill Kill Kult and reminisce about the good ol’ days (a friend
toured with them in the 90’s). I never really got to enjoy or experience
goth club culture here in Chicago, however. I still haven’t made it out
to the lovely Scary Lady Sarah’s Nocturna, or Neo, or Exit. I did get to
see a profound gig at historic and bizarre Phyllis’ Musical Inn right
after I moved here. It was Sealed In Silence performing with Things
Outside The Skin, one of the greatest industrial rock shows I’ve ever
seen live, with coincidental coverage of 9-11 happening on the bar TV
screens through most of the show.”
2006 was your first heart failure, and then the diagnosis
followed?
“After the first near-fatal heart failure, it took me four months to sell
all of my finer gothic and dress clothing, boots, jewellery, and even
bedding and books on eBay and locally until I had enough money to
afford a heart specialist and the required echocardiogram, which itself
was over a thousand dollars, and actually wasn’t performed correctly
so the pulmonary valve wasn’t even diagnosed. The condition was
congenital, and misdiagnosed when I was a child as being mostly
innocuous, as long as I didn’t drink black tea, or go without sleep.”
Being a dancer you must have pretty fit? Had you ever had any
major health problems before then or was it just a massive shock.
“I spent almost 2 decades in upper management always being the one
who, when others were out sick with the flu and ill for weeks, I would
feel a little icky for a day or two and that would be that. It was a
shock, but I’d been ill since I’d moved to Chicago, developing severe

asthma which I’d never experienced before, and was overworked and
very run down, having chronic infections, so I took some time off of
work thinking I just needed a rest. I worked an average of 70 hours a
week then, for a company that didn’t like managers to stop to use the
bathroom, or leave the premises to go eat, so I just thought that, after
15 years of working extreme overtime with no vacations, I was
exhausted and needed a break.
“When I had the near death experience, there was also an expired
inhaler involved that I’d been given by a nurse in one of my horrific
Chicago ER visits for asthma, but I was later told that although that
aggravated my heart (and I shouldn’t have been using it even if not
expired), that the cause of the problem was a progressive heart valve
disease that was affecting at least 3 of my heart valves.”
You’ve since had three more? Life must be ultra-stressful but
you’re lucky to be alive.
“This is true. I’m lucky to have found a doctor who can help me and
offers me a discount.”
Living in the UK we have the Health Service to sustain us. It isn’t
perfect but it’s a million miles better than the US system. Is it
common for people to just be cast aside and left to fend for
themselves?
“Millions of Americans suffer without health care if they have no
insurance. One of my worst ER visits, after I announced I had no
insurance, involved me being told I was nuts, needed to calm down
and take a Valium, (Diazepam, which can lead to my heart failing),
and then go find a good shrink. At that time, I had passed out

TheDoctor’sDesk – “This was a steampunk-themed room at an Inn that was a recreated turn-of-the-century doctor’s study, completely
period to the time when it was built, and the owners scoured the little town to acquire all of these items that were originally belongings of
the doctor who lived and practiced in this room. It was fantastic décor, apparently locals found out about the hunt for his belongings and
many of them stepped up and surrendered things they had purchased or inherited that had belonged to the doctor. Even the calendar was
period, and as you can see, the headline in the newspaper is announcing something unsettling about a lovely little boat called ‘The
Titanic’. I also have many photos of this location to edit.”
repeatedly in public, was bleeding internally in two places, the second
vertebra down from my skull was twisted 180 degrees sideways,
causing paralysis, agonizing pain, nerve damage, brain damage,
memory loss, my stomach valve wasn’t closing because of the
bleeding in my stomach, my blood pressure was way too low, and I
was dying from untreated progressive heart disease. I begged for even
a urine test or blood test to no avail. They wouldn’t even give me a
room, I was left on a cart in the hallway for 6 hours with no treatment,
being insulted from time to time by the staff and the doctor. I begged
the entire time for help, and was told I was a hysterical female with a
panic disorder. I could have died.
“The hospital told me they refused to give anyone an MRI unless they
couldn’t move their legs. I finally limped out of there, and blacked out
over and over at home for the next few days knowing that calling an
ambulance would do nothing for me. That is just one of the long list of
horror stories I can tell you from my ER visits here in Chicago. Once a
nurse put the mouthpiece for a breathing treatment on the trashcan
before attempting my mouth (we stopped her, they charged me double,
$300, for new mouthpiece). Once I was blatantly felt up (squeezing
breasts for pleasure in the US) by an obese doctor in a jewish
yarmulke whilst turning blue from lack of oxygen. Do you laugh, or
do you cry?
“Any aware American realizes how bad things are, and it’s a bit like
needing a drink to survive and the only water available is full of
sharks. You know the sharks could kill or maim, but you want to
survive, so you take the risks and spend time in the water as little as
possible.”

I see on your fundraising page it mentions you planned to work in
healing and have helped counsel those in awful situations – does
any of that experience help you with what you’re going through?
“I kind of feel we are born with the amount of fortitude and integrity
we carry throughout life, it’s my own theory on character and
goodness, but… I counselled in many areas, one was chronic illness,
one for drug/food addiction and smoking, once a mentor for a teen
with stomach cancer who was forced to work in a bullet factory in
South America when she was a child, and I went through a lot of
suffering as a child, so I’m not sure if all of that added something to
how I’ve coped so far, but it did help remind me at the most painful
times that I shouldn’t give up, and perhaps what I’d given in life
would come back to me and things would somehow work out. I
studied medicine, neurology, and psychology as a hobby growing up
as my mother stocked medical research texts and the AMA journals,
and I studied nutrition, cooked for a health-oriented resource center
where you learned about medicinal foods from around the world, and
studied various healing arts under professionals for decades.
“I once worked with one of this country’s top PhD’s helping run her
lab, assisting clientele, synthesizing herbs for tinctures and doing
various work in the field, so I had a lot of knowledge that enabled me
to treat myself. I had a library of reference materials to rely on. I
treated my own asthma after being told the inhaler damaged my heart,
and eventually I cured it, along with some hormone-response
migraines I’d been having alongside it, so that was a great
accomplishment. I suppose armed with the experience I was, I might
have saved my own life a time or two, and I don’t know what someone
without my knowledge would have done in those circumstances to
survive.”

I cant play with my cat, and she mopes and sometimes cries for me
to play with her, to chase her. Its hard to get down on the floor with
her because of my neck. It breaks my heart, shes a rescue cat and I
worry she thinks its her fault Im not playing with her.
What had led you into health and counselling before you found
yourself in a crisis?
“I’ve always instinctively helped people in need, simply because I
couldn’t stand to watch people suffer when there was a solution. I’m a
problem solver. I think everyone has the right to feel good and be
happy, that’s what we’re here on earth for in my opinion. I was always
the one people went to with their problems, and luckily for them, I had
good answers and lot of nurturing to offer. I have a gift as a healer,
I’m extremely intuitive with diagnosis. One of my first jobs was
working in a nursery and I helped a little boy whose father committed
suicide by setting himself on fire in front of him. He refused to speak,
and I worked with him for a short while and he had a miraculous break
through. He’d been like that for a long time, so I know I had a hand in
it. It was just something that came to me naturally, and a lot of my
jobs have involved caring or helping in some way or another.
“If life had followed a different path, I would have gone to medical
school and become a doctor. Also, there are a lot of people involved in
medicine in one way or another in my family tree, and I’m actually
related to Jonas Salk, the famous researcher who is known for
inventing the Polio vaccine. Salk was a type of medical Sherlock
Holmes, something that really inspires me, and I have spent years
studying specific neurological disorders and one mysterious skin
disorder that baffles medical science, and have revolutionary theories
on these matters that would help a lot of people. I would love to be a
medical investigator seeking the cure for untreatable viruses or
diseases, incorporating seemingly magical sources from other ancient
cultures in order to bring about miraculous discoveries that western
medicine has missed, a bit like the lead character in Darren
Aronofsky’s The Fountain. I suppose now, I’ll just have to include all
that in some fictional book or song I’m writing.”
“I’ve been having life-threatening reactions to synthetic drugs since
age 7, after a surgery. I was forced to look to alternative sources of
healing than those basic ones prescribed by western medicine. There
are cultures all over the world who have much healthier societies as a
whole than the one I live in, and have been using what we call
‘alternative’ medicine for thousands of years. (I love that ‘we are the
sun around which all other heathen medicine revolves’ attitude). So
because I needed to ease my pain after surgery, or needed treatment
for something medical and couldn’t find it in my own culture, I looked
elsewhere, and kept finding it, without dangerous side affects and high
dollar signs. I’m still considering a career in healing arts when I am
well again and able to finance the degree.”
The doctor you have found leaves you grounds for optimism,
getting back to doing what you previously enjoyed. What do
you miss most? What do you dream of doing again, or maybe
doing more of than you did before?
“Well, to be completely honest, I miss dancing more than anything in
the world. Dancing every day and doing yoga is what kept me sane
apart from music. I haven’t been physically able to dance since
February of 2006. I have been dancing since age 3. I tend to dance
around a lot normally. I had to force myself to stop doing that in 2006,
as I fractured a bone in my chest (from the cervical spine injury) in the
beginning of all this, from just bopping around my living room to
some German industrial and Gary Numan. It’s not safe for me to even
do yoga, which I’ve done all my life. I really miss yoga, especially
since I’m missing intimacy, because whenever I went without the
latter, I had the former to soothe my body and keep me relaxed and
healthy.

“I can’t exercise, and I can’t jog, run, bike, or hike, my preferred
methods of exercising. I can’t play with my cat, and she mopes and
sometimes cries for me to play with her, to chase her. It’s hard to get
down on the floor with her because of my neck. It breaks my heart,
she’s a rescue cat and I worry she thinks it’s her fault I’m not playing
with her. That part sucks. I never know what will happen when I’m
alone, and sometimes simple things like walking or seeing in focus
become impossible, and you don’t want to be alone and vulnerable
like that in a city like Chicago. I’ve met amazing local people in the
scene online, and then alienated them by having to refuse invitations,
and seeming anti-social or burdening them with an explanation. It’s
embarrassing and difficult. I just want my life back, really. It’s like
I’ve been dead all this time, and the pain is extreme. I just want a
pain-free life where I can enjoy the basics, have a relationship and
date again, and play my instruments/work on my music and writing
projects. I’ve always dreamt of having a family of my own, that is one
of my fondest dreams, but that has been up in the air since childhood
with my heart, so although I thought I might defy the odds in the past,
now there is doubt that my body can handle that kind of stress. I try
not to think about that right now, and just imagine myself hiking to a
dance club whilst leaping randomly, having wild fun without
hesitation. I will definitely be spending less time working in a 3 piece
suit, and more time writing, playing music, and hopefully travelling
and getting back into my love of photography. And bowling (take the
skinheads!).”
Will there be things you can’t resume fully. You’ve mentioned
playing music being affected?
“I’ll never be able to work like I did before or do as much lifting and
hard labour as I did. Gardening will be impossible (a big plot) for a
couple of years. I don’t know if I’ll be able to remodel homes and
buildings again like I used to enjoy doing. Set design is off the list as
well. My hearing is affected somewhat. We don’t know if that will
improve, my doctor says roughly a year from now, we will know if it
will get any better, so I have to play the game where you pretend until
it happens. I haven’t been able to play violin since my neck was
broken. It will be years before I can play again. I wasn’t a genius
violin player, but it’s a passion and I have talent. There are now some
things I’ll never be able to do but I’m trying not to think of them,
because it’s crushing emotionally and will make me sick.
“Mt. Everest is definitely off the list. I really wanted to go to Tibet,
and visit the Great Wall of China, see the mountains of Japan, and I
will have to defy odds to pull that off now, with the oxygen/altitude
issue, though with hard work in a few years, it may still be possible. I
haven’t been able to read or write much in the past few years with my
vision being affected also, and I lost a golden opportunity to join the
exclusive orchestra of a legendary Chinese musician who has played
with Yo Yo Ma and on the Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon
soundtrack. They kept waiting for me to be well enough, and I was so
embarrassed, I stopped communicating with them, why would I, (to
say I’m still too sick). I don’t know if that window is passed, we shall
see. I have a premier harp player offering me lessons practically free,
with a practice harp, and I know that will hurt as I’m so sore, but it’s a
passion, so I’m starting that up again as soon as I’m out of danger. I
can’t spin around, do a cartwheel, hang upside down, ride a roller
coaster which I lust for, slow dance and be suddenly dipped….it’s my
goal to recover enough to be able to do these things again and safely!”
Tell me about your photos. You obviously know what you’re
doing. What inspires you most, people or objects/settings?

“My father surprisingly encouraged my fascination with photography
when I was 6 or 7, by giving me a light meter and an old camera
handed down from his relative. I still have my first two photographs,
two time exposures of different coloured candles. (They were pretty
good!) I see beauty in almost everything. I love photography, I think
because I am at heart a frustrated artist who was never allowed to be
one growing up. Unknown to me until 2 years ago, at age 5, I made a
beautiful painting, it looks like a Chinese watercolour, and it showed
talent, so my fearful mother forbade me to draw in the house again
after that, removing all my art supplies, and I was never allowed to
draw or paint again or take art classes. Photography replaced my
desire to create imagery. I almost worship some illustrators. I started
practically painting my photos in Photoshop before I knew what I was
doing (which I still don’t). It’s rare I look at any human and think
they’re ugly.
“I think I’m drawn to whimsy that entertains, but I also like telling the
truth that no one wants to hear. I think that’s why I admired journalists
growing up. The idealistic Holmesian investigators exposing
corruption and saving the underdog appealed to my sense of justice,
and I like photos that present truths like aging, environmental
destruction, industrial waste, and poverty. My inspirations are endless:
nature, animals, theatre, design and architecture, fashion, history, the
absurd, and marionettes, I have a thing for marionettes and puppets. I
would tour the world photographing Abbeys, waterfalls, and puppets
in every country if I could! I think I’m drawn to things that defy the
norm in society. I want to shoot erotic black and white as my first big
project when I get decent equipment, but I don’t want it to be standard
subculture imagery, or blatant, just evocative, almost abstract, more
about texture, movement, and the bliss of union, not so much about
lust or sex. I like raw things that wake you up and make you think, and
I like faeries and fantasy, costumes and conceptual set-ups. There is
little I don’t find motivating. It would be easier to say what I don’t
like, which would be intense vulgarity, violence that isn’t masterful
and based on spirituality, like martial arts, and hog-tied women in
bloody bathtubs haha. I promise never to shoot photos of hog-tied
women in bloody bathtubs! J”
You say Steampunk things will be available – what kind of
things?
“Well, that’s not really something I can elaborate on till a project is
finished being edited, but along with random Steampunk finds I’ve
come across including sculpture, I’ll soon have hundreds of gallery

photos from a famous museum oozing with Steampunk elements the
likes of never seen anywhere in the world, including one of my
favourite things ever, antique music machines, and there is a
photojournalistic essay and feature in the works for one of the world’s
most brilliant unsung Steampunk artists, as soon as his wife and I
have another discussion about legality and book sales.”
And so that, for now, is Phoenix’s exhausting but quite remarkable
and inspiring story. Here though are the links through which you can
help directly by donating, buying a print or two - examples following
over the next pages - checking for the auctions, and by circulating the
details of these links themselves if you would be so kind.
http://helpphoenix.teapoweredphoto.com - fundraising details.
http://blogalicious.teapoweredphoto.com - Jody Elliott photos
available to buy, with proceeds going to medical expenses.
http://www.facebook.com/home.php?#/
phoenixmarieparis?ref=profile - Facebook “A silly place where all
the updates for everything will be posted, along with videos of badly
translated Chinese Christmas songs, and cat photos. Please leave a
note if you add it, saying you heard of me THROUGH THE MICK,
thanks!”
http://lacy-b-timeless.livejournal.com - “Photography LJ, newly
formed, delayed use due to illness. Pretty pictures, crazy adventures,
LOL cats. Feel free to add it. Leave a note that says you heard about
me through The Mick.”
www.myspace.com/marie_de_la_mer - “It’s myspace, and I still use
it. Music and myspace are living harmoniously. Leave a note that says
you heard of me through The Mick, please.”
www.last.fm/user/hauntedtearoom - “Music I listen to when I have
my home office plugged in, feel free to add it.”
http://twitter.com/hauntedtearoom – “Nothing personal here, all
notices of photography being posted, sharing links for art, meeting
artists, keeping up with Steampunk happenings, and friends. ”
http://hauntedtearoom.blogspot.com - “Newly formed blog for
photography and adventure stories, development of which has been
delayed due to illness. This will be active when possible, or a website
will be developed instead.”
My Flickr account is Lacy B Timeless – The Haunted Tea Room
http://www.flickr.com/people/fujicho - Leave a note if you add me
after reading this feature, and this will be a fun place soon, I promise.
Lots goes on here, just not lately. Photo sales will be mentioned here
in the near future, as well as the Lacy B Timeless livejournal.

JODY ELLIOTT
PHOTOGRAPHS

As part of the PHOENIX MARIE fundraising appeal photographer JODY ELLIOTT is making
prints available for sale. I am showing some small versions here which can be viewed in better
detail at: http://blogalicious.teapoweredphoto.com and
www.flickr.com/photos/tea-poweredphoto
8x10”: USD$15. Shipping to US: USD$2.50, UK: USD$5, Australia: USD$5.
“All proceeds over the cost of production are going straight to Phoenix’s medical costs, of
course. Larger prints will be available, but I’ll have a more detailed price breakdown for that at
the website.” E-MAIL Jody Elliott - velveau@gmail.com
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And please remember, these
are quality items, and images. You wouldnt be able
to buy anything this good at
such a low price in any art
shop selling prints, so here
is an oppurtunity to acquire
great art and help a really
worthwhile cause, where
you support someone within
the scene.
ALSO, please dont keep this
to yourself once you have
the magazine.
Show all your friends within
the scene as well.
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THANK YOU.

Why have I repeated an article, also in THE MICK 50, for the first time in the history of this
magazine? A rhetorical question, clearly, as I’m sure you don’t need me to explain why
Phoenix Marie’s appeal is important. However if a bit of guilt-tripping is all it takes to push you
into following my simple suggestion then look at the adorable Una here. As you will have read
in the article Phoenix Marie can’t even play with Una properly because of her condition. You
help Phoenix, you help Una - it’s that simple.
PLEASE, PLEASE ~ as this is very important – friend Phoenix Marie at
www.myspace.com/marie_de_la_mer …and copy that code from her myspace page and
put it on your own myspace page, in your profile so everyone visiting your page sees it.
Also pop her in your Top Friends, especially if you’re in a band as the chances are your top
friends aren’t real friends anyway, just people doing the rounds trying to boost their own
profiles. Routine networking like that actually doesn’t matter at all when compared to
something like this.
AND if you need another reason, consider how much work has gone into THE MICK 50 and
THE MICK 52, and how the detail, imagination and information you have received is so much
better than you are getting elsewhere, because it really is.
A few dollars or pounds into Phoenix Marie’s appeal is surely a reasonable trade?
Cheers!
Mick
PLEASE make your donation here: http://helpphoenix.teapoweredphoto.com

Lucy Cat, out on patrol, keeping
the garden safe.

Apparently this debut album (followed by the posher ‘All Dressed
Up’, with the enigmatic ‘Victim’ released I know not when) was
recorded live at Bath Moles in 1990 although on some tracks there’s
applause and on others I hear nothing at all, so maybe some studio
chicanery went on. It’s certainly a confused character at the heart of
events for Rita, with her experiences of life’s deep, deep troubles to
draw upon has a genuine ache to her voice and a fragile sense of
decorum, a brittle realism. Sometimes.
‘Rock & Roll Lifestyle’ has that wiggly guitar so beloved of indie
schmoozers of the late 80’s/90’s who think having an organ and wahwah makes you trendy, when it actually comes over as a constipated
Charlatans. ‘Silver & Gold’ sings dramatically about the acid
revolution which was dying on its arse creatively, although it gets by
on a garbled indie rush. It’s the comparatively hushed ‘Call Me Your
Girlfriend’ which shows what the point of a Rita record is, striped
down with a crestfallen emotional poignancy. Nothing desperate, other
than the protagonist, and the most pertinent comparison for Rita is
always Patti Smith, so including ‘Pale Blue Eyes’ carries added
interest, and it’s a beautiful thing indeed.
RISING SHADOWS
FOUND IN THE COLD
Twilight
Kiss the guitar goodbye and fall into soulful slumbers, where Fredrik
Klingwall massages his organ, no pun intended beyond the obvious,
Linda-li Dahlin sings up a dream, and Guillaume Le Huche moves like
an owl through the sound on his bass. Together they have created a
stunning album, wistful and winsome while offering cerebral caresses.
Tomorrow I review Fredrik’s ‘Works Of Woe’ but for now consider
this fine work.
‘Vacui’ makes for a wonderful opener as the grandiose organ and
floaty vocals fall away, leaving dismal space, only for drums to boom
in, the vocals and organ to rise, and you can almost feel your walls
turning to cold stone. ‘Catharsis’ flutters into life so delicately like a
distant reminder of Clannad’s Robin Hood record with vocals
ascending as bells roll in and ring out. ‘The Leaving’ is the sweetest
thing the Eves never recorded, strings like a musing harp, evocative
vocals brightly teetering on an ethereal ledge.

‘Stripped Right Away’ slumps back onto acid’s paradiddle widdle,
organ tilted sideways as the doomed ship goes on its circular voyage.
‘Baby I Wonder’ is sore but dreamy acoustic, with ‘Beautiful Eyes’
another beautiful bout of disturbingly naked honesty. ‘I Hold My
Breath’ is an art-punk mess, and there’s further violin darting through
‘Find A Love’ as though we’re off on a ceilidh frolic, but it’s sombre
indie mawkishness. ‘Cry In The Night’ hastens some brisk drama off
the back of that, with starker strings, then ‘Rollercoaster’ gives us
simple acoustic frothing. Other than ‘Sixty Days/Hey Joe’ which
pretty much does what you’d expect, and ‘So Good To Me’ is an
exotic puffy vignette.
It’s an interesting record, because she’s an interesting character, but it
isn’t truly satisfying because it’s simply all over the place really. I
suspect she works better live, because she can really connect that way,
and she is still playing live regularly from what I can gather, so if you
get the chance…
www.myspace.com/ritalynchbristol
www.bristolarchiverecords.com/bands/Rita_Lynch.html

‘Found In The Cold’ makes things a touch tenser as it fractures
quickly with a sense of unease among the luscious singing, and a
colder desolation grows through ‘Imagine The Place Of Nothingness’
although the music remains invigorating, like an orchestra out on
creepy manoeuvres, the organ ushering in a vivid despondency.
Further delicious tones keep ‘Like Fire’ positive and uplifting, then
while ‘Fate Of Us All’ lies further back, the vocals and music are
inextricably linked and quite lovely.
‘Through The Lingering Past’ is a tiny slice of trepidation, with ‘The
Carriage’ mutating as you listen, a bassier feel undulating beneath the
vibrating voice. Funereal organ makes itself comfortably at home in
‘Farewell’, ‘Nothing Left But The Memories’ spirals sadly away and
as the cello blends with a sprinkling of synth ‘Return To The Winter
Garden’ it eases us out with the feeling that all is well, despite the
grieving, for this is an album which goes from birth to death, in
storytelling essence, and thereby produces a well rounded feeling.
Really rather magical.
www.risingshadows.net
www.myspace.com/risingshadows

RITA LYNCH
CALL ME YOUR GIRLFRIEND
Bristol Archive Records

ROUGHHAUSEN
SOMEONE’S GOT TO PAY
Rough Cuts/Tinderbox
‘[sic] fuk’ is busily filthy, with even the guest vocals by Ariel Zheng
of Go Chic seedily entwined around a cheekily bubbling mixture of
undulating electronics and scratchy atmospherics, creating

consummately engaging depravity. ‘Dirty Little Secret’ takes the same
lithe tone, and gradually shoves its face down the toilet, then the Lying
Mofo mix of ‘Control’ moves like Vin Diesel like a ballroom dancer,
rigid and tense, waiting to explode, cunningly played like a puppet by
the warmly gathering folds of the music, which has a creamy surface
and bitter undertow. ‘U Better Run’, live at the Ultimate Metal
Festival, swarms over you like an overflowing bath of poisoned
champagne, and the Rise And Shine mix by D. Boger enlivens ‘An
Awakening’, which made no impression on me last time, but by
making it a short, brutally robotic daydream.
An uncompromising EP, bursting with sweet and dour flavour.
www.roughhausen.com

because today I think I convinced Lynda to sing ‘Don’t Fear The
Reaper’ on Second Life on Halloween, demanding “more cowbell”
throughout it. People who don’t get the reference will be thrown.
‘Song Of A Bullet’ saunters crisply along, with some brilliantly
trudging drums, the bass going for the austere control, guitar little
more than a memory although when it does appear it has a cool
gentility too. Mooching into the gracefully rusted ‘Here Forever’ I
think that’s the oddest thing for me about this bunch. There’s no
angular arty farting about, and nor is there is much clenched throat
rantiness, which often went hand in hand with the fucked funk
brigade. These are simply deft but devious songs with a full-on pulse
and semi-oblique lyrics brought to life with some offhand but quality
vocals. ‘Here Forever’ wouldn’t sound out of place now, like Phoenix
& The Oracle, brass infiltrating atmospheric murk. The consumptive
‘Big Wheel Hit’ is almost like a jazzy version of Ausgang in that it
has gruff peaks of vocal repetition, as if he’s vomiting Kerouac, and
grandly glowing guitar, but coming from a different direction
Cool, daddio. (Was there ever a Mummio that we know of?)
www.bristolarchiverecords.com/bands/
The_Royal_Assassins.html

ROYAL ASSASSINS
FLUX
Bristol Archive Records
This has apparently never been made available before, and is the
earlier incarnation of the band before they really got going live, and
they’re another one of those Bristol alt-funk outfits who blow mainly
hot, but occasionally chillily cold, artily intense and somehow timestamped. For those interested in history the man man Chris Scott was
joined for this by Dave Hares and Sean Henneberry with Jerry
Underwood on sax, but the band people saw was missing Hares and
Henneberry (I have no idea what they do), as they’d been replaced by
Ben Wilby and Keith Campbell. I have no idea who any of them are,
or what happened to them, but this is an intriguing record for those
who collect such records, but far more than just a curio for others.
‘Open Up The Rivers’ is gorgeous, the vocals slipping sideways over
the oily surface of the sound, percussion, guitars and sax joined by
elastic, but keeping to a central idea. It starts, moves away, empties
out, comes rolling back and keeps that going, so you’re getting little
waves of inventive sound lapping at your scalded, scolded feet.
‘Gutless Day’ is a lugubrious blend of sax tendrils, cocky leering
vocals over a watchful rhythm, but it drifts in and out of focus,
strangely like an orthodox Captain Beefheart. ‘Hypnotism’ keeps the
drums just ticking, the bass on repeat, and vocals are delivered in a
steady manner, fitting the title. ‘Ju Ju Man’ goes the other way, a raw
cacophony, with indecent decorum at its heart so the body of the tune
hangs together while its head falls off.
There’s angst aplenty wrung out during ‘River Of Tears’ while the sax
is oddly modest, ‘Quiet Sun’ clip-clops into life which amused me

(((S)))
GHOSTS
AFMusic
This is fantastic, and quite different to anything which slid across
these pages for months. You will love it, trust me. (I’m like a doctor,
only less committed.) Dark themes handled with due intelligence in
open-ended surroundings, stiff-backed by flowing, like a slalom canoe
with an armchair for a seat. He even covers a Beatles song and for the
first time in my life I didn’t feel compelled to vomit.
Starting with ‘In The Garden Of A Shadow’ we are instantly entering
a stately world, but with really crafty melodic minimalism that soon
swells and fills your consciousness. The beat couldn’t be more stark,
the guitar more beautifully wilted, the vocals lightly melted. A
gracious chorus stands out from the delightfully plain seeming but
gorgeously tempting arrangement. ‘Mesmerized’ kicks off with a
sweetly curled guitar motif, and a splintered cheekiness. The vocals
somersault lazily from the drums seemingly effortless springboard and
again that seamless unification of the sound just streams past with you
stuck in the middle, barely undulating although it has a darker strain
emerging midway, after which the higher elements intensify to
accentuate the development overall, as it then cuts down to bass tone
and the atmosphere is again enhanced.

With ‘Mamachild’ another facet displays itself with some brilliant
lyrical imagery about someone in the pelican’s beak! Storks might
suffice for us, but not for (((S))), and there’s a bigger, more moving
guitar sound as the song assumes a bulky shape and moves solemnly
around its room. It’s got everything, from the spirited, passionate
thoughts, the deliciously deep guitar roving throughout, the brighter
threads on top, and a semi-drowsy undertow. Utterly exquisite.
‘Deathtrip’ is bonier and bass-blessed, with a smart little frisky
jabbing sound mixing in with the noxious fumes. ‘Naked’ smothers
the topic of the great leveller, from birth to death, with crouched
vocals and more demure guitar touches among the gauzy sounds, until
it all goes sturdily bright and starts re-emphasising the points already
set in motion, spinning you slowly round. ‘Fall With Me’ is made of
more eager stuff, the gothy guitar restless and cyclical, the bass sullen
but smooth, and some cautious vocals drama, which may all be quite
conventional but it will win you over in seconds.
‘Hungover’ is peakier, and perkier, and quite brilliant. Think of it as
the anti-‘Every Breath You Take’ if you like, madly energetic and
working against the agony of the protagonist, blinded by darkness as
we all sing along, poor bastard! Then comes ‘Help’ and I won’t
explain my aversion to the Fab Four, but it’s in my very soul, and yet
the crawling, happily dawdling version (((S))) create is a strange joy!
Having admitted that we best move on, to ‘Who Loves The Lover?’
with more swish bass stroking, ticking intrigues and flowery noir
guitar flourishes and a pulsing finish.
The only thing stopping this album being a bit of a modern classic are
the final two tracks, ‘When The Well Runs Dry’ and ‘Dying’, because
when the sound fills out it becomes closer to well-rounded indie. It’s
not a massive disappointment, but it sends the album off to a fairly
conventional close. That said, it’s something I can recommend from
the bottom of my astonished heart.
www.myspace.com/fustydk
www.af-music.de/releases/afm046-s-ghost/ - free EP
SCREAMING BANSHEE AIRCREW
SUGAR
Resurrection
Now down to a four piece, we find their sound frequently bare and
bristling, with a link to the last album, ’When All Is Said And Done’,
and particularly the title track, which always indicated a sharper mood
would arise. The warmth of the old days is being held back, as realism
begins to stage an onslaught, and it’s an odd but rewarding mixture we
find here.
‘Being Alison’ is a tough, bracing opener, with constant guitar action
thrashing the melody as vocals intersect and the rhythm floods. It’s a
small sound on override, and very tidy. I’d have kept that for later
myself and begun with the furious ‘Circles’ and its tale of impotent
woe, as it creates drama out of something we can empathise with, a
natural dread. If they’ve lost a drummer and keyboard player those
elements are still well mixed in, alongside the atmospheric violin. On
a surftastic gothabilly front ‘Cool Ghoul Band’ is great fun, shifting
the mood completely, especially as Ed’s delivery makes it appear he’s
actually singing about them being a cool girl band!
The slumped acoustic stroll through ‘Promises’ is different again,
although the vocal excess muddies the end unnecessarily. ‘Kind Of
Crazy’ is a grim little excursion into the depiction of a weirdo, as
plain as its language, then the seedy slurry of ‘Shutter’ presents a
sturdy stripped down sound and it’s interesting to see them carry the
rawness through, life surging through the vocals. ‘Silence’ is more
conventional and yet it’s still got a starkness which brings the pain
seeping through, alongside the bleak violin. Weirdly, ‘Falling Down’
is more a confused folky-indie entity, although as effective as any of
the melodic trickery here.

‘Sugar’ recovers the balance despite being filth incarnate, with
murderous intentions; the mood matching the verbal villainy. ‘So
Sorry’ see-saws with a nervy violin and vocal interplay, and rises up
all capricious and ‘Saharan Stars’ has some delicious synth squashed
around the optimistic, gushing vocals, and the fantastically dark
carousing of ‘What I Want’ sees them hit a peak of compressed
flavours, with good spurts of action, and in creating new shapes within
the noir landscape this is the kind of direction they should be heading,
denuded in one way, with greater sense of purpose and clarity. ‘The
Birthday Song’ also fits into that with a neutered beauty and
crestfallen spirit, taking us out with a sense of sadness.
A band in transition, basically. I expected less of a joyous
extravaganza, and got that right as it is darker, but they could go much
darker still. I don’t think there’s any way of predicting how far they’d
go in one way or another, but of course the point is it makes it a bit of
a weird record if you’re expecting it be what you’re used to. It isn’t a
massive change, it’s a simpler form, and at times a more precise
experience. More mature, if that isn’t a horrible term. What would
make it more interesting is if they could do something next which was
all in a reflective mood, as that would throw sharper emphasis on just
how good they are, and I think being serious really suits them.
www.myspace.com/screamingbansheeaircrew

THE SPICE GHOULS

Creating the difficult album, during a period of transition, yet still having SUGAR
be a delicate slice of mood and picturesque sauce shows SCREAMING BANSHEE
AIRCREW can survive change and grow beyond it. Lets poke them a bit.
PHOTOS: Simon White - www.disturbing.org.uk
How did the year pan out for you, do you think? With NME
less hidebound and pro-Goth coverage evident along with
evidence of a newer strain of bands coming through, an
Indie/Post-Punk/Goth empathy possible, things seemed
oddly positive in the UK. Does it still feel exciting? Are you
relishing 2010?
Ed: “It is a very exciting time indeed. There are a number of
extremely talented young bands currently hitting the alternative scene
(and even making impressions on mainstream media such as NME)
with darker sounds, exceptional live shows and a fresh look Post-Punk
influence. While this emerging scene seems to be mostly based around
London’s Shoreditch/Hoxton venues (responsible for spawning such
talent as Romance, Ipso Facto, KASMS, Experiment On A Bird In
The Air Pump and many more), there is also a small contingent

emerging from other areas such as The Bacchae (from Leeds), Cold In
Berlin (who originated in York as Death Cigarettes) and Luxury
Stranger (Nottingham). Although NME has gone somewhat quiet
about things recently, there is a healthy and creative range of
enthusiastic talent out there biting the heels of the mainstream with a
new and exciting take on the sounds we love. It’s been a complete
revelation and has injected some much needed excitement and creative
enthusiasm into what we do. We’ve already immersed ourselves in
these sounds and performance styles over the past two years (many of
these influences can be heard on our latest album, ‘Sugar’) and our
mission statement for 2010 is to capitalise on our progress in these
areas and hopefully play alongside many of these bands.”
Neal: “Yes... it seems that the Post-Punk revival has much less focus
on image and more on the music, and this has chipped away at the
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common perception of Goth as novelty cabaret and given it more
kudos, which I quite like.”
You’ve played with a wider range of bands it seems, and
will presumably be doing so. Has it proved to be an
interesting move? It was failing to do such things which
has always cost bands associated with the Goth scene in
the past twenty years, because they isolate themselves to
a ridiculous degree. Have you got your adventurous hat
on?
Chris: “Definitely. Playing to new audiences is great because it’s
really scary. It makes you feel like it’s your first gig all over again.”
Neal: “I think we have always had our adventurous hats on, it’s just
putting that in to practice successfully has been the difficult thing to
achieve. We still argue a bit about the specific ways of doing it but we
are going in the right general direction. We all have the right idea most
of the time.”
Ed: “I think I’ve pretty much answered most of this question in the
previous one, but I would add that I think it’s a shame that many of
the music lovers and bands that would benefit most from exposure to
this new generation of bands will probably never get to hear of them
because of the isolated and separated nature of their music scene. As
for us, we’ve definitely got our adventurous hats on, after all, we’re
always trying to improve our sound and increase our success as a band
so it’s a natural move to gravitate towards performing with bands
creating the best new Post-Punk influenced music in the UK,
regardless of genre or any particular scene. Life is too short to impose
unnecessary and arbitrary limits on yourself.”
Lineup-wise since last you were in the magazine who left,
who joined, what happened, and how did it affect
recording?
Neal: “I don’t know when we were last in your lovely magazine.”

Jo: “No, I can’t remember when it was, either. I’m guessing from the
fact that Neal doesn’t know, it was probably before he joined the
band. In which case there have been several rafts of changes! Firstly
Nick (our original guitarist) left, and we took the decision to go fully
live as a band. To do so, we tried to recruit enough members to be
able to reproduce live everything that had been previously been on
backing tape: Chris moved from bass on to guitar, and we were joined
by Neal on keyboards, Tori (of Rome Burns fame) on bass and Don on
drums (later replaced by Tina). This seemed to work well at the time,
but a six-piece band is somewhat unwieldy, six lots of opinions, six
lots of other people’s commitments to work around etc. So when Tori
and Tina decided to leave towards the end of 2008, we then decided to
strip things down a bit. This has necessitated a re-working of quite a
lot of the songs, and meant that there are some we can’t even play live
any more because there aren’t enough of us, but on the whole it works
well. Instrumentally, we do a lot of swapping around these days –
Chris and Neal share the drumming duties, I play bass when I’m not
playing violin. We weren’t sure if it would work, but actually it’s a lot
of fun and it keeps us on our toes – plus I think it fits in really well
with the Post-Punk ethos, and it has given us a leaner, more
minimalist sound which we really like.”
Okay, album time, because there’s nothing I like more than
poking about the innards of what songs mean. Who then,
in ‘Being Alison’, is Alison? Does he know you’re singing
about him over a capriciously punky bounder. Does the
tension in the sound have any relevance to the story or
that a separate need?
Ed: “That’s an easy one. ‘Being Alison’ is about my own transvestite
tendencies and the original motivation behind them. Alison is an old
ex-girlfriend of mine who had a large impact on my life at the time.”
Neal: “”The tension in the sound”... It’s funny you said that. The day
we recorded that song, I took the afternoon out of the studio to bury
my dad, so I suppose the tension and intensity of that may have come
across in my musicianship, and may have affected the rest of the band

somewhat as well. I played drums and some of the guitar parts on that
one.”

Neal: “Jo used to play an organ part like that live when we were a six
piece but we *AHEM* ran out of time in the studio to record it.”

‘Circles’ – a nice switch in mood, gloomy doom galore, but
actually quite depressing too. If it in anyway reflects some
of your actual lifestyles, what are the good parts of being a
wage slave? There always something.

Jo: “And we ran out of people to play it when we do this one live! (I’m
needed on the bass for it now!)”

Ed: “The good part to being a wage slave is also one of its worst
parts, the ability to pay the rent and the stability of a regular wage.
Despite its allure, unless you are enthused and genuinely excited by
your career choice then you risk wasting you entire life in safety and
obscurity. It’s a difficult trap to break out of. I certainly haven’t
managed it yet.”
Neal: “You are only free once you have nothing left to lose.”
Jo: “Speaking as someone who recently gave up their job to run their
own business, I can attest that not working for ‘the man’ doesn’t
necessarily afford much freedom! (Or free time, at any rate…)”
‘Cool Ghoul Band’ – ah yes, the cool girl band. It’s always
odd, but refreshingly entertaining, how so many noir
bands do the whole garage stomp thing. Where does your
own interest in this come from as I don’t usually ask
bands that? The mooching, cool bass, the relentless
seedy drums, droopy guitar break, excitable lyrics, the
only thing missing is a curiously old-fashioned organ.

Ed: “It’s a song that is largely influenced by the Cramps. We still
have a wry sense of humour and there’s nothing more fun to perform
than a stomping rock and roll track, so we can’t help but write in that
style occasionally.”
Chris: “I’ve always had a love of the old rock’n’roll songs and the
attitude that goes with them. I think that Iggy and the Stooges and The
Cramps are definitely to blame for my rock’n’roll obsession.”
‘Promises’ – sensitive, soft, more pain. So what happened
here, who is easily duped? It’s only a little song, what
made you want that on?
Ed: “Promises was an unexpected late-comer to the ‘Sugar’ album,
written only a few weeks before we hit the studio. We were interested
in trying a few simpler tracks with a classic, unprocessed feel and
more natural vocal styles and ‘Promises’ seemed to fit the bill. The
song itself was deliberately kept fairly vague, but actually refers to the
difficult situation within the band before the most recent line-up
change.”
Neal: “Musically I was aiming at being Cure-like with this one, hence
the sadness, plus I wrote that bass line on a bass that belonged to

someone I knew who had recently died. I played the song to Ed and he
said he had words that were perfect for this.”
‘Kind Of Crazy’ – we’ve all met people like Emily, even
worked with them (he typed nervously). What specifically
meant this type of character merited the song treatment?
Ed: “I was determined to write a song about a certain person and the
original idea just expanded away from the original subject into this
song.”
‘Shutter’ is weirder than some of your stuff, a sideways
shunt, with dark energy trailing. How did this peculiarity
evolve?
Ed: “The original demo for this track was developed extremely
quickly and naturally by Chris and myself back when we shared a flat
together. It sat on the backburner for a while but pretty much wrote
itself when we came to record it in the studio. It’s one of the tracks on
the album that is heavily influenced by the dark side of the London
Hoxton scene and I think it’s a good pointer towards SBA’s new
direction.”
Chris: “For my part I think I just took a step back and tried to make
something that was reminiscent of some of the songs I’ve always liked
but never really been able to achieve with the Aircrew.”
‘Silence’- leisurely bleak – is just doomed romantic
notions or more behind it?
Ed: “Just somewhat cryptic doomed romantic notions :)”
‘Falling Down’ – What?!! Is this your folk roots showing
through?
Jo: “I think that was mostly my fault. ;-) Just a little jingly jangly
guitar riff that I came up with and it all grew from there. I’ve always

had a bit of a penchant for jingly jangly guitars (indie kid at heart).
It’s a nice song though, and it’s good to be able to show that we are
versatile!”
Neal: “It’s one of my favourites in the whole album. It reminds me of
Strawberry Switchblade and the Popinjays.”
Chris: “It’s ridiculously catchy too. Which is always a good thing in
my opinion.”
Ed: “From my own point of view, I like to experiment with different
writing/singing styles and I’ve always wanted to try out something
with a 1950’s feel to it. Combine this with the mental imagery of the
Gorillaz ‘El Manana’ video and a touch of The Waterboys and you’re
close to what I was trying for. Variety is the spice of life, and we like
to provide variety in our albums.”
‘Sugar’ – ooh, title track, which usually means something.
In this case weirdness and dangerous crudity over a
crashing, flailing sound. So, why?
Ed: “I’ve always skirted around offensive issues with innuendo and
double-meaning, I though it was time I wrote honestly about one of
the more negative aspects of love and obsession. I may also have been
listening to quite a lot of She Wants Revenge at the time too ;)”
‘So Sorry’ – okay, stalkerville turned mental. What inspired
that? Do you survey your audience and think there could
just be something that fucking weird out there?
Ed: “‘So Sorry’ is probably the most successful of the rock and roll
tracks on the album. Apart from being a great song to perform live
and get an audience moving, it combines my love of Nick Cave-style
murder narratives (something I’ve been intending to try for a while)
and the wonderful fast-paced storytelling style of bands such as A.
Human. I don’t literally think there are people like that in our
audiences, but you never really know until it’s too late, do you? :)”

‘Saharan Stars’ – lovely sound, as in a really lovely sound,
and a dead posey title. Or is it? Have you stood in the
Sahara and looked at the stars?

achieve, and I refuse to agree.”

Jo: “Yes, I have. There are a lot of them. It was a really lovely
experience.”

Neal: “I was feeling very, very melancholy when I wrote it. Then Ed
cried in the studio at the last minute......that wasn’t planned at all, pure
genius on his part.”

Neal: “Jo initially wrote this one on a bass and I decided to steal away
with the demo recording and have a go with just a distorted Hammond
because I felt it complemented the intention of the words. Then Chris
got the China Smash out and the whole sound fell together around the
words perfectly.”
Ed: “Yes, this was mostly Jo’s baby, although I think I may have come
up with the original chorus vocal melody…”
Jo: “As a song, it’s pretty straightforward and autobiographical.
Funnily enough, the very first version of this song featured an acoustic
guitar, played classical style. But I ditched that in favour of the bassand-drums demo that you worked from Neal, because it was, erm…
too folky. Perhaps I have hidden folk leanings that I was hitherto
unaware of?!”
Chris: “I just like the sound of the snare - best snare sound of the
year.”
‘What I Want’ – another lusty bellicose shaker, but who is
the ‘I’ wanting and laying down instructions?
Ed: “As with most of my songs, the ‘I’ is myself :) We live in a world
where far too many people are happy to tell you what you can’t

‘The Birthday Song’ – very pretty, very sad.

That’s quite the tone of the record in many ways despite
the leaner energy. Do you think it will be different next
time, based on what you’re writing now?
Jo: “I think it will be ‘even more’ next time. In the sense that we
started along a particular trajectory with this album, and the signs are
that we’re going to be taking that even further.”
Chris: “Yeah it definitely feels like we going to be taking this further
but who knows where we will end up. :)”
Ed: “Yes, we’re very much heading towards somewhat minimal,
darker and starker territory. Songs such as ‘Circles’ and ‘Shutter’ are
very much the main focus of our live act, along with a smattering of
lively angry material such as ‘So Sorry’.
“Saying that, we are currently experimenting with a few other styles
that look quite promising and you never quite know what new and
exciting influence may appear on your creative radar, so we’ll just
have to see where we evolve next.”
Neal: “I get the feeling the next one will be incredibly intense.”

www.myspace.com/screamingbansheeaircrew

We went to an outdoor event where exhibits in the grounds were themed on childrens’ stories. Now this
is Puss In Boots, but clearly all is not well.

Lynda is soon tampering
with the exhibit.

,,,all better!

SPASMODICS
HOOKERS FOR JESUS
Bristol Archive
Records
You’ll possibly recall we
delved into some former
Bristolian glories a few
months back, with a series
of releases on Bristol
Archive/Sugarshack, and
now Mike Darby has sent
me the latest exhumations.
Over the next two weeks
you will encounter perverse
post-punk weirdness and irascible indie inventiveness from The XCerts, Royal Assassins, Rita Lynch, The Numbers, The Long March,
Gardez Darkx and The Delegates.
Once the raw yowling vocals like a trance-induced Native American
ceremony segues into sounds the punkoid bass quality that blesses
‘Intro/Beautiful High’ really grabs you, as does the lush rhythmical
intensity, and while the website mentions Spacemen 3 and Loop it’s
also hard to keep those ogres Happy Mondays from your mind, but
that’s roughly where this recording resides, at the arse end of baggy
when chavs were first legitimised by middle class journos keen to
show they weren’t passed it, praising shite made by fucking imbeciles
like it was gold. Obviously some bands had merit, and Spasmodics are
as good as the equally worthy $KAW, although the Stonesy lunging
and Punkly rantiness make odd bedfellows. They take garage
sensibilities and wring it out through the remnants of the Acid era
which flashing drums and wah-wah excesses, but frequently they’re
damn good, this being a live recording as vicious as it is vivid.
‘Rite Of Exit’ rolls forwards with cyclical drums and pretty organ, as
the druggier wilderness of ‘All Good Children’ is all fetid atmosphere,
organ flecks and flickering percussion. ‘Hookers For Jesus’ is a bit of
a 60’s-infected storm, the linear rhythmical map lit by guitar torches
and messianic vocals. ‘Ayami’ is an extended rhythm piece, ‘Firewalk
With Me’ an organ serenade, ‘Come Around’ stews excitably in its
own juices, with sporadic vocals battling throbbing bass and whisked
drum patterns, and the tiniest of guitar infusions.
‘Dark Night Of My Soul’ has more desolate vocals with watchful,
skeletal bass and an attempted step up into power that is a bit like a
failing firework going sideways but the gloomier phase is quite
beautiful, but it dribbles on for too long and ends with some
‘American Pie’ nonsense. And after that ‘Kill The Past’ didn’t finish
the album off in style for me, being somewhat rambling, but overall
there’s enough noise here, stylishly unfurled to be of interest to people
who go for that early 90’s feel.
www.bristolarchiverecords.com/bands/Spasmodics.html

SPC ECO
3-D
Noiseplus Music
I was actually sent this by Collide (whose newie I review on Monday),
as they’d worked with Dean Garcia (for it is his project) during their
successful The Secret Meeting project, and it’s quite a weird postShoegaze indie/electronica hybrid. Alongside Dean you have Joey
Levenson providing some extra guitar, and a vocal mainstay in the
subtle gauziness of Rose Berlin. Together the extract the heat from
some essentially grumbly soundscapes and make them strangely
sweet, but never sickly. When a bright tingly guitar marks the
appearance of ‘For All Time’, with a reassuring bas beneath and some
big clumping drums, the addition of winsome vocals sets you up for a
cool, restful sound, in which the guitar burrows through hotly. It has a
gentle but nagging quality, with the guitar roughing things up

intermittently, and the vocals emerging from their own mist in a
winning manner. Interesting start.
‘Shine On Down’ is quite a humming bird rave of a thing, like Julee
Cruise blissed out in the clouds, casually deconstructing some early
Cocteaus. It keeps the inventive touches fairly modest, which serves
the overall cohesion, but the percussive chatter in ‘Telling You’ makes
for a good shift in emphasis, as does the fizzier guitar which takes
over from the inwardly collapsing vocal crooning. ‘See You Soon’
takes us sideways, the sound more complex but coalescing with a
deeper twang, and woozy elements, but the vocals assume steadfast
control. It constantly seems it may all fracture and fly off, like so
much space debris, and yet constant twinges and developments keep it
interesting.
‘Find It All’ is old school shoegaziness, but the vocals offer a melodic
hook on which it hangs and slowly rotates in all its supine flossiness
and that approach then peaks in the utterly gorgeous ‘Another Day.’
This has some sparse but tetchy guitar and swelling sounds behind a
special vocal chorus, the whole thing undulating as only a lush but
thorny contradiction can. Magical. ‘Special’ sounds like a bit of a
brainstorm inside a giant clock, with a rolling, pulsing rhythm and
some hazier vocal charm. ‘You’re Alright’ drifts along with nothing
special about it, but to be honest by now you’re used to this upfront
frilly, densely packed noise working like some weird background
music, as though your wallpaper a mind of its own, so you’re perfectly
content with it all.
‘Better That Way’ also swims that way like floating baggage, but with
‘Something Anything’ an edgier tone kicks off, and it roves around
with a vibrant swagger, cutting back into swisher surrounds from time
to time, although I have no idea what they’re on about. ‘Don’t Know
Ever’ closes proceedings fairly coyly, but again quite hypnotic, with
plenty of positively poltergeistic in the mix, where everything seems
calm but cannot fully mask seething innards.
There’s a couple of mixes of ‘Telling You’ and ‘Shine On Down’
before the adorable ‘Spotlight’ comes over all touching and these are
called bonus tracks which requires some form of logic I have yet to
acquire, because aren’t they simply tracks on the CD? I think they
should have ditched the mixes and stuck with the rest because it is a
consummate delight. You need to get comfortable with the sound, and
to settle into it, and then the attraction becomes ever clearer.
www.myspace.com/spceco

SPIDER’S WEB
Issue 13 £3
‘Zine for the Goth
hearted’ runs the cover
strap line and it
genuinely is. Having
moved from a smaller
sized black and white
zine up to this spruce
colour-coloured job,
Spider has done a really
good job.
It skips about and never
becomes boring. You’ll
be delighted to discover
the fascinating artist,
Nancy Farmer, but you
may also find useful
info, like details of an
optimistic club,
Pandora’s Box (Bristol). Goths are interviewed, with Nathalie
(Switzerland), Cath (Greece), model Beaiutiful Lunatic (UK),
photographer Simon (UK) and that’s my only criticism on this isue. Is
it about the person, is it about their Goth interest? I’d like to know
more about their local scene, rather than personal preferences, because
then we learn something. Cath had plenty of info to share, so it could
be a handy way to find out about developments.
There’s a nice selection of CD reviews, and plenty of band interviews,
with Imprint (UK), Jagged (UK), Verney 1826 (Germany), Luna
Obscura (Greece), Undercover Slut (France), Virrasztok (Hungary),
Dark Souls Day (Greece), Velvetseal (Hungary) and towards the end a
grunge band which stick out somewhat, Dharmata (UK). And the
questions are nicely fizzy – what’s the most exciting part of a
musician’s life, what’s more bearable – physical or mental pain? She
also opens her questions with cheerful bursts which will relax the
participant as well as making them thinking, ‘Oh gawd!’ such as,
‘How are you? How are you feeling inside and outside? Are your
dreams filled with old times? What’s the sparkle in your eyes and soul
these days?’ This approach singles hers out as unique.
Interestingly there’s also a detailed tourist’s guide to the darker side of
Glastonbury, with some filthy history. Is there an online presence for
Debra Rose? A photo of the ‘vicar being buggered by a dog’
sculpture?
It was great fun to read, and that means it’s a success.
www.myspace.com/spiderswebzine - contact by message for
ordering details.
www.nancyfarmer.net

Unspoken’ gilds its subdued nature with a weird, crisp narration from
none other than Graham Lewis who the booklet claims is singing, ‘I
Need not plan, I’ve got perry-tune-items’, which I thought was
peritonitis. A spine conjured from a soft double bass ‘Evaporate’
bubbles over thanks to the subtle luxury of Marie Claudine,
hangliding through heaven.
‘Loneliness Is A Crowded Room’ is some kind of holistic ambient
haze, sounds shifting like clouds in a studio Richard Sinclair from
Hatfield & The North is on there mumbling away but it’s an odd thing
which seems hidden behind a glazed screen. ‘Sleaze’ stars off pretty,
well pretty, all smoky barroom confidences, with David J at the helm,
but it soon gets leery, gassy and lyrically picturesque. ‘Plain Gold
Ring’ drips cold, despite the plump double bass, idling drums and lazy
sax, with Marie Claudine living the lyrical lie of the hazy little thing
called lurve.
‘Sound Generation’ is a funked-up instrumental really, but the odd
thing throughout the record is that even when there’s a solid dose of
electronics they make it sound organic. You really appreciate the
filmic sensibilities and fluid beauty. You’ll appreciate something else
in ‘Quietude’ with Winston Tong reading a translation of Baudelaire
over more sleepy, drifting sounds. ‘Snail’ takes a while to get going,
which might be a joke, or maybe they had trouble getting Peter
Christopherson (TG/Coil) started. It sounds like a small orchestra
dallying at some distance and was the only let down for me, although
it’s still attractive because of some lustrous brass. ‘Heaven’ takes us
out with more of the cool gliding, Marie Claudine skating across their
surface again, succulent sax and sedately stirring drums almost
effortlessly winding around like intricate ivy, the song stood stock still
yet festooned with feeling.
An album to confront then appease pretty much everybody.

STRANGE ATTRACTOR
METTLE
Big Blue Records/Music For Speakers
A glorious but peculiar record, this, featuring Van Hoorn of Legendary
Pink Dots and Van Kruysdijk of Sonar Lodge (who I’ll confess I have
never even heard) with a whole bunch of supporting friends/guests,
creating something roughly akin to a cooler, jazzier modern equivalent
of Portishead. That’s the easiest comparison, being hypnotic, arty
without massive pretence, and strangely involving.
‘Anything’ with its shadowy gait and furtive flute, with dusty, tangy
drums is very Portishead, and so utterly noir, especially when Marie
Claudine drapes herself over the song, because her elegant and demure
vocals are the thing which strike you strongest on this classy record,
other than the trance-like moods. ‘The Best Things Are Left

www.myspace.com/attractor
www.myspace.com/sonarlodge
www.myspace.com/thelegendarypinkdots
TENEBRARUM
WINTER
Own Label
I could listen to the violin of David Rivera and keyboards of Luis F.
Garcia all day long, as I suspect could you, but where would that get
us? Man cannot live on violin and piano alone, mark my words, and so
they inflict a fair amount of Metal trickery on our ears, which is where
things become harder for me. They’re leaders of the Goth hordes in
Colombia, having formed in 1990, but they also have a twinkly
appropriation of Metal drama too. The good thing is they’re not like

THANATEROS
LIBER LUX
New Crusade
European Goth Metal, there’s no operatic shrieking, and subtle
atmosphere remain the key, along with feisty tunes. The restful,
emotionally calming elements from their classical touches appeal
immensely, particularly given the chillier overtones, but when the
guitar riffs frisk about I am aghast at their impertinence. ‘One Step’
starts like Sherlock Holmes out on a stroll, then turns into Meatloaf on
an exercise bike, but amid the turbulence they have a taut melodic
gleam and the violin keeps bathing you with its charm.
‘Heartless’ pitches and tosses with well structured vocals and burly
drums bristling behind, the guitar almost modest alongside some solid
bass. A fast, frilly violin outbreak clearly takes the place of what
would ordinarily be an unnecessary guitar solo, so it’s an odd
experience. The glowering bass at the start of ‘Panzer Division’ is
lovely, abruptly swept aside by dizzying violin exploits, as gargled,
wrathful vocals do that demonic thing, yet a cute chorus emerges.
Strange contrasts, then. ‘My Relief’ is softer, the vocals pinioned
between some itchy guitar and sensitive keyboards, making for a
delightful moody slope to roll down. ‘Saving You’ mooches around in
a rock waddle, with some well seasoned aching melodrama, and
‘Winter’ maintains the gritty stance, the violin as angst-ridden as the
vocals. The other reason they’re more Goth and Metal is they way
they play with sounds, the bass/piano combination beginning ‘El
Despertar’ makes you sit up, startled. They vibrate, they hush things
up, then they march in flames.
‘Struggle In Me’ has some hoary guitar widdling, and jabbers as it
jabs, redeemed by final piano elegance. ‘This War Is Over’ seems a
little weary, but that’s also what it’s about, then the guitar darts over
fluttering drums. ‘Perverse’ is an instrumental but, characteristically,
finds them not doing the expected, in that you find them buzzing,
swerving and saucily seething at their most strident, a bit
Batmanesque if anything. ‘El Velo’ is evidently by someone called
Estadis Atyerados, and sounds initially like ‘Sad World’ by Tears For
Fears, but spins into see-sawing fun, before we finish with ‘One Step’
recorded live at the Alvaroz Festival in 2006, where the maudlin violin
sounds beautiful, the piano again its perfect companion, bringing us
full circle, as they bounce lustily.
An interesting band, and as it’s so varied and vibrant, sung in English,
and far from predictable, something for anyone with an interest in the
rocky side of Goth.
www.tenebrarumband.com
www.myspace.com/tenebrarumband

Before this year turned so mental I had planned to review this an age
ago, but as with some others chaos got in the way. It’s from the wrong
side of the Goth tracks, having a Metal tinge, but there’s a couple of
people involved many of you will be familiar with, and therefore it
seems more than likely you’ll be interested in both the style and the
content. It would therefore be remiss of me to delay reviewing any
longer.
‘Prologue (Book Of Light)” has that doomy, ponderous edge with the
suggestion from helmsman Ben Richter that we relax as we’re only
here to play the game of life, then guitar unrolls and chugs nimbly
through “Illumination” as Tobias Herzfeld springs into the mire with
fiddle blazing, turning cartwheels over Simon Rippin’s stocky drums.
While we’re mentioning names there’s also Daniel Lechner on
malleable bass, Maxe Raith, formerly of The Cascades, on tweaked,
tormenting guitar, and the pipes and whistle guru Pit Vinandy. With
themes of the parallel universe of magic and unharnessed powers,
turned slowly on a Celtic spit, you can probably imagine the thorny
Gothic/Metal crossover hybrid we have here to tremble before.
“Cairn (A Dying Age)” belts off, it’s urgency tempered by the fiddle’s
punctuation, but it sounds like a sore, throaty NFD alternative, where
the rhythm flutters at speed, and the direction is straight ahead with
little decorative dalliances or vocal pomposity. That said, this is
rockier than NFD, at its heart and soul, which is why it doesn’t really
touch me. I like the burbling bass during the tense “No More Pain”, as
I did the delicious strings of “Asatoma (Fragment 2008)”, but nonrockster Mick finds the rest a bit bemusing. “Emain Ablach” has more
wonderful bass presence (ah, Tony Pettitt!) and some neat lyrical
drama, making it the stand out track in many ways, while “All Those
Years” is simple bluster. “Morrigan” has too much gruff insistence on
show, before the milder vocals of Antje Dieckmann sneak in. “Ardour
Of Will” pulled me back in because it’s got a stampy immediacy and
they keep the song frisky throughout, apart from some otherworldly
vocal moment. “Fear A Bhata” is a swaying Celtic surger, like a well
slapped Pogues, with “Vanity” being the Gothiest burst, and that’s
fine. “A New Kaos Rising” is a fusion between Thrash and a reel,
pretty lively and skilfully arrangeed, before “Epilogue (Book Of Light
– Part II)” closes down gently and in keeping with the opener. Full
circle, job done.
It’s got a good feel to it, and if that’s your area I think you’ll like it.
The songs aren’t buried beneath anything, that’s the key here.
www.myspace.com/thanateros666

deserved, (even if Sid Vicious was a cretin), there’s some shuffling
drums and guitar tickling going on which makes it all pretty lively as
Joe chops away.
Jones tries to keep strident during ‘Stay Free’ although the fey
approach seems to work better on record and I bet he had his fingers
crossed when bellowing, ‘burn it fucking down’ or is just me who
thinks he looks like a choirboy allowed to stay up late? The song
unwinds to a lusty, spiralling, hazy close. Classic song.
There’s more muted onstage muttering before ‘Police & Thieves/
Blitzkrieg Bop’ but I can’t fathom it out. Big drums and juicy guitar
before Simenon’s clearance comes through to despoil a mike like a
seasick foghorn and the song clip clops along amiably until gradually
becoming glorious, taking on taut direction, some fantastic circling
guitar coming through with great impact and then the unexpected
Ramones moment!

THE CLASH
LIVE AT THE MUSIC MACHINE - DEC 19TH, 1978
Bootleg
So here’s a fine night worth remembering, when The Clash played the
Music Machine as a benefit for the Sid Vicious legal defence fund
after he was charged with murdering Nancy Spungen. They’d been
fine sets from Phil Rambow (with Mick Jones and Glen Matlock in his
band), The Innocents and Slits, then after some large red balloons
appeared and got bounced all over the crowd out came the clashy
ones.
As they plunge into and through ‘Complete Control’ it’s clear the
person bootlegging this is a about midway back and over the left as
we get more of the weedy Jones vocals than Strummer, but as
Strummer gargles and rambles away vocally there’s some sweet guitar
insinuating itself behind his vague angst which makes it ridiculously
charming. While it is never a fantastic recording with a band this
good, on this form, it doesn’t need to be. You can sense the Headon
power and his kicks ‘Tommy Gun’ along after Joe has been making
weird little yelps, and the drums push it more than the guitars might as
they can’t hear the brittle slashing although the fuzzy guitar run is also
very cute here.
‘Cheapskates’ just slides along, and the more sensitive arrangements
will never work brilliantly if they vocals don’t have clarity which is
what happens here, although you find yourself singing along like an
idiot regardless. A rickety, raucous ‘Jail Guitar Doors’ is peaky fun, as
is the jauntier ‘Drug Stabbing Time’ which becomes a bit of sound
soup, but the more openly bouncy ‘Clash City Rockers’ is a happily
garrulous mess, which works for it instead of against, and the hushed
vocals/drum bit is cool and t ends with billowing guitar, chomping
vocals and tumbling drums. Smart.
‘White Man In Hammersmith Palais’ scythes through and glides
across the air and the nature of the sound means you get a ghostly
Strummer well to the fore, although I think now it is right to ask why
he thought the British army only weighed fifteen hundred tons? That
seems a remarkably low estimate. I digress, because as befits one of
the greatest songs ever written even though you’re getting a mushed
up version here due to the basic nature of the recording it just does not
matter. A fidgety thing, with tiny guitar and sedate bass (at best) it
sounds brilliant. I can’t catch what Strummer says when leading into
‘Capitol Radio’, something about up the road, which of course it was.
Strummer as early sat nav, what a thoughtful chap he was! Idiotically
cheerful for The Clash, as a night of celebratory punk unity surely

Everyone’s clapping along to the start of ‘English Civil War’ which
finds Jones pretty debonair, as Strummer lunges around in a
minimalist fashion, with ‘Safe European Homes’ feverish froth.
‘What’s My Name’ slips on my copy early on, and drops out briefly
later, but otherwise remains a yammering bout of mini turmoil, the
recording also cuts briefly in a nicely stormy ‘London’s Burning’,
which can’t be helped. It’s better to have the songs included instead of
someone making a boot ignoring them due to problems with the
original recording although if someone had taken the time they could
have edited it down properly. ‘Garageland’ sounds good and grumpy,
‘Janie Jones’ canters along, and Strummer announces ‘the guitar hero
bit’ before ‘I’m So Bored With The USA’ which fizzes up and into
‘White Riot’ with Strummer burbling ‘rock n roll’ from time to time.
Sound-wise you can safely say 7.5 but it’s a fabulous gig, a brilliant
bootleg.
THE COMMON MEN
HEARSAY
Own Label
I like it when people make it easy for me. Their business card says,
‘Johnny Ramone plays Studio 54’, although it’s not really like that.
Their biog suggests, “an eccentric mix of punk rawness, dance
earnestness, gothic darkness and cathartic release. A nod to the early
years of the post-punk era….The Common Men also infuse elements
of art-rock, drama, and melodic thoughtfulness to their compositions,”
which is better. Imagine Comsat Angels, on speed, trying to pass

themselves off as Silver Convention? Yep, that’s an interesting band,
and there are touches of greatness all over this record, like Da Vinci
has been groping it.
When the record ends you notice there’s suddenly silence around you,
they’ve been so infernally busy, yet this is a trio, but it’s because
they’re a trio, of course. I may not have learned a great deal in my time
on your planet but I always recognise the magic of trios. It’s about
balance, about understanding, which means if they become gymnasts
they’ll have a very sensitive nature. Or wing walkers, on old bi-planes.
They could do that, no problem. They can do lots of things, and if
you’re into anything like A Spectre Is Haunting Europe or The
Exploding Boy you’ll be well up for this.
‘Nonplus’ then, the opener, with the guitar ringing steadily, the drums
just a gentle support, the bass positively wan and all is calm, all
balmy, pretty and oh, hang on, the shutters fall down on the singer’s
tongue and there’s angst aplenty: ‘Am I enjoying this? Yes, I’m
enjoying this,’ he snaps, splattering the wall with a sour slap, as the
song just moves away out of earshot like a mosquito with things on its
mind. ‘Pensive’ is a little, the drums gathering strength as the bass
goes for a speculative amble, and then they’re off, plunging around
like a frantic rock-dance mutant, brisk hi-hat tauter than a hat you
wore when pushed into the washing machine. It sounds like exercise
music for semaphore freaks, abruptly jerky but scintillatingly terse.
‘Intemperate Kind’ keeps that shuttle beat going, the darker guitar
inviting you closer, and the mood is more thoughtful and seemingly
content to be stuck right there, contemplating loneliness as the drums
roam like a gathering of ninjas. ‘The Heathen You Kiss’ gets the
guitar zigzagging alongside vocals as the spiky rhythm falters then
bustles, the little surges brightened by the guitar’s tugging aplomb.
‘Dance Little Girl’ is all sliding drums and another catchy guitar
flurry, the introductory notes followed by secondary flutters, and with
its winning simplicity it empties out, then jabs and does the angular
dementia thing, with jubilant insouciance, jittery flicks aplenty as their
bleak cup frotheth over. ‘Riot’ carries it right on, like a ducking,
diving relay team with an Olympian alt-funk ethos. ‘No-one gets out
alive,’ he sings, which is hardly the Olympic spirit! Imagine what a
Games that would lead to. It’s got its calm spaces but mainly it throbs
like an angry experience as they all shunt into one another and run in
ever-decreasing circles, trailing off, raw. ‘Dreams Of Disco’ is also a
very western form of spaghetti, in a cute tangle, with some scenic
sounds interrupting proceedings, which makes for a tingley change,
the guitar gruff then dreamy, the drums determinedly spinning you, the
bass the polite one. You get hooked into this easily as they elaborate in
a subtle fashion, tickling and fusing.
‘Signals’ is comparatively ungainly, having a bit of a grimace going
for it and although outright anger may direct it also weighs it down,
although the little staccato flourishes are cute. ‘Engines Of
Intervention’ is the gothiest item here with delightfully flowing guitar
creating an attractive tributary in the sweeping astonishment then they
go slightly astray with the weedy closer ‘In Absentia’, more exposed
and personal and moulting somewhat, their vibrancy replaced by
normality, although it takes us down completely, I guess.
There’s a very urgent, in your face quality to this record which I like
as much as the music. I think once the real nuances come through with
texture they’ll be pretty unstoppable.
www.myspace.com/thecommonmen

THE DIRGE CAROLERS
ORNITHRONOS
Triforium
It’s always refreshing when a Goth record comes along which has a
basic approach, and when it also has variety that keeps me a happy
little Mercer. The Dirge Carolers are nowhere near hi-tech status, and

they shift the topics from the personal to the fantastical, miring
everything nicely in resentful despondency and surreal storytelling and
the occasional shaky or shabby moment doesn’t deflect from the
overall satisfaction.
‘Walk Like Men’ operates first as an abrasive, with sonorous vocals
bleeding out, and a stiff, steady beat, then it sooths with splints from
keyboards and beckoning guitar, eerie lyrics stirred into the politely
fractious brew. ‘Breaking Apart’ starts messily in the percussive
department but the weird story wins through, as guitar earwigs scuttle
away to hide. The simple, intertwined beat makes sense as it stalks
along, the guitar eventually roughing up the sound, so it’s an odd slow
burner.
‘The Dunwich Horror’ has a gracious punk approach but inside a taut
Goth border, with more queasy imagery strolling through. ‘Hoof’
shows their most streamlined intricacy; a worrying tale wrapped up
with a chilly keyboard and mild, teasing bass behind an assured vocal
performance, and this sets their own benchmark as next album all
songs will need to be this good.
‘Chasing Dreams’ has an extra elegance, all very new wavey melodic
intentions and unruly vibrato, and a darker version of this arises in
‘Bosch’ complete with some brave sax, with certainly adds a different
touch, but maybe isn’t atmospheric enough.
The slower ‘Doubt’ is swamped in dreamy isolation, the mood a pastel
pustular compress, with punkier Goth angst riddling ‘Scars Of Love.’
‘You Scare Too Easily’ goes for a slinkier kink in the sound like an
inverted glam shadow, and adds further variety.
‘A Promise’ is an excuse for more impotent rage to have its day, the
lyrics circumspect while condemnatory, but ‘Want’ is a touch more
optimistic, and catchy with the constant keyboard action towards the
end working well as a septic sorbet of sound. The bellicose, sweetly
bleeping ‘Zombie Llama’ makes for a tumbling punky end which is
positively bizarre and gives you an impressive slaps around the chops.
Those who like their sounds immaculate and their atmospheres layered
might rear back, offended by its straightforward nature, but as it’s the
depth which should always appeal I think there’s plenty here for real
devotees of darkness.
www.dirgecarolers.com
www.myspace.com/thedirgecarolers

mark, the guitar re-doubling its efforts as the drums flash and it teems
to a sweet finish.
‘Dust’ is a bit skewed, emptier and jangly like early non-toss Blur, but
with a fulsome, dreamy chorus. ‘Show You Me’ remembers I’d
mentioned The Cure earlier and goes for a decent sprint through a
forest of lush sounds, and then it starts to change as the ghost tree of a
singer cast his gaze far and wide, encouraging them to haul up their
filthy petticoats and stagger through a curious chorus, in which bitter
bass catches the spotlight and there’s an unexpected brittle end. Then
they ravage the air with a seedy, undulating ‘What Else Is New’,
chunky guitars splintering, committed vocals preening its tatty
melodic intentions, and the whole thing is great fun, although fading
out is a disappointment. ‘Go Away’ sees us out with some gloomy
acoustic, but it remains highly listenable, with an elegant flow, some
companionable misery.
A magnificent record, like a sleeker Mega City 4 for the modern age,
and anyone who knows me realises that is a mighty accolade.

THE EXPLODING BOY
THE EXPLODING BOY
Ad Inexplorata
It’s funny how music can pull you through. If you’ve wondered why
things have gone a bit bitty and odd on this journal lately it’s because
there’s been some truly awful things happening in my family, and
things like that naturally affect your state of mind. I have retreated
into working on my archive books (four more will be announced this
week), but records like this, music like this, gradually pull you from
the quicksand. Thank God!
We’ll come to their new album ‘Afterglow’ in a couple of days but for
the time being this a record meriting a push into your face as it excites
on any level you could care for. Specifically, in a post-punk infusion of
emotive indie guitar it is everything that Light In Your Life weren’t.
Indie of that sloppily dated kind is covered in mould before the sounds
even reach your ears, while The Exploding Boy match anything you
have heard before, but inside that area of noise they then reveal their
own character and nuances. Here we find the six piece version of the
band, although the sound isn’t choked with any clamour for attention.
It is what serves the songs best that gets to breathe.
‘Dazed’ lopes into view with a confident bass stroll and some
decorous, gliding guitar. The vocals coast through the luxuriant, subtle
throb and modest but catchy melody. ‘Better Than Fine’ bursts
straight out of the traps with a refined guitar motif inextricably caught
in the hair often singer as they spin through the ashen landscape,
kicking up a storm. The fabulous ‘Shot Down’ then oscillates on the
spot with true class, the bass shining while bulging through the
simmering, rolling guitar, the vocals almost creating an inverse
euphoria, like a classic Cure song discovered in a ditch and kicked
until it stands and runs around. A zigzagging guitar underscores the
sprouting chorus, and as it plunges along the ringing guitar throttles
us at the close.
‘It’s Over’ is slower yet equally sturdy, still ludicrously catchy and
somehow setting up an enclosing atmosphere as you feel yourself at
the still centre of a song with a turbulent, nagging chorus. The
sorrowful surrounds of ‘Without Me’ conjure up reassessments of
friendships from the past, but while it keeps within settled boundaries
it’s still got its own quivering layers of sound whipping against your
ears. ‘Cold Things Starts To Burn’ is cooler, starting with a jaunty
strum over bracing drums, a devious guitar snaking off and around
with another lengthy and bracing chorus, stepping up to and over the

THE EXPLODING BOY
AFTERGLOW
Ad Inexplorata
Apparently trimmed down from their original six to just four members
– well, there is a recession on – we find our Swedish Post-Punk
melodic manglers at work again with a slightly warmer, more
orthodox tone to their work, but every bit as their eponymous
predecessor.
‘The Right Spot’ creeps cautiously in on a doleful synth and sullen
beat, but then glows indeed, quietly with shapely bass and glinting
guitar behind sharply inquiring vocals. The achey soft-focus turns the
music makes reminds me of following a road at night through a
windscreen, hypnotic and slightly eerie. ‘40 Days’ is sore and angular,
the rhythm shuffling and the increasing urgency from the singer
sending it coasting into a nervy chorus and you have prettiness
crawling out of the throttled guitar. It’s a blast, disguised under
cobwebs.
The bass strides confidently as ‘London’ wakes and shocks by being a
thoroughly conventional burst of bracing emotional resentment.
Another cool chorus too, which is a bizarre knack they have.
‘Heart Of Glass’ is starker but brightly polished, and not the Blondie
song in case you were wondering. It had a raged, buzzy guitar arching

upwards, and downcast troubled vocals. ‘See You’ provides an
acoustic turns of events, like an improved Oasis, in a short and sweet
lilting snapshot. ‘What You Want To’ is a slow burner with a sweet
overture and a weary circling undertow, guiding you through.
‘Intervention’ stays fairly low key but active, with ‘Desperados’ a
winsome, wriggling thing on a soft bed of bassy goodness. ‘Let The
Right One In’ gently pushes the same point home, with a breezy
insistence, while the delicate intrigue of ‘Explodera Mig’ is a finely
wrought instrumental which flutters softly away.

‘All The Weddings (Are The Same)’ is slower with elegant guitar
placing its pillow over the face of the protesting vocals during a sturdy
display. ‘Notes For The End’ ups the bassier push and the guitar is
seedier, vocals dominating the spacier feel as they sound darker and
harder, launching themselves into a tough chorus then streaming
seamlessly from it, then building to a tingly close. ‘Dancers In The
Dark’ is almost poppier, with someone smiling while someone is
biting them? I think that’s he says. It hasn’t got the subtlety of the
other tracks but it’s noisy and entertaining.

It’s a simpler album than before, and in a way quite mainstream, but
quality throughout, with subtle murkiness and strangely cohesive in
the lyrical insularity instead of being merely abstract like so many.
Added power wouldn’t have suited the melodic sensibilities, although
I’d have liked some fire there to accentuate the cooler highlights, but
you can’t have everything. They’re a fascinating band and clearly one
to follow.

‘We Are The Dead’ swings sweetly back into dark focus, and will
please any Xmal fans because it has that downcast, linear burnish,
albeit with some pretty flourishes, with ‘Say No’ changing the mood
into a mellow, sentimental arc of triumphal sorrow, or that’s how it
feels. With another nod to the past ‘Sleepwalker’ doesn’t start off a
million footpaths removed from a Cure-ish forest and then becomes a
more orderly, restless Goth spirit with an chintzy, stampy end.

www.myspace.com/theexplodingboyse

Someone either has a problem shaving or the razorblades in ‘Goodbye
Tomorrow’ herald suicidal thoughts in the winsomely gloomy song
which does rather dwindle away into nothing but cannot undermine
what is a fantastic album. They’ve got the songs, the feeling, the edge
and the artistry. Gorgeous stuff.
www.myspace.com/theghosteffect
www.myspace.com/radioeffectradiospace

THE HATED REIGN
FROM BEYOND THE SAVAGE SHORE
PROMO
One chap, a stalwart drum machine, and a line of instruments waiting
to be manhandled, that man being Matthew Syberberg, and all
emerging far more Goth than it is Industrial.

THE GHOST EFFECT
LIFE IS NO CABARET
Own Label
They haven’t found a label so they’re making this available
themselves and it’s the sort of aggressively, itchily exciting noir record
anyone should be proud to clasp to their bosom, while busily knocking
the grasping hands lf envious friends away. Yes, it’s glorious. ‘My
Black Regrets’ is brightly encouraging to begin with, Evil Moon’s
guitar ascending, Herr Adler’s bass and drumming (allegedly courtesy
of Arnolfo degli Arnolfo) firmly rooted, then the woe-drenched singer
voices her concerns before they all tumble into a dizzy chorus which
will have you delirious. Turin’s finest shroud.
Equally ripe and spooky vocals ripple through the gothy ‘The Dark
Side’, which is turned upside by male vocals, prickly keyboards and
angry, distended guitar, like early Banshees trapped in a box.
Although Lady Ghost’s English is superb I didn’t catch all of the
lyrics in a steadfastly seeping ‘The Ghost Parade’ which was a shame
because there are great words at play here, matching the melodic ideas
and bracing atmosphere.
‘Not Like You’ is up and stalking around from the off, with some
twinkly synth beneath, an intoxicating flow and another killer chorus.

‘I Can See Her’ sounds a right mess at first, as though the patient
build up simply isn’t a natural style for him, the simmering rhythm
clashing uncomfortably with the placid guitar, and the vocals almost
unbalancing it. The bass glues it together, and the air remains agitated
in an interesting way, but there’s something not right. I suspect it’s the
spindly guitar. ‘Sometimes’ is starker, with the aloof vocals and steady
drum machine linear deportment, into which some Bladerunner
samples are squeezed, a bit dour. The added uplift of a bouncier
rhythm and shinier synth makes ‘Surrender’ a happier experience, as
having some movement always broadens out the rigidity a solo
performer can be restrained by. Vocally we also have a bit of an
unyielding sound here so it’s important the music can bounce off, or
show immediate contrast to this, and the strangely shifting ‘Heat (99
Degrees)’ does this on two counts. The overall contours are different
again, but so is the vocal character, retreating into the burning sound,
allowing the musical ideas to stand out, and that’s what makes it stir
impressively, sounding less forced, more naturally flowing.
‘Savage Shore (Part 1)’ is a bit like an absent-minded early Bauhaus,
with a mildly severe vocal poise, but the pattering rhythm is too
infectious to allow darkness full sway, then it all falls a bit flat with
‘No Silence.’ This is a small, scooped out entity, yet quietly
ambitious, given its scenic sweep, everything modest but busy. The
fact it doesn’t quite work exacerbates whatever is making it dribble
along and falter, hastening its demise, but it’s the fact it’s noticeable
that it hasn’t worked which makes you realise it could have done. With
me so far? One person trying to keep something sounding more like a
band rather than a solo composer creating soundscapes is an awkward
thing, but he isn’t far off.
‘Dance (Into Your Design)’ is like a gothy, rhythmic cousin of The
Fall, which is weird, and again he’s inching closer to locking
something down tight, but it’s still a bundle of intriguing strands at
this stage. Lovely bass and guitar sounds, a good atmosphere, and

vocal presence. ‘And Roses
Grow’ is a little dry and
uneventful but it maintains a
dignified tone well and adds
another little variant in there.
‘Savage Shore (Part 2)’ darts
around a little more than earlier,
and again we’re wreathed in
classic early Goth surround
sound, slumped and studious,
with a classy backbeat. Just to
annoy you further I was relieved
that ‘No Flesh’ started off on a no-nonsense goff direction, but the
vocals are hanging off the guitar’s handlebars and get sadly
diminished to the point where I didn’t have a clue what it was about.
So it’s an laudably brave record which often sounds like it’s suffered
in the production stakes, which can’t be avoided, and what holds him
back is the balance of the music and vocals, and how much vocally he
is prepared to push through, because too much might not be in his best
interests. Once he’s confident enough in achieving that balance I hope
he drops the samples, because they’re always decoration and often a
distraction - I can’t think of a band who needs them, unless replacing
vocals on a track completely – as his music is pretty much there, full
of good ideas, and he’s certainly not afraid to try things.
The next one should be fascinating.
www.myspace.com/thehatedreign

THE HOUSE OF USHER
Angst
Equinoxe
Anus? What sort of title is that, I wondered, and what would have led
to such a choice, but that’s modern fonts for you, especially when
folded on a small insert in a promo sleeve. Oh, Angst! Now I get it. I
haven’t had time to study the lyrics, there being no booklet, but this
revolves around a serious attempt to get inside the notion of angst and
apparently there’s a union between words and pictures which I can’t
hope to unravel. Something at the centre of this project is ‘existential
anxiety of modern man’ so it’s a broad and shabby canvas, with
specific, intricate designs. It will look good in your house.
The thing you can rely on with THOU is immaculate arrangements,
and heady traditional Goth sound, which is instantly awoken by the
mellifluous ‘Invocation’ as our protagonist claims to have emerged
from the Valley Of Death, admitting to be bruised, which counts as a
bit of a result I guess? The songs lopes along with steady drum action,
allowing the guitar a steady surface over which to skim and
occasionally tickle; a sensitive but resolute sound. A shapely bass
stands guard over wilting feedback as the fractious ‘Move Over Kate’
mopes and moulders, the drums slicker and angry, the vocals caught in
a cycle of confusion, the guitar reduced to the naughty step, then
whoosh, into the embers of ‘Deep Inside My Heart’ we wade, a classic
Goth labour, weighed down with emotional striving, the guitar
weaving heroically through claustrophobic rhythmical propulsion.
‘For My Vengeance’ is a dreamy plea buoyed by pent up drums and
satin guitar, while the charming ‘Friendly Fire’ wanders numbly, with
some dazzling female vocals bursting through, then ‘I Wanna Know’
spreads its wings and hovers like the very best early Cult fare, a basic
chorus gracefully easing its way out from between tousled guitar, and
vocals finally loom stage centre. Taut guitar returns to edge him
sideways, the drums set into thud mode and they storm on the spot.
Verrily, the spirit walks tonight.
Scuttling, rattling drums and casual vocal strength kick ‘Wild Flower’
along and we’re still locked into some early 80’s attitudinal Gawf
splendour, dramatic flourishes welded to sleek energy and slipping
away through a folky, smoky exit. The weirdly shaky ‘Down Below’
then continues with a wobbly historical delivery, and it’s an odd,

pretty little thing. Fuzzy, burrowing guitar signals that ‘Faith For The
Faithless’ is back onto sharper agitation, the vocals wailing and
railing, although it keeps everything close and hotly moody.
‘You’re The Fire I’m The Ashes’ is unusually cheery considering the
title, with some scampering guitar delight and swift drums, ‘Take My
Hand’ builds us up for a big finish with one of those imploring mixes
of bluster and a vague sense of determination, as we are all asked to
take his hand over and over, then we drift into the quite start of ‘To
Whatever End’ which works its way up slowly, without ever
exploding, and we’re gently expelled from the album.
You would wrong to expect any ferocious activity from THOU as it’s
always seriously considered and immaculately crafted, so each song is
drenched in concern and atmosphere, which is what we want anyway.
As usual, Jorg delivers, like a Goth postman with a sense of honour.
First class.
www.the-house-of-usher.de
www.myspace.com/radiocornwall

floaty beauty to offset the direct nature of it all. ‘Cross Of Hope’
allows willowy bass to guide us through the spooky wisps and whirls
of a fluid linear tune, with some precise vocal drama. Moving towards
a determined slump.
‘Nowhere’ has a gigantic heart and jabs judiciously, silvery guitar
sliding down the ashen bass as strident vocals cast out imposing
statements, like a crazed captain lashed to the masthead. ‘Out Of The
Sky’ is an average maudlin flatliner which, along with ‘Seconds’,
betrays the old Cure influence, but does the simple stroll with a greyer
visage. These songs present a level midway point on the album as the
grumpy ‘Cry’ slowly lifts off like as constipated helicopter, the burly
bass and punishing drum emphasis driving the vocals forwards while
the whirling guitar takes up the rear, all brilliantly tough, well sculpted
and effectively aimed.
‘Prison Of Dreams’ does a frisky gawf-dance cascade and keeps
everything so busy it works well, ‘No Resistance’ is almost sedentary
but has a strange catchy quality to its doldrums, ‘Rebekka’ offers
tremulous sincerity and then ‘Walking To The Edge’ appears.
Strangely grief-stricken it seems to dwindle away but in true Goth
style the repeated phrase of resignation and woe, ‘I don’t need this
anymore’ becomes bitter and fiercely resistant. Rickety drums crash
in, the bass stirs, and the guitar pirouettes off on elastic, constantly
ranged around the maddened singer who now ‘won’t take this
anymore.’ And it pulls up.
The first half is fabulous, the second half enjoyable although less
demanding, and overall a truly excellent record.
www.myspace.com/thelastcryuk
THE LONG MARCH
CUNFUOCO
Bristol Archive Records

THE LAST CRY
WALKING TO THE EDGE
ADayLikeToday
Goth has an integral dignity, which explains why so many old codgers
can be involved, coming back a d just carrying on like it’s all perfectly
natural. Naturally, I doubt The Last Cry wish to be called old codgers
(I would call them young men from my venerable perch!) but in
comparative terms these are Goth Veterans. Goth also has as much to
do with the mind as the heart, so the older you get the more you have
to offer in artistic terms. Unless you’re senile, and that would be a bit
weird. (Give it another twenty years before the Dementorock
movement takes off, forever weakened by bands forgetting to honour
live commitments.)
In the opening ‘Devastate’ they stick to rigid principles of a stark
atmosphere, agonised vocal observations and some subdued but
muscular sounds, giving off sparks in a stately fashion, doused in
pain. ‘Punishment’ skips precociously among the barbed wire of the
rolling guitar and clipped rhythm track, with clear and classy vocals
which nip craftily into a mellow annex for some relevant introspection
and off they go for a brisk burst to the finish, strangely joyous.
‘Haunting Me’ does the jaunty throbby thing, bringing in a third
sound, with more guitar wrangling, lighter but insistent vocals, and a

William Waine (bass/vocals) seems the mainstay, having seen Dave
Cullum (Rhythm Puppet) on guitar and even Mike Darby himself on
vocals fall by the wayside, before David Simpson on guitar and the
percussively powered Shane Leonard cemented the lineup,
occasionally enlivened by string players Justine and Kate Dobbins,
although it all occurred between 1986 and 1988 so it may have veered
around for all I know. William now sings and swings with Dynamos
Rhythm Aces. Snotty punk Dave suggests, “If, when you’re listening
to these old tunes, you don’t like them, you can still fuck off!” Well
said, that man.
‘When Reason Sleeps’ makes a fabulous impact immediately with
keenly explorative vocals pushing through a lean but busy indie song,
with muscular drums, and gently detonating guitar, it’s all very
melodic, all very spirited. ‘Drowning’ pitches along with tumultuous
despair through throttled guitar and wild vocal curves, like a darker
version of Hurrah! ‘Weakness’ finds the drums escalate, the vocals
drift away as a guitar vibrates cautiously and strings introduce more
discretion. Whistles, percussion and drums buffet storytelling vocals
in the cute ‘Black Friday’ which makes for an unusual approach, so
they were inventive characters. The pattering drums, tight strings and
constant vocal presence throughout ‘Themes For Dance’ seems like a
bit of a mess when the melody could have been more all-embracing.
‘Risk’ is just as jumbled, with skittish strings poking against tumbling
drums and feverish, bright vocals swooping madly, with plenty of
gnashing energy evident, so regardless of their odd approach they
carry you with them.
‘Heaven And Hell’ didn’t do much for me, as it surged along but the
twirly twang of ‘My Six Miracles’ is more involving, despite the jolly
guitar and tremulous vocals failing to explain what the six miracles
actually were, which annoyed me. ‘Pride And Joy’ is simple agonised
indie, with the more rhythmically pointy ‘Laugh Until You Cry’ doing
the jostling pop thing. ‘Arena Days’ is pale but well propelled, then a

live version of ‘I Am Your Ghost’ from the 1988 Ashton Court
Festival maybe hints at what the website throws up, about the band
loving punk and classical, because the terse delivery and sudden string
moodiness creates an interesting collision. ‘Infantry’ drifts off on
sorrowful strains, emoting quietly with some muted samples, before
rough guitar goes off on some poisoned wrangling.
An odd indie band then, full of strange, winning elements. I don’t
think I’d have followed them avidly at the time had I known about
them, but they certainly had something.

‘How To Recognise Angels’ is just a short distraction then we’re into
the romping folkery of ‘Pearlescence’ which has a sweet subdued
finish. ‘Clarity In Darkness’ ties the ungodly bundle up with some
glittering threads, from a gorgeous and lengthy initial phase of stolid
grace, to a more graceful exit incline still, at least I think it does. My
copy stuck at that point, but it’s an intriguing record, albeit a bit too
prog-woozy in places for me to grasp the nettle.
www.myspace.com/theresonanceassociation

www.bristolarchiverecords.com

THE RESONANCE ASSOCIATION
CLARITY IN DARKNESS
Mrs Vee Recordings
They’re back again, the DD brotherhood of two, Daniel (Vincent) and
Dominic (Hemy), with more of a noise catalogue for you to pick from,
and it proves to be quite a challenging selection. ‘Dangerous
Fantasist’ is quite the gutsy post-punk post-punk firmament and but
for the guitar frag grenade dispersement of impact and the waywardly
weird synth contributions this would rival anything Big Black did,
which shows what a pummelling they can give your unworthy ears.
And lo, the scene doth shift again, widening, and they have calmed the
maelstrom.
In ‘Medal Of Dishonour’ we encounter subterranean ambient that
goes from the darkest rumblings to some disturbed lightness. ‘Magick
Is The Science’ is a majestic wilderness with pulsating psychedelic
rhythmical intentions but slows to a historical passage, like Lawrence
Of Arabia leading a hippy invasion. The modern flow and heat reestablishes control and a mighty fury is awakened, then fades out
again which confuses me. Why not build, and build and explode
instead of wandering off? If you’re reading an exciting novel it never
lapses into shy poetry, but these chaps avoid any climax. Maybe it’s a
religious thing?
After these imposing areas we get to loll gently with ‘Heart Of Chaos’
which introduces vocals, of a sort, and there’s some grimly beautiful
guitar to appreciate, which is interesting enough, but then a wild bass
turbulence heralds an eruption of joyous debauchery, like the Soup
Dragons being burned at the stake. Again it all bleeds away, like a
computer dying, to a sparse, speculative phase, with some sustained,
relaxing loveliness. The close feels longwinded to me, but then I’m an
impatient bastard, while they probably like Pink Floyd.

THE SILENCE KIT
A STRANGE LABOR
Aztecare
Indie with Post-Punk sensibilities naturally suggest a keen intelligence
with no chance of pudding basin haircuts and Sixties obsessions. Such
is the case with Pennsylvania’s The Silence Kit, who are somewhere in
that dream chamber that Adrian Borland insisted be constructed in his
will and which sympathetic scientists brought to fruition.
It’s a curiously slender balance which keeps ‘Two Halves’ in motion
mentally, the drums organic and close up to everything else, the light
vocals wending their way through that basic power and the brightly
insinuated guitar which returns with a recurring, pretty motif. ‘A New
Disappointment’ is a touch rougher but also has a beautiful chorus
which managed to be almost covered with melodic overspill
throughout, the modest numbskulls. The vocals burst out like a
wiggling leg through curtains, the music lurking further back, peeping
over his shoulders during the luminous ‘Reassurement’ where they
channel Joy Division easily, with some outright disgust and rejection.
‘Eight Years’ crackles slowly into life, a flame-grilled rumpus with
eager guitar and all-knowing, superior singing with a circumspect
drama in the arrangement. It snaps shut and ‘Am I Missing
Something?’ is off and running, albeit in a relaxed manner with a
succulent Cure influence caught in the pleasant tumult, although
things are more naturalistic than Granny Smith, more basic, the guitar
cajoling, the vocals deploring. ‘And If I Ever See You Again’ is
similar but more troubled, trembly and touching. ‘Dry Summer’ seems
a bit bland, even though it is nicely soppy, droopy vocals and dripping
guitar united, then the vicious little ‘Linguist’ bustles along sharply,
stampy and hot, a fissure in their psyche opening up.
‘You Can’t Be Serious’ is thicker and slicker, and gloomier, as more
variety comes out of their casually shrouded sound, which shows how
much depth they actually have as nothing which seems so easy ever is.

‘Geometric’ frays angrily, rawly, ‘Missing The Point’ sighs warmly,
harmlessly, and ‘But This Remains’ shuffles off sleepily, and wait
long enough for the hidden song to creepily, sleepily end a very smart,
diligently noisy record that has nice lows and modest highs, as though
situated between The Arid Sea and Bell Hollow (R.I.P.), so if that’s
your thing you’ll be delighted. A dignity buffeted and remote
reproach. We can all identify with that.
www.myspace.com/thesilencekit

pulsing, the sax squealing, Kirk shredding oxygen as the rhythm
lurches, and Widow Brandon does his finest Dr Syn impersonation, as
the Scarecrow rides again.
‘Omen Of The Times’ is softer, with wonderfully chiming guitar
around the piquant melodic twister. The sly insinuations of ‘The
Incinerator’ are probably familiar to many, a fluttering bastard of a
song, it seems light, and precociously empty, as the guitar stays low as
a drizzle, with the sax a haughty ghost, but it keeps bustling and
scratching along, whereupon they bounce into the awesome ‘Nero’,
probably my favourite 12” single of all time, a bit like having an open
razor dragged down your privates. Kirk’s extended notes assault your
sinuses as the bass walks saucily, and the sax undermines the
foundations.
‘Americanos’ is a bit wobbly, as the old twangy guitar and jaunty
campfire songs and conspiracy theories mesh behind the shrieking
Kirk. From west to ‘Eastworld’ they spin, although as we enter a
rheumatic Cossack spell it also sounds like Kirk is singing about
Eastbourne, which isn’t quite so striking. ‘The Black Madonna’ works
better with a truncated Burundi push, scalded vocals dripping over the
shifting groundswell, with ‘Solution’ close to the fluid style Spear
adopted, more all-embracing and cohesive, without the brittle
highlights, closing an intriguing album which anybody familiar with
more obvious releases would be a bit mental to miss out on.
The sound of a rickety rope bridge across an Indiana Jones style pit of
Hell.
www.kirkbrandon.com

THEATRE OF HATE
ARIA OF THE DEVIL
Snapper: Original Masters
Always a band a step ahead and a step to one side Theatre Of Hate
were never a real favourite of the critics, because they weren’t
remotely trendy and looking back nothing disfigured the music press
more than a need for the superfluous, constantly overriding the search
for anything genuinely haunting.
Moving on from the molten punk fury of The Pack, Theatre Of Hate
had the mischievously stocky drums of Luke Rendle, and bare sax of
John Boy alongside the loose guitar of none other than Billy Duffy
and the sullen but fruity bass of Stan Stammers, with the corrupted
cherub Kirk Brandon blaring over it all, frightening the horses. They
released just the one official studio album in ‘Westworld’, alongside
the vicarious ‘He Who Dares Wins (Live At The Warehouse Leeds)’
collection, and some classic singles, before eventually Kirk slid off
into the more mature Spear Of Destiny. Ah, and what singles!
‘Original Sin’, ‘Rebel Without A Brain’, ‘Nero’, ‘Do You Believe In
The Westworld?’, ‘The Hop’ and ‘Eastworld’
Further recordings have emerged of course, with a whole series of live
and demo selections (‘Acts’ 1 – V) but it is this release which finally
came out in 1998 that bears most examination because this would, in
theory, have been the second album and it sounds like something
you’d expect to hear now, a cross between morose Post-Punk and
enchanting ambient sensibilities.
I doubt there has ever been a band capable of reaching such ferocious
primal lunges who also included such wispy delicacies, so it’s no
surprise to encounter ‘Ovature’ for a beginning, like some
orchestrally-inclined jazz hybrid, plaintive and desolate, leading into
the lilting, loping ‘Aria Of The Devil’ with its dusty swells and
doldrums, a song walking bow-legged into the sunset, with a spacey
end. ‘Dreams Of The Poppy’ comes out of a feral landscape, the bass

THIS WINDOW
CASSETTE CULTURE 1989 - 2009-11-20
m4tr
Like father like son, he triumphantly assessed. Peter Bright, the This
Window fulcrum, passes the power to his son Jake to remix! There’s
trust for you! Of course if it gets screwed up Peter gets the chance to
sneer, ‘kids today!’ with added authority.
Some of this has been out before, with four tracks from the limited
edition ‘Morgue Studio demos’ and the ‘Extraction’ compilation now
re-presented as four entities, with a final splice to end the album, all of
which shows Jake certainly doesn’t bugger anything up but must have
the surgeon’s touch. ‘You Have The Power’ is a chunky post-punk
moodswinger with a sturdy rhythm base, and gliding, sturdy guitar.

‘Highest Mountain’ could be am emaciated Dee-lite going ambient in
a submarine, ‘Avocets’ slips by mysterious and catchy, and ‘Is It A
Dream?’ keeps the fleeting abstract veil in place. ‘Extract’ is an
eleven minute holistic slice of sound from a show beamed into an art
gallery event in Regensburg in 2007, man and nature spiralling
together.
‘Extraction Part 1’ through to ‘Extraction Part 4’ works out as about
thirty five minutes from the ‘Extraction’ album, with everything from
scuzzy guitar doldrums, to foul-mouthed American opinion, displaced
operatics, Industrial rumblings, orchestral fritters, world musicish
musings and waverings, rhythmic sibilance. ‘Hungry Children’ is a
weird disquieting flutter, then the gloriously swaggering ‘Where Is My
Jesus?’ is real style because this is as good a post-punk slinky noir
standout as you’ll find, which then ends up as ‘Jig-Saw Man’, a
mutant punk fumble.
If you like your music unpredictable but weighty this is for you.
www.m4tr.co.uk
www.myspace.com/thiswindow

TORPEDOES
JESUS PHOBIA
Mouthy666
I assume this represents a breezy taster for anew album coming soon?
They’re one of our cooler dark indie bands, with their flair for twisting
grunge sensibilities into a post-punk zestgeist, and they do so again
here on these two songs.
‘Jesusphobia’ kicks in immediately with some delightfully scuzzy
guitar, and the brisk chomping march forwards with strict, dour vocals
as they bemoan the modern world, because some bands simply aren’t
content to sit back and write about their favourite knitting patterns.
They do a lot of woaooooaaahhh rollercoasting as the drums thump
merrily, and there’s a lovely drop down to drums and glammy guitar
posturing over some sharp feedback. Classy! ‘Suicide Lullaby’ is a
moody bit of punky noise with a shouty chorus, and the singer sings
the word baby a lot, with no sense of shame whatsoever.
Bring on the album – we could all do with some noisy fun.
www.myspace.com/torpedoesband
TIN OMEN
PROMO
Own Label
For a band claiming Industrial allegiances, this Wolverhampton band
seem mainly rocky, but never in a dreary way,
‘Clamp’ offers a frizzy guitar concoction over intentionally grim bass
and a the vocals bob through the rhythmic slurry, and it bucks sturdily
to the end, like a hard-nosed version of Abigail’s Mercy. ‘Outlandish’
is sweeter and has some stunning bass percolating cutely in a song
which is catchy in a gracious style, refusing to ram anything out in a
thumpy fashion, which is a good move. ‘Angel’ is slower, effortlessly
charming, and the most impressive track here by far, full of steely,
dignified drama and some magnificent singing. ‘Day Of The Lords’
slowly unwinds then charges off, sparks flying, with the bass tugging
at you as it goes about its relentless business.
Yep, impressive stuff and one of their mates on myspace is the DJ
called Wild Bill Buttock. Made me laugh.
www.tinomen.net
www.myspace.com/tinomenevilmojorecordings

TOT LICHT
IN FEAR OF THE LIGHT
Own Label
Blimey, it ‘s like feral Goth! We’re all well used to Goth duos, male
and female with the male buried in synth work and occasional guitar,
while female vocals waft artistically. Here it’s reversed, where
LoverMorkt busies herself, and Lou Roumble Lowson commits
sensitive vocal hari kiri. They will test you, thoroughly, so be of stout
heart.
‘Forever Oblio’ has a temperature, the triumphal synth swimming
before Lou’s staring eyes, and it’s like a crazed, pushy chanty
throwback to the very earliest Goth form. Raw, that’s what it is, then
the vocals take a seat and ruminate bleakly through the rickety drums
and spooky airborne synth during ‘Black Salvation.’ People who like
their Goth ultra-tuneful probably won’t like this at all, because it’s
basic and in your face, stark and in its own way minimalist, the vocals
almost impetuous and ranting. I find it fascinating as you don’t often
get this.
It’s a squidgy intro with a pattering beat for ‘The Evil’ as Lou spins
on his own pointy heels and it slumps to a desolate and puny bass,

before female vocals guide us into the prickly ‘Ario’, before Lou rants
like an aggressive priest and this aggression seems important to their
work, rough and positively bruising. ‘Other Planet’ finds them
assuming quite a grand scenic picture around the harsh vocals, the
beat drawn tighter, the synth furtively mooching out through
conventional shapes, and there they stand, bristling in a weirdly
attractive manner.
‘Claustrophobia’ is a maddening cacophony which is very dramatic,
and their quixotic approach to ‘The Rain’, first part rumbling
hypnotically, then introducing storm sounds over a simple tone, is as
charming as it is pretty odd. ‘Transilvania’ again introduces a simple
drama, the female vocals reaching out towards us, bidding us
welcome, through a doomy ambient doorway. ‘Living In My Reason’
is like a distraught punky cousin of Bauhaus put to lo-fi Goth plinking
and stumbling to a queasy close.
‘Dead Line’ finds the male vocals steady, the female sighing saucily
like Mona from KaS Product,which is interesting, creating a
compulsive gliding noise. ‘Black Forest’ is another seemingly
shambolic vocal exercise over slithering sound and pretty over the top,
but the more you hear it the more sense it actually makes. ‘Routine By
The Heart’ then ends succinctly, bizarrelt and seriously mysterious.
To some it would appear too empty, too messy but it’s the very lack of
anything formulaic which not only brings it to crude life, but makes it
a testing experience, and one you get more from each time you subject
yourself to it. Brash brave fun, in a very dark way.
www.myspace.com/totlicht

landscape where you know it isn’t safe. ‘La Geste Galante de Sire
Lothar’ is a positive troubadouring delight, a sweet melody swinging
in the country air, with ‘La Soeur du Duic d’Aquitaine’ dignified
musically but giving off a slightly demented air overall. ‘Cheval
Pyromane’ shudders some, the air rippling again around a demure
guitar and conspiratorial vocals. It’s a very weird approach but it
certainly works for him.
‘La Féte des Lépreux’ is weird, like ill-tempered ambient, with ‘Les
Batelurs’ as pretty as anything you could imagine, musically, the
vocals warbling like a wayward swoon. ‘Maudit Sois Tu’ jangles on a
rusting guitar as the storm clouds gather, creating a different mood,
with clomping percussion and darting vocal dementia, ‘Les Laudes
Désolées’ goes for an urgent, chiming incline, ‘Les Esclaves’ lulls us
with some easy charm, ‘Jugement d’un Lettré Mallaisaint’ creeps
about as a menacing tone encroaches, freakish horns poke a rickety
‘La Vieillarde Abandonnée’ in the ribs, then ‘Sycophantes!’ sounds
like it’s recorded in a birdhouse come madhouse.
I think what Trublion 23 do is very distinctive and really quire
strange, as though we’re halfway between a record and a play or film.
It’s wholly absorbing and at the same time off-putting at times, with
the music magically pulling you back each time the mood gets weird.

TRUBLION 23
CHEVAL PYROMANE / UNE FIÈVRE AQUATIQUE
La Cluricaun
You can’t keep a good madman down and here we are again, this time
with a gorgeous digipack, caught in a historical ghostworld. Through
both ‘Petite Fleur d’Automme’ and ‘Ecoute Les Clochettes’ the sound
itself flickers, and vocals gabble and stream over muted acoustic
strains, creating an agitated soundscape,
‘Les Armées Mortes’ assumes a darker, atmospheric form, the music
glinting beneath the dramatic vocal delivery. It’s spooky but attractive,
with an involving beat swooshing you along. ‘Le Festio des Rats’ is a
mixture of all that, with harshly active vocals contrasting with a
sighing backdrop, and you feel you have been dragged into a historical

There is a second record, which is given out free to people buying the
album from the label itself. This nine track ‘Une Fièvre Aquatique’
looks equally cool, and offering less twisted melodrama, and some
softer undercurrents. ‘Ecrassée Sous Une Botte’ even gets a fretful
accordion into the action, ‘Prends Ta Hache’ lifted immensely by
female vocals, while ‘Une Fièvre Aquatique (Les Armées Mortes VI)’
shifts furtively and ‘Sycophantes! II’ folds in on itself.
‘Siffiant Tel Un Serpent’ could be the brother of ‘Les Batelurs’, ‘Le
Maudit d’Aquitiane’ has a weird vocal/percussive collision which is
more modern in mood, with more flamboyant drowsiness seeping
through a supine ‘La Vieillarde Lépreuse et le Rat Mallaisant.’
‘Champignons’ is a moody ambient smear, with ‘bonus’ track ‘Mönch
Maschine: Thee Whispering God (1992)’ wheezier and yet still odd. If
he’s been doing this since 1992 he’s remained consistently out there,
that’s for sure.
So there you go, there’s masses to explore and be intrigued by, from a
highly unusual artist.
www.myspace.com/23trublion23
www.lecluricaum.com
UK DECAY
FOR MADMEN ONLY
UK DECAY
There are some records that you simply have to have in your
collection and this is one of them. Available on CD for the first time,
having been lost in the wilderness ether for 29 years, it represents the
finest work of one of the most important Goth bands of all time, for
here was a band around which the earliest activity pretty much
revolved and who, instead of doing the usual snooty band thing of
distancing themselves from all-comers did precisely the opposite,
becoming a genuine inspiration. As well as the original album tracks
they have added the magnificent ‘Rising From The Dread’ EP, plus
three single tracks and for a band that split up unnecessarily early, this
contains their greatest work. It remains imposing stuff, from a band
that never stuck with any safe, expected pool of influences and
audience-friendly overtures, but pushed the boundaries like insane
cricketers as their songs developed hand over fist into some gigantic
claw of noise.
‘Werewolf’ had the nerve to test the patience of listeners with its
weird guarded opening of weird vocals in an almost ambient slope of
eerie sludge, then the drums start burrowing through, the ghostly
guitar swooping like a flurry of quicksilver-dipped bats, and vocals
gradually sidle in, as bass rolls around, resplendent. There’s a jolly
gruff pantomime quality to the backing vocals as Abbo goes off on a
howling rollercoaster. Spon’s mastered the CD and I don’t know how
much he’s been able to tweak the recordings but this sounds far more
vivid than I remember. (Maybe I had a really shite stereo before?)
After such a genuine clamour ‘Jerusalem Over (The White Cliffs Of
Dover)’ is a more considered attack, like the charge of the uptight
brigade, as their distinctive and inventive drum style just throws them
straight into your face, the arrangement allowing the bass and guitar
individual layers of glistening power and agitated grace, as the singing
surges and plummets. ‘Rising From The Dead’ seems to be on
enormous stilts, the guitar lurching with typical charismas, which isn’t
something you could have said for many bands, and they throw their
bow-legged rhythmical swaying breaks in as Abbo cavorts
dementedly,
After such gleeful disregard for propriety ‘Testament’ is a dignified
and elegant paean to glowing defiance, then we’re into the original
album proper with the little teasing jabs of a slow burning ‘Duel’ then
‘Battle Of The Elements’ begins to writhe. ‘Shattered’ is like a courtly
dance with furtive vocals than spring out, almost overplayed, but like
most of their songs unruly power all is still kept neatly in place, as

their songs are
gangly
monsters.
‘Stage Struck’
pretends to be
going for restful
slumbers when
a devilishly
intrusive bass
wiggles
frantically, and
the song rises
like a fiendish
totem pole,
twisting up
through the
musical earth.
I never knew
what the lyrics of ‘Last In The House Of Flames’ were about, but
musically it’s almost jocular, light and pleasurably slight. More
fabulous bass uncoils through ‘Unexpected Guest’ which is one of
their best known expeditions into melodrama, a bit like the Ants
pulled inside out, actually; tempestuous, and ever so slightly daft.
Spindly, phosphorescing guitar lights up the weirder spaces as vocals
shudder and the contentedly morose rhythm lumbers on. Brilliant
stuff. ‘Sexual’ blasts off from a filthy launch pad of fetid guitar and
furious drums, which all sounds like it’s going mental sound-wise,
brusque and rusted, and over very quickly, an oddity, always.
Keen to impress upon the audience of the time that they were indeed
big girls at heart ‘Dorian’ starts with nothing more than some demure
piano before expanding into a kind of feverish Cure-ish annex, and
this shows how much scope they had in their sound, as this still teems
with life and ideas while so much simpler than their more wracked and
raging approach: a strange, delicate concoction.
Tension flares throughout the gnarled, demanding ‘Decadance’ with
the feyer ‘Mayday Malady’ an altogether different beast, flirting with
the ears then withdrawing, abrim with effusive guitar and rhythmical
bravado. ‘For Madmen Only’ pokes about in your mind with
wavering, quizzical vocals, and the music stays steady before falling
slowly away, then seeping back for well dispersed disquiet, with
lighter drums, dwindling bass and mild guitar, all easing down.
‘Barbarian’ finished it off in mesmerising style with superbly deft
drums and grand vocal flourishes.
Left off, in case you are determined to know, are ‘UK Decay’ and
‘Carcrash’ from the split single, ‘Disco Romance’, ‘Message
Distortion’ and ‘Middle Of The Road Man’ from The Black 45 EP,
‘Dresden’ (’Unexpected Guest’ b-side), and ‘Twist In The Tale’
(‘Sexual’ b-side), all of them comparative incidentals, although
‘Dresden’ might have been in with a shout I guess.
The final three tracks come from the earlier, angular period, with a
vibrating ‘Black Cat’ clomping and chiming, ‘Unwind’ highlighting
they way they could fluctuate harmoniously between the order chaos
into sublimely adventurous and tuneful tumults. ‘For My Country’
then makes the sort of racket that only those with sufficient swagger
could pull off, jagged but still fluid enough to be uplifting and shouty.
They’re back now, and will hopefully record again. If they don’t then
at least people can treasure this, as it deserves. A fascinating record,
full of unpredictable, intensely exciting songs, and something you
really mustn’t deprive yourself of.
I very rarely use the word, because I appreciate how rare it is, but this
is a bone fide classic.
www.ukdecay.co.uk

REBELLION photo: Ella Jo

UK DECAY

GOTHFATHER II

One billion years after it was first released on vinyl UK Decay’s ‘For
Madmen Only’ finally emerged on CD this year, although the band have
already been back in action a little longer, learning to walk musically again
during the UK Decay events organised by Spon, as the website took off and
started getting the name out there. Now their reputation can glow again as
more than mere history.
I am eternally grateful to Spon for his help in making this interview happen,
and the chaps for their answers, particularly given the tight deadline
suddenly presented itself to them, and I am also indebted to the following
for their glorious photographs: Steve Finn, Pirate Hatter, Ella Jo, Chris
‘Bone’ Reeves, Nigel Eccles, Dave Jennings and even Spon himself.

Abbo: “No, I turned up, hadn’t seen the chaps in 20 years literally,
with tonsillitis.”
Then in 2007, the Reunion show features Decay doing the
shortest set imaginable. How and why had it happened?
Segovia’s now under his real name, and where did Ray
sprout from?
Abbo: “The same song twice, I no longer knew the lyrics to For My
Country, but the audience did and got me, as the singer with virtually
no voice left and who doesn’t know his own songs, off the hook. It
was fun, nothing more.”

“Our records had
been released
domestically in
Portugal, although
were probably in
glass cases in the
local museum.”

Ray: “I’ve been a friend of Spon and Steve Harle’s for years. I taught
myself to play by drumming along to Decay tracks when I was a kid
and then Steve showed me some of the patterns himself. I was always
a fan of the band but was in that generation below them, so only really
saw them play towards the end of their first life.”
How did it all feel – being rushed and not a full show was
probably an advantage wasn’t it? Nothing to lose….
Abbo: “Nothing to lose, still less to gain.”
Ray: “I was shitting myself.”
Spon: “Ha Ha! Everything to gain, still less to lose!”
By 2008 you have located Eddie – did his arm need
twisting? A full set – how seriously did you need to
approach things. After such a long time what state were
your memories in?
Abbo: “I must be honest, I don’t get pleasure from looking back or
revisiting things (aside from Luton winning the Littlewoods Cup in
1988). So Spon has to take the credit for driving it all forward at this
point. Playing the old songs was hard for both Ed and me, as we
literally had not heard them since the early 80’s. The best thing of all
was just seeing Spon and Ed, the only time I had seen them in 25 years
was at Steve Harle’s funeral, and I wasn’t in a great state that day to
be honest. Also, a bit of luck that Ray (the new drummer) had been a
mate of Steve’s, knew the songs better than us, and had taken on
Steve’s drum kit.”
Ray: “We rehearsed pretty solidly for that one. A couple of full
weekends and then some more. It was at this point as my arms were
falling off that I realised that Steve was a fucking maniac for inventing
some of these beats!”
Spon: “It took a while to track down ED, who is not particularly
internet savvy! His proud-of-their-father siblings (who were internet
savvy) finally got us back in touch and he agreed to do the UK DK
Reunion 3 show in June 2008. We rehearsed hard for it and a few days
before the planned show, Drop Dead asked us to play their
forthcoming festival. I had not really touched guitar for so long that I
knew I would have to ‘crash-learn’ all the old songs. Furthermore, I no

longer had all the effects to create my former guitar sound, so I had to
research and buy suitable replacements.
“I literally had to relearn everything from scratch! I broke the bass and
drums of the songs down into MIDI on the computer, so as I could
rehearse at home and not embarrass myself in front of the others, too
much.”
Then it gathers pace somewhat – Drop Dead. That must
have been a test, to see if you could cut it among today
young whipper-snappers.
Abbo: “Our records had been released domestically in Portugal,
although were probably in glass cases in the local museum. The
audience was late teens to mid twenties (aside from the lot that had
travelled over from the UK) and were notably stylish to what we had
known back in the day. Our music sounds dated, so I was surprised
that the reception was so welcoming, even though we went on 4 hours
late at 4 in the morning.
“It was like running up a mountain having not sung on stage for
twenty years or more, so hot and despite moments of close to chaos
musical moments, the set built and the 800 or so there rocked out .Our
music is very physical, and we were wiped afterwards, but fairly
happy that having blown the cobwebs off, it all still worked.”
Ray: “Yes. When we got there I had serious qualms about how we
would go down as everyone looked about 20-years-old and where

“Nothing to lose, still less to gain.”
“I was shitting myself.”
“Ha Ha! Everything to gain, still less to lose!”
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Spin back a little and you put together the first reunion
night. Had it even vaguely been discussed there might a
Decay presence of any kind for the first event?
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“I had not really touched guitar for so long that I knew I
would have to ‘crash-learn’ all the old songs. Furthermore,
I no longer had all the effects to create my former guitar
sound, so I had to research and buy suitable
replacements.”
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dancing to stuff that I thought was pretty unlistenable. To be honest I
thought Decay were more powerful than all the other band’s on the
line-up that night, but I did think that the audience might wonder what
their dad’s were doing on stage! However, when we played I was
gobsmacked to see them all mouthing the words to all the songs and
really getting into it. It was an excellent re-introduction to playing in
Europe - even if we did have to wait until 4am to get on stage.”
Spon: “It was a nerve-racking endurance test, we were onstage over
three hours later than planned, but the adrenalin kicked in. Despite
earlier sound problems, we found our feet. I too, was gob-smacked to
see the audience mouthing the words, I felt humbled by the response.”
Now you’ve done WGT, a brief Italian jaunt, some Punky
festival in Blackpool, and on it goes. What do you expect
of it, and how much do you plan doing? I’ve noticed some
people who have returned actually choose just to a few
events a year.
Abbo: “That brief Italian jaunt almost killed us, 3 gigs in 3 days,
great audiences. We had never played in Italy but had had good press
and a big following over there. Well, these audiences must have been

the offspring of this old audience. The shows got better by the night
and the CD’s flew out. We realised that there is a new audience for
this music, all the shows were packed. The next show in Leipzig with
about 3,000 in the audience was our best yet and at last, we were
kicking. Blackpool was a laugh, the show seemed to go well and we
met up with the type of age group we were expecting all along, who
still have a good bit of life in them, despite 30 years of alcohol and
burger abuse. The festival seems like a good event, wouldn’t mind
going as a punter, things have changed with no John Curd style thugs
as security or hordes or marauding skinheads to navigate in order to
enjoy some music. I even had a couple of pints at the bar afterwards,
something I had never done before.”
Ray: “I think the consensus is to do a few events a year. Festivals in
the summer and then some one-off city dates at the beginning and end
of the year. We’re booked to play Berlin and Hamburg in April and are
looking at doing some Euro festivals in 2010 - hopefully a London gig
too if we can find the right venue. There’s also the new album. What
do we expect? Some good times I hope.”
Spon: “Because of our current lives, our gigs will be few and far
between. Which is not such a bad thing. We wouldn’t want to ‘over
milk the pudding’ anyway!”

“...things have changed with no John Curd
style thugs as security or hordes or
marauding skinheads to navigate in order to
enjoy some music.”
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“The days pass but the brash blind naivety of
youthful development, moulds memories and
what we all are now. We are the same people,
but obviously, time has moved on and we
have all experienced a lot more in life.”

Have you been bumping into people from the past you
haven’t actually seen since Decay split?
Abbo: “A lot, although it takes a squint to take in the new (old) body
and lack of nashers before recognising some of them. I stand by my
feeling that nostalgia is a negative concept, but it has been bloody
good hooking up with a lot of our old fans and cronies. It really was
like an extended family and for one night only it becomes the same
again.”
What has been the surprise about doing the music again –
that it still excites, that you find things in it now which you
didn’t notice before? How do you as utterly respectable
adults find tackling material from your reckless past?
Abbo: “From my perspective, I do wonder about what was going on
in the mind of that that teenager that wrote the lyrics to these songs. I
don’t really feel connected to him very much, probably simply that
getting older numbs the importance and need to stand up and be
counted for the opinions you hold. I still hate discrimination, don’t
like politicians, enjoy black humour, but would not have come up with
some of the depth of thought that went into those songs. I don’t
remember writing them, not because I have a crap memory, I didn’t
drink in those days and have never been a drug taker, but because they
just flowed out when needed with no plans or contrived reason to
create them. Pretentious, moi?”
Spon: “It was a very strange feeling playing at our first reunion gig in
2008, it took almost a year and half a dozen gigs to come to terms
with it. Now I am finding UK Decay’s music surprisingly familiar
again, a bit like relearning to ride a bicycle once again. I had forgotten
about the buzz you get from playing and the meeting up with people
on live shows.
“The days pass but the brash blind naivety of youthful development,
moulds memories and what we all are now. We are the same people,
but obviously, time has moved on and we have all experienced a lot
more in life.
“These days I need reading glasses, it’s a pain in the ass I can’t see the
settings, the last thing I want to do is wear reading glasses on stage!
Having said that, playing live once more, does infuse a real rush of
invigorating energy. It’s a good feeling to know that you can still do
it!”
A lot of people at your gigs weren’t born when UK Decay
existed. That must be pretty weird?
Abbo: “It is. I do wonder why they don’t listen to contemporary
music, there is so much good stuff out there. Why listen to band
peddling the past? My 13 year old son Harvey lives for music (and
XBox of course) and thinks the band is crap and wouldn’t even come
to a gig if I paid him, he has so much to choose from already to take
notice of something that hasn’t moved on in 30 years. It was perhaps
ahead of its time back in the 70’s and 80’s, now it’s interest cannot be
more than akin to enjoying an old film that puts a time and place good
feeling in the stomach. Having said that I wouldn’t turn them away

and for that reason I look forward to recording new songs, as I have
still have a fire burning in my belly to speak out about what I think is
crap about the complacency of contemporary life as we live it.
“I don’t like the idea that most bands exist in an effort to become
famous, that too many UK and Irish bands think they are American,
and too many American acts have beards and think Nashville is a
contemporary password to making music that has any quality when
the city is a museum (a good one I might add). I have had a lot of time
for the White Stripes, Ida Maria, Coco Rosie, Mary Epworth, The
Hypnotic Brass Ensemble. I am hooked on Ebay vinyl buying as well
as a buy one tune by an artist iTunes addict. People are making songs,
not albums so much. I understand it but wish it wasn’t the case.”
Ray: “Especially when they know all the lyrics. It’s great to see that
the band still cuts it with a new audience, though.”
Spon: “Yes absolutely! But maybe it’s not that strange. Music can
transcend time. Anyone can be genuinely open minded enough to
appreciate good music whenever they hear it, wherever it comes from.
UK Decay took a lunch break that that lasted longer than some people
are old!”
And to some they probably never thought they’d get a
chance to see you perform. Is it humbling to have people
admit you’re important to them, to their scene? Or do you
just knock them over in your haste to get to the bar?
Abbo: “It is very humbling, always was. We were young and the
world was opening up to us all, band, fans and crew alike. Now we
have all lived quite a bit and actually have a lot more in common.
Many stories about what and where we have all been are forthcoming,
and a lot of piss taking. Back to the question, I end up buying the
drinks out of being humbled by the amount of people that say this.”
Ray: “It has been amazing to see how people respond to Abbo, Ed
and Spon. They are really in awe of them. The old ones appear
genuinely happy that the band is playing again and the young ones
appear to have difficulty believing their eyes. The great thing about
Decay was that they were always part of their audience, at the bar
talking and not locked away backstage, and that has not changed.”
Spon: “Up to a couple of years ago, I honestly thought that we would
never get back to playing together again, now I am eating humble
pie!”
Now the album is out can we have the full, honest answer,
why did it take so bloody long to come out? I assumed it
could have come out earlier but Abbo might have found
that inconvenient when working for that V2 label, or am I
being too suspicious?
Abbo: “Too suspicious, it was really sad for us when John Loder
at Southern died a few years back, he gave us more support than
anyone in the day, but it freed up the rights to make the CD
happen.”

“Music can transcend time. Anyone can be
genuinely open minded enough to appreciate
good music whenever they hear it, wherever it
comes from. UK Decay took a lunch break that
that lasted longer than some people are old!”
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I’m interested in hearing what all four of you make of the
album, because you’re doing something interesting by
writing new material. So technically this marks your
middle phase. I’d like to list the tracks. Please give the
most honest opinion of them. For Ray it’s what do you
actually think of them as much as what are they like to
play. (Do any sound cronkier than others, any sound vastly
superior to the kind of sounds you generally here around
today?) Does Abbo remember what all the lyrics were
inspired by and do they feel relevant if you don’t
remember them? How much tinkering went on in the
studio with the tapes to get them up to scratch if that was
required?
‘Werewolf’
Abbo: “No idea where that one came from. John Peel played it
multiple nights in a row, makes you wonder where you can hear a
challenging DJ anywhere on the radio today. It’s an epic and was a
stream on consciousness recorded live in the studio.”

Ray: “Like I said earlier there are some Decay drum patterns that only
a 21-year-old would have dreamed up, and this is one of them. When
we first began to play it I could not do it as Steve did so had to adapt
it a bit. Now I am pretty close to his original but it was like running a
marathon with clogs on to begin with. I really love this song as it is
unlike anything else ever done by anybody in the history of music.”
Spon: “Loder had just taken delivery of a couple of brand new (for
that time!) and very expensive, sound processors. In a ‘lighter’
moment recording the vocals, Abbo asked what the new FX could do
for his voice. After a few minutes, we hit on the ‘growling’ and
‘howling’ type sounds, which blew our heads off. We ducked the
studio lights and started the tape rolling. Then we moulded the weird
vocal utterances into the first movement of Werewolf. It certainly
raised a few eyebrows when we presented the finished recording to the
Chorpus Christie guys!”
‘Jerusalem’
Abbo: “Imperialism isn’t a new theme, but it is still rife. I don’t know
what I think about the war in Afghanistan. I was living in NY and
witnessed 9/11 first hand, but I do feel a strong empathy with the
plight of the soldier out there, even though I know that is not a
popular thought amongst the circles of music.”
Ray: “I thought this was going to be easier to play than it turned out
as there is a weird little tempo change at the beginning of each bar.
I’m only just getting it down now.”
Spon: “Lyrically this was a sardonic swipe at the jingoism in
Thatcher’s Britain at the time of the Falklands conflict. How the folly
of imperialism was once again rearing its ugly head. In writing
‘Jerusalem’, we thought of shanties and hymns sung at school
assemblies and church and attempted to draw inspiration from this to
make our point.
“Jerusalem (OTWCOD) is a very guitar and rhythm oriented, with the
words theatrically soaring over the thrash. The message is more than
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the sum of its parts. I am glad to get past this one in our live set today,
as the frantic rhythm canes my wrists!”

good un). Hence the line, ‘should your carcass rot in the gutter while
your ideals go to heaven.’”

‘Rising From The Dead’

Ray: “Love this one as it is really led by the drums with lots of
pattern changes. It ebbs and flows.”

Abbo: “Bonkers track.”
Ray: “This was one of the first one’s we learnt together. Like most
Decay songs you think you know what it is all about until you play it.
In this case we discovered that the chorusy-bit was actually five bars
long when we all assumed it was four. It is as if their younger selves
wrote these songs to fool themselves when they began to learn them
again 30 years later.”
Spon: “Ha Ha, yes Ray has a good point there! My musical journey
now has taken me through many ‘re-awakenings’ since the time we
first played RFTD. Its construction when you break it down, is very
odd! In spring 1982, we were putting together the tracks for the RFTD
EP. We decided to resurrect (scuse the pun!) ‘Rising from the Dead’,
which had been deleted from our set for over two years. At that time
‘two years’ to us meant old, laughable now!
“This time round it was deceptively difficult to relearn, but eventually
it fell into place and once again sounds natural to play.”
‘Testament’
Abbo: “My favourite, written at a time in life when everything
seemed possible. “Like a Spartacus it’s yours.” Written at a time when
we were playing to our largest audiences but couldn’t afford more than
a bag of chips (still the best food on the planet when the chippie is a

Spon: “These days Abbo dedicates this song to the late great Steve
Harle, our original drummer. He defines the words as a tribute to his
life and spirit. Steve passed away at the young age of 34 years old, to
us he symbolised ‘eternal youth.’ When I listen to the lyrics and think
about our late friend and comrade, the song seems befitting of his
character and life.
“‘Testament’s been known to bring the odd tear, an epitaph to where
we were when we split up in late 1982. I would love the chance to
have a go at re-recording this one again today, but for the time being
we are prioritising getting some new material together.
“Generally, the four tracks from the RFTD EP marked the
consolidation of ED ‘Twiggy’ Branch’s contribution to our overall
sound. The RFTD tracks were the last of the proper studio recordings
from our earlier period. Personally, I was reasonably happy with the
way it all came out at the time. Although with the benefit of hindsight,
and my years of experience, I can see ways that the general production
of RFTD might have been ‘improved’ upon. But what the heck, its not
really our job to change the past! It still makes its point!
“I had a DAT copy from the RFTD master tapes that I was able to
master from for the 2009 album.”
‘Duel’
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“I detested Thatcher... I don’t
condone violence but when the
Brighton Tory hotel was
bombed it felt like a justified act
of war, and gave the politicians
that had had no qualms over
ruining the lives of so many
people by ‘hardline’ policies a
taste of their own medicine. I
just wish the miners could have
taken credit for it.”
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“We had all read
Edgar Allen Poe
and HP
Lovecraft and
other
‘supernatural’
stories, we felt
free to integrate
the imagery into
our Punk
protest.”

Abbo: “No idea, can’t remember.”
Ray: “There is something operatic about this track. I had to piece the
drum patterns together from the album version, the Peel version and a
live version as a great deal of what Steve does is pretty subtle. The
guy was a genius and I really did not want to fuck anything up.”
Spon: “Moving onto the original For Madmen Only, the track ‘Duel’
opened one of the sides of the album. I think it came together in early
1981 as part of a collection of new material we were writing for
FMMO. This was just after Martyn Segovia Smith left the band and
we were struggling with bass-players (the lack of). In a way, the words
are self-evident, the ancient concept of the duel and how it related to
the modern way of life. We were moving away from the straight
protest of say ‘For My Country’ and the early gothicky styles of
‘Black Cat’, ‘Rising from the Dead’ and ‘Necrophilia’ and moving
into a wider variety of traditional and intriguing concepts. This one
exploring the psychology of the duel, the music giving Abbo a
springboard to weave his spells and words.

Dead. On the (live) CD was a cover of our ‘Duel’ sung with a female
vocal, I was really moved to listen to someone else covering one of our
old songs, and they did it with their own style and identity, brilliant!”
‘Battle Of The Elements’
Spon: “‘BOTE’ (older name ‘Stone’) first saw the light of day on the
Dead Kennedy’s tour of 1980 when Martyn was still on bass.
However, the textures and words to the song evolved into this form on
the recording stage of the original FMMO. We debuted this around the
time of the Kennedy’s tour in 1980 and so it had plenty of time to
ground itself in a live situation. I liked the chance to explore lightning
and thunder on stage and Abbo sung about stone circles and God’s of
old. I would bash my Roland Space echo to create thunder and
atmosphere. Steve would pound out the pagan drum patterns all
grounded by the thumping two note bass patterns. BOTE was ideal for
giving Abbo a platform for his performance theatrics.
“We haven’t got round to doing this one yet on our current live show,
but I think we shall put this right in 2010.”

“Interestingly, a few years ago a chap called Greg Fasolino passed on
a CD of a band from New York (I think) called The Naked and the

“‘Shattered’ (previously called ‘Glass Ice’)
was conceived after a session we had on an
Ouija board that someone had stored in a
room next to our rehearsal room.”

“This is bonkers. Under
three-minutes of
madness. When I learnt
it I realised that in the
first one-and-a-half
minutes there were
four different drum
patterns. Four!”

‘Shattered’
Abbo: “Read too many weird books on the road, peering through that
long fringe.”
Ray: “I could not believe how fast the drum rolls are in the chorus to
this one. One minute you are chugging along quite nicely, the nest you
feel as if you are about to fall down the stairs.”

Spon: “‘House’ came together around the time we did the US tour in
1981 and Kreeton K-os from the Bay area band ‘Social Unrest’ joined
us on bass. We brought him back to the UK with us for our first major
tour. Whilst here, we invited Kreeton to the studio to lay down some
bass. If my memory serves me correctly, House’ was one of the tracks
that he played on. In my opinion, I think we captured more of a quirky
angle on this track on the second Peel session we recorded.”
‘Unexpected Guest’

Spon: “Ouija! A song born from the same period as BOTE and
likewise, developed over time until it became set in concrete for
FMMO. You know in retrospect when I look back at this period of our
songs (mid-late 1980), we were simply writing about concepts that
were interesting and that fascinated us. We had all read Edgar Allen
Poe and HP Lovecraft and other ‘supernatural’ stories, we felt free to
integrate the imagery into our Punk protest. ‘Shattered’ (previously
called ‘Glass Ice’) was conceived after a session we had on an Ouija
board that someone had stored in a room next to our rehearsal room.
“No, we were not seriously into Ouija on a regular basis, we were
brash and youthful and that is what kids do! However, we returned to
our rehearsal and almost immediately, this song came out of thin air!
We felt the song had been channelled to us through the Ouija board
and maybe we were the vessel for some hideous unknown messenger.
It still feels spooky playing it today.”
‘Last In The House Of Flames’
Abbo: “Nuclear War was very much on the minds of the population
and the song was wrangling with the logic of why burn your house
down to catch a thief, nuclear war equalled no planet left to live on.”
Ray: “This is another one that appears deceptively easy but is in fact
a hidden bastard!”

Abbo: “Another one by that teenager with the dodgy multi coloured
barnet. This seems our most popular song along with FMC
nowadays.”
Ray: “This is great to play live. We stretch it out beyond its recorded
versions. Have a look at the video from WGT and listen to all the
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“I watched the Towers fall in NY, barely a mile
away, and wasn’t surprised. The whole self
interest society had to be challenged at some
point, I just wish it hadn’t had to be at the
expense of so many innocent lives.”
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sounds Spon is getting - amazing! There is something epic about this
song.”
Spon: “This is the second version of UG that we had recorded, the
first version seeing the light of day a little earlier (late 1980 – I think)
as a double A side single; Dresden/Unexpected Guest. Personally, I
prefer this FMMO -second version, as I feel it has more depth to it.
There was an idea muted later for a third 12” single version, aiming
for an early ‘club’ feel. Work on it commenced but it failed to see the
light of day. There were too many tempo changes for it to work out as
a dance oriented track, if you take away the tempo changes, the song
looses its drama. It’s a good platform for my sound-scaping guitar
activities. I do have good fun with UG live, although some
performances are better than others!”
‘Sexual’
Abbo: “It was a bit of an eye opener in the mid teens hanging around
Soho, where all the underground punk gigs were happening. Trans
sexuals, prostitutes etc, it didn’t happen so obviously and out in the
open in Luton . Sex in Luton amounted to someone undoing a girl’s
bra strap during a chewing gum churning french snog, only to almost
have your arm taken off by the young lass’s karate style armpit chop,
ensuring the hand went no further forward. To openly be pitched all
sorts of favours and services was a very alien universe to a young
clean living lad from Luton.”
Ray: “This is bonkers. Under three-minutes of madness. When I
learnt it I realised that in the first one-and-a-half minutes there were
four different drum patterns. Four!”
Spon: “This was also featured as a double A-side single with ‘Twist
in the Tail’, released to coincide with the FMMO Album. It is short
sharp and comes to a very speedy climax, no messing!”

‘Dorian’
Abbo: “I detested Thatcher and all her Government did to a huge
proportion of the UK, and the whole of Ireland. I don’t condone
violence but when the Brighton Tory hotel was bombed it felt like a
justified act of war, and gave the politicians that had had no qualms
over ruining the lives of so many people by ‘hardline’ policies a taste
of their own medicine. I just wish the miners could have taken credit
for it. So, this simple ode to Thatcher, the idea of her looking in the
mirror one day and seeing herself not as the Iron Lady, but the
perpetrator of crimes that she was.”
Spon: “Musically this was the result of a studio jam session with
Kreeton on bass again. I played piano on the jam and then overdubbed
the guitar later. I think Abbo had already put most of the words
together beforehand. Like most of the country at that time, we hated
Thatcher! ‘Dorian’ was a definite departure from our usual style, but
one that might have developed further, given the chance. It took a
while for some of our more hardcore punk audience to come to terms
with it. Never performed this one live, but you never know!”
‘Decadance’
Abbo: “We had some wild times (and that from someone who didn’t
drink or indulge in drugs), especially when we toured in Europe. Pre
internet, pre easy jet cheap travel, the world outside of the comfort
zone of home, was one big weird experience. All the more intriguing
with that ‘state of mind ‘ that is youth.”
Spon: “One of the new songs with ED integrated on bass guitar.
‘Decadance’ actually came out of the first jam we had with ED in our
rehearsal studio at ‘33’. As Abbo mentioned earlier, they were wild
times. We were a few tracks short on the FMMO and were behind
schedule because of our live show commitments and lack of a

“One of my favourite songs. There is a really
hardness to the verse, like a punch in the
face. A real menace.”
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permanent bass player. Once ED was consolidated on bass in the
summer of 1981 we went full steam ahead and got the album finished
fairly quickly.”
‘Mayday Malady’
Abbo: “Russian imperialism, it was only ten years since the crushing
of Prague and Poland with the simple arrogance that was the crushing
tactic of the USSR. The red flag ‘hanging from a Pole, Czeching you
know.’”

were a good 10 years older than us ). BUT, outside of those people the
everyday experience of the everyday American and the indulgence,
self interest and sheltered from the external reality of the world was
shocking. I watched the Towers fall in NY, barely a mile away, and
wasn’t surprised. The whole self interest society had to be challenged
at some point, I just wish it hadn’t had to be at the expense of so many
innocent lives.The song was meant to be prophetic, it took a while, “I
saw murder on the way, it wore a mask like today. That great
American dream, echoed in the victim’s scream” etc etc.”
Ray: “We’ve rehearsed it but never played it live. Yet.”

Ray: “One of my favourite songs. There is a really hardness to the
verse, like a punch in the face. A real menace.”
Spon: “A more ‘rocky’ belter, which has developed into one of our
live ‘anthems’, it’s great playing it live today. One of the later tracks
that joined the Album, I think ED played bass on this one.”
‘For Madmen Only’
Abbo: “Coming back from the tour of the US the main afterthought
for me (in 1981) was ‘how long can this type of living go on?’ We
were obviously exposed to the most forward thinking people of our
generation (although by saying that most of the musicians in the
band’s we toured with like The Dead Kennedys , Black Flag , DOA etc

Spon: “The first time I had seriously listened to FMMO in years, was
around 2003 a couple years after 9/11. The words hit me like a bullet,
like a poignant prophecy. I had little idea at the time that Abbo was so
close to the collapsing towers. To me that song written 20 years
earlier, had hit a bulls eye. It re-awakened me into the former world of
UK Decay and it showed me what a great lyricist and visionary Abbo
is. Although he would probably be too modest to admit it today!.
“This was both the title track and the closing track of the Album.
Fresh back from our visit to the US and under pressure to get the
Album finished, we poured our views and ideas of our US experience
into this track.

Both photos: Steve Finn

“What I want to do is keep
Steve’s spirit in the style of
the new songs but avoid
aping him too much. There
is a definite Decay drum
style, so the basic four-four
is not going to cut it. Plus
the fact no one is playing
the way he played now, so
it is all going to sound
unlike anything else out
there.”

“Also with ED ‘Twiggy’ Branch now integrated in the band, we were
able to let his bass playing gymnastics loose on the vertiginous
crescendo of the end section. This was the closing track on the original
version of FMMO. John Loder at the Abbey Road Studios, transferred
the FMMO old analogue master-tapes, to digital format, on
September the 11th 2001, ironically!”
‘Barbarian’
Abbo: “Written for a gig in Paris Cascades (a huge squat), probably
our best gig we ever did, with thousands of Paris common folk,
squatters and then riot police.”

Ray: “A lot of people think of For My Country as the quintessential
Decay anthem but I think it is this one. An excellent song, even better
when joined by strobe lights!”
Spon: “The last recordings we did at the Luton Quest Studio’s before
we started recording at John Loder’s Southern Studio in Palmers
Green. ‘Unwind’ was a double A side with ‘For My Country’. We had
DAT masters for both so it was no problem to compile the new CD.
“‘Unwind’ summed up nicely I think, the spirit of celebration at our
gigs back in the day, as I think it still does today.”
‘For My Country’

Spon: “One of the very last songs written in our early career, I had
access to the multitrack tape for this and thus was able to get it
transferred to my studio to work on. In 2003, I set about creating the
mix here.”
‘Black Cat’
Abbo: “Edgar Allen Poe. I really enjoyed his books.”
Ray: “A pogo paradise.”
Spon: “We could not track down the master-tapes from the Black 45
EP, however we had come across a box of pristine un-played Black 45
singles. Then I borrowed a top of the range Technics turntable and
created a new master from the vinyl. Always reminds me of the ruined
church of St. Mary’s in Clophill.”
‘Unwind’
Abbo: “A simple celebratory song about the Decay gigs and the
audience participation that made them special to us . We had some
wild nights.”

Abbo: “It’s a pacifist song only in that it sympathises with the soldier
as an individual and a pawn in a bigger scheme ,whilst acknowledging
that war is inevitable if aggressors threaten world peace , the politics
around them invariably stink .This song is even more relevant to
today, I wince at every casualty in Afghanistan, I don’t have any
answers to ending or explaining this crazy war, I don’t see how any
politician can look the families in the face and offering hollow words
of comfort to them whilst hiding behind a myriad of political spin that
has no interest in the real welfare of the lives of the troops , living ,
injured or dead.”
Ray: “Shocking that it is still relevant today.”
Spon: “This was the original single version, c/w ‘Unwind’ recorded at
Quest. An anti-war Shanty, an irony! FMC was recorded on two other
occasions once for the first Peel session and later on at the ‘92’ Studio
33 demo. Strange how this little ditty seems as pertinent today, as it
ever was.”
Obviously not every single track could go on, was there
one track which almost made the cut, one which got on
that only just made it?

All photos: Steve Finn

Abbo: “Dorian as it was an improvement in the studio and I put a
lyric to it as I wanted to express the disgust I felt for Margaret
Thatcher. I think we also wrote “Twist In The Tale” around this time,
and there were a couple of other political songs that I fancied finishing
but had no time as we were making the album in between gigging.
One poignant song about Bobby Sands is probably my biggest regret;
I had, and still have, a lot of anger about him having to make the
sacrifice he made and the ignorance of the British people. It was a
disgrace. The best song we wrote in this period was For Madmen Only
as it was hot from the inspiration of having just toured the US for 5
weeks and spent a lot of time taking in the thoughts and opinions of
the people we met. Many considered lowlife and living on the streets,
a few years after returning home from Vietnam.”

But our logic is that we wanted to put out the FMMO album and the
RFTD EP together. Then there was FMC c/w Unwind after that we
wanted a representative of the Black 45. After that, there was only
room time-wise, for one further track and that happened to be
Barbarians.

Spon: “Yes we got stick for not putting on tracks such as Dresden,
Twist in the Tail, UK Decay, Car Crash and other old favourites etc

Abbo: “We haven’t done it for so long, I think it will be alright.”

“I guess at some future point it might not be entirely out of the
question, that we may put out some of the missing tracks on some
format or other….we shall see!”
How do you go about rehearsing when approaching new
songs – how easy is this, or is writing being done buy the
new email circular route?

Ray: “Basically you are right. We’re doing it by email then meeting
up and putting the bits together. Weather permitting. Last time Abbo
drove through a storm and arrived at 10.30pm. He had to leave again
at 11 to get back, poor sod!”
Spon: “Yes we are working via email etc this can have advantages,
rehearsal time for us is expensive because of geographical and
commitment restrictions. However sometimes we will set up
rehearsals to work-out on ideas.”
What, roughly, can expect for a future direction? I admit to
no knowledge of what Ray’s done before, or what Eddie’s
been playing recently so they might have intriguing
sounds they’re thinking of. I know what Spon’s been up to,
and that Abbo has classical interests (which could be a
clear atmospheric or textural bonus) – is it going to be the

All photos: Steve Finn

“We have the benefits and downfalls of hindsight to
contend with when approaching any new direction. If it
works out, we shall hope to take our audience on an
extremely interesting and unusual journey…like I think we
always did!”
sum of your four parts, or have you an idea you want to
try and channel everything into?
Abbo: “No idea, I have written a few songs in the intervening years,
many released by acts in the US and do a lot of arranging work
nowadays. I work in all areas of music, and am usually seen as an
outcast in the core classical world as I can’t tolerate the luvvy dovey
small mindedness of 90% of the people that work in the business side.
BUT, when a violinist who has something individual gets to grips with
the Beethoven Concerto it is almost as exciting as witnessing Eater at
North London Poly back in the day. My only qualification for new
songs is that they have to be relevant.”

www.ukdecay.co.uk

Ray: “What I want to do is keep Steve’s spirit in the style of the new
songs but avoid aping him too much. There is a definite Decay drum
style, so the basic four-four is not going to cut it. Plus the fact no one
is playing the way he played now, so it is all going to sound unlike
anything else out there.”
Spon: “I guess we will have to suck it and see, we have already
started the process but we are not yet at the stage to say or know, how
any new ideas will end up. We have the benefits and downfalls of
hindsight to contend with when approaching any new direction. If it
works out, we shall hope to take our audience on an extremely
interesting and unusual journey…like I think we always did!”

“...when a violinist who has something
individual gets to grips with the Beethoven
Concerto it is almost as exciting as
witnessing Eater at North London Poly back
in the day.”

UNSCENE #7 - £3.50 + free CD
It’s great to see the UK’s best Goth-centric magazine back in action
after Editor Mark’s understandable need to temporarily halt things.
It’s as good as ever, with entertaining interviews and reviews, with a
healthy range of musical variety.
Interview-wise
you will
encounter a
couple of
wonderfully
jaunty pieces
with Whispers
In The
Shadows and
Rome Burns,
characterdrenched
Project
Pitchfork, the
intriguing
Adoration, the
mental
Deathcamp
Project, lightly
dreary synth
duo Cosmic
Intent, chirpy
electro gawfs
Suicidal
Romance,
Brighton’s
own electro
boffins Tenek,

Over simple but diverting guitar we get disturbing imagery throughout
‘The Blood Of My Lady’, and this blood is everywhere! ‘Who Has
Seen The Wind’ takes on a more muck-ridden historical lament, like a
grim take on Celctic themes. ‘Echos In Den Wald’ skips along with
some tensely dramatic vocals and sternly delineated percussion and
ending quite hypnotically.
Melancholic (well, what else?) cello ushers us into ‘The Tomb Of
Your Remains’ and there we stay, charmed by the basic instrumental.
‘Vengeance’ unfolds calmly a plaintive medieval journey, just
bisecting Scarborough Fayre, with ‘I Will Lead You Down’ more
modern but just as still and linear, almost caught in its own sonic aura,
‘Our Palace Of Ice’ is a deceptive ambient slice followed by the
equally interesting acoustic ‘A Cold Wind (February)’, descriptively
sighing
The lush and dignified ‘For All My Broken Promises’ jangles with
some optimism, but still seems pretty mournful. ‘The River And The
Hawk’ is pretty morbid but entrancing, ‘Fly On The Windscreen’
happily welcomes death being everywhere, and ‘The Blood Of My
Lady (Part 2)’ returns us to the disturbing imagery, which just gets
weirder. ‘She Is Everywhere And Nowhere’ carries on from the
preceding lyrics but is a quiet piano instrumental ending a strangely
quiet record that actually manages to be lightly brooding.
www.untoashes.com
www.myspace.com/untoashes

and the wild Lola Angst.
There’s fashion as well, with latex specialists Peccatus, and
Illamasqua makeup, models Violet Magenta and Razor Candi (with
Amelia on the cover), and club action from DJ Kev 36663, and
Persecution (Stockton-on-Tees). Loads of records, naturally, with
some zine reviews and the live reviews are interesting, including
Blackfield, Whitby and WGT, with smaller mentions for Killing Joke,
Sisters and Gazza Numan.
The CD? I don’t get sent electro/synth stuff really so there’s a few
songs here I am unfamiliar with, but they’re the boring ones anyway.
ROME BURNS ‘Rebecca Eureka’, DEATHCAMP PROJECT ‘Rule
And Control’, SUICIDAL ROMANCE ‘Lose Your Fears’,
CHARLOTTE’S SHADOW ‘The Key’, VERSAILLES ‘Wendy’s
Razorblades’, ZEITGEIEST ZERO ‘Party For One’, BAK ‘VIII’,
RESIST ‘Magnetic’, THE BEAUTY OF GEMINA ‘One Day’,
TENEK ‘No Time For Fighting’, COSMIC INTENT ‘Collective
Illusions’, THE PUSSYBATS ‘In April’, N.U.C. ‘Erweche’, CAUDA
PAVONIS ‘Follow Me’, DEAD SEA SURFERS ‘Tiphereth’,
ENGINE OF EXCESS ‘City Of God.’
www.animepress.com/unscene
UNTO ASHES
THE BLOOD OF MY LADY
Projekt
I’m not psychic so I have no way of knowing whether the fact some of
his more regular musical partners relocated abroad provided Michael
Laird with a central tone of gloomy, romanticised history which aided
what is essentially a discreet work, or whether this was always the
intention, but it certainly strengthens the secluded air.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
THE BEST OF FRIED EGG RECORDS (Bristol 1979 – 1980)
Bristol Archive Records
I think I may well have to interview Mike Darby about this ceaseless
flotilla of Bristol memories his label are releasing because I am not
aware of any other town-label existing in the UK (Hyped2death in the
States do better than labels here), which is doing what they have.
There are towns which merit such attention but I don’t think anyone
has got round to it. This time they’ve re-released an old compilation,
and added extra tracks. I recall this vaguely from first time around, as
I do ‘Avon Calling’, although I recall thinking at the time they weren’t
a patch on Brighton’s ‘Vaultage’ series, so let’s see if I was a callow
youth and hideously wrong.
Shoes For Industry’s ‘Jerusalem’ is some spry art-funk with
magnificent bass, Pete Brandt’s Method do slinkier funakteering with
‘Positive Thinking’ which is easy to tune out rather than drown in. Art

He doesn’t realise that having
veered off to investigate the
Art-Punk-Indie (translation:
tuneless timewasters)/DanceHippy (translation: Hippies
dancing) vortex he is now
slowly being assimilated, drawn
back into the richer, darker
world. You can jog, but you
can’t hide.
It ends up as a 2CD set, and
here we go. Eyes down for a
haunted house. (Do bingo jokes work outside the UK?)
Dan knows his stuff, it’s just not necessarily stuff I want to hear. I
went through a stage of downloading the compilations he put up but
found I was only enjoying one song per compilation as he was into
such a different soundworld that I eventually saw little point
trespassing, but there’s a lot more here in an avant-garage vein.

Objects do some jaunty indie with a sprig of hi-life in its had. That’s
‘Hard Objects’, then Exploding Seagulls scamper around singing the
idiotic, twanging ‘Johnny Runs For Paregoric’ and you want to slap
them. Wild Beasts offer fine punky pop in ‘Minimum Maximum’,
Shoes For Industry’s (presumably) ironically xenophobic ‘Invasion Of
The French Boyfriends’ is momentarily interesting in a surreal
Pennies From Heaven style, then it dribbles along endlessly. Yawn.
The Various Artists’ ‘Original Mixed Up Kid’ is like a soppy version
of The Jam. The Stingrays liven things up with some light-hearted
garagey pop in ‘Exceptions’, which the artwork has in the wrong
order, The Fans fidget and ooze beneath the ska-reggae clouds of
‘Following You’, then The Various Artists lilt airily through the
reggae infused froth of ‘Unofficial Secrets.’ The Untouchables sound
just like schoolkids playing r’n’b should in ‘Keep on Walking’, which
is fun, and Electric Guitars unravel lustily though the sharp-edged
indie jangling of ‘Continental Shelf.’ So not a fabulous collection,
although doubtless a decent appraisal of what was happening and
available for a compilation at the time. (In other words, I was right.)
Naturally the CD and digital version comes stuffed full of extras. Such
as these.
The Fans come over all unnecessarily chirpy in the pouting posturing
‘Giving Me That Look in Your Eye’, The Stingrays sound bizarrely
puny for such a good band in ‘Countdown’, like a welterweight
Carpettes, but Art Objects are pulsating neatly in ‘Fit of Pique’ until
the comic timing of the vocals turns out to be awful and drags it down.
Electric Guitars splash about fruitily for ‘Health’, with the Viceroys
demo for ‘Angels In The Rain’ coming on like a West Country
Springsteen, and actually it isn’t bad. The Various Artists create
something special and enigmatic in the doomed romance of ‘Stephens
Body’, and the quality is sustained by a terse and demented demo for
Electric Guitars’ ‘Work’ before Shoes For Industry redeem themselves
with the strangely successful dithering of ‘Sheepdog Trial Inna
Babylon.’
www.bristolarchiverecords.com
VARIOUS ARTESANS
FRESH GOTH MESS
KS
LJ user kidsportswear knows a thing or ten about unruly,
quintessentially nosiy bastards, and he’s thrown a variety together
here in the belief it represents a gathering close to the finest Goth
spirit, but without the social stigma, which is an interesting concept.

The Beets are cutely ramshackle, like a lo-fi Those Poor Bastards
channelling The Beach Boys, which means ‘The Devil’ is interesting
and lovely, but the guitar is simply vile. XRay Eyeballs do ‘Drums Of
Dead’ which may well be the same band but for female vocals. It’s as
skimpy as it is luminous in a cutely consumptive manner. Circuit Des
Yeux sound like Nico in Hell doing ‘Girl With No Name’ and who
would have thought Hell has such bad acoustics? Or such a bad
acoustic? Dreadful.
Salem are fucking irritating too, but that’s because ‘ Skullcrush’
sounds like a great song rendered wretched by the shockingly naff
production, murky vocals unnecessarily stuck beneath the melodic
dirty laundry. Hollows wiggle wonderfully through the kitschly
spooktastic ‘Shadows In The Dark’ and Bestial Mouths have also
come on massively since last I encountered their soiled brew. ‘Yes A
Great Silence Is Waiting’ bubbles precariously, a seething drone
acting as a solid guide as vocals coalesce adventurously and the whole
thing hangs together impressively and with a tough atmosphere and
decent twists a plenty. Winter Drones wheeze through the testing
‘Winnie Cooper’s Bones’ which is slow and grim, filled with awkward
noise, but all moving in the right direction. It’s not what anybody but
the most pain-wracked soul would select to play intentionally, but it’s
handled with a bitter flair.
Zola Jesus have a true faded beauty to their ‘Sink The Dynasty’ like
some underground relatives of Danielle Dax’s ‘Jesus Egg That Wept’
period, with huge ideas somehow filleted and covered in moss.
Adorable. Cough Cool drift sleepily through ‘Flower Reading’ as
though shoegazing and ambient have a special understanding. Paid in
Puke’s ‘The Council’ sounds pretty much you’d expect a band named
Paid In Puke to sound, the ideas jumbled, ugly and smeared.
Teen Fuqq are clanky-wanky courtesy of ‘Breathing In My Vein’ and
Ganglians charm personified with the loopy Sixties-basted ‘Blood on
the Sand.’ White Ring scream for emphasis skilfully as a sense of
moody adventure stalks the trenchant majesty of a synth-curdled
‘Roses’ with Dead Gaze almost offering a prettier version in ‘I’m A
Mess When You Are Gone.’ SHV have soft indie experiments wilting
through the genteel ‘Untitled #9’ and Ye Olde Maids could pep up any
mausoleum with ‘Candy Cigarettes On Fire’, brief mouldy pop that it
is, and Tamaryn do a virtual ambient disappearing act in ‘The
Unknown’, Ga’an offering another ghost trail through ‘Vultures Of
The Horn 2.’
Health have a vigorous manky beat and shivering elegance with ‘We
Are Water’ like a more gracious Black Ice, Inca Ore have a breathy
nursery rhyme in ‘Always Happy’, while there’s some demure goth
indie from Dirtbag in ‘Graceless’ and Girls Of The Gravitron do a
Stooges sachay with their ‘When I’m Dead’ slumber parlay. Tearist
have another fluttery spacey standout with ‘1963.’ oOoOO’s

‘Mumbai’ is fun but
lacks the overall
structure, lithe but
enigmatic. Shits &
Giggles do some
wayward croony
dementia with
‘Trick or Treat’ and
it’s post-punk from
Talk Normal in the
brittle, raw
‘Transmission
Lost.’
S’S’S’Spectres are a
secret cult enjoying
a funk themed teambuilding exercise in
‘Witches vs. Wolves.’
Wooden Veil go for some messy noise in ‘Shiverings’ which didn’t
even remotely bother my ears and the slapdash assault employed by
Talbot Tagora with ‘Hairspray’ was also plain annoying through its
lumpiness when it could have made a far more immediate connection.
HTRK lumber through ‘Ha’ which ends this sprawling compilation
and they do it in style with an easy, cool confidence, simplistic and
catchy which comes through not knowing just how to do it, where so
many others just clatter and splash about.
Here be urls, mostly suave.
www.myspace.com/thebeetsbeat
www.myspace.com/xrayeyeballs - first album free on a podcast
www.myspace.com/circuitdesyeux
www.youtube.com/watch?v=eah5aN1JZpI – Salem
www.s4lem.com – an unusually barren place
www.myspace.com/hollowschicago
www.myspace.com/bestialmouths
www.myspace.com/leonjdufficy
www.myspace.com/zolajesus
www.myspace.com/coughcoolmusic
www.myspace.com/paidinpuke
www.myspace.com/teenfuqq
www.myspace.com/ganglian
www.myspace.com/whytering
www.myspace.com/deadgazetunes
www.myspace.com/yeoldemaids
www.myspace.com/imagesmusic - Tamaryn
www.myspace.com/healthmusic
www.myspace.com/incaoreincaore
www.myspace.com/gilltucker - Dirtbag
www.myspace.com/girlsofthegravitron
www.myspace.com/teariststst
www.myspace.com/wkwkwkwkwkwkwkwk - oOoOO
www.myspace.com/arielpink - is this Shits & Giggles?
www.myspace.com/woodenveil
www.myspace.com/talbottagora
www.myspace.com/htrk
So, not especially messy, rarely Gothic, but fresh, frisky and a
delightful experience. If all goes well you can download it here.
www.mediafire.com/?qqjmlkyizzm
VARIOUS ARTISTS
MESSTHETICS GREATEST HISS 1979-1982
Hyped2death
Oh Lord, the cassette era, which I have never had problems pushing to
the back of my mind. It was an era that even the sleeve proudly
proclaims, ‘hosted some of the most inept shambling in the history of
recorded sound.’ Hmmmm, tempting!

When I was at ZigZag magazine during the very early 80’s we actually
published a cassette magazine as a guide to the scene, and it ended up
as quite a chunky book as there was so much activity. Cassettes
liberated the musicians of the time, because tape releases allowed
bands who knew no indie label would ever touch them the way to
communicate with their music and be artists. Most, if not all, would
never have been allowed onto the gig circuit due to their deficiencies.
The majority, I suspect, had little interest in such activities anyway.
There was an astonishing amount of shite, but there was also as many
great bands as you’d find on record. It was simply a different
approach, and probably for people with beards, the bastards! Prog
Rock was dead, long live the cassette!
It had some logic behind it all. Why save for ages to record and
release a single when you could do the equivalent of two albums on a
C-90? Quality control pretty much went out of the window for some
but for the early ambient equivalent, or the sturdy songwriter, the
scene which grew up was a thing of joy. Not for me, I confess, as even
reviewing demos that were sent in was bad enough, but then I’m not
into mimsy bilge. If you are a proud mimsy bilger, read on with a song
in your heart, if not in your ears, because that might be a touch too
optimistic.
One of the great things about the Messthetics compilations is the
detailed booklets and in this case it’ll be essential, and there’s an
explanatory intro from none other than Mick Sinclair, which is a
bonus.
Jelly Babies battle through the acoustically strong ‘Soylent Green’ and
you’ll be fairly pleased when it’s over. 391 have cute lyrics and a
punky lo-fi electronic barrage going on in ‘Jet Plane.’ Their
predecessors, in a sense, are Instant Automatons and ‘Gillian Is
Normal’ is bland punky indie like O-Level, or Jilted John sung by a
bored science teacher. Best left unheard.
Event Group are actually fascinating, like Cabaret Voltaire gone
insane for some Burundi while restricted in a barren studio, and while
‘Concussion edit’ can’t sustain its impetus and shifts sideways into
some Clangers chillout it’s an unusual thing, especially when viewed
retrospectively. Well adventurous. Missing Persons were noted for
some cabaret abstractions, although ‘Sign Of The Times’ is mainly an
amiable slice of indie traipsing dopily along, tuneful and farty. Danny
& The Dressmakers aren’t brilliant either, although the winsome
‘Eggs On Legs’ is cutely muted with gently deranged piano, but the
printed lyrics in the booklet mean they get my vote. A song called
‘Manchester United’ apparently boasted the lyrics, ‘if the kids were

united they’d throw bricks at Jimmy Pursey.’ Although it doesn’t
rhyme their hearts were in the right place.
Gravity Craze’s ‘Song For M’ lopes off with its head full of American
punk ideals which don’t really work in this medium. Never mind.
Farming Jim rambles on over eager guitar for ‘Cats In The Kitchen’
and although it’s utterly hopeless it is such cheerful crap.
Chromosomes bore you rigid with the mild indie pop of ‘Hi Fi Know
How’ where someone almost managed to read instructions from a
booklet. Mike Jones who was involved with them drones through the
uninteresting Punky spew of ‘Reckless Policies.’
Living Dead no. 5 aren’t much better but at least you can’t hear much
of the vocals which leaves the guitar to keep ‘Never Give In’ bearable,
Storm Bugs bleep and seethe blurrily through ‘Car Situations (Nasal
passage)’ and Colin Potter almost commits heresy by having an actual
song in ‘Power’, although it’s a shaky little noir blighter, moaning and
fretful.
Digital Dinosaurs do cutely punky indie pop with ‘Baby Snakes’ and
it’s ghastly, but funny. I’ll mention Twizlers’ ‘We Are The Twizzlers/
Motorbike’ involves a kazoo, so you know to take precautions and it
is a cunning thing, winning you over through its modest cheek.
Casual Labourers offer tense indie arty noises in ‘A Lapse Is Due’
which makes sense, like a depressed Ludus offshoot. Midnight Circus
lumber through the well intentioned slumbering indie of ‘Suburbia
Nervosa’, Aconite twinkle during the shattered electronic experiment
of ‘The Truth About Cable’ and then Mick Sinclair himself pops up as
Milkshake Melon with the gently geriatric pop of ‘Walk Oates Walk.’
Cultural Amnesia have a savage tone to their dour ‘Repetition For
This World’ and are a proper band, like a clouded Clock DVA, so
that’s okay. The Get are highly tuneful punk with a somewhat
ambitious vocalist, and ‘The Leaders’ is busy, burbling bollocks, and
that’s no crime. Stripey Zebras’ ‘Walking Home’ is more of the same,
recorded live in a bedroom and pretty much a waste of tape. Funhouse
(no, not them) summon déjà vu by naming their offering ‘Teenage
Bedrooms’ which is truly horrible, although it holds your interest as
it’s clear this mattered to them and the lyrics are hideous: ‘Teenage
bedrooms are so fine, you should stop and take a look at mine,’ all
delivered in stereotypical Punk rhyming couplets. Vomitous! Danny &
The Dressmakers try to be artfully witty in ‘Kif Kif’s Magic Hat’ as a
tribute to John Cooper-Clarke, and yes, it is terrible. Chimp Eats
Bananas kick us out, at long last, with the literally titled ‘Shopping
List’ akin to a shy Max Splodge.
There are bonus mp3s, if that isn’t a contradiction, on the CD as well:
Chromosomes ‘Rot All Rulers’, Dean Johnson ‘Another Letter’,
Digital Dinosaurs ‘Elephant Germs’, Farming Jim ‘New Years Eve
83’ and Jelly Babies ‘Candy Bricks.’ I am relieved I can’t play them
because with few exceptions I never liked this side of indie music, but
for some of you this could be like a breath of hermetically sealed fresh
Art Punk air.
Good luck!
www.hyped2death.com
www.funboyfive.co.uk
VARIOUS
MESSTHETICS #107
Hyped 2 Death
Sometimes the links are quite weird on these brilliant compilations,
and the geographical (London) and label (Dining Out/Eustone)
structures are inextricably entwined. The hideous and almost pointless
ramble that Stepping Talk provide with ‘Common Problems’, which is
half-baked indie art strung between Raincoats and Scritti Politti, has
something to do with a label that Methodishca Tune also appeared on,
just as several of these bands have shared members. It’s a mad, mad
world.

Jelly Babies first appear with ‘Roller Skate’, some jolly punk drivel
that is daftly engaging and thankfully over quite swiftly. They
revolved idiotically in the same ever-increasing circles as Six Minute
War. Set aside two slices of mould-ridden historical mush the divinely
soulful pop Americana of Avocados’ ‘I Never Knew’ is a bizarre
shock, a thing of genuine beauty, worlds simply colliding and
seemingly passing through each other. Occult Chemistry’s clattery
‘Water’ sounds as cute now as it did then, a brilliantly chilly, brittle
jangling slice of mad sound, like a vastly improved Ludus.
Patterns are certainly interesting, their ‘The Bishop’ reminding me of
something from a musical long before I read they were into
performance art. It’s a sordid jumble, half Dickensian squalor, half a
kids TV background insanity soufflé. It’s also a perfect example of
how brilliant the booklets are, as it refers to a gig they played with
Bauhaus which was marred by incredulous skinheads beating Tom
Fawcett, then it was round to David J’s for a cuppa. Six Minute War
glow and glower with the pasty-faced, muted chug of ‘Weathermen’
and any punk band who got Crass whingeing about their lack of
‘respect’ has to be good. Demon Preacher’s ‘Royal Northern’ actually
sounds like Crass as imagined by Oliver Postage and yes, that’s Nik
Fiend in there.
Methodishca Tune’s wimpy ‘Leisuretime’ seemingly concerns
someone claiming wondering about whether to go out or not is an
actual problem. It’s the very worst kind of air-headed early indie.
Jangletties are far better, their surging melodic punk-indie ‘Happy All
the Time’ just crackles with life and character. Stolen Power sound
like they must have been Poison Girls fans, offering the same droning
agit-punk in ‘Little White Lies’ but with the addition of ghostly sax,
and a far better bass sound. Flags’ ‘Is God Love?’ is so bad I barely
got to the end, because it’s a school age precursor to Six Minute War
and really, really shite. Steppes are pretty amiable indie loafers with
‘God’s Got Religion’ and somehow they’ve an involvement with the
great Dave Henderson who fronted Disco Zombies, appearing first
with the cool, insular ‘Here Come the Buts’ that has a finely sonorous
melodic approach and really gets your attention.
Insex’s ‘Inner Sanction’ is intriguing, and the fact they supported In
Kamera seems fitting, as they’re like a dowdy Bauhaus. 49 Americans
make the sort of hideous din a shambolic democracy in motion should
with the dire ‘Newton’s Laws’ then the skittish Disco Zombies
expunge such memories with the gambolling ‘Greenland’ and then a
terse Milkmen stand bleating on the spot in ‘Since You Went Away.’
Methodishca Tune sigh and waft away through the skimpy ‘LFD’,
Design for Living twitter weirdly with ‘One to the Wise’ which isn’t

as charming as I expected. Twilight Zoners sounds like Jon CooperClarke formed a band for ‘Twister’ and tried impersonating the
Velvets. With ‘Should Be More Ideal’ 49 Americans actually make
their previous effort seem bearable. Club Tango are some Disco
Zombies spin-off undulating artily through the lyrically odd
‘Performance’ and then Jelly Babies breeze through a scruffy ‘Living
It Up’
(The CD also includes extra mp3’s: Buddy Hernia ‘Everyone’s a
Ricket’, Design for Living ‘Is There Somebody There’, Dyno Rod
‘Boredom in the 6th Form’, Milkmen ‘Mania It’s a Crime’, Occult
Chemistry ‘Water’ (flexi version), Twilight Zoners ‘Telephones Pink’,
White Bros ‘Muscle Power.’)
A weird, wildly wired and strangely compelling collection.
www.hyped2death.com

‘Thomas’ Piss On His Face Editor version 4.4’) It all ends with an
attempt at something truly epic in Mutlee’s ‘Welcome To The World’
which doesn’t quite get there but points for muso effort.
www.freewebstore.org/SawmillDiscs/Acoustic/
cat190710_140054.aspx - online store where I bought this. Has a
few interesting CDs available.
www.notjustsauce.co.uk

VENUS FLY TRAP
METAMORPHOSIS 1987-2007
Big Blue Records
To cut their catalogue down to a Best Of with a couple of current
additions is bound to create a fantastic album. I reviewed all the rereleases a few years back, but if you didn’t catch all of that, and fancy
checking out a fine band with a variety of nourish compositions you
certainly won’t regret getting this excellent collection, and it runs in
order, which is always nice, showing how they develop but essentially
retain the same edgy nervosa.
Meticulously elegant
feedback over terse drums
and a shouty post-punk
glory means it must be
‘Morphine’ then there’s the
frisky whimsy of
‘Desolation Factory’ and a
demented ‘Rocket USA’ like
Alien Sex Fiend turned
stockbrokers on acid,
worshipping at the altar of
The Cravats. The seismic
filmic edge of ‘Europa’ is
always bound to impress,
with the fruity bustle of
‘Achilles Heel’, as they approach streamlined status. ‘Moscow
Menagerie’ brings together seesawing guitar and a snide punk vocal in
a lolloping rhythmical soiree, and you can relax a while alongside the
nimble cool of ‘Pulp Sister’, a kind of Ennio Morricone Island Baby,
and that took a lot of thinking up, thank you!

VARIOUS ARTISTS
NOW THAT’S WHAT I CALL SAUCE 2 (Play It Loud Part 2)
Babydragon Studio
I won’t be playing this again. I confess I didn’t get the title at first,
then I realised Not Just Sauce is the online guide to music in
Worcester, and this CD constitutes one half of the guide to their 2009
festival. So they’re organised, which is good, and jolly, which always
helps, but for the casual listener compilations like this invariably are
weighed down with music which does nothing for you.
Sounding just like the opening music for a Sunday evening BBC
police drama The Cohen Brothers’ ‘Moving On’ is a mellow rock
ballad revealing, ‘we are moving on, right back where we came
from.’ I think it’s fair to say the word they’re looking for is returning.
So far, so Dire Straits in a handbasket, then Marina Del Ray does
breezy light indie, Marzipan Moon rock, Becky Rose has a bit of alt/
indie Kate Bush twinkliness about her and so on. I got it thinking Will
Dance For Chocolate’s ‘My Mona Lisa’ might be a live version, but
no, I am too optimistic. Who else? 32 Miles To Breakfast do sensitive
rock, although the CD stuck, Stuntdog are cute indie, Danse Macabre
okay indie pop, Wes Dance alt rock and a little bit Deacon Blue.
Humdrum Express are frothy indie fun, Laura Thompson does decent
singer-songwritery emotional fare, Lounge Tree operate under cover
of electro-acoustic darkness, Helens Evil Twin invokes the ghost of
agitprop. The Retinal Circus’ ‘Seahorses In Zero Gravity’ is well
weird and spaced out, as befits psychedelic weirdoes. (I was naturally
gratified to discover they’d edited their myspace profile with

The fervent and fluid bleepy deadpan ‘Metropolis’ speeds along, with
‘Mercury’ like a saucy, bleary Mission Impossible outtake. Then we
hit the newer material, with a spry stab at ‘Human Fly’, giving it
whiskery jocularity, and the casual thrills and indie spills of ‘Gemini
Lounge.’
Sheer quality, that’s what.
www.myspace.com/venusflytrapuk

VOLKMAR
WRATH OF CENTURIES
Danse Macabre
Suffering binds the songs together, with a slew of historical
references, modern and ancient. Persecution, war and dictatorships
bringing ruin, and yet it’s a little more laid back than their ‘Blessed
Sins’ album which allows the curvaceous songs real clarity and shape
like, ironically, a bloody great sword above you head. It’s bleak, of
course it is, but it’s pretty damn sharp.
‘Centuries’ mooches forward through a foreboding fog of synth drone,
and a saga of post-conquering blues drips forth, with crushed
rhythmical grace, measured guitar and agitated vocal of intentional
folly as the circle continues. ‘A Song For A Tyrant’ whisks it up,
stormier, and catchy, with scampering guitar and a crunchier
disposition. ‘Cease To Be’ then crouches low to scuttle and bristle.

and kept lithe in immaculately ordered surrounds. ‘Nothing More’ is a
trifle starker in sound, quite direct while stealthily advancing under
emotional cover, to end quite simply, without unnecessary flourishes
or repetition, which seems central to their work. What they do is
lovely, and there’s no musical flab.
The album is out in August. One to watch out for.
www.myspace.com/wavesunderwater

Again it’s got hooks aplenty, like an angry cupboard, although they
need to sharpen the vocals a bit and thrust those forwards.
‘Forgotten Ones’ also swaggers staunchly on with its story of
pointless sacrifice, ‘Red 75’ introduced a lighter note, as it skitters
forward on tippytoe through the gore, and the gloomily sparse
‘Eclipse Of The Faithless’ keeps the mood subtle until it gathers up
its sodden petticoats and does the early Christian Death whirl, which
is interesting.
‘Temples In Eternity’ growls and rotates in Gothy mire and ash,
‘Folklore Enemy Mantra’ treads water in a grotty ditch, strangely
mellifluous though it is, ‘InObscurity’ takes on a silkier demeanour
with robotic inserts, ‘Ethos Catacombs’ is a tangle of ticklish guitar
and wispy vocals, with a real spring in its lengthening step. The
comparatively balmly ‘Prosa der Grausamkeit’ goes for the oblique
doom, with everyone up for a pointless demise, before ‘The Battalion’
starts cheerily with ‘happiness is mass execution’ and goes on from
there.
It can wear you down with the unremitting despair, but it certainly
sounds good, remaining bright for all the grief.
www.myspace.com/volkmarsins
www.volkmar.com/au
WAVES UNDER WATER
A SHORT PRESENTATION
OF…
Calorique
‘Serpents And The Tree’ has that
traditional electro pulse purring
through it but the comforting
vocals of Angelica Segerback are
a charming guide, with Rickard
Kretschmer regularly pirouetting
in on rhythmical insistence, while
it’s Johan Svardshammar who swarms all over the keyboards. It could
be commercial europop in some senses, but for the avante-gardenia
aspects of the fragrant lyrics. That’s also where the soppier side of
Goth seems to come wandering through, and they look a bit Cabaret/
Steampunk so it’s all going on.
‘Winter Garden’ has a more sorrowful feel over the trudging bass
tones, the melody lilting through the pale shadows, stirring sweetly

WEST STATE
SIDEWAYS
Shadowplay
A parallel melting pot to Cyclotimia, the band who sent an album into
space, this record, which they insist constitutes a proper album, not a
compilation, has been gathered together from recordings through the
years. This makes it all seem rather vague.
‘Tension Part I’ is but a small sighing encroachment, before
‘Terminal’ burbles into electronic life, and ‘Transit Lounge’ sets itself
sweetly before us like a travelator, stretching off into an unknown
horizon. ‘Flowers In The Rain’ and ‘Automatique’ almost threaten to
get a pulse going but this is largely an assortment of gently sloping
encounters where some charm descends, starts circling around you and
then simply vanishes into the ether. ‘Xmas Theme’ grins inanely,
‘Wires’ gets dark and spooky, ‘Tension Part II’ drifts and then finally
some attitude fights its way through ‘Cloaka’ and you can believe
you’ve landed on an alien landscape as there is a rhythm to take you
inside the sound, from which you can imagine something. Mostly I
find myself adrift and unable to connect with slick or prickly
instrumentals that slide around. Ambient albums I can deal with,
because atmospheres, either harsh or evocative, can allow you to settle
within the place conveyed. This album is like most electronic works in
that something is paraded which you can observe without
participating. I get bored quickly.
‘Docking’ ambles by, the lightly scuffed ‘Travellers’ shuffles, ‘Room
101’ seems pretty but dwindles and ‘Sex Appeal’ sounds like
twinkling fairy lights in a dreary swamp. ‘Lullaby’ nods off with
dignity, ‘Gathering’ also has a trance like beauty, ‘Tension Part III’
crackles and flexes, ‘Kindergarten’ glides by happily, and there is a
sumptuous relaxing feel emanating from ‘Field Rex’ but then
‘Midnight Fever’ simply wobbles about and ‘I-Light’ gives us a
sample of Tony Blair being mystical which is funny but nothing I wish
to hear.

I presume lovers of electronic background music might get something
out of this but I didn’t feel moved or involved by such a sterile
environment. The fact the band don’t even have a prominent link to
this from their own myspace page tells you how exciting it is.

wondrous crawling husk, the vocals somewhat askew then punchy.
‘Waste’ toddles along on angst-filled fumes and we finish on the
wearily vocodered ‘Optimistic Day’ that mooches along in a demure
and delicate style.

www.myspace.com/cyclotimia

An opportunity for a great EP has been weakened and turned into an
acceptable but ultimately unnecessary collection.
www.myspace.com/whispersintheshadow

WHISPERS IN THE SHADOW
BORROWED NIGHTMARES AND FORGOTTEN DREAMS
Echozone
I’m not a great fan of remixes because it doesn’t really make much
sense. You could get it with books I suppose, but imagine how that
would run. Someone could take a mood exisdting somewhere in a
work and then rewrite the whole book in that tone, which seems utterly
spurious, and I can rarely remember a worthwhile collection of
remixes, which is something we’ll come back to with Necro Stellar’s
classic ‘Saturating Cemetery’ remix set from Shadowplay tomorrow.
Music as intended makes sense, and remastered works also allow the
band restitution if they’ve suffered badly at the hands of a tyrannical
producer, but remixes are just a fluffy add-on and little else.
The Remixed & The Reworked section comes first with ‘The Arrival’
being truculent and that’s fine, later also given a watery wash and
brush up by Artaud Seth of Garden Of Delight, smearing it kindly.
Matt Howden has rearranged ‘The Nightside Of Eden’ for his remix,
making it muted and wispily sentimental. Lazy Schulz has apparently
tinkered with the nimble, puppyish ‘Train’ and there’s two versions of
‘Damned Nation’, first kept upright by Thomas Rainer, then made
interestingly shabby by The Shallow Graves. ‘A Taste Of Decay’ goes
a bit weepy-beepy thanks to Dominic Daub, which is a non-event.
‘Killing Time’ also occurs twice, initially tweaked by Jenn Vix, then
The House Of Uhser’s Jorg Kleudgen, and neither take liberties,
making it a little lighter but maintaining its insistency restless energy.
A gracious ‘Pandora’s Calling’ is luscious, with Sonja Kraushofer
singing, alongside remixing duties with Martin Hofert. ‘Babylon
Rising’ gets a weirdly shaken and disinterred approach from Richard
Lederer, with Ashley Dayour gutting ‘Down By The Sea’ himself.
‘The Abandoned’ section of Lost Songs from 2005 covers five songs
which were recorded for an album which never emerged due to their
vague dispersal a few years ago, and it’s these which make the album
of actual interest. ‘Everybody’ is breezy Goth which teems with potent
enticements, the guitar shining keenly, the vocals up and welcoming,
the rhythm dynamic. ‘Karma Revolution’ raises an excitable clamour,
with ‘We Better Go’ a bitter, grazed and jabbing creation, the bass a

WILL DANCE FOR CHOCOLATE
WILL DANCE FOR CHOCOLATE
Own Label
I don’t often review (or actively sleuth) any Indie bands these days,
but when something this good comes along, and I just can’t stop
playing the bastard, I think you all deserve to know about it,
particularly as the band have this fiendish strategy of not telling
anyone how they can obtain it. Currently it’s only available at gigs,
which is fine if you live in Evesham or surrounding areas, but
hopeless for anyone else. I suggest you message them on myspace and
work it out between you.
Onwards then people, as we have a review of this lovely little thing,
but I should point out it’ll be of special interest to any fans of The
Dancing Did.
Yes, Chris Houghton drums for them, here in the guise of Chris
Insultia, which is how I first found out about them, back in the days
when you could still download the occasional track off myspace. He
may not be with them for much longer as he’s so busy, also being in
Doctor’s Orders and Big Cats, so they’ve been looking for a new
recruit, but he’s on this, and the ‘Disco Tuckshop’ EP you can
download at CD Baby. (You’d think he’d never heard of the concept
of pipe and slippers, although maybe he employs those onstage?)
‘I Don’t Wanna’ is a sparky opener, the singer admitting she doesn’t
want to kiss a boy’s face, because while he’s a pretty little baby she’s
in love with a man, and this simmering resentful stance is there on a
few tracks, usually with the protagonist pulled up short by an
emotional brick wall. ‘Get your dirty little
fingers…Away…From…Me.’ It’s a disappointment in life at virtually
every turn, while scruffy guitar buff up the dimple surface, Chris
effortlessly propulsive in what could almost be quaint indie, but that’s

because they’ve got the melodies nailed down cutely escalating when
necessary, and dipping down for vocal emphasis, allowing choruses to
purr, and able to end succinctly or sweetly crumpled. So much indie
sounds genuinely naff, that indie with a natural nonchalant charm such
as this is actually light years ahead.
‘Shake Shake’ also has the punky-indie sound, and is definitely my
favourite here, the ragged nagging tune stumbling them tumbling
forward with the shake-shake-shake thing cropping up like a little
verbal jitter which gives it all a fantastic feel, as it spreads and oozes
everywhere. (There’s also more distaste over touching for OCDspotters, with a hands off the shirtsleeves warning.) ‘Obsession’ has
more robust guitar as they sidle into a knowing cul-de-sac, the vocals
going all defeatist, collapsing inwardly after another romantic disaster,
the chorus a heartfelt pumper, although the groaning guitar break
could have been dispensed with. He (Stu Mysterio) redeems himself in
the wrigglier ‘Get This’ as guitars cross-cut and the bass of Jamie
Deathrap bobbles along proudly. The two vocalists Em Of Green
Gables and Lady Esther (there’s a TV detective series in them)
simmer and Chris remains crisply polite as the song acquires a seedily
soaring spirit.
Then they go all slushy with the ridiculously pretty ‘Valentine’s Day’
with a tale of gentle despair over at Ellis Island, like a folky lament
you’d get in some TV show, a woman in a flowery skirt walking away
from a tourist landmark, arms round herself, shortly before the credits
roll. A paean to Ally McBeal perhaps? Anyway, she wants to tell the
city that she’s sorry, so I think we can turn away discreetly and let her
get on with it.
‘Give Me A Reason’ sees them back in an irate punky strop, with
more bitterness and regret, but even-handed. ‘Twisting Song (Stranger
Than Fiction)’ has a skipping beat, some chunky guitar and poppy

vocal dementia, able fun throughout. ‘My Mona Lisa’ is
comparatively ordinary, flowing coyly, and the scrawny ‘Dark Eyes’ is
all puffed up energy, topped by the sharper guile of an equally
punctilious, catchy ‘Dance With You.’
Then they go all slushy again, with the gracefully jazzy ‘Cracking –
Swinging’ and it’s all over in the softly scampering style so swiftly
you wonder what has happening, but it’s in keeping with their
distinctively perky take on troublesome matters and there’s crafty
variety bristling across the album. I’ve played it every day since it
arrived and I suspect you might too, assuming you can actually find
one.
www.willdanceforchocolate.co.uk
www.myspace.com/willdanceforchocolate
www.youtube.com/watch?v=rQ6HB6tKLAA – ‘Shake Shake’
WILL DANCE FOR CHOCOLATE
DISCO TUCKSHOP EP
Download Bastardliness
I have gone senile! All three songs here are on the album. Live and
learn, people, and increase your eternal vigilance even more than
eternally.
It’s all fine though, as these are three great songs. We have the
haughty perspicacity of ‘I Don’t Wanna’, where they’re evidently
having fun because listen carefully and you can hear them laughing,
although they may be mental. ‘Twisting Song’ is the hip-shaking
gadabout lounge lizard fandango, and ‘Get This’ the swerving flintyeyed menace.
www.cdbaby.com/cd/wdfc

The Bourneville
Supremacy

It’s not every day (or even month) you find an indie album as cheerily and
cheekily challenging, or as downright enjoyably tasty, as the eponymous
debut of Will Dance For Chocolate. It needed to be investigated and with
my best e-mailing foot forward I trod on Em, who provides most answers,
with some curious ‘band’ answers slotted in. PHOTOS: Arron Tyler

WILL DANCE FOR CHOCOLATE

Beyond mentioning you formed in 2007 there is so little
info available on the band you may be in some witness
protection scheme. How did the band form, where and
why?
“I (Emma) was looking for a band to play with and I didn’t know who
to ask, who would want to play my songs. Brian Marr told me to pick
the best musicians I knew of. Stu was definitely the best guitarist I
knew, and know, so I asked him first and gave him a demo of my
songs. I then asked Chris to join and he wasn’t sure, he has been
calling himself a stand in all the way! But he’s a great drummer and
we like similar stuff. It took ages to get the right bass player. We met
Jamie through jam night too, and he learnt a whole CD of songs really
quickly. So we formed for the purpose of playing good original songs,
mainly at the Marrs Bar where I was working and we had our first
rehearsals. The combination of influences that each person brings to
the band makes the songs so dynamic, and often they end up a long
way from my starting demos.”
Have there been many people coming and going or is what
we see consistency itself? A settled, restless band? I’m
confused by there being a Lady Esther on the album and
Miss Laura Violet on the website?
Emma: “Lady Esther was our singer from about early 2007, maybe
earlier, I forget - including for the recording of the album. She left just
after the album release because of work commitments. It was a shame
because she had great stage presence, lots of character. And of course
she’s one of my best chums. Laura’s our new singer. She’s a talented
songwriter too!

“Pete Adams from And What Will Be Left of Them? was our first
ever bass player. He just played along with our first few practices. We
auditioned a few bass players in the early days but really the rest of
the band has been consistent, I see Jamie as being our only official
bass player!”
‘I Don’t Wanna’ – I believe everything I hear so obviously
someone here is shunning infantile men because they
have someone else in mind. This is based on true life,
presumably? Every gig there’s men weeping angrily in the
corners?
Emma: “If there isn’t a man weeping in the corner, it’s not a good gig.
But seriously, this is a blurring of the real life with the imaginary. It is
about shunning an infantile man in favour of another. The protagonist
- or is she the antagonist? – definitely has a plan in mind.”
What sort of scene do you see yourself in? How easy do
you find it being in any scene? Things have changed so
much things seem fractured, where it’s hard to find any
overall focus because bands can easily project themselves
online, but everyone is doing that.
WDFC: “We don’t really know what scene we’re in. It’s the audience
that puts you in a scene, and we have no idea how people see us. With
the right imagery for your, ahem, ‘product’, you can probably put
yourself in any scene, regardless of the music!”
‘Shake Shake’ – first the protagonist is dismissive and
now mean? And what’s all that not touching the

“If there isn’t a man weeping in the
corner, it’s not a good gig.”

shirtsleeve business? It sounds quite weird.
Emma: “The protagonist feels mean for being dismissive, but quite
likes it. Not touching the shirt sleeve is referring to when people are
touchy-feely with you for some reason – like trying to ingratiate
themselves, or trying to get on your level – and you think, back off!”

WDFC: “It’s definitely going to get harder if we want to pursue bigger
venues, more exposure etc. There are so many different channels it’s
hard to know which way to jump. Personally I don’t think labels are
the way forward, I think self-promotion and direct sales to your
audience is the future. And it’s so simple now. And the release on
Green Cables Music, which got us on iTunes and Spotify.”

Back to the music overall, you have the taut indie bounce,
but there are some older guitar styles too, do you just
work with all your combined influences, or do you have
massive arguments about which direction songs should
go in?

‘Get This’ – quite a tough sound, anyone looking at the
band who expect polite charm. Do you enjoy throwing the
odd spanner in the works? Not literally, obviously. You
can’t just go checking stuff about! Anyway, you know what
I mean. I bet people expect you to be a bit twee.

WDFC: “The combined influences are what make the band so good, in
our opinion. The blues-y guitar definitely bulks up the ‘pop’
songwriting, Jamie’s got influences from all over and his playing is all
his own, Chris’ drumming is punky. The songs just kind of work
themselves out, we play them over and over adding bits. They evolve
over time too.”

Emma: “We certainly enjoy doing tougher stuff. Do people expect
twee-ness? Because of the name? Because of the two singers in
dresses? I didn’t want to be another girl in black skinny jeans with
black hair and a flying V. Girls in rock sometimes seem apologetic for
girly girls. I can be tough but I don’t have to scream until my vocal
chords bleed to show it.”

‘Obsession’ – self-doubt, defeatism, callous detachment,
it’s all here. All fake or like a dairy laid bare?

‘Valentines Day’ – actually this is a bit, until you trash the
room. Why were you in New York, or placed this there?
Ellis Island? You’re apologising to a whole city. WHAT?

Emma: “I was just a lass when I wrote this so it’s genuine teenage
angst! It’s the subject that ‘doesn’t love you and never will’, not the
storyteller. So I wouldn’t say there’s much callous detachment there.”
When I first saw Chris drumming with the Dids (he must
have been ooh, eight or nine years old) bands always had
the dilemma or whether to try and locate themselves in a
city to Get On. To pursue a label. To pester radio DJs and
the press. Again, it’s all changed, with probably saves a lot
of heartache, but how do you see the band and your
commitment to it? Is it fun, or hard work and getting
harder with set horizons in mind?

Emma: “I was genuinely on Ellis Island on Valentines Day, in about
1999 it would have been so I’d have been 13 or so… I couldn’t
appreciate it at that age and wrote this to apologise for my lack of
appreciation of what could have been an amazing experience. The
room trashing wasn’t entirely my fault!”
‘Give Me A Reason’ – this is an odd one, dismay all
interlinked, and musically nicely grumpy but hopeful too?
What’s going on?
Emma: “It’s the guy you know is bad for you. You’re looking for
reasons to like him. But he’s an asshole! He’s arrogant, he’s always

changing his mind, you want him to scare you off somehow. But if
you don’t catch him you’ll regret it! And he’ll regret it! Confusing.”
‘Twisting Song (Stranger Than Fiction)’ – the wiggly one!
What’s true that people say? I did try and follow it but
there seemed to be mixed messages going on, about
ditching people cleverly, or playing around in only a semifurtive manner.
Emma: “It’s about realisation! Coming out of the dark. If your
friends think you should ditch that boy/girl, they’re probably right.
Disentangling oneself is sometimes easier said than done, and this
song tries to make light of it.”
‘My Mona Lisa’ – more emotional disturbance, with
potentially broken limbs. You’re fixated on weird romantic
disasters. This one seems relatively content?
Emma: “I’ve thought about this for ages. It’s only content because
it’s about freeing yourself from something terrible, writing off
something that was only making you miserable. What an emo! I like
it, though, ‘cos it’s so lightweight and so heavy at the same time.
And ‘cos my Dad really likes it.”
‘Dark Eyes’ - all eager and somewhat less content –
what’s making you so animal?
Emma: “A divine male, naturally! It’s the thrill of the chase. Simple
as that. This turned out so well, a great example of the combined
influences coming together to make something so much better, or at
least so removed from the original song. The demo was a slow,
chilled out number with loads of delay on the vocals. When we
played it together, it came out as a scorching rock song, it’s one of
my favourite things to come out of the band so far along with ‘Shake
Shake.’”
‘Dance With You’ – well, someone seems determined. Is
there a happy end here? Or just a gigantic hangover?

tonight even though you’re a prick’ song. You’re gonna dump him, but
it’s gonna be tomorrow.”
‘Cracking - Swinging’ – where does this come from in the
WDFC parcel of influences? If it didn’t sound so
convincing it would be really confusing. Actually it is
confusing, because the fact it sounds right means you can
easily ask why this isn’t more of this type of music
evident?
WDFC: “Hard to explain! We’ve done a few songs in other styles for
fun – Cracking reggae is somewhere around, punk Valentines Day,
swinging Dance With You. They sometimes just come out in rehersals.
Emma used it for a production project on her HND, hence the
recording! We wanted to throw people at the end. Seems to have
worked.”
I saw you mention somewhere you’re seeking a
replacement for Chris eventually as he’s always so busy.
How do you find new people in your area?
WDFC: “We asked around, we advertised on a few websites (Join My
Band, Party Sounds etc).”
Where do you go from here?
WDFC: “We’re now rehearsing with a new drummer so hopefully that
will work out. We’re working on new songs, and as soon as we’re
ready we’ll be gigging again, hopefully further afield. Another record
would be good, an EP perhaps. There’s lots of exciting stuff on the
horizon.”

Emma: “Written on xmas day 2006! Does that make it an xmas
song? Only a hangover at the end of it, an ‘I’m gonna dance with you

www.willdanceforchocolate.co.uk

THE X-CERTS
FUSSING & FIGHTING
Bristol Archive Records

WINTRY
ATMOSPHERE AROUND US
Wave Records
Okay, so here’s a weird little duo. Anne Goldacker on vocals, formerly
of Obsc(y)re, and Alex Twin who I assume is still in 3 Cold Men and
Individual Industry? Their mission is to convincingly blend Ethereal
music with tribal and electro rhythms to produce poppy noir
enticements, and despite the somewhat unyielding nature of Anne’s
vocals they do this, which rather gives away the ending, but I was
never one for suspense. Or am I?
‘Cinema Of Soul’ mopes with a resilient despair, sad vocals
smothering a placid beat, the synth mildly curious and through its
length it easily convinces you there’s something tough and interesting
likely, possibly on the intricate arty Industrial side of things. The
rumblier ‘Voices’ maintains this feeling, with Anne still numbing the
senses, but the tone becomes increasingly gentle, and the simplistic
beat with sugared synth of ‘Time’ reveals that the melodic intentions
are key here. In fact this is an 80’s pop template we all recognise, in
which the Petshop Boys are dusted down and inflated once again.
‘True Lies’ takes a sorrowful route with a bleak diminutive vocal
passage which is good, if dreary, and the morose but fluid ‘Unreale
Welt’ is pretty similar, where the mood isn’t that catchy but it stills
digs in neatly.
‘Burning Soul’ has some nice changes in it although the clicky beat
gets a bit clumsy at times, and they stalk in a jilted fashion to the end.
Things perk up with the dowdy instrumental title track, ‘Atmosphere
Around Us’, which is still pretty, then ‘Drowned’ surfaces slowly, like
a filmic dream interrupted but soon tires of being moody and plods
along. ‘Don’t Give Away Your Dreams’ potters about, partly drab,
partly defiantly optimistic, but laboured with a serious intensity.
‘Words’ maintains the vocal flow, and tries to up the zippiness, but it
all crumbles away, boring me somewhat.

Good Gawd, first I review Europeans, once home of Specimen’s Jon
Klein, on this Bristol re-release goldmine label and now it’s X-certs
who included Kev Mills. So here we have a band formed in 1978 who
lasted three years and regard their highlight ass supporting The Clash
in Cardiff. They certainly liked The Clash because opening track
‘Together’ is their positively weedy take on ‘White Man In
Hammersmith Palais’ with an anti-authority spine. It jingles and
burbles away
quite
harmlessly, but
back then
maybe it
sounded dead
exciting. Now
it sounds
punky but
relaxed and
almost cute.
I’m surprised
they never
wrote ‘Guns
Of Bristol.’
‘Queen And
Country’ is a
chirpy call to
no-arms,
‘Visions Of
Fate’ more
generally life-affirming with hope and determination, like the
bubbliness The Cortinas came to provide. ‘Secrets’ gets a bit wishywashy rocknrolly, but it’s jolly and the loping dub of ‘Stop The
Fussing And Fighting’ is equally sweet. This is Punk your gran
wouldn’t have minded.
‘Slow Down’ goes more spiky r’n’b than poonk rawk, and is ‘Let’s
Dance’ twisted around really. ‘No One Gives’ is a perky bit of fury
over society’s lack of caring, and apparently recorded live, which
certainly suggests they were pretty classy live even though the lyrics
are pretty banal. ‘Youth Is Calling’ is more reggae, like a bloodless
Ruts but hey, give them a chance. Oh hang on, it’s pretty much the
same through ‘Frustration’, dribbling happily away with choppy
guitar and a smooth rhythm, and the singer isn’t bad, just curiously
undemonstrative in his style, as though he’s perfectly content while
railing against something or other. ‘Together’, still live, did eventually
emerge as a single, and we’ve already been there. Ditto ‘Visions Of
Fate’, grittier live, with some echo, then we draw the curtains and
bemoan the passing of our youth as ‘Untogether’ does a falling
downstairs in the tardis dub.
Not a demanding or energising record in any way but you can’t help
liking it, it’s just so bloody cheerful, even when supposedly downcast
www.xcerts.co.uk

XYKOGEN
MUSICA UNIVERSALIS
Mrs Vee

I wouldn’t be listening again, and I’ve gone through it three times, but
people who like easy-going electro-dominant Industrial hybrids may
actually get something form it, because it does work at its moods. If
you’re fiendishly clever you might also find a version that comes
complete with a limited edition bonus CD of remixes and demos.

Intended as an inspired live recording of ideas formed during frenetic
activity this is available for free to anybody interested. Fact cans may
wish to know this was recorded at The Foundry on Feb 25th. 2009.

www.myspace.com/waverecordsmusic
www.myspace/com/wintrybrazil

‘In Girum Imus Nocte’ seems like muted whispers and a seedy threat,
such as ‘we are inside your dreams, we are behind the scenes’, but it’s
also as dreamy as it is dreary, and from the doomy ambience it all ends
very pretty. I couldn’t detect any crowd noise. Maybe everyone was

compared to, being Garbage and Blondie but also seeming like a band
you’d find in Dr Who, the vocals supremely sculpted to stand out in a
demanding but dignified manner among modern flowing music which
never stands still long enough for you to have a basic sense of what
they’re doing. It’s even throws up a punky stink towards the end.
‘My Heart Has Left The Building’ is morose but shifting, a heroic
tussle, with another crafty stabbing chorus, but with graduated
prettiness everyone, cobwebby and resentful or furiously frosty and
marching. ‘The Broken’ paints a bleak picture of the world, and as it
does so it revolves in a refined manner, like the music of delicate
espionage. It reminds me of restful Sixties cinematic music in a way
that often percolated behind scenes of misery.
‘Grudge’ starts with a reminder of the Sophie Lancaster case, but this
measured song isn’t one of anger but works on a deeper level lyrically,
and has quite a gentle tone. ‘Big Bad Wolf’ then does the dippy, slinky
go-go thing to cheer us up.

tied up? ‘Musica Universalis/Ineffable, Empty’ starts like a dozy
organist in a church idly caressing the keys while someone mutters
‘reconfiguration’, which mutates into heavy breathing as the sound
threshes gently. Elevator music for your descent into an abyss.
‘Pissing Contest/Kshatriya’ has some punky guitar lunging around,
but seemingly in arty surroundings, a bit like the Women’s Institute
inviting History Of Guns to attend a gamelan workshop. ‘Citizen’s
Arrest/Fury With The Face Of Heaven’ is some swarthy electro
noodling, with a chirpy tune fighting the vocal discontent.
‘Ki/Qiyamat’ is a light, bleepy endeavour, ‘Work Will Make You Free/
We Rip This Symbol From The Void’ is disturbing and very precise as
it looks back to the Holocaust, ‘Seidhr/To Rend The Veil Of Paroketh’
seems a bit of a weary non-event, and ‘Brand X’ may be a tribute to
Phil Collins’ jazz rock band of the same band, as it starts with some
heavy drums, but let’s give them the benefit of the doubt. It’s actually
an attractively bruised entity and should have been left for last
because the temperamental wank that is ‘Behold The Silver Star/Et
Consumimur Igni’ dribbles away and makes no impact despite the
eventual pickup in speed and electronic wibbling, which unfortunately
leads nowhere.
Curious band, curious record.
www.xykogen.com/musica.html - download album for free
www.mrsvee.com/xykogen - download album for free

ZEITGEIST ZERO
DEAD TO THE WORLD
Own Label
They exude confidence this lot, which always helps, and with a change
here and there since their debut album, they show ever sign of a
careful gathering, and honing, of their musical powers, making
everything slightly dirtier, darker and more intrusive than on their
eponymous album yet somehow far more assured and stylish.
‘Heart To Black’ has some forlorn synth waving behind the cold,
uncaring guitar which has been lubricated then flayed. Instead of then
boosting the energy and talking off, they introduce some classy, softly
mocking vocals. ‘Party For One’ saucily moves around the dancefloor,
bludgeoning anyone in its way, yet discreetly charming, with a cool,
breezy chorus. ‘It’s Not Easy Being Strange’ is brilliant and manages
to combine the sounds of the two bands they admit they’re often

‘Caress’ wanders into a cutely refreshing annex of theatrical musing,
the song lightly enticing and beautifully delicate, with Teresa’s vocals
rivalled by the guesting ‘Lumix Rhinegold’ (Nick Mears – what band
he’s in?), a magnificent example of understated glory. ‘Dance Of The
Fallen’ opts for a prouder prowling style, everything crisply
delineated, peaky and pro-active, things a little spikier, yet also a bit
of a seedy growly song as well as the slickest dance mover!
‘Unlucky 13’ seems and sounds like a continuation of that, equally
cajoling and furtively fun.
They end with ‘Blood’ which seethes hotly but also lays back mired in
an intriguing confusion as guitar nibbles at its bubbling core.
‘Everybody’s talking about the next best thing that’s twenty years old
as we’ve forgotten how to think. There is no time to change our mind.
I’m called Dead because inside I’ve died. Will we be recognised, and
everybody who couldn’t see how much it’s meant to be – will they be
right or will we? There’s blood on the dancefloor…’
That’s brilliant.
Only eleven songs, but it seems longer because for all the apparent
simplicity of what they do, there’s so much in here, and some cracking
tunes as well as stirring melancholy.
If you have taste you’ll get this.
www.zeitgeistzero.com
www.myspace/com/zeitgeistzero

THE LIVID DEAD

Their debut was good enough, but Dead To The World is far better, a
magnificent swirl of melodic lustre and mournful contemplation, and
who better to guide us through it than Teresa Dead.

ZEITGEIST ZERO

Let’s start with the basics. How have things been this year,
did it measure up to expectation?

Where did Kerry go? How odd did it feel when it
happened?

It’s actually been a really good year for the band, to name some
of our main achievements, we got a brilliant new keyboard
player, released a new album, played Whitby Gothic Weekend.
Plus winning album of the month in Dark Spy Magazine from
their panel of reviewers is excellent. Coincidently it’s actually
been the worst year of my life so the band’s success has been a
life raft in a sea of shit.

I guess this is the part where I have to tread carefully.
Basically he met a lady and his priorities in life changed. It was
an interesting experience and we’re a lot happier now with our
new ivory tickler James Grave.

And before asking you about the songs let’s talk about this
artwork, from the disc itself to the booklet and cover, it’s
fantastic. Who is Deaddreamer?

Bex I knew through the college where I worked, she came to
see us at a show and said she could play bass. We hung out
together and got along so we thought we’d take her up on her
offer. Corin was also keen to add a bit more guitar support to
the live show and it helps to bridge the gap between guitar and
electronics. I thought it would be nice to have another woman
in the band plus she’s good looking which is certainly not going
to do the band any harm.

DeadDreamer is an Austrian artist called Wilhelm Steiner who
designed our first album also and our new website
(www.zeitgeistzero.com). However on our second album Corin
Zero and Wilhelm worked closely together as both had a very
specific vision, a sort of dark decaying burlesque. The cover
photograph was taken by Tony Rusecki a photographer who
specialises in pin-ups and does a lot of work for ‘What Katie
Did’ faux vintage underwear. However Wilhelm took the
image and made it more film noir style and decided to remove
my heart. It has the best elements of classic gothic art, an
image that is attractive and repulsive at the same time, alluring
and disturbing. The artwork on ‘Dead To The World’ is a good
reflection of the band, far more than the artwork for our debut
album where we still finding our own style.

Where did Bex come from? What qualities did you
specifically want to find in her?

‘Heart To Black’ – a mean sound here. Does someone like
John Fryer bring out things you don’t expect?
Heart to Black was the song he tweaked and altered the least.
It all started with the beat on this one, which was formed from
a distorted synth line as opposed to a drum kit. Everything just
dropped quickly into place after that.

The song is about racism, a certain brand of bigotry Ive had
to endure all my life. Im from Northern Ireland and Ive really
have no fucking sense of humour about it.

www.zeitgeistzero.com

Does the song imply cretinous people really get to you? Or
do they make for an easy target to get some rage out onto?
Anger and noise always work well together.
The song is about racism, a certain brand of bigotry I’ve had to
endure all my life. I’m from Northern Ireland and I’ve really
have no fucking sense of humour about it. I’ve had to put up
with so much abuse and general ignorance over the years from
people who really should know better, in our so called
politically correct age. Ethnicity isn’t just about skin colour
and I’m still amazed and insulted by the crap that pours out of
people’s mouths.

80’s style bass line which really works. The lyrics are about
being overlooked.
‘It’s Not Easy Being Strange’ – do you honestly feel
‘ignored’? It’s better being strange than ordinary too, no?
I do honestly believe it’s not easy being strange, but for every
one person who has insulted me for the way I look, I have had
10 more people compliment me. However the song is not a
personal song about me, it’s about the alternative scene as a
whole. The way that it is ignored and maligned, we get no real
mainstream representation in the media, and when we do it’s
only to be ridiculed or misrepresented.

‘Party For One’ – like Kylie goes Industrial! Does getting
the song included on magazine Cds bring you people in
from different scenes, as I always wonder if such things are
just a good promotional move, or if they produce actual
results you can see.

‘My Heart Has Left The Building’ – just work woes getting
you down or larger disenchantment at play? If you didn’t
have the band do you think you’d go mad?

I think people from different scenes have always liked us when
we’ve played non alternative exclusive shows. It seems to
have really been picked up in the clubs up north and I think it is
very accessible. The last show we did was with The
Cruxshadows and a couple of ‘ordinary’ looking people bought
the album on the strength of loving that song. So maybe…. I
wanted that song to appear on as many magazine CDs as
possible as I wanted it to be like a single and promote it to
death. The credit for the music goes to Corin who wanted to
make a bouncy upbeat yet sad song, Kerry came up with the

The song isn’t about work it’s about not following your dreams
and if you don’t even try how empty you can become. It was
Kevin Morris, editor of TWF Magazine, who wrote ‘My heart
has left the building’ on his Live Journal while having a
particularly shit day at his work. I loved the line and toyed
with the concept, it really inspired me. I imagined a world
where you could live a life so polar opposite to the one you are
meant to live, that your heart could just leave you. Like a love
relationship that has broken down, it could just say, “You’re
not happy, I’m not happy, until you change your ways you’ll
have to live without me”. The rest of the song is the pursuit to
make your heart happy and to persuade it to return to you.

So we do the bill paying jobs that we have no interest in,
while our hearts scream at us that we are leading the wrong
sort of life. The songs on the album were inspired by this
sense of emptiness and unhappiness.
I think my heart has walked out on me a number of times, so
yes without the band I would go mad.
There’s a wider musical scope on this album, even putting
this raw energy up against the curious charm of ‘The
Broken’ – is this just something which simply evolves out
of writing a song, or do you decide you really wants
something which sounds like THIS then work out which of
the new songs you’ve been working on are going to best
suit that need?
Our songs tend to just evolve. There’s no master plan as such,
we just write what we feel. We may however chop and change
the style of a song if it doesn’t feel quite right. The best
example of this was with ‘It’s Not Easy Being Strange’ where
we tried seven different versions of the music, incorporating
everything from EBM to out and out punk to disco, before we
were happy with the overall sound. On the whole the album is
about longing and a desire to be happy and satisfied and our
deep frustrations. Like Don Quixote our mission has been to
change the world to our view, in our case to be successful in
music and it has become our obsession. We don’t have any
unrealistic romantic ideas of the music industry, but due to
illegal downloading/copying and lack of exposure (referencing
It’s Not Easy Being Strange) it has become nearly impossible

to pursue what we love as a serious career. So we do the bill
paying jobs that we have no interest in, while our hearts scream
at us that we are leading the wrong sort of life. The songs on
the album were inspired by this sense of emptiness and
unhappiness.
‘Distracting mediocrity’ – not a fan of X Factor then?
It’s the worst thing if you are a singer, people always ask why I
don’t go on X-Factor or was there a show called Pop Idol too?
*shudders in disgust* It sickens me that music is treated as a
by-product of fame rather than as a serious form of art.
‘Too many born to the stupid and young’ – well, that’s
understandable enough, but then you ask about ‘sold and
mis-sold what we just don’t need’ – isn’t it up to you not to
fall for it? What was the last thing you bought, then
thought you were an arse? (I have a Munsters dvd set
which I only bought as it was shaped like a gravestone.)
It is a condition in this consumerist world where you are
tricked that you have to buy lots of stuff to make you happy.
Often you’re convinced to buy things you don’t need motivated
by greed on the sellers side and instant gratification on the
buyers. There’s nothing wrong with buying a Munster’s DVD

‘Caress’ is beautiful but it could be masking many things.
What is about, really?
It’s about wanting to die and death spurning me as it’s not yet
my time.
Do the crowds go all soppy when you play it?
We’ve actually never played it live yet. Maybe one day…
‘Dance Of The Fallen’ and ‘Unlucky 13’ share one facet
that features across the album, the feeling is tough with
little sprinkles of electronic light. It is a harder album,
clearly, but as you haven’t released that many records, are
you already developing into something else? You can
obviously move in various directions, so is there a shift
coming?
I believe the hardness if just a facet of our music. We wouldn’t
like to do a whole album where the songs were in a similar
vein. It represents just one emotion in the spectrum we like to
explore. While we remain an underground band I believe we
owe it to ourselves to write the music we feel or takes our
fancy.

or something like a house, however it’s only good if you get
genuine pleasure from it and you don’t get conned or ripped
off. Money is often put before people and we work so hard to
be able to buy what we can’t afford or don’t need because it’s
fashionable. I’m not offering a solution I’m just holding up a
mirror to the world and saying how I see it.
‘Grudge’ – this must have been difficult to write. How did
you approach it, because even speculating on what people
like that might think (sic) seems a waste of time. There just
seems such a surfeit of scum these days.
Grudge was originally written as a very personal song about
one particular person. However, since then the song has taken
on a wider meaning and is about people who take a dislike to
anyone they see as different. The song is brimming with
defiance at this lack of understanding and is a kind of a ‘fuck
you’ to the mainstream. Thus the ‘What would you like to have
been?’ ‘Everything you hate!” sample. We wrote the song a
few years ago but when the Sophie Lancaster incident was in
the news the song just seemed so relevant and therefore we
decided to add the news clip at the beginning of the track as we
felt so appalled at that vicious attack.
‘Big Bad Wolf’ – demented fun, to lighten the mood. What
makes a kitsch romp like this work for you, assuming you
like bands of the whole twisted Garage ouvre?
This song was a last minute addition actually. We had started
writing Big Bad Wolf but abandoned it as we didn’t want to
write another ‘Bride of Frankenstein’. John Fryer bemoaned
the lack of ‘kitsch’ horror fun on the album so we resurrected
it and the song is now a firm live favourite.

There will obviously be changes with the music because we
have lost one writing partner and gained two new members.
Writing with new people is like moving in with strangers, you
have to find a way to make it work but obviously a different
dynamic. We have already written a few new songs and as
always they are very varied. The terms ‘electro-swing’ and
‘industrial sea shanty’ spring to mind.
‘Blood’ – great song, depressing close?
We were asked by one reviewer that we had put one of the best
songs on the album at the end. The song is full of raw nerves
and longing. We put it at the end of the album as we hoped it
would make people long to play the album again.
So, of course it’s one of the albums of the year and you
must be proud, but what don’t you like about it. What do
you want to improve on?
We wish we had more time to record a more fragile, acoustic
sounding version of ‘The Broken’ it’s something we may yet
still do for a future release.

of the other songs which slip through to pay tribute to…something.
‘Vincent Price’ is cut from an altogether different cloth, and it makes
for an alarming outfit, carnivalesque turpsichore traditions spinning
off into a disguised James Bond torch style passage and I’ll swear
they do this deliberately, taking a cruel delight in how mad it makes
people. It’s a corrupt skill and I doff all the hats at my disposal.
‘Tomb Of The Blind Date’ is their plainest serious song with mean
guitar and a mature throbbing mainframe as the song sticks to a
known road of twisted melodic rock. ‘Love Droid’ goes mad in a postKraftwerk antechamber, and actually it conjured up scary thoughts of
a Hazel O’Connor comeback, or just anyone embarrassing robot hand
movements. That’s a bit of a daft diversion overall, but then they
slither through ‘King Of The Ring’ exhibiting more of the rawk guitar
but the vocals are deliciously silly and the piano plonking behind the
thumpy drums keep us moving. It’s all reassuringly mental. ‘Wolf
Hands’ takes the baton and runs into an old school punk maze, while
‘Dr, No’ back somersaults through stylish 60’s backing into a 50’s
high school meltdown, and it quivers resolutely as befits such an
adventurous charade.

ZOMBINA AND THE SKELETONES
OUT OF THE CRYPT AND INTO THE HEART
Fiend Force
I’ve heard a few po-faced mumbles about this band before,
presumably by those who can’t cope with something that includes
outright humour, but it’s important to recognise they’re one of our
best bands, and can actually inflame your brain if trying to review
them because they conjure up so many startlingly cool, classic
comparisons, but that isn’t too surprising, given that they do have the
finest blend of Punk and Pop, which is absorbed into Garage sounds,
and Kitsch themes closest to that scene and bygone era, which all
resonates strongly today. They’ve the sounds of various scenes, the
energies and melodic intentions and charms of more conventional
artists, then it all gets bundled in together, so that there can be several
paths crossing in just one song, which might still breezily zip along
and self-combust within three minutes. It is constantly diverting,
rarely less than riveting and you can sing along to the point where
trained observers would have you committed.

All good things come to an end and they do so with the primly pureed
punk ‘I Go Psycho!’ which is gone before you know it. It doesn’t leave
you wanting to pop it all back on, admittedly, but I think that’s
because it’s done its job. It’s exhausted its own potential, because it’s
exhausting, making it the perfect record around now for whenever you
need that bit of a lift.
If this record can’t put you in a good mood nothing can.
www.zombina.com
www.myspace.com/zombinaandtheskeletones
www.myspace.com/zombinaremix
www.myspace.com/zombinaarmy

You should all be familiar with ‘Rifle Range’ by Blondie. If not your
musical education requires some attention. Take that ergonomic/
seismic success as a benchmark and then imagine it being shaken up
and stripped down. That’s the Skeletones effect and feel. The last two
albums (and singles comp) were great, but this one pulls it all in
tighter, somehow chunkier and calmer, but peels your epidermis away
if you heft the volume and get too close. They are as raw as they are
raucous.
‘Dracula Blood’ is like slaloming through grenades. Built on slender
means, a dangerous outpouring of vocals and rickety guitar pour on
the slick keyboards and furious drums. ‘Evil Science’ keeps the energy
up but with even more crooning combustion, like The Photos on fast
forward. ‘Puke It Up’ is any number of coy 60’s pop standards
waylaid by filthy intentions, or a Eurovision entry from Hell, if that
isn’t an oxymoron. That’s fun of course, but ‘Raised In Hell’ is
fantastic, like Joan Jett’s younger sister on a trampoline, blindfold,
larynx marinated in white hot vodka. The drums and organ get a bit
muso before we almost march into Rocky territory, but that’s their
impish way, that’s all. Think feral Pat Benetar. (Hell Is For Listeners.)
‘Flaming Skull’ is a no-nonsense garage go-go paean to Ghost Rider,
who remains one of my least favourite comic characters ever. (Face it,
he’s dull, and deserves to be from DC.) That song seems a bit dour as
a result, but it’s also timeless they’ve assembled it so well. ‘0-800
666’ hares off like an eight-legged thrash outing, but you’ll lost count

Fred and Mack reprising Butch & Sundance.

Coming Next...January 2010
in THE MICK 53
I have no idea!
Thats half the fun.

